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PROTECTORATE 

CHAPTER XXIX 

THE FIRST MONTHS OF THE PROTECTORATE 

On December 16 Cromwell, attned noL in militaiy .uniform 
but m ‘ a plain black suit and cloak,’ took the oath required in 

ifiS3 the Instiument m the Couit of Chancery in West- 
Dec 16 minster Hall. Aiound him as he seated himself on 

Cromwell . 
installed os a chair of Slate weie the chief officers of the army, 

as well as the representatives of the civilian govern¬ 
ment—the judges and State officials, including the Lord Mayor 

and Aldermen of the City of London. Hating received their 
obeisance, after the fashion of the former kings, his Highness, 
Oliver, the Lord Protector of the Commonwealth of England, 
was recoflducted to Whitehall, assigned to him as the resi¬ 

dence of the head of the State.1 The Protector’s passage 
through the streets was guarded by soldiers, and the 
acclamations raised weie almost entirely confined to them and 
to Cromwell’s own special partisans The population of 

London, which had applauded his expulsion of the Long Par¬ 
liament, accepted, for the most pait, with submission the new 
master imposed on England by the soldiery. If the spectators 

1 Several Proceedings, E, 222, 29. 

VOL. III. 
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ventured on any remark at all, it bore for the most piut on the 
cleverness with which the new Protector had played his cards.1 

To bear down the spmt of opposition it was neeessan, 
while accepting the Instiument as a sufficient working theory of 

Formation P0^08*to win over ^ie ma8ses by a continuance in 
of the Coun- well-doing In the formation of the Council named 

“ m the Instrument, Cromwell and the officers had 
contented themselves with nominating fifteen memhcis, leaving 
six vacancies to be filled as later adhesions to the new Govern¬ 

ment came in. The events of the preceding year made it 
hopeless to expect the concurrence of such men as Vane 01 
Bradshaw, or indeed of any one who had taken an active part 
in the Long Parliament The fifteen named consisted of seven 
officers Cromwell, Lambert, Fleetwood,'-1 Skippon, Dcsboiough, 

Montague,d and Sydenham, with eight civilians: Lord Lisle, the 

elder brother of Algernon Sidney, Su Anthony Ashley Cooper, 

1 “Lf peuple n’a donn£ aucune demonstration (lc joje, mnis los 
soldats par des salves et le canon de la Tour s’onl snlenms£, et (levant les 
maisons publiques ll s’est faict les feux." Bordeaux to Hiimine, Dec. l,JJ, 
Jl.O. Transcripts. The Venetian agent tells the same story at greater 
length. “In quest’ occorenza son stato osservando questi popoli piii 
confusi et attoniti che consolati senza che si sia inlusu uscire alcun grulu 
di publico e particolare contento Ogn’ uno si stiinge nelle .spalle; di 
lutti viene ammirata 1’ aweduta e destra mamera di questu soggetto, con 
cui 4 arnvato egli a questo segno di vedersi il disponitore assoluto in 
questo paese et di dar la legge a questi popoli; chi pentiti del possato et 
intimonti della forza, et pub dirsi avilliti, non mostrano piii ardire per 
grandi nssolutioni, et si sottomettono a quclla obbedienra et a quegl’ ag* 
gravii che per 1’ adietro non potevano fare ne anco con 1’ lmmoginalione, 
per cosl dire.” Fauluzzi to Morosmi, Dec Letter Book R. 0. There 
must, however, have been some exceptions to the general silence, as 
Salvetti {Adi MSS. 27,962 O fbl. 177b) writes that the proclamation of 
the Protectorate was received with applause, the people preferring one 
master to many, and being alarmed at the proceedings of the late Parlia- 
ment If Salvetti was standing anywhere where lawyers were congre* 
gated, the discrepancy can be easily explained. 

* Fleetwood was, for sopie time to come, absent in Ireland. 

■ Edward Montague, afterwards the Enxl of Sandwich of Pepys and 
the Restoration. 
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Sir Charles Wolscley, Sir Gilbert Pickering, Henry Lawrence, 

Francis Rous,1 Richard Major, and Walter Strickland 
With one possible exception, the members of the new 

Council were of the type of the men who usually rise toascend- 
„ ency after a revolution has run its course—men of 

istics of the practical efficiency opposed to further changes in the 

1 ' State, and, above all, to anything savouring of fanati¬ 
cism. Such men are usually content to devote themselves to 
the task of carrying on government without taking into account 
the theories on which any special government is founded Such 
were the instruments of Napoleon, and such too were the coun¬ 
cillors of Oliver 

The one member who does not quite fit into this descrip¬ 
tion is Cooper. He had indeed gained Olivei’s confidence by 

Sir Anthony ^ls stea(ty application to business as a member of the 
Ashley thiee Councils which had rapidly succeeded one 
0001161 another since the forcible dissolution in April, and 
also as a member of the nominated Pailiament, whilst it is 

moreover possible that his advice was in some measure taken 
in the arrangements for the new Protectorate, though, as a 
civilian, he had no place in those meetings in which the Instru¬ 
ment was concocted by the officers3 Yet there were distinctive 
features in Cooper’s character which single him out from his 
colleagues. To the end of his life he was distinguished by 

the shrewdness with which he anticipated the course of public 

opinion—a shrewdness which would have profited him little 
if it had been placed at the service of personal ambition, 

1 Mrs. Green, in the list of attendances prefixed to the Calendar of 
Domestic State Papers for 1653-4, calls him Colonel Anthony Rous 
The name in the Instrument of Government is, however, Francis Rous, 
and it stands as ' Mr. Rous1 in the Order Book of the Council, from 
which Mrs Everett Green derived her information 

* Burnet (ed. 1823,1 165) says of Oliver that Cooper was ‘ one of 
those who pressed him most to accept of the kingship, because, as he 
said afterwards, he was sure it would ruin him ’ The evidence is not 
worth much, but it seems likely that Cromwell would consult Cooper 
when the proposal was made to him by the officers, and that, if he did. 
Cooper would recommend its acceptance. 
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instead of being itself the result of sympathy with the main 
tendencies of the day. Little as is known of Cooper’s opinions 
at tins conjuncture, he may fairly be credited with the principles 
which formed a thread of continuity in his devious caieer, a 
dislike of cleiical domination, and a belief that the forces of a 
State are increased rather than diminished by the piactice of 

toleration. 
When the Council met on December 19, it selected Henry 

Lawrence as its President foi the first month. Lawience had 

Dec. 19 entered Parliament as a recruiter in 1646, and had 
done useful work on commissions, but had never 

President lisen to eminence as a politician. Before the month 

expired he was empowered by a wairant from the Protector1 to 
retain his post permanently with the title of Lord President of 
the Council. He was a distant connection of Olivei’s, and had 

at one time been his landlord at St Ives Foui other membeis 
of the Council were more or less nearly connected by mamage 
with the Piotector, Desboiough bemg his bi other-in-law, Mayor 
the father-in-law of his son Richard, whilst Picketing and 
Montague were more distantly connected with him.8 Thurloe, 

Thurioe who had been secietary to successive Councils since 
secretary the spring of 165a, retained his office, having under 

his control the Intelligence Department which the Long Parlia- 

Miiton and menl had confided to Scot. Milton remained at the 
Meadows disposition of the Council, but his blindness incapaci¬ 

tated him from active official work, and Philip Meadows, who 

had for some time acted as Latin tianslator, was given the full 
title of Latin Secretary.3 

For the present, the efforts of the Protector and his Council 
were directed to the repression of the fanatical pieacheis who 
had been the backbone of the Advanced party in the late 
Parliament. These were not long in giving cause foi the inter¬ 
vention of the Government. On the 18th either Feake or 

1 On Jan 16, 1654 Council Order Book, Inten- I, 75, p. 53 
- See a note in Masson’s Lift of Milton, iv. 545 

a Order Book of the C. of St., Interr, I, 71, p. 118; Council Wari ants, 
ib. xliv, 6. 
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Vavasor Powell openly styled the Protector ‘ the dissemblingest 
Dec x8 perjured villain in the woi Id, ’ adj uring any of his friends 

Monarchy' who might be present to repoil the woids to him, and 
preachers t0 a(jd «that his reign was but short, and that he 

Cromwell should be served worse than that gieat tyiant the 

last Lord Piotector ’1 On the following day Feake, without 
mentioning Olivei’s name, refened to him as the Little Horn 

of Darnel's prophecy, who was to make war against the saints, 
and afterwards to pensh at their hands Powell, who followed 
him, dwelt with greater emphasis on the same prophecy, 
averring that Charles I. was the King of the Noith, in whose 

place was to stand up ‘a raiser of taxes in the glory of the 
kingdom; but within a few days he shall be destroyed neither 
in anger nor in battle ’ “A small mattei,” cried the preacher, 
“would fetch him down with little noise.” Then pressing into 

his service anothei prophecy lelating to ‘ a vile person to whom 
they shall not give the honour of the kingdom , but he shall 
come in peaceably and obtain the kingdom by flatteries,’ Powell 

drew attention to the prediction that(aims shall stand on his 
part’2 The great army men, and swoidsmen, the picacher 
explained, should side with him Yet for all that there was a 

Fifth Monarchy now being set up by Christ for the destruction 
of all anti-christian churches and cleigy. “ Loid,” cried Powell 

in conclusion, “ have our army men all apostatised fiom their 

principles ? What is become of all tlieii declarations, piotesta- 
tions, and professions ? Aie they choked with lands, parks, 
and manors ? Let us go home and pray, and say, (Lord, 

wilt Thou have Oliver Cromwell or Jesus Christ to ieign over 
us?’”3 

1 Intercepted letter, Dec 22, Thtnloe, i. 641. The last Protector 
had been the Duke of Somerset. 

3 Daniel xi. 20, 21, 28, 31 
3 Information of Marchamount Needham, Dec. 20, S. P. Detn. xlu 

59. On the day on which these sermons were preached appealed a 
pamphlet under the title of The Temple's Foundation (E, 724, 13) It 
contained a Bill, ostensibly intended to have been presented to Parliament, 
authorising juries of sainLs to punish sinners. As, apart from the nature 
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Feake and Powell were summoned before the Council, kept 
in custody for four nights, and then hbeiated with a caution to 

Dec ai-24 offend no more.1 Oliver might have regarded their 

Powell before proceedings with equanimity, but for the danger that 
the Council a soldiery steeped in biblical language might take 

their predictions as a voice from Heaven Nor was it less 

necessary to remove from a position of authority over the 

soldiers the one man amongst all who sympathised with the 

rabid utteiances at Blackfnars, who was capable of setting an 

D(c ai army m array. On the 21st, the day on which the 
Harnson two preacheis were sent for, Harrison was asked 

hX.° whether he was prepared to act under the new 
mission government, and, giving a negative answer, was de¬ 

prived of his commission 3 He was a brave and single-minded 
soldier, but, with his opinions on the relations between the 

civil and the ecclesiastical power, he was not one in whose hands 
any government, careful of the welfaie of the State, could safely 
leave a sword. His position m the army was the more 
dangerous if theie was truth in the rumour that his adherents 
in the nominated Parliament had thought, in the height of the 
recent cnsis, of substituting him for Oliver as commander of 
the forces 3 

It soon appeared that nothing short of actual compulsion 
would silence the exubeiant lhetonc of the Fifth-Monarchy 

l6 preachers. Early in the new yeai strong language 
Jan , was again used in the pulpit, and on January 10 

attack by the orders were given to examine witnesses in the case 
preachers. ^ 0fferiders 4 The legal difficulty that no 

of its contents, the publisher was George Calvert, who also published An 

Answu to . .a True Narrative in the interests of the Moderate party, 
it may be taken as a mere political skit. 

1 Council Ordei Book, Interr. I, 75, pp. 7, 11 ; Several Proceedings, 

E, 2,233. 
* Thurloe, i 641 

1 SalvetLi’s Newsletter, Add MSS. 27,962 O. fid. 183. 
Harrison though not named is clearly refeired to Compare An Answer 

to ... a True Nairative, E, 725, 20 
1 Council Order Book, Interr. I, 75, p. 44 
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existing law constituted an attack on the authority of the Pro¬ 
tector an act of treason was easily surmounted by a 

Thetreawn temporary ordinance issued in accordance with the 
ordinance pr0Vlsl0ns 0f the InStlUllient.1 * 

The Fifth-Monaichy preachers were not the men to take 
warning Powell, indeed, had sufficient piudence to escape 
p to Wales, where for some months he continued to 

esnpes to preach sedition with impunity3 Feake and another 
Wales minister, John Simpson, set the oidmance at defiance 
in London. They were consequently arrested, and on 

jan as January 28 committed prisoners to Windsor Castle.3 

simpMnnd Whatever an ordinance might say, it was not in 
imprisoned. Oliver’s natuie to bung misguided fanatics to the 

gallows. Harrison was tieated with equal consideration. On 
February 3 he was ordered to letire to his father’s house 111 
Staffordshire.4 * Though at first he lefused obedience, he sub¬ 

mitted in the end, preaching an eloquent sermon to his followers 
befoie his departure s “ Surely, su,” wrote Roger Williams to 
a friend, “ he is a very gallant, veiy deseiving, heavenly man, 
but most highflown for the kingdom of the saints and the 

Fifth-Monarchy now risen, and their sun never to set ” 6 

If there were dangerous elements in the army of England, 

it was suspected that there were no less dangerous elements in 
the anny in Ireland. The sympathy of Fleetwood 

about &e and of most of the Irish Commissioners with the 
ns army BaptjstSj amongSt whom the Fifth-Monarchy move- 

1 Ordinance on Treason, E, 1,063, No. 41. It was. declared treason 
‘if any person or persons maliciously or advisedly either by writing, 
pruning, openly declaring, preaching, teaching, or otherwise, publish' 
that the Protector and people in Parliament are not supreme, or that the 
administration was not in the Protector and Council, or that their authority 
is tyrannical, usurped, or unlawful. 

: Thw loe, 11 44, 93, 116. 
1 Council Order Book, Intet r. I, 75, p. 77. 
4 C. of St Order Book, Inters. I, 85, p. 92. 
6 Bordeaux to Bnenne, Feb. T°c, R.O. Transmits. 

■ Williams to Winthrop, July 12, Knowles, Life of R. Williams, 

p. 263. 
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the Pro 
tectnrate at 
Dublin 

ment had taken its ongin, was undeniable On January 2, when 
. the news of the abdication of the nominated Parka- 
Jan 2 , 

The Com- ment reached Dubhn, the Commissioners issued a 
can a prayer circular lamenting the end of an assembly on which 

meetIng their hopes had been fixed, and calling on all 
Christian people to join in piayer appropriate to the melancholy 

occasion 1 Yet when it became known that a Protectorate had 
been established, the opposition ansing from religious animosity 

Reception of died away. Fleetwood, by no means a strong 
chaiacter, was as Oliver’s son-in-law bound by personal 
ties to the new system, and was restrained by habits 

of military subordmation from offering resistance to the 

geneial under whom he served, especially as the most lespected 
of the London Baptists wrote to disclaim all paiticipation in 
the views of the Fifth Monarchists. When the pioclamation 

of the new authority was offeied to the Commissioners for 
signatuie, the only refusal came from Ludlow, who 
stood in no relationship with the Baptist community. 
As his scruples were not to be overcome, the 
pioclamation was ultimately, on January 30, sent out, 
m transparent neglect of the usual custom, with the 

signature of the secretary alone 3 

Ludlow’s opposition was based on grounds diametncally 

Fifth opposite to those of the Fifth Monarchists Those 
Monarchist who held that the saints ought to rule the world were 
monwealth as little likely to bow before an elected Parliament 
men as to accept a King or a Protector3 Yet, trouble- 

Ludlow's 
opposition. 

Jan 30. 
The Pro¬ 
tectorate 
proclaimed 

1 The Commissioners to the Commanders-in-Chief, Jan. 2, Ludlow, 
i. 540. 

a lb. i 373-375- 
9 The Fifth-Monarchy position is well put in a letter from the London 

Baptists to those in Ireland They say that the substance of the preach¬ 
ings at Blackfnars might be summed up under two heads * ' First that it 
was the duty of the magistrates to own their power to be received imme¬ 
diately from Jesus Christ. From this the consequence would unavoidably 
have followed that they weie only accountable to Christ for their actions, 
and not to men,- and would not this have been the same with the late 
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some as they were to any settled government, these men had 
no future befoie them The most dangeious enemies of the 
Protectorate were the Royalists and the Commonwealth’s men, 
because they both anchored themselves on pnnciples which had 
their roots m the past, and which had still a pait to play in 

the future. Of the Commonwealth’s men Ludlow was perhaps 
the most stnking figure Unimaginative and self-possessed, 
he had the advantage of grimly holding on to the doctrine 
which had once gamed possession of his mind, all the moie 
because he failed to see it m relation to other doctrines equally 
important. To the political thinker Ludlow is naturally the 
object of scorn Why, it is asked, did he sacrifice himself for 
the supremacy of Parliament without asking whether such a 
Parliament as existed after Pnde’s Purge, or still more the one 

nominated by the army, was representative or not ? It seemed 
almost as if Parliament was to him a fetish to be woishipped 
irrespectively of the sources from which it is drawn or the 
benefits it conferred. Yet, after all, Ludlow’s view, broadly 
regarded, was not unreasonable Between the two Parliaments 
which sat m 1653 and the one which in our own day sways 
the destinies of the nation, the gulf is no doubt profound ; but 
a yet deeper gulf separated even the Parliament of nominees 
from the rule of the sword, and it was 111 piote&tmg against this 
rule of the sword that Ludlow became the mouthpiece of future 
generations, whilst he also anticipated them in rejecting the 
opimon of the Levellers that no Parliament should be en¬ 
trusted with power unless it were chosen by manhood 
suffrage. 

King, who, being peisuaded by his prelates that he 1 eceived his power 
immediately from God, was not accountable to the people’s representatives? 
But the second thing held forth with great zeal by those friends was that 
the great rule by which they were to act in their pioceeds towards the 
making of war or peace with the nations should arise from a spirit stirred 
up, as they say, by God to throw down potentates and powers rather than 
these prudential rules of justice and righteousness in the doing to all men 
as they would men should do to them.’ Letter from Kiffen and others, 
Jan. 20, Milton State Papers, 159, 160. 
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When Henry Cromwell, who was sent in March by his 

father to report on the feelings of the Irish aimy, and to calm 

March the excitement which pi evailed m it, arrived in 

and Henry Ireland, a characteristic conveisation between him 
Qromwen and Ludlow throws light upon the divergence of the 

parties to which the two men had respectively given in their 
adhesion. Henry Cromwell urged the practical necessities of 
the time. Ludlow asked why hig father had left 1 his former 

station wherein his power was as great, and his wealth as 
much as any rational man could wish, to procure to himself 
nothing but envy and trouble.’ “ You that are here,” replied 
the younger man, “ may think he had power, but they made a 
very kickshaw of him at London ” After hearing this descrip¬ 
tion of Cromwell’s position whilst the nominees were sitting, 

Ludlow fell back on the real strength of his position by 
arguing, ‘that all things ought for the future to run in their 
proper and genuine channel, for as the extraordinary remedy 
is not to be used till the ordinary fail to work its proper effect, 

so ought it to be continued no longer than the necessity of 
using it subsists ; whereas this that they call a government had 
no other means to preserve itself but such as were violent, 

which not being natural could not be lasting.’ “Would you, 
then,” answered Henry Cromwell, “ have the sword laid down? 
I cannot but think you believe it to be as much your interest 
to have it kept up as any man ” 

Each of the two interlocutors saw one side of the position. 
Without the sword, argued Cromwell’s son in effect, No pro¬ 
tection of the interests and ideas which have grown up with the 
Revolution With the sword, was the equally true reply, No 
permanent protection for anything It was hopeless to attempt 
to bndge over this gulf. Ludlow refused to act as Civil 

Commissioner under the Protectorate whilst he consented to 
perform the duties of the military position which he had 
received from Parliament till the order arrived to supersede 
him, an order which, as he rightly foresaw, could not be long 
delayed. Before Henry Cromwell left Ireland, he strongly 
recommended that the unbending opponent of military inter- 
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ference m civil government should be excluded , -0 / 

army 1 
In the City of London, though Royalist and Presbyterian 

sentiments prevailed m the community at large, regard for 

Feeling in ordei might be expected to have the uppei hand, at 
London ieast amongst the merchants and wealthier shop¬ 

keepers. The Fifth Monarchists and the nominated Pailiament 
were not likely to find much suppoit m commercial 

invited w Circles, and the Lord Mayor and Aldermen invited 
a banquet the protect;or and his piincipal supporteis to a 

banquet to take place on February 8, in Groceis’ Hall. 
On the appointed morning Cromwell was received at Temple 

Bar with all the ceremonies formeily paid to kings. As he 
passed along Fleet Street, Ludgate Hill, and the 

Cromwell Poultry, the sides of the way were lined with the 
in the City members 0f the City Companies sitting bareheaded 

on the benches provided for them Yet, though the Protector 

doffed his hat repeatedly, neither by them noi by the crowd 
behind them was a shout of applause raised. In his own 
person, indeed, he had once more taken caie to display the 
civilian charactei which he had assumed He was dressed in 
a musk-coloured suit richly embioidered with gold The order 
of the procession which followed told a tale of military pie- 
dominance. Fust came ‘ about thiee-score colonels, and other 
supeiior officeis m very nch habits ’ Only after they had passed, 
appeared the coaches of the membeis of the Council. 
Arrived at Grocers’ Hall, theie was a sumptuous entertainment3 
accompanied by music and the thunder of the Tower guns, and 
enlivened by the recitation of the best verses of which the City 

poet was capable 3 In the end the Protector received a gift 
of plate valued at 2,000/., and knighted the Lord Mayoi, now 

1 Ludlow. 1. 380-383 
2 A dinner followed by a banquet—11. a desseiL—in another room. 

The practice at the universities of leaving the hall foi dessert in the 
common room is a survival of this custom. 

3 There was also a song prepared, but it seems in great haste *— 
Come away, blest soul, no more 
Feed your eyes with what is foot; 
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Sir Thomas Viner, in return. He did not leave till after dark, 

when he moved back to Whitehall amidst the blaze of three 

hundred torches. As in the morning, the crowds which 
thronged the stieets preserved a sullen silence, and fiom the 
upper window of one house a large stone was aimed at his coach 
It fell wide of the mark, and every attempt to discover the 
offender proved unsuccessful.1 

That the dissatisfaction with military government should take 
the shape of a desire for a restoration of the old monarchy, 

Royalist coupled with a sense of the hopelessness of resistance, 

inthe'city was Per^ec% natuial There were signs, it was 
thought sent by heaven, to wain men that the present 

tyranny would soon be overpassed. The Thames had flowed 

and ebbed two hours before the pioper time, as it had done m 
anticipation of King Chailes’s execution. Part of the wall of 

St. Paul’s had come down with a crash. A comet had appeared 
m the sky, and, above all, the ghost of the late King had been 

The True descried flitting through Whitehall8 It was pro- 
state of the bably not without design that, on the very day on 
Common- which the Protector visited the City, a pamphlet— 
wealth True State of the Case of the Commonwealth— 

was issued to win public opinion to the side of the new Govern, 
ment, not only by imputing blame freely to the nominated 

It is enough that you have blest 
What was rude, what was undressed. 
Come away and cast your eyes 
On this humble sacrifice; 
W’e no golden apples give, 
Here’s no Adam, here’s no Eve, 
Not a serpent dares appear. 
Whilst yoni Highness stayeth here. 

, O then sit, and take your due, 
Those the firstfruits are that grew 

The Weekly Intelligencer, E, 729, 9. 
1 lb. ; Mere. Pol. E, 729, 1 j A Perf. Account, E, 729, 12 Pauluzzi 

to Morosini, Feb. ||, Venetian Transcripts R. O. 
1 All this is given in Pauluzzi’s letter of Feb A little later, on 

Match 9, we hear that the great south gate of St. Paul’s had fallen down 
in the course of the week {Merc. Pol. E, 731, 21) 
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Parliament, but by emphasising and even exaggerating the pait 
to be played by the people and their lepresentatives undei the 

Instrument. 
“Let us ruminate then, a little,” was the conclusion 

drawn . “ and behold the great hopes and blessed benefits 
of security and freedom that we have and may shortly 

An appeal enjQy un(jer the Government as it is now established, 

support Thg quairel for heieafter is not between two 

persons contesting both for a crown; it is not the mteiest or 
grandeur of any single person or paiticular family that is con¬ 
tended for on our part, but, if evei the enemy should, for oui 
sins, anse to the possibility of a future contest, remember what 

it is he fights foi, and what must be the wretched consequence 
of his prevailing, remembei also what we of this nation are to 

stand for, the pieservation of our leligion, our liberties, and all 
that is dear and precious among men, which appeal plainly to 
be embarked m the great bottom of this present establishment. 
If we falter, or be misled thiough fantasy, or if that fail thiough 
our default, we aie immediately swallowed up by tyranny, and 
have nothing left to do but to put our mouths in the dust, 

and sit down in soirow and silence for the glory of our 
nation. . . . Having therefore a fair and noble way of adminis¬ 
tration provided, under which men may live in a plenary 
enjoyment of their liberty as Christians and then nghts as men; 
we do not, we cannot in any measure doubt . . . but that we 
shall find a ready and cheeiful concuirence from all sober 
persons, and have ground chiefly to expect it for all the people 
of God, though of diffeient judgments, seeing equal liberty is 

given to them all . . and the pnncipal care is for preserving 
true religion, and the countenance of its profcssois. . . . When 
we look back upon what is done, we find nothing that stares in 

our faces, and if there could have been imagined any better 

way of settlement, we should have embraced it with the same 
spirit of submission; but here we see our friends have taken in 
the good of all the three sorts of government and bound them 
all in one. If war be, here is the unitive virtue—but nothing 

else—of monarchy to encounter it, and heie is the admirable 
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counsel of anstocracy to manage it If peace be, here is the 
industry and courage of demociacy to improve it. And where¬ 
as in the present constitution the legislative and executive 
powers are separated, the former being vested m a constant 
succession of Parliaments elective by the people, the latter in 
an elective Lord Protector and his successors assisted by a 
council; we conceive the state of this Commonwealth is there¬ 
by reduced to so just a temper that the ills either of successive 
Parliaments furnished with powers both of executing and 
malting laws, or of a perpetual Parliament—which are division, 
faction and confusion—being avoided on the one side, and the 
inconveniences of absolute lordly power on the other, the 
frame of Government appears so well bounded on all sides 
against anarchy and tyranny that we hope it may now, through 
the blessing of God, prove a seasonable mean, as for the 
better defending these dominions against enemies abroad, and 
promoting our interests in foreign parts, so also of peace and 
settlement to this distracted nation, and be of a durable con¬ 
tinuance to succeeding ages for the glory of the most high God, 
the advancement of His gospel, the protection of His people, 
and the benefit of postenty.”1 

In haranguing Oliver as he passed through Temple Bar, the 
Recorder of the City had reminded him that it might be left to 
other nations ‘ to salute their rulers and victorious commandeis 
Was Oliver with the name of Ceesares and Imperatores ’2 The 
a eclair? irrepressible verse-wnters of the day would not have 
it so. One of the fraternity who composed a poem in honour 
Ohv« de- of the Protector’s visit to the City, addressed him as 
S^tirthan a greater than Caesar, because he had refused to be 

a Caesar. Yet a Caesar he should be when he had 
burnt Rome, the profane seat of idolatry.3 Meanwhile, it 

1 The True State of the Case of the Commonwealth, E, 728, 5. 
1 Mr. Recorder's Speech, E, 729, 2. 

e * Ceesare major adest, quia noluit esse coronam 
Accipiant alu • se potuisse sat est. 

Ceesai et alter ent, si quid pnesagia possint, 
Cum petet igne tuos, Roma profana, deos ' 

Mare. Pol. E, 729, 14. 
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was his task to maintain the sovereignty of the sea He had 
already beaten down the tyrant, and had converted subjects 
into citizens, and had taught the soldieis to put on the garb of 

civil life. By him chaos had been reduced into an orderly 
world. It was a fascinating picture, if only because it sketched 

Object of out the two leading features of Cromwell’s foreign 

Cromwell's Pollcy ■ the mastel7 of the sea and the overthrow, or 
policy at least the weakening, of the Papacy. 

In handling the ordinary concerns of government, the 
Protector appeared to be inspired by a desire to avoid all 
appearance of arbitrary rule. In his choice of judges, at least, 
Cromwell's he consulted the interests of the nation as a whole. 
deration* Ten of those already on the Bench were retained ln 

Bench their places. Two, Chief Baron Wilde and Puleston, 
a puisne judge of the Common Pleas, were discontinued, both 
of whom had made themselves notorious, in the opinion of 
Royalists, for their violence and unfairness to pnsoneis who 
Wilde and had served the Ring—Wilde especially, in the case 
Puleston not of Captain Burley, and Puleston in the case of 
pointed. Captain Moms 1 If it is infeired from the passing 
over of these two judges that Cromwell desued to conciliate 
the Royalists, that inference is strengthened by his appoinl- 

Jan.as ment of Matthew Hale us Puleston’s successor2 
theHuuch CromweU’s attention had been diawn to that eminent 

lawyer by his services as one of the Law Com¬ 
missioners appointed by the Long Parliament, and Hale con¬ 
sented—upon strong instances from his Royalist friends—to 
take part m the administration of justice, though only on the 
condition that he should be excused from taking part in the 
tnal of political prisoners. The compromise was creditable to 
both parties.3 

1 See vol. 1. p. 41, and Great Civil War, iv. 54. 
* Wilde’s pout remained vacant for some time. 

1 The information on ihese changes is collected in Foss’s Lives of the 
flukes, under the respective headings Foss was doubtful of the date at 
which Puleston ceased to be a judge, but it is strongly probable that his 
supersession was at this time. 
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It was not long before the judges of the Upper Bench had 
occasion to give a decision which at least testified to then entire 

independence of the Government. On September 12a 
Sept5 m certain Captain Streeter had been imprisoned by the 

unpnbon- then exisiting Council of State for publishing 
CoundL46 seditious pamphlets1 On his application for a wilt 

Nov 91 
He is re¬ 
committed 
by Parlia 
menL 

The judges 
refuse to 
bail him 

of habeas corpus, Parliament on November 21 re¬ 
committed him, and no argument on behalf of the 
prisoner could shake the judges in their opinion that 
no committal by Parliament—despite the anomalous 
character of the assembly which then styled itself by 
that august name—could be questioned in any couit 

of law. With the abdication of Parliament, however, the whole 

legal aspect of the case was changed. The only warrant for 
Streeter’s committal retaining any semblance of validity was 

that from the late Council of State, and when, on 
jauSl3. January 23, Streeter once more took out his wnt of 

dissolution habeas corpus, the judges, though reluctant to give a 

a* 1ms to basty decision, pronounced ultimately on February 7 
BenchPper t^iat 811 ^r(^er Parliament ceased to be of force 

after a dissolution. As even the Attorney-General, 
who appeared for the Government, did not venture to suggest 
that the Council could lawfully lmpiison, except as a pre¬ 
liminary to a trial in the Uppei Bench, the decision in favour 
of the liberation of the pnsoner was a foregone conclusion, 

and on February n he stepped forth into the world 

as a free man2 
Neither directly nor indirectly were the Protector 

and his Council compromised by this judgment. Yet it 
certainly depnved them of a weapon which past 
governments had been in the habit of using freely. 
A practical point, which they were called on to 
decide at once, was whether they should allow 

the prison doors to be thrown open to Lilbume, 

Feb. xx 
and is 
liberated. 

The Pro¬ 
tector not 
compro¬ 
mised. 

Is Lilbume 
to be set 
free! 

1 C of St Order Book, Inierr. I, 20, p. 363 
1 Clovis ad apetienda Careens Ostia (E, 731, 18) contains a full 

report of the case 
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March 16 
Lilbume 
sent to 
Jersey 

May 
Writ of 
habeas 
corpus 
issued, 

June 
but not 
acted on 

who was certain, unless means were taken to prevent him, 
to make the application which had proved successful in 
Streeter’s case On consideration, they resolved to evade the 

operation of the law. On March 16 the Council 
ordered the transportation of Lilburne to Mount 

Orgueil Castle in Jersey, wheie the writ of the 
Keepers of the Libei ties of England did not run 1 
Nevertheless, on an application on Lilbuine’s behalf, 
a wnt of habeas corpus was issued,2 to Heane, the 
governor of the island, but was disiegarded by that 
officer,'1 whose conduct was unhesitatingly sustained 

by the Council. 
Lilbuine’s case may fairly be regarded as exceptional, and 

in all matters m which the safety of the State was not duectly 

Modera- concerned, the anxiety of the Piotectoi to keep 

Protector's within the measuie of the law was beyond dispute, 
policy His desire to calm down the agitation to which the 
proceedings of the nominated Parliament had given rise is best 

Th e hty mamfested by character of the eighty-two ordin- 
two ances which he and his Council issued, in accoidance 
ordinances the permission given by the Instrument up to 

September 3—the day on which Parliament was to meet. 
Many of these, indeed, were of an administrative character, or 
at least of purely temporary inteiest. Not a few nse into the 
atmospheie of statesmanship 4 

1 G Order Book, Interr. I, 75, p. 171. 
1 A Decimation of the Freeborn People of England, E, 735, 18, pub¬ 

lished on May 23 
1 G Older Book, Inlet r. I, 75, p. 336, Petf Diurnal, E, 229, 11, 

This is the beginning of the evasions of the law which, when imitated by 
the Restoration Government, led to the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 
Prynne and his fellows were sent ouL of England by order of the Court of 
Star Chamber, at that time a legal couit, against the decisions of which 
no wnt of habeas corpus would be available. These cases therefore differed 
in this respect from that of Lilburne, though they may very likely have 
suggested the line taken by the Council of the Protectorate. 

4 The Treason Ordinance has already been mentioned (see p. 7, 
note 3). Those relating to Scotland and Ireland will receive treatment in 
their proper place 

VOL. III. C 
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Jau xg. 
The 
ordinance 
for taking 
the En¬ 
gagement 
repealed 

The nominated Parliament had deprived the Engagement 
of its most tyianmcal consequences by directing that those who 

lefused it should no longei be debaned fiom seeking 
a remedy in the law courts for wrongs to which they 
had been subjected.1 On January 19 the whole of 
the ordinance enforcing it was repealed by the 
Protector, and no one was any longer obliged to 

promise, even as a test foi office, that he would be faithful to 
the Commonwealth ‘ without king 01 House of Lords ’ Foi 
the first time since the Covenant had been imposed in 1643, 
there was an entire absence of any formula to which men were 
required to give their assent on pain of being regaided as bad 
citizens amenable to1 the justice of the State. Such ‘geneial 
and promissoiy oaths and engagements,’ the Protector declared, 
had ‘ proved burdens and snaies to tender consciences.’ From 
henceforth no man was to be counted disloyal to the existing 
Government who did not assail it by his acts.8 

Tolerant of opinion as he was, Oliver was not tolerant of 
practices tending to immoiality of any kmd, especially when 

Much 3i. they pioceeded from a class of peisons instinctively 

fighting hostile to a Puritan Government On March 31 he 
prohibited prohibited public cock-fights on much the same 

grounds as those on which bear-baitings had been condemned 
by the nominated Parliament. Such meetings, he declared, 
‘ are by expenence found to tend many times to the disturbance 

of the public peace, and are commonly accompanied with 
gaming, dnnkmg, sweating, quarrelling, and other dissolute 
practices to the dishonour of God, and do often produce the 
ruin of persons and their families’3 Yet he took care to 
emphasise his view that it was the disorderly result of the 
amusement, and not the amusement itself, that he condemned, 

May 1. by attending a hurling-match in Hyde Park on May 

ramJa in Day, where fifty Cornish gentlemen a side contended 
Hyde Park for the silver ball used in the game, and which was 

followed by a display of Cornish wrestling.4 

1 See vol i. p 310. 1 Scobell, 11 277. 8 lb. li. 283. 
1 The Weekly Intelligencer, E, 734, 3. 
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The capacity of the new Government for dealing with com¬ 
plicated problems would be best illustrated by its attitude 

towards the two burning questions of Chancery 
Chancery Reform and Church Refoim As to the foimer, a 
reform long oidinance was issued on August 21 with the 

intention of making access to the Couit easiei and less expen¬ 
sive than it had hitheito been 1 Such an attempt was neces¬ 
sarily open to cnticism, and it might safely be predicted that 
the cnticism which it would meet with at the hands of lawyeis 
accustomed to the old system would be peculiaily seaiching 

In dealing with the Court of Chancery, the Protector and 
his Council had shown themselves conservative reformers, 

Church anxious to letain as much of the existing system as 
reform could be left untouched without doing positive evil 

In dealing with the Chuich, or rather with the Churches, they 
were actuated by precisely the same spirit With the limits of 
toleration, indeed, they did not profess to meddle. That point 
had been settled by the Instrument itself. The questions at 
issue m the late Parliament had revolved lound the appoint¬ 
ment and payment of ministers The advanced paity—though 
every member of Parliament who voted m the majonty on the 
fateful December 12 2 by no means belonged to it—had aimed 
at establishing a purely voluntary system, under which ministers 
were to receive no support whatever from the State or any 
source under the conti ol of the State, and were to be appointed 
by their congregations, pationage being thus entirely abolished. 

Against this the framers of The Instrument of Govern¬ 
ment had set their faces. There was to be an Esta- 

to he mam- blished Church surrounded by voluntary congrega- 
isinaj- tions. The only questions now before the Protectoi 

An Es¬ 
tablished 
Church 

1 Scobell, 11 324 Mr. Inderwick discusses the ordinance in The 
Interregnum, 224-229 The geneial lesult of his opinion is that 
though it embodied great and useful leforms, it did not sufficiently take 
into account the evil likely to ensue from sulstituting «hard-and-fast 
rules for the flexibility necessary to a due administration of equity,’ 
but reminds his readers (p 222) that there was good ground for the 
attack on Chancery, as there was then no definite system of equity law in 
existence. " See vol 11 p. 324. 
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Questions 
still 
unsolved 

S' 
uestiou 
tithe 

and Council weie how the ministers of that Church should be 
appointed and dismissed, how far they should be restrained 
to teach any definite doctnne, and from what sources they 

should be paid. The question of appointment was 

settled by an ordinance of Maich 20, that of dis¬ 
missal and, incidentally, that of restrictions on 

teaching, by an ordinance of August 28 1 The question of 
maintenance was not touched at all. 

The omission was the more noticeable as The Instrument of 
Government had held out a prospect, if not of the complete 

abolition of tithes, at least of their commutation to 
some ‘ provision less subject to sciuple and conten¬ 

tion, and more ceitam than the present,’ especially as Olivei 
himself was believed to be favourable to the change. The 

Oliver out explanation given by himself, that he was outvoted 
voted m the by his Council, though not m accordance with 

nncl modem ideas as to his lelationship with that body, 
is quite consistent with the glimpses vouchsafed to us into the 
inner workings of the Government, and may safely be accepted 
as true. The members of the Council had been selected as the 
opponents of headlong and unpopular refoim, and it was only 
in accordance with the mental habits of mankind, that they 
should set themselves against a leform which, though it might 

be neithei headlong noi unpopular, would certainly have 
entailed a great amount of tiouble on those who onginated it, 
and would have aroused a strong opposition from those who 
were interested in the maintenance of long-standing abuses.2 

1 Scobell, 11. 279, 335. 

2 In a conversation held in December 1654 Oliver was charged with 
having broken his word ‘in his promise about tithes to be taken away 
before September 3 5 He replied ‘ he wist not whether he had said so or 
no, but he heard Mr Jessey should report it of him, in which he had not 
done well, and for his part he could not do it, for he was but one, «rd 
his Council allege it not fit to take them away.1 (B. T. to_(?) Decem¬ 

ber 21, Clarke Papers, 11. Pref xxxvi) If Oliver had expressed his wish— 

or perhaps his expectation—that the half-piomise given in the Instrument 
might be earned out by an ordinance before September 3, the whole story 
acquires consistency Jessey may have exaggerated the words into a 
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Whatever might be done or left undone in the matter of 
tithe, it was absolutely necessary to face the question of Church 

Former organisation It was no more than was to be ex- 

an°£burch pected that the Piotector should take as a basis the 
organisation propositions which had been developed by Owen and 

his co-signatories from a clause m The Agreement of the People, 

and had been accepted on Februaiy ii, 1653, by the Piopaga- 
tion Committee of the Long Parliament in an amended foim 1 
He had also before him the report of the Committee on Tithes 
in the nominated Parliament.J In none of these schemes was 
a word said about ordination The State, from the point of 
view of their authors, had nothing to do with the forms by 
which a man was set apart for the ministry, or whether he had 
submitted himself to any forms at all All that it was con¬ 
cerned with was his right to the payment of a settled main¬ 
tenance if he desired to place himself in a position in which 
such maintenance was secured to him, under certain conditions, 

by the law. 
By an ordinance issued on March 20, provision was made 

for the appointment of ministers to benefices In this ordinance 

Match ^e recornmen<^atlons °f tbe Propagation Committee 
Commission were followed in the mam. The nght of patronage 
of Triers was to remain lntact, but the minister after he had 

been presented to a benefice was to submit himself to inquiry 

by a body of commissioners authonsed to act as triers in his 
case. According to the scheme accepted by the Piopagahon 
Committee these triers were to form a separate board in each 

county, and were to found their action on a certificate from 
‘ six godly ministers and Chnstians.’ The report of the Com¬ 
mittee on Tithes meiely suggested that counties should be 
grouped, and that the commissioners appointed for the different 

circuits should be empowered ‘ to settle godly and able persons 
to preach the Gospel in all void places’ The Protector’s 

personal engagement. That the phrase ‘take away tithes' means no 
more than the commutation in Oliver’s mouth cannot be proved; but see 
vol. ii. p. 102. 

1 See vol. ii. p. 98. - See vol. ii. p. 323. 
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ordinance appointed a general Commission of Trieis for the 
whole of England and Wales, meeting in London 01 Westminster, 
composed of mimsteis and laymen ; and contented itself with 

requiring the certificate of three persons of known godliness 
and integrity, one of whom was to be a settled minister, testi¬ 

fying to the holy and good conversation of the peison to be 
admitted to the benefice, after which the commissioners weie 

to approve of him ‘ to be a person for the grace of God in him, 
his holy and unblamable conversation, as also for his knowledge 
and utteiance, able and fit to preach the gospel.’ In other 
woids he was to be religious, moial, and capable Further 
limitations, if any there weie to be, were left to be dealt with 
in the futuie ordinance on ejection. This scheme was to come 
into force on Maich 25, but was to apply to all appointments 

made from April 1, 1653 A furthei determination of the 
ordinance settled a question not touched upon by the eaihei 

schemers Owen’s pioposal had left the question of pationage 

out of account The nominated Parliament had loudly called 
attention to the abuses of that system,1 but its complaints, how¬ 
ever well founded, had only served to piovoke a reaction which 
the Protector was bound to take into account, and with which 

he probably sympathised. The right of patrons to piesent to 
benefices was therefore fully accepted in the ordinance j its 
object being to check their powei of making unfit appointments, 
not to abolish it altogether. The conservative instinct of the 

country protesting against further change than is necessary to 
promote efficiency was abundantly satisfied 

On the question of the ejection of scandalous or unfit 
ministers, the plan of the Piopagation Committee had been to 

Aug 38 8lve power to a general commission to divide itself 
Commission into sections for the purpose of visiting a special 

group of counties, and to associate with its own 
members persons with local knowledge in each county, and this 
system was substantially identical with that recommended by 
the Committee of Tithes. The ordinance of the Protectorate, 
on the other hand—perhaps on the ground that commissioners 

1 See vol ii. p. 322. 
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coming from headquarters must necessarily be dependent on 
local knowledge—appointed a separate body of commissioners 
diawn from the county itself, 01, in the case of the moie thinly 
populated distncts, one body for a gioup of counties. These 
commissioners were to have the powei of ejecting, upon charges 

brought before them, all mimsteis and schoolmasteis ‘scan¬ 
dalous in their lives and conversations,’ or those who ‘ shall be 
proved guilty of holding 01 maintaining such blasphemous and 
atheistical opinions as are punishable by ’ the Blasphemy Act 
of 1650,1 ‘or guilty of profane cursing or sweaimg, perjury, 
subornation of perjury,’ together with ‘ such as shall hold, 
teach, or maintain any of those Popish opinions requited in the 
oath of abjuration2 mentioned in an oidinance of Parliament 
of the 19th of August, 1643, to be abjured, 01 be guilty of 
adultery, fornication, diunkenness, common haunting of taverns 
or ale-houses, frequent quarrelling or fighting, frequent playing 
at cards or dice, profaning of the Sabbath day, and such as do 
or shall allow the same 111 their families, or countenance the 
same m their paiishioneis or scholars ; such as ha\e publicly 
and frequently lead or used the Common Piayei-book since 
the first of Januaiy last, or shall at any time heieaftei do the 
same, such as do publicly and piofanely scoff at 01 revile the 

strict professors of leligion or godliness, or do encourage and 
countenance by word or practice any Whitsun-ales, wakes, 
moms-dances, may-poles, stage-plays, or suchlike licentious 
practices, by which men are encouiaged in a loose and piofane 
conversation, such as have declared or shall declare by writing, 

preaching, or otherwise publishing their disaffection to the 
present Government. Such ministers shall be accounted neg¬ 
ligent as omit the public exerases of preaching and praying 
upon the Loid’s Day—not being hindered by necessary absence 
or infirmity of body—or that are or shall be non-resident; such 

1 See vol. 11. p 2. 
2 This oath renounces the Pope’s authority, the doctrine of transub. 

stantiation, and disclaims belief in the existence of purgatory, in worship 
being due to the consecrated host, crucifixes or images, and m salvation 
merited by works (Scodefl, 1. 50) 
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schoolmasters shall be accounted negligent as absent themselves 
from their schools, and do wilfully neglect theii duties in teach¬ 
ing their scliolais’ In the case of an ejected minister leaving 
his benefice without resistance, the coninnssioneis were em¬ 
powered to set aside for the benefit of his wife and children a 

fifth of his successor’s income from the benefice vacated 
Such were the foundations of the Established Church con¬ 

ceived m the mind of John Owen, and leduced to piactical 
shape by Oliver With the exception of the con- 

of the Pro- demnation of the use of the Common Prayei, the 
tectorate scheme was in the highest degree bioad and 

generous, and it is well to remembei that those who strove 
to revive the use of the Common Prayer were a political as 
well as an ecclesiastical party, and that the weight and activity 

of that party, except so fai as it appealed to the indifferent 
in religion, were out of all propoition to its numbers.1 
The great bulk of the religious population had attached 

1 Baxter’s description of the influence of a gentleman at Kidderminster 
is worth quoting : 11 One knight— Sir R[alph] C[lare]—which lived amongst 
us, did more to hinder any great successes than a multitude of others 
could have done * though he was an old man of gieat couitship and 
civility and very temperate as to diet, apparel and sports, and seldom 
would swear any louder than (by his troth, &c. ’ and shewed me much 
personal reverence and respect, beyond my desert, and we conversed 
together with love and familiarity; yet—having no relish of this preciseness 
and extemporary praying, and making so much ado for heaven ; nor liking 
that which went beyond the pace of saying the Common Prayer, and also 
the interest of himself and his civil and ecclesiastical parties leading him 
to be ruled by Dr. Hammond ; his coming but once a day to church on 
the Lord’s days, and his abstaining from the sacraments, &c. as if we kept 
not sufficiently to the old way, and because we used not the Common 
Prayer Book when it would have caused us to be sequestered ; did cause 
a great part of the parish to follow him, and do as he did, when else our 
success and concord would have been much more happy than it was. And 
yet civility and yielding much beyond others of his party—sending his 
family to be catechised and personally instructed, did sway with the worst 
almost among us to do the like.” Re/. Baxtenana, 94 This lifelike 
picture probably gives a fair idea of what occurred in other parts of England. 
A certain number of landowners are attached heart and soul to Episcopacy , 
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themselves to one of the three great sections—the Presbytenans, 
die Independents, and the Baptists. All three pleached much 
the same Gospel, though they diffeied on special points—the 

Presbyterian from the other two on organisation, the Baptist 
from the other two on the age at which baptism should fitly 
be administered To Olivei it seemed indilTeient whether a 
preacher took one view or another on these special points 

The blot on the system was, no doubt, that it was left to the 
patron to decide whethei the minister of a pansh should hold 

one or the other opinion on these points, but the members of 
a recalcitrant congiegation were at least able—as they had not 
been able in the days of Laud—to desert the pansh church, 
and to gather round a minister whose teaching was more to 

their taste. 
No doubt the working of the institution thus launched 

depended mainly on the chaiacter and wisdom of the com- 

No minute 
inquiries 
justified by 
the ordi¬ 
nance. 

missioners. Puritan cleigy were apt to push their 

inquiries into minute phases of doctrine1 and 
practice, but there was nothing in the ordinance 
itself to encouiage them to do more than convince 

themselves of the spiritual earnestness of the candidate presented 
to a benefice 

With these provisions for the appointment of fit ministers 

No pro- and for the elimination of unfit ones, the interfeience 
IJJterad* of the State ended Whether any discipline was 
discipline, to be exercised in the paiishes was a question to be 

others are mildly dissatisfied with the strictness of Puritanism, and stay 
away from church more than their minister approves of The latter class 
especially have a strong influence on their dependents, who are quite ready 
to follow the example of staying away from church Baxter’s story of his 
own life may be sought in vain for evidence of any strong popular move¬ 
ment in favour of Episcopacy and the Prayer-book, though people like the 
imitators of R C. would be quite ready to support them both —probably 
with no little violence—if the old ecclesiastical institutions got the upper 
hand by reason of a political revolution. 

1 For a bad instance—if the report can be accepted as correct—see 
Inquisitio Anghcana, 6g8, g. 12, No. 4 See, too, the case of O. Pordage, 
State Trials, v. 539. 
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settled by the ministers themselves, with the concuiience of 

their congregations By the Presbytenan cleigy, whose whole 

The Pres- system of compulsory discipline had fallen into dis- 

disciphnem use>1 t^e want was specially felt One of their 
disuse numbei, Richaid Baxter, who was as distinguished 

for his chanty towaids those fiom whom he diffeied m non- 
essentials, as for the contioveisial vigoui with which he assailed 
extieme opponents, conceived the idea of substituting a 

Baxter’s voluntary foi a coercive junsdiction In his own 

voluntary parish of Kiddeiminstei he won over a considerable 
discipline, number of peisons—600 out of the 1,600 who were 

of age entitling them to become communicants—to bind them¬ 
selves to accept a system which authorised the minister to 
investigate chaiges brought against any member of his congie- 

gation, though the lefusal of communion had to be latified by 
the congregation itself 

N01 was it only by the establishment of congregational 
discipline that Baxter showed an appieciation of the needs of 
his dge Why, he asked, should not the ministeis of the county 

of Worcester form an association foi mutual en- 
He proposes 

couragement in then work, and for discussion on 
their parochial action, mespective of their diffeiences 

of opinion? The idea was not long m taking root in the 

i6sa county, and on December 22,1652, a Worcesteishire 
Dec 22 petition was presented to the Long Parliament asking, 

cestershire amongst othei things, that the peaceable divines of 
petition each party might be called togethei to leport on ‘a 

meet way for accommodation and unity ’2 What Parliament 
could not do, Baxter carried out by his own eneigy Before 
long the Worcestershire Association was well known as a school 
of charitable helpfulness m which Presbytenan, Independent, 
and even paitisans of moderate Episcopacy united together, 
without derogation to their individual opinions on church 
government, in older to assist one another in the ministerial 

an assocui' 
Cion 

1 See vol h p 86 
* The Humble Petition of the County of Worcester, E, 684, 13 
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woik common to all1 In due time the example set was 
followed by the cleigy m other counties Baxter, indeed, 

counted Oliver as a traitor and a rebel; but there was no man 
in England whose action commended itself more highly to the 
heart of the Protector 

1 The IVoiies/ershtre Petition Defended, E, 693, IS , Church Comoid, 
T, 749, 4; Pel Baxtenance, 84-98, 146-140 
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CHAPTER XXX 

THE STRUGGLE FOR THE NORTH SEA 

The problems of domestic legislation weie far from being the 

most difficult with which the Protector had to cope In his 
l6s4. relations with foreign poweis he had inherited a 

relations situation of extreme complexity Not only did the 

r.tu^Lu- war wlt^ Dutch Repubhc continue, but the 
rate. Government was entangled in a double negotiation 
with both France and Spain, from which it could hardly escape 
with credit. Nor could Oliver with any semblance of justice 
throw the whole of the blame on his predecessors If they had 
engaged the country against his wishes in the Dutch war, it 
was with his full consent, and partly at his direct instigation, 

that plans had been laid for an alliance, at one time with 
France against Spain, at another time with Spain against 
France. 

In March 1653) dunng the closing days of the Long 
Parliament, Cromwell’s leanings were towards an agieement 

l6„ with Spain, to be followed by action on behalf of 
Mudi the French Protestants and the City of Bordeaux. 

Yet by this time the resistance of Bordeaux was 
breaking down. Conti’s Government was unpopular with all 
classes, whilst the democrats of the Ormee lmtated the lawyers 
and traders Vendome blockaded the Gironde with the King’s 
fleet, and on land one fortified post aftei another fell into the 
hands of the royal army Piteous appeals were despatched to 
Madrid, and Philip was told that unless his fleet now gathering 
at Passages were speedily despatched, the cause of Spain and 

Ms 
Danger of 
Bordeaux 
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Condd was lost in Guienne 1 * When at last the fleet was 

ready, the defection of Le Daugnon, whose poit of Biouage 
was to have affoided a base of operations against Vendome, 

March as made new counsels necessaiy, and on March 25, 
Spamsh°f though this event had not as yet been publicly 

announced, doubts were expiessed at Boideaux on 

the efficacy of Spamsh aid. 
The paity of the Oimee accordingly resolved to appeal to 

England for assistance m money, ships, and men. Thiee 

Comnub- commissioneis, of whom the pnncipal was a lawyei 
sionen named Trancas, weie instiucted to lay before Parlia- 
England ment the case of the Boidelais In return for a 

promise of help they were to offei possession of a port on the 

Gironde, or, if the English Government pieferrcd it, of 
Arcachon 01 Rochelle The toweis which foimed the only 

remaining fortification of the lattei place weie, however, still 
held by the King’s troops, and it would be necessaiy to dis¬ 

lodge them 3 
Befoie the commissioneis leached England the Long Pailia- 

ment had fallen, and their ciedentials were presented to the 
Lord Geneial. Barnere, as might have been ex¬ 

pected, did his best to support their prayer, and 
Cardenas was no less urgent.3 So hopeful was the 
Spanish paity on the Continent of winning Cromwell 

to its side, that Condd drank his health at Antwerp as ‘ the 
wisest, greatest and ablest commander in Euiope.’4 Yet, 
though Ci omwell was by no means disinclined to the adventure, 
it was impossible for him to incur its risk until the Dutch war 

had been brought to an end All, theiefore, that Cardenas 

May 
The com¬ 
missioners 
m 
England 

1 Lenet to Watteville, March 4, Lend to Conde, March 4; Long- 
champs to Lenet, March 9, Bibl Nat. Fr. 6714, fol 33, 39, 37. 

a Powers given to the commissioners, Instructions to the 
Mi li AP1U4 

commissioners, Cosnac, Souvenirs du Flgne de Louis XIV, 

vii. 3, 478. Guizot mistakenly, as M. Cosnac points out, says that 
Oleron was offered to England ; it had previously been offered to Spain. 

* Barnere to Conde, May Chantilly Ttanstnpls 
4 Nicholas to Hyde, May Nicholas Papers, li 14. 
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could secure was the permission to hire six 01 eight ships from 

English merchants to be employed in the succour of 
Bordeaux. Yet even this limited assistance came to 
nothing, because, after ships had been hired, the 

Spanish ambassador found it impossible to man 
them, all available manneis having been pressed 
into the navy to fight the Dutch 1 In the meanwhile 

the Spanish squadron had put to sea, but, ill-manned and ill- 

june as. found, it did not venture to attack the enemy, and, 
^ though remaining some months longei in the 

Gironde, it made no serious attempt to lelieve 
Bordeaux At the same time 4,000 Irish in the 

Spanish service, who were intended to break up the 
French Royalist foices by land, deseited 111 a body 2 

On July 20 Boideaux surrendered, and lesistance to 

the King in the south of France came to an end 
That the Dutch war was still raging was mainly attiibutable 

to the persistency with which the English Council of State 

continued to press foi conditions of peace to which 
no self-respecting government would submit except 
under the direst necessity. When, therefore, on 

Apnl 6, the letter of Parliament3 offenng to take up the 
The Eng negotiation at the stage at which it had been diopped 
lish terms by Pauw reached the Hague, De Witt—who although 

abieatuie not formally appointed Pensionary of Holland till 
Hagl,e July, had for some time been fulfilling the duties of 
that office—was eager that his countrymen should accept the 

hand held out to them. Yet, anxious as he was to see peace 
restored, he could not recommend the acceptance of any pro¬ 

posal which implied the acknowledgment that Tromp had 
maliciously brought about the war, or which derogated from 

the national independence of the Republic. If no other 
reason had weighed with the young statesman, it would have 

1 Bordeaux to Bnenne, July TTT, H. 0 Transcripts. 
1 Baradouna to the Doge, July A, Aug. |§, Venetian Archives, 

Spagna. 
3 Aiteema, ui. 805 ; see vol. 11. p. 239. 
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been enough that meiely to entertain such a proposal would 
have inevitably resulted in an Change levolution in the Nether¬ 
lands. 

With these rocks ahead, De Witt contented himself with 
asking the States Geneial to agiee to the opening of a fiesh 

Apni i». negotiation in some neutral town Even for this he 
a new secured no more than the votes of four provinces. 
jvom°the Though it was constitutionally doubtful whether any 
Hague furthei step could be taken without the approval of 

those Provincial States by which the recalcitrant deputies had 
been appointed, the States of Holland, whose commerce was 
bleeding at every pore, passed on the resolution of the majonty 

May 6 to England.1 On May 6 it was summarily rejected by 

rqecLun m the new Council of State appointed immediately on 
England the dissolution of the Long Parliament, but assur¬ 

ances were at the same time given that there was no wish to 
press the Dutch hardly in the interpretation of the offensive 
articles 2 m the tieaty which had been under discussion before 
the outbreak of the war. 

Cromwell, at least, did not legaid this answer as final. 
Yet he was not the man to relax the warlike pieparations which 

Continuance he had |nherited from the former Government It 
of prepara- was in his favour that a few days before the dissolu- 

tion Penn had safely brought the long-delayed 
Arrival of coalships3 into the Thames. Not only were the 
rfiecoai- Londoners pacified by the prospect of being able to 

Distress their cellars> but the officials, whose task it was to 
H°mmster‘ Set the fleet ready for sea, weie able to press the 

ain mariners who had brought the coals. No such 
gleam of prosperity enlivened Amsterdam. In that once busy 

1 The States General to Parliament, April §g, Aitzema, in. 806; 
De Witt to Van Beumngen, . verbael, in De Witt's Bnevtn, v 121 j 
compare Geddes, 1. 292-297. 

a A Declaration of the Council of State, May 6, T/iurbe, 1. 239 j The 
Council of Slate to the States General, May 6, Aitzema, 111. 812; De Witt 
to Van Beunmgen, May j§, Bnevrn, v 138. 

1 See vol, 11. p 248 
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mart three thousand houses weie to let, and the grass was 
growing m many of the streets A glovei who had employed 
forty-eight hands was now working as a journeyman, whilst a 
manufacturer of silk bonelace, who m bettei times had found 
employment for thiee or four hundied gnls, had been com- 

Anxiety for pelled to dismiss all but three.1 The only hope of the 

thl m«-y °F traders lay in the fleet of merchantmen making its 
chant fleet siow way round the north of Scotland, now that it 

had been found impossible to protect it m the Channel It 
was admitted that if that fleet were to fall into the hands of the 
enemy, the bankruptcies would be beyond counting 2 

In order to avert so dire a calamity, Tiomp left the Hague 
on Apnl 22 to resume his command Two days later he 

. . warned the States General of the weakness of then 
April 92 ... 
"May s navy, 1 and how impossible it was for him with such 

small vessels to do anything against the English, 
the Hague. bejng for the most pait all great ships, so as he 

Apni 34. should biing not only himself and many other honest 

Hwforet men, but the whole State into inevitable danger; 
bodmgg desiring, therefoie, to be dismissed of his charge, 

which he had far lather another should have than go to sea 
with such a fleet.’ The States could but refuse to accept his 

He offers resignation,3 on which Tromp, making the best of his 
hia resigns- position, put out to sea, followed by 200 merchant- 

t,on men which he conducted m safety as far as Shet- 

Convuys^the land There he fell in with a part of the homeward- 

flKuSfeiy bound fleet, which he convoyed to Holland without 

Monk and ^ considerable loss4 Monk and Deane, who had 

himM m,ss ^een In Pursul1->5 bad missed him, though they made 
havoc of the fishing-boats on the Dutch coast 

1 Newsletter, April 29, Clarendon MSS. il No 1,121. 
3 Attzema, 111. 813. 
1 News from the Hague, Clarendon MSS 11. No i,iiS. 

4 Attzema, 111. 814. 
5 Letter from the fleet, m The Moderate Intelligencer, E 697, 4; 

Several Proceedings, E. 213, 14. Mr. Geddes (1. 311) incorrectly speaks 
of Blake as pursuing Tromp 
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Blake, now to a certain extent lecoveied from his wound, had 

May ib ieg£uned his good humoui, and betook himself to 
Blake at Portsmouth to look after the equipment of the ships 

0 under ordeis for active service These, as well as 
others then fitting out in the Thames, weie placed at his dis¬ 
posal, either to scoui the Channel or to be carried to the help 

Keeping of his colleagues m the North Sea1 If the words 
&amgfoo£ traditionally assigned to him • “ It is not for us to 
mg ua mind State affairs, but to keep foieigneis fiom fooling 

us,” were ever really uttered, they may conjecturally be assigned 
to this period of his life, when he finally resolved, much against 
the gram, to throw m his lot with a Government whose poli¬ 

tical principles he detested.8 
On May 27, Monk and Deane, who had been plying off the 

Mon^aad ^exe^ since their return from a fruitless chase, on 
Deane put hearing that Tromp was now m command of a fleet— 

Yar" according to report—of 120 ships, put back to Yarmouth 
„j™ei. - to collect reinforcements 3 On June 1 they sailed in 
The fleet off , ~ 
the Gabbard, search ofthe enemy with 115 sail, five of which were 
fireships,4 anchoring foi the night about two miles off the 

1 Newsletter, May 12, Clarendon MSS. 11. No. 1,149 > Perf Diutnal, E, 
213,18 ; The Weekly Intelligencer; E, 698, 2 , Perfect Account, E, 698,3 

8 That Blake cannot have used this expression at the time of the 
expulsion of the Long Parliament appears from the conduct attributed to 
him at the time (see vol. 11. p. 270, note 2) In the nominated Parliament, as 
has been shown (vol. 11. p. 309, note), he sided with Cromwell. The words 
would be in place if they were spoken to some member of the expelled 
Long Parliament, remonstrating with him for deserting his colours. 

3 Several Proceedings, E, 213, 24 
* [The number of ships is slighlly overstated m the text A list 

published on July 25 (669, f. 17, No. 34), and leprinted m Penn’s Mcui 
of Sir W. Penn, 1 490, gives a total nuipber of 105, including 5 fireships. 
Appended to the list is a note saying : ‘ Besides this, there have come to 
the fleet, and with General Blake, and other ships, above 20 since the 
draft of this list’ According to a letter from Penn [id. 1. 495), there 
were 126 men-of-war after the battle was over. Of these, 13 joined under 
Blake in the course of the second day’s action, so that there cannot have 
been more than 113 present when the battle began It is possible that there 
were fewer, for Dutch accounts describe the English fleet os 95 or xoo 
sail BrandL, Vte dit PAmiral de Pmter, ed. 1698, p 35,J 

VOL. III. 0 
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southern end of the Gabbard shoal1 * On the morning of the 

2nd they descried Tromp—who had visited the Downs and 

Junes f°und them empty—beating up towards them, not 
Approach of indeed with 120, but with 104 sail, six being fiie- 
the Dutch, gj^pg. a SOmewhat, theiefore, infenoi in the number 

and still more inferioi in the size of his ships. 
On the approach of the enemy, the English fleet weighed 

anchor, and bore down upon him as quickly as a light wind 
somewhat to the eastward of north would allow.3 Both fleets 

were divided into three squadrons, Monk and Deane com¬ 
manding the main body of the English, with Penn on the star- 

The battle board and Lawson on the port side.4 5 In the centre 

Gabbard. ^ enemy’s ®eet was Tromp himself, whilst De 
Ruyter was at the head of, and De With astern of 

the line as it beat up against the wind. So light was the wind, 
that the two fleets only came within range about eleven. Deane 

himself was struck dead by one of the first shots, and Monk, 
throwing a cloak over the body of his fallen colleague, found 
himself left in sole command.6 For about three hours there 

1 See vol. u., map facing p. 195. 
* Tromp to the States General, Aitzema, lii. £17. 
* Tramp’s official narrative is quite clear that the English were right 

in the wind, and that the wind was N. by E Admiral Jordan’s journal, 
however {Mem. of Sir W. Penn, 1. 553), gives the wind for the whole day 
as N.N.W., N. and N E Probably it was N.N.W. before dawn. 

4 This is nowhere stated, but the battle is unintelligible on any other 
supposition. 

5 The only two accounts of the battle at any length are Tramp’s 
narrative and a letter from Richard Lyons, Monk’s chaplain.1' According 
to Tramp. “We caught sight of the enemy’s fleet nght in the wind, 
which was N. by E. The enemy for a long tune drove down upon us, we 
doing our best to beat up towards'them. Finally the enemy separated into 
three squadrons, one in the centre and the other two on the wings, sailing 
free at a good distance apart, apparently to enclose us in a half-moon. 
They, perceiving that we awaited them in good order, again approached 
one another, just coming within shot at eleven in the morning. General 
Deane then prepared to attack us, as he did furiously, and we defended 
ourselves according to our duly. In the midst of the fight it fell calm, 
and the enemy’s Slue Squadron ” [t.e. Lawson’s)(< was somewhat separated 
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was a hot cannonade, without any attempt on the part of Monk 

to break into the enemy’s fleet according to the piactice of 
former actions, probably because the lightness of the wind 

from the mam body, and the wind changed a little, so thaL our ships were 
turned round to catch the wind, m order to cut oif the squadron. The 
enemy perceiving this, took all pains to join one another, but, before that 
could be well accomplished, we were strongly engaged with the Blue 
Squadron, and whilst we were still fighting, we fell off into the middle of 
their mam body and passed through it, so that both the fleets were fighting 
very hard, and surrounded by a cloud of smoke.” Ai/ze/ua, in £21. 

“But on Thursday,” writes Lyons, “at day dawning, we saw the 
enemy’s fleet to the leeward of us ; and weighing all hands, we stood with 
them, but the wind failed us. By that time we drew near them, and the 
enemy stood lashing” (z.«. lasting) “away; yet did the 'George'” 
(Lawson’s ship) “ and his squadron very hotly engage the enemy for some 
hours; so Tromp declines engagement with our mam body and flag, but 
bears up to reheve Ruyter that was hotly engaged by Rear-Admiral Lawson, 
who, with his second came very well off, and all his squadron, being the 
Blue, both with safety and honour And now, the wind bearing about 
to the eastward, the enemy takes the advantage, and comes with his whole 
power and engages sharply for two hours, till ours had recovered the 
weather gage again, and then he endeavoured to keep all as close together 
as he could that he might make the best of his way without loss, dreading 
our great ships.” Mem. of Sir W. Penn, 1. 496. Lyons’ statement that 
the Dutch were ‘ tasking away,’ that is to say, were not close-hauled, is 
inconsistent with Tromp’s assertion that he was beating up towards them. 

Of shorter accounts we have Monk’s despatch . “ Early in the morning 
we discovered the Dutch fleet about two leagues to the leeward We 
made sail towards them, and between eleven and twelve at noon we were 
engaged, and for three hours the dispute was very sharp on both sides, 
which continued horn three to six in the evening.” Ib 1. 491. “At 
daylight,” writes Rear-Admiral Jordan in his journal, “ espied the enemy's 
fleet, consisting of about nmety sail; they kept the wind; we made all 
haste by getting anchors up, and sailing to them. Proving little wind, it 
was eleven in the morning ere we came to engagement at a distance; two 
or three hours later more closely. My Admiral—the Blue—Lawson, with 
myself and Rear-Admiral were closely engaged with some others. After tw 
the General and Admiral of the White” (i.e Penn) “came to a close 
engagement; sunk three or four. All the night little wind; we kept fair 
by them.” Ib. i. 530. “About mid-day,” writes De Ruyter in his 
journal, “ we began the fight, and about three o’clock we turned upon 
them and drove them to flight.” Hague Archives. 
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would have piolonged the appioach of the windwaid fleet, and 
would consequently have exposed it in a comparatively defence¬ 

less position to the enemy’s broadsides.1 Tromp on his side 
fell off fiom the wind, doubtless that he too might have the full 

use of all his guns. Gradually, however, Lawson edged down 
upon De Ruyter, either dnven by the cuirent oi jnompted by 
his own impetuosity, and Tromp, seeing his colleague’s danger, 
foisook his own immediate antagonist to push on to his succour. 

Before anything decisive had been accomplished the wind dropped 
entirely, and when again a light breeze sprang up it blew from 
a more easteily quarter than befoie. As the wind headed his 

ships, Tromp, with a promptitude which the soldier-admiral 
opposed to him could hardly be expected to imitate, ordered 
out the boats to tow round his ships that they might catch the 
wind on the starboard tack. Whilst De Ruyter thus gained the 
wind of Lawson, Tromp diove his squadron into the gap left 

between that Admiral and Monk, thus placing Lawson between 
two fires and anticipating m a rough and imperfect fashion the 
manoeuvre familiar to seamen of a later date as the bieakmg of 
the line. If the movement failed in the success which it 
achieved in the hands of Rodney and Nelson, this was partly 
because, in consequence of Lawson’s advanced position, Monk 
was not so much to leewaid of him as he would have been if 
the change of wind had occurred earlier in the battle, and was 
therefore able to come to his aid without any long delay, and 
partly because the gunnery of that day was insufficient to crush 
even a weaker adversary in what would now be consideied a 
reasonable time.3 The battle ended in a general melde^ in which 

1 Not only is there absolutely no mention of the ordinary ‘ passing 
through ’ the Dutch fleet, but the broadside fighting is imphed in Jordan’s 
words relating to this part of the fight. 

a Probably on account of the greater windage as compared with that- 
allowed at the piesent day:—•* With the degree of windage formerly 
established in the British service, no less than one third or one fourth of 
the powder escaped and was lost, and as balls are often less than the 
regulated size, it frequently happened that half the force of the powder 
was lost by unnecessary windage.” Sir Howard Douglas’s Treatise on 
Naval Gunnery (3rd ed. 1851), p. 582 
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the English ships by tlieii supenor weatherliness forced them¬ 
selves thiough the mass of the enemy and legamed the weather 
gage. In this desperate struggle the Dutch lost two ships, the 
one blown up and the other sunk 1 Night put an end to the 
stiife, and diifting southwards by wind* and tide the two fleets 
found themselves at nightfall not far fiom Dunkirk.2 

With the morning Tiomp discovered that, as on that sad 
day when he had found himself helpless off Cape Gnsnez,3 

June 3 his powder was running short. De With announced 
diottof that he had no more than would suffice him for three 
powder. hours De Ruyter had even less. Once more the 
wretched administration of the Republic had provided disaster 
for her fleet4 Yet the old hero could not be content to 
retreat till he had once moie tried a fall with his country’s foes. 
By this time the wind had shifted to the westward, and the 
English lying to die noith-west opened the attack. Just as 
Tromp was hard-pressed Blake came up with thirteen fresh 
ships and rendered his position hopeless. Yet even so he 
kept up the struggle to the close of the day. Towards the end 
of the fight his ship was boarded by Penn’s ciew, and seeing 
no other resource, he set fire to a banel of powder underneath 
the part of the deck which had been masteied by the enemy, 
and blew the assailants into the air. For all that it would have 
gone hard with him if De Ruyter and De With had not come 
to their admiral’s relief. So well had the struggle been kept 
up that at sunset a great part of the Dutch fleet was still to the 
westwaid of Ostend, though many of theii ships had made off 
to the entrance of the Maes foi shelter Tiomp’s best ally was 

1 Tromp to the States General, June Aitzema, iii. £17 
1 The English authorities represent Tromp as flying, but the southward 

movement is more probably to be ascnbed to natural causes, accentuated 
perhaps in the end by a sense of failure The fight is usually styled the 
battle ofNieuport, and is supposed to have been fought off that place. 
The mistake seems to have arisen firom Tramp’s expression that it began 
in the meridian of Nieuport. A letter from Bernard to Strickland 
(Thurloe, 1. 272) shows that the first day's fight was not visible from the 
shore 

* Seevol. ii p. 219. 1 Tromp to the States General, Attzema, iii. 817. 
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the wind, which was now blowing liaid and deteued the 
English commandeis from ventuiing with their large vessels 
amongst the sands which fnnged the Flemish coast Wfien 

the sun rose on the 4th the Dutch were descried in 
R®treat4of full retreat for the Wiehngs, to which it was impos- 
the Dutch aye t0 f0u0W them. In the two days’ fight the 
Dutch had lost, according to the English account, twenty men- 
of-war, of which eleven were brought in as prizes 1 

The victory was attributable mainly to superior adminis¬ 
tration on the Enghsh side. The ships of the victors were 

of not on^ kiger, but better built, bettei supplied, and 
the better manned. The division into three squadrons 
Tlctory‘ which had been first displayed m the battle off 
Portland, was imitated from the Dutch practice. If there was 
superiority in tactics it was on the Dutch side, as no single 
action of any one of the English commanders can be com¬ 
pared to the promptness with which Tiomp took immediate 
advantage of the change of wind in the midst of the first day’s 
fight What the Dutch admiral lacked was a fleet equal to his 
merits. 

After his leturn home, Tromp spoke his mind freely to the 
government—if government it could be called—under which 
he served. More than thiity of his icmaining ships, he said, 
were too weak to be of any service against the powerful 
statement armament °f the enemy. De Ruyter added that, for 
by De his part, he had made up his mind that unless the fleet 

nyter’ weie strengthened he would go to sea no moie. In 
the late battle, he added, more than half the ships weie mere 
hindrances to action, as those that were better armed had to 
defend the weaker ones instead of putting forth all their 
strength against the enemy. “Why should I be silent?” 

1 Penn’s Mem. of Sir W. Penn, i. 491-498; Tromp’s despatch and 
narration are in Aiteema, hi. 817, 821. The story of Tromp’s blowing up 
his deck is from Hollandsche Mercttrms (1653), p. 68. That Tromp 
himself should not have mentioned it is m accordance with his usual 
modesty, and is an additional reason for doubting the theatrical exhibition 
of the broom at the masthead. 
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Indigna¬ 
tion of 
Be With 

burst out the impetuous De With “I stand before my sove¬ 
reigns* I must speak out. The English are our 
masteis, and consequently masteis of the sea.”1 
The fact was undeniable. The English fleet was 

langing along the coast and blockading the ports Those who 
sent it out aimed at even more than this. There weie on 
The board 5,000 soldiers under Goffe who had received 
JlrSlose to instructions to occupy, if possible, one of the forli- 
townPina fod towns of Holland. The scheme, however, 
Holland. proved impracticable, and Goffe returned without 
making the attempt. To the Dutch the mere existence of the 
blockade was sufficiently giievous without this culmination of 
misfortunes. Trade was at a standstill. Starvation was 
followed by tumult, and loud ciies weie raised foi the re¬ 
establishment of the Stadlholdeiate as the only means of 
rescuing the Republic from its misfortunes. 

The outcries of the population stimulated De Witt to 
search once again for some course which might satisfy England 

without rousing the just susceptibilities of his own 
countrymen. With this object in view he persuaded 
the States General to appoint four commissioners, 
not to negotiate a treaty m England, but to ascertain 
whether there was any prospect of negotiating on a 
reasonable basis The four were Bevemmg—a 

confidant of De Witt—Nieuport, Van de Perre, and Jongestal. 
The fiist two weie Hollandeis, the thud a Zealandei, and the 
fourth a native of Friesland who, being a devoted servant of 
the House of Orange, was piepaied to balk De Witt and the 
Hollandeis in any endeavour to make peace on unfavourable 
conditions. Beveming arrived in London on June 17, and 
his fellow-commissioners were not long behind. 

The reception of the commissioners was unpromising 
Though the nominated Parliament had not yet met, and the 
Reception Council of State was therefore one of Cromwell’s 

own choosing, its members weie as stiff in their 
missionera. demands as if they were utteily indifferent to the 

1 Attzewa, 111 821. 
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attainment of peace. The attack by Tiomp off Folkestone 
still lankled 111 then minds, and on June 29 they refused to 

June eg. treat at all unless the Dutch comnussioneis were 
d^inds piepared to acknowledge in some piactical fashion 
Council of ^lat their gieat admiral had been m the wiong and 
state to give security that the offence would not be le- 
peated.1 To Ciomwell, then at the height of the religious 
fervoui which expressed itself a few days later in the speech 
with which he greeted the nominees, this cold tieatment of a 

June 30 Protestant nation was unbearable On the 30th he 
Aprwate sent a private communication to Nieuport, in the 
“JJJ^cat,on hope that it might clear the way for a better under- 
Cromweii standing. Might not the States General, he sug¬ 
gested, give the required satisfaction by dismissing Tromp 
tempoianly from his command, on the understanding that he 
was to be reappointed after five or six months? As to 
security, it would be enough if two or three Dutchmen were 
appointed to seats m the English Council of State, and the 
same number of Englishmen to seats either 111 the Dutch 
Council of State or m the States General.3 If these conditions 
were accepted, a truce would piobably be granted and the 
Dutch would be allowed liberty of fishing in the Biitish seas, 
and of trading in the West Indies. 

That Cromwell foresaw no difficulties 111 the way of 
amalgamation in this modified foim is probable enough. The 
CiomweU's grandiose conception of a union between the nations 

had originated with his ally St. John, and had taken 
uon. hold on his own mind “ You have appealed,” he 
now aigued with the commissioners, “ to the judgment of 
Heaven. The Lord has dedaied against you. After the 
defeats you have undergone, your only resource is to associate 
yourselves with your formidable neighboui to work together 
for the propagation of the kingdom of Christ, and the 

1 Verbael, p. 21. 
9 The idea was probably derived from the arrangement by which 

Elizabeth and James I., till he abandoned Lhe cautionary towns, were 
represented by the English ambassador in the Dutch Council of State. 
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deliveiance of the people gioaning undei oppression ”1 Nevei- 
theless, Cromwell being fiimly convinced that Tromp had been 
the real aggiessor at the commencement of the war, saw 
nothing offensive m demanding some acknowledgment of the 
fault. 

Though from a Dutch point of view Ciomwell’s overtuies 
weie absolutely inadmissible, the commissioners were well 

July i. awaie that he would take umbrage at their re- 
CromweU jecti0n \ and it was without surprise that they heard 
offence that he was closeted with Lambert and Harrison, and 
had given vent to a suspicion that the only object of their 
embassy was to gain time for a fresh development of their naval 
power.2 

Yet it was not in Cromwell’s nature to confine himself to 
mere distrust. It is true that at a confeience held on the 13th 
july j he leiterated his belief that the Dutch had maliciously 

Cromwell* contrived the war, but he was now in the full fervour 
fteshSa of that religious conviction which manifested itself in 
suggestion ^ eariy days 0f the nominated Parliament^ 

and he not only refrained from repeating his proposal for the 
supersession of Tromp, but pleaded long and persuasively for 
the closest possible union short of amalgamation. He told the 
commissioners that ‘ God had wonderfully delivered them out 
of the Spanish slavery, and revealed to them the tiuth of His 
word; that the English therefore honoured and loved them; 

but that people sometimes became careless and did not * 
sufficiently apprehend the intiigues which were used against 
them; that in England, God be thanked, the work was better 
understood than in the United Netheilands, and that, above all 
—what must be fiist thought of—were the essential points 
tending to the preservation of freedom, and the outspieading 
of the kingdom of Chnst, not for themselves only, but also for 
posterity, in order that the treaty built on such a foundation— 

1 Sirtema de Grovenstin, Hist, des Luttes . . . entre let Puissances 

Maritimes et la Prance, i. 204. The words are taken from a diary of 
Beveming in the Hague archives 

- Verbael, pp. 84, 85. 
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yet according to the foim and charactei of the respective 
governments —might be permanent and inviolable, that it had 
often happened that, after a quairel, fuendship became stronger 
and faster than befoie; and that neither of them knew what 
God the Lord, for the magnifying of His holy name and the 
dehvery of so many oppiessed nations, who now more than 
ever groaned under insuffeiable tyranny, might intend to 
accomplish by the two republics in His own good time.’1 

Such language was a sufficient indication of that zeal for the 
triumph of his religion which was never far from Cromwell’s 

July 14 heait. His practical sense was embodied m a con- 
MtwnVer versation which he held with two of the Dutch com- 
Cromweii missioners as he was walking in the evening in St 
and the Tames’s Park. ‘The interests of both nations,’ he 
commas- J , 
sioners said, 1 consisted in the welfare of commerce and 
navigation; and no lasting peace could be established between 
them unless binding rules were made. He knew well that the 
industry of the Dutch ought not to be pi evented, but that the 
English having received so many advantages from nature in the 
way of good havens and geographical situation, could not be 
deprived of them. The world was wide enough for both; if 
the two peoples could only thoroughly well understand each 
other their countnes would become the maikets of the world, 
would dictate their will to Europe, and put everything as regards 
commerce on a good footing. ... It would be necessary to 
adjust and regulate the common interests of commerce and 
navigation, if the two nations were to live together in harmony.’3 

A close union for religious and commercial objects was, 
in short, the aim of Cromwell’s policy, a union which he now 

, dissociated from any conditions degrading to either 
generous party. The Dutch would have to abandon the 
pol,cy' special advantages secured to them in the Sound by 
their treaty with the King of Denmark.3 From England they 

1 Verbael, pp. 42, 43. The translation above is borrowed from Mr. 
Geddes. 

* Ibid, pp 45, 46. The translation is again Mr. Geddes’s, with 
one verbal change 1 See vol. ii. p. 146. 
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would at least gain the opening of the colonial tiade, if not the 
repeal of the Navigation Act itself. Not a woid was on this 
occasion uttered by Cromwell as to the payment of money m 
reparation for the attack on Blake :—still less os to the wild 
scheme foi the political fusion of the two nations which was 
still in the thoughts of his colleagues, as not long ago it had 
been m his own. 

Unfoitunately the decision lay with the new Council of 
State, of which Cromwell was an influential member, but by no 

Tuiyai means an absolute master, and a Council of State 
of£tateUnci1 appointed by the nominated Parliament m its early 
apolitical days was too fully under the influence of abstiact 
uuion. ideas to recognise, as Cromwell was always piepared 
to do, that a position had ceased to be tenable.1 * Though the 
Dutch commissioners weie perfectly ready to treat on the 
commercial union—it was hardly likely that they would be 
enthusiastic for the religious crusade—they were flatly told that 
the Council expected payment, not indeed of any large sum, 
but of sufficient to imply an acknowledgment of wrong-doing in 
the past and also security for the future, ‘by uniting both States 
together in such manner as they may become one people and 
commonwealth.’3 The remonstrances of the commissioners 
only drew down on them a repetition of the demand m plainer 
JulyaS. terms. “The Council,” they were told, “did in 
proposal express terms propose not the establishing of a league 
insisted on. an(j union between two sovereign States and neigh¬ 
bours, but the making of two soveieign States one, which 
although it doth not necessitate the alteration of the municipal 
A complete laws of either, yet it cannot but intend the whole so 
amalgam*- umted to be under one supreme power to consist of 
demanded, persons of both nations, according as shall be agreed 
upon j and to have and enjoy the like privileges and freedom 
in respect of habitations, possessions, trade, ports, fishing, and all 

1 Cromwell took care to put this on record by sending a message on 
the 20th to the commissioners, begging them to address themselves to the 
Council of State, not to his Excellency and the Council of State. 

3 Proposal by the Council of State, July Verbael, p. 53. 
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other advantages whatsoever in each other’s countries as natives 
without any difference or distinction.”1 

This outrageous demand having been courteously but 
decisively rejected,2 the English Council doggedly repeated its 

July a? summons In ordei to aveit an absolute rupture, the 
it is rejected Dutch commissioners despatched two of their number, 
Dutch Nieuporl and Jongestal, to the Hague, on the pretext 

Aug i. that it was desirable that they should personally report 
The Eugl|sh tQ tjiejr masters, whilst the other two, Bevemmg and 

Aug 3 Van Pene» remained behind to keep up the 
Twojcom- semblance of a negotiation m England If they had 
returns ^ any hope left it must have been based on their know- 
t e ague. je(jge that they had Ciomwell on their side, and that 

the difference of opinion between the Lord General and the 
Council of State was almost as great as that which sepaiated 
themselves fiom the English negotiators. Even before the two 
commissioners left England events had occurred which might 
well have given pause to all who desired to piolong the conflict 
between the nations. 

Since Tromp’s defeat m the North Sea, the Dutch authorities 
had been putting forth all their strength to cope with the victorious 
Dntchpre- enemy and to free their ports from blockade. Volun- 
parations teers pressed forward to share in the defence, and 
before the end of July Tromp, having been strongly re-enforced, 

was enabled to put out from the Wielmgs and to hasten 
Trompa'gam to the assistance of De With who was cooped up m 
ntBea. the Texel by a superior English force. That force 
was under the sole command of Monk, Blake having been com¬ 
pelled by the recrudescence of his wound to return to shore. 

On July 29, by a feigned retreat, Tromp decoyed his soldier 
ii/decoya anta€onist fr°m bis station, and some cannon-shots 
Monk away were exchanged, before night put an end to the fighting, 
iSdJ16 Under cover of the darkness, De With made his 

1 Answer by the C. of St. Verbael, p. 62. 

3 Answer by the Dutch commissioners, ; Reply of the C. of St, 

Aug. fa xb, pp. 66, 70 
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July 30 
and is joined 
by De With. 

July 31. 
Battle of the 
Texel 

way out and joined the Admiral on the following day. 
By this time it was blowing a westerly gale, and 
neither commander was in a mood to risk a combat 
off a lee shore. On the 31st the stoim died away, 
and Tromp who was lying to windward bore down 
upon the enemy. As the fleets were entering into 

action, the Dutch Admiral was struck down by a bullet. “ It is 
all over,” he murmured. “ O Lord, be merciful to me and Thy 
poor people.” Tender fnends carried him below, but he died 
Tramp'* as soon as he leached the cabin. The fight raged on. 
death. Monk, with the ruthlessness which characterised him, 
gave oiders that the enemy’s ships should be sunk or burnt, 
but not captured lest his fleet should be weakened by the 
necessity of detaching ships to guard the pnzes. By one 
o’clock the Dutch began to give way, and before long the 

English knew that their victory was complete Yet 
ofthe7 so stubborn had the resistance been, that the victors 
English. were cornpene(j t0 abandon the blockade, and to 

take refuge in their own ports to refit their shattered fleet.1 

1 Hollandsche Mercunus (1653), p. 86; Aitzema, iii. 831; Sache- 
verell to the Navy Commissioners, Aug. 2; Cox to Cromwell, Aug. 2; 
Cubitt to Slackbome, Aug. 2, S. P. Dorn, xxxix. 9, io, II. Sacheverell’s 
letter confirms Gumble’s statement {Life of Monk, p. 62) about the order 
not to take prizes. Monk’s despatches are in Penn’s Mem of Sir W. 
Penn, i 501-504 In the latter work (p. 509) is reprinted from Hoste, 
DArt des Armies Navales, a narrative of the battle by a French gentle¬ 
man, who professes himself to have been an eyewitness “Here,” writes 
Granville Penn, “ we find the fleet formed in line, twelve years before the 
date assigned by Macpherson to the first example of that order of battle 
in an English fleet.” I am sceptical as to the genuineness of this narra¬ 
tive. In it the French gentleman is said to have embarked in a corvette 
in order to witness the battle, not a very likely story. He says that he 

caught sight of Tromp’s fleet on which is a day too soon, and that 

and cse passferent en escaxmouches,’ apparently knowing nothing 

of the gale of He then talks of Tromp’s directing the battle in 

various ways, after which we arrive at his death; not, as in fact hap¬ 
pened, early in the battle, but as he was about to board Monk’s ship 
The fight then comes to an end. It is certain that, however the fleets 
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Tromp was, in every sense, the hero of the war. If tactical 
skill could have wrested victory from an enemy greatly supenor 

m force, he would have made the battle off the 
hereof the Gabbaid as glorious foi his countiymen as had been 
war the fight in the Downs in 1639. Fighting for the 
liberty of his countiy’s trade, he was borne down by official 
incompetence and by the defects of a complicated administra¬ 
tive machinery, even more than by the material supenority of 
the English navy. A paitisan of the House of Orange, as every 
fighting man must of necessity have been, he never allowed his 
feelings in this respect to mterfere with his services to a 
government which appealed to him in the highest degree 
ineffectual. Yet he never shrank from pointing out to his 
masters without exaggeiation, but also without diminution, the 
errors which he and his sailors expiated with their blood. If it 
had been possible to create a maritime stadtholdeiate m 
Tromp’s favour, and thus to give unity of direction to the war 
against England, as William the Silent had given unity of 
direction to the war against Spain, it is probable that the result 
would have been less markedly unfavourable to his country¬ 
men. 

The Dutch loss was calculated at twenty-six men-of-war. 
Of their ciews it is said theie were 2,700 drowned or killed, 
2,500 wounded, and r,ooo left as pnsoneis in the hands of the 
enemy.1 The English confessed to the loss of two ships. 
Seven of their captains, however, perished, and five were 
wounded. The slain were set down at 250, and the wounded 
at 8002 

Indisputable as had been the victory of the English fleet, the 
conquerors were no longer in a condition to maintain the 

may have been drawn up before the battle, the English did not fight in 
' line. “ In the fight,” wntes Monk (Penn, 1. 503), “ the ‘ Resolution ’ 

with the ‘Worcester’ frigate led the English fleet, in a desperate and 
gallant charge, through the whole Dutch fleet.” 

1 A communication from Holland, Aug. Penn’s Mem. of Sir W. 
Penn, 1. 506 

* Ibid. 1. 506 
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The 
blockade 
broken up 

an op. 
tion leader 

blockade, and with the sea again open before them, not a mi 
m any one of the seven Piovinces would give ear 
the haughty summons to amalgamate with Englai 
which was all that the returning commissioners cou 

officially communicate. It cost De Witt many a week > 
patient diplomacy before he was able to induce his countryme 
even to offer their alliance to the nation undei whose blows the 
were staggering.1 

If the way to an understanding was not made plain the fau 
did not lie with Cromwell. His position was now that of a 
Cromwell as °PPosl^on leader aiming at peace, whilst the reco{ 

nised authorities were aiming at the continuance ( 
war, and it was only by underhand methods that h 

could communicate with the two Dutch commissioneis still re 
rnainmg at Westminster. Yet he was conscious of force behim 
hmij and it was as one who had been master of the State an< 

Aug 6 wh° might soon be its mastei again that on August C 
Cromwell’s after Tramp’s defeat and the capitulation of Bordeau 
withBero? were known in England, he addressed soothing word 
nu,B to Beveming. There was no wish in England, hi 
assured the Dutchman, to derogate from the sovereignty of th< 
United Provinces. It would be sufficient if the two nations wen 
to form an alliance having the same fnends and the same 
enemies.* After some further discussion by word of mouth anc 
on paper, this informal negotiation appeared to have fallen asleep 

Sept 33 when, on September 23, one of Cromwell’s confidants 
astounding —probably Sir Cornelius Vermuyden, the drainer 0 
proposal. the Fens—carried to Van de Perre the most astound 
ing proposal ever made by an Englishman to the minister of s 

foreign State. 
What was now asked was that the two nations, abandoning 

all thought of amalgamation, should bind themselves in a 
An offensive perpetual alliance, each being ready to undertake 
roaUumce war—offensive as well as defensive—against the 
proposed, enemies of the other. With this object in view each 

1 Geddes, pp. 355-359 J Verbael, pp 143 -149. 
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was to keep on foot a competent aimy, whilst England was to 
furnish sixty ships and the United Piovmces foity, to make up 
a formidable fleet. The alliance was to be distinctly Protestant 

It is to be in its colour» including Denmark, Sweden, and such 
gjnedbythe of the Geiman piinces who were not ‘ Papists1 nnj 
States and who did not employ the services of the Inquisition 
Fran“ Even the Ciown of France might be admitted if the 
Refoimed Churches in its dominions weie secured of com¬ 
plete liberty of conscience. On the other hand, all princes and 
States maintaining the Inquisition, forcing the consciences of 
men, and being entirely dependent on the Pope, weie to be 
treated as enemies by both States. Though there was to be no 
political amalgamation, there was to be a mutual admission to 
civil rights, the citizens of one State being capable of holding 
land and offices m the other In matteis of tiade the same 
spirit was to prevail. The fisheries weie to be open to English¬ 
men and Dutchmen without hindrance, and Englishmen and 
Dutchmen might also cany on trade in either country on the 
same footing as the inhabitants, thus sweeping away die 
Navigation Act at a single blow. In Europe and Africa tiade 
was to be open to both, the possession of ports established by 
the Dutch in Afnca being specially recognised. 

All this, however, staitlmg as it might be, was as nothing 
to that which followed. England and the United Provinces 
Character were to partition the remainder of the globe between 
proposal. t^em* The whole of Asia was to fall to the share of 
a partition ^ ^utch» who were to compensate the English 
of*e East India Company for the entire loss of its trade. 
g° & America, on the other hand, with the exception of 
Brazil, over a comer of which the Dutch still maintained a 
precarious hold, was to be assigned to the English. Nor was 
it to be a mere league for opening commerce with those regions. 
Though neither Spain nor Portugal was mentioned by name, 
there was to be a war of conquest against both Spain and 
Portugal. The Dutch were to furnish twenty-five ships to 
assist the English in making themselves masters of all ports, 
rivers, towns, and castles which they had a mind to occupy 

vol. iii. a 
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outside Brazil. It was not stated, but was probably intended 
that England should lender similar assistance to the Dutch 
within the limits assigned to them in Biazil To remove all 
difficulties which might arise out of this far-reaching agreement, 
Comnus- two bodies of commissioners, each composed of four 
uphold the Englishmen and foui Dutchmen, were to be esta- 
agreement. blished respectively m the two countries, with power 
to decide all disputes between Englishmen and Dutchmen. 
Finally, missionanes were to be sent to all peoples willing to 
receive them, to inculcate the truth of Jesus Christ and the 
Holy Gospel.1 

It scarcely needed this last touch to blast the whole project 
in the eyes of later generations. To evoke a Protestant alliance, 
not for the purpose of defending oppressed Piotestants, but to 
wrest Amenca from Spain and Portugal for the benefit of two 
Protestant nations, involves the utilising of religion for pur¬ 
poses of self-interest, of which the modem woild has learnt to 
be ashamed—at least, in its public professions. Yet the con- 

1 Verbael, p. 149. These propositions are evidently founded on a set 
of articles without a date, entitled ‘ A paper delivered by Sir Cornelius 
Vermuyden, relating to a treaty between England and the States General,1 
and printed in Thurlois Collection (ii. 125) There are some alterations 
in detail, the changes having been apparently introduced in oider to enlarge 
the concessions to the Dutch For instance, in Vermuyden’s project the 
trade of Asia Minor is left free to all, and the southern limits of Dutch 
Brazil are placed at the Tropic of Capricorn—i.e. a little south of Rio de 
Janeiro. In the articles presented to Van de Perre the trade of Asia 
Mmor is given over to the Dutch, and the southern limit of Brazil fixed 
at the Rio de la Plata. Cromwell’s connection with the plan can hardly be 
exactly defined. In the Dutch narrative emphasis is laid on the confiden¬ 
tial relations existing between him and the bearer of the articles, and when 
they were subsequently modified they were altered with the approval of 
the best qualified of the Council and of Cromwell himself. I think it may 
be taken that the proposal as Van de Perre received it was adopted by 
Cromwell with the approval of his partisans in the Council. The con¬ 
nection of Cromwell with the secret negotiation appears from a statement 
m a letter from the Hague, written on about the commissioners, 
that, * having gained Ciomwell, they conclude the matter done, notwith¬ 
standing the multitude that is against it.’ Thurloe, i. 559. 
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viction that leligious zeal might rightly lead to national aggran¬ 
disement and personal enrichment had been a dominant note 
with the Elizabethan adventureis whose exploits held so large 
a place in Cromwell’s mind. The scheme had indeed originated 
m the brain of a Dutchman, the greatei part of whose life had 
been passed on English soil; but m Ciomwell’s mind it found 
a congenial home. No one living was more eagei to make the 
best of both worlds, and the tragedy of his caieer lies in the 
inevitable result that his effoits to establish religion and 
morality melted away as the morning mist, whilst his abiding 
influence was built upon the vigour with which he promoted 
the material aims of his countrymen 

From this confusion the Dutch commissioners kept their 
minds free. They evidently thought that a common Pro- 
The Dutch testantlsm was insufficient to induce their countiy- 
ahnuk from men to form an alliance with England m Older to 

eu. eme. renew ^ iong war Spain from which they 

had rejoiced to escape five yeais befoie, and they at once 
declared that the utmost to be expected was a defensive league 
against the assailants of either nation. It was out of the 
question that they should entei upon an unprovoked quaiiel 
with all States supporting the Inquisition.1 

The lesult of these objections appeared in a modified 
scheme which received the approval of Ciomwell and of certain 
a modified unnamed councillors. It was now left open to either 
proposal. State to form treaties of commerce, even with States 
maintaining the Inquisition. The article about sending mis¬ 
sionaries was omitted, and the partition of the globe post¬ 
poned to a more convenient season. For the present it would 
be enough that the commerce of Europe and the Mediterranean 
should be restored to the footing on which it had stood before 
the war—a stipulation which implied the maintenance of the 
Navigation Act, perhaps because the English negotiators wished 
to keep such a valuable asset in hand to barter for the aid 
which they still hoped to receive from the Dutch in their 

1 Verbaelf 153. 
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projected attack on Spanish America.1 To this the com¬ 
missioners were unable to give any positive answer, nrtd on 
October 4 Cromwell signed a pass to Van de Perm’s son 
that he might continue the secret iiegotiations at the Hague 
With tears m his eyes he declaied to Stockar, who had 
been charged by the Swiss Protestant cantons to counsel 
peace, that nothing m the world troubled him so much as this 
war.2 

Of Cromwell’s eagerness for peace with a Protestant State 
there can be no doubt, but his sudden reversion to the idea of 
a war with Spain, which he had entertained in the spring of 
Causes of i^52j an^ which he was again to entertain in the 
Cromwell's autumn of 1654, calls for explanation. Something, 
hostility to perhaps, may be set down to the revelation of the 
Spain weakness of the Spanish monarchy, derived from its 
failure to relieve Bordeaux in July. Yet, on the whole, it is 
perhaps safe to attribute Cromwell’s revulsion of feeling partly 
to his irritation at the attempt of Cardenas to throw obstacles 
in the way of a peace with the Dutch,3 but still more to the 
failure of any response to the overtures which had been made 
for a toleration to English Protestants in Spain. It is true that 
after the fall of Bordeaux m July, Thurloe, who, piobably more 
than any other civilian, was deep in Cromwell’s confidence, had 

^ urged Cardenas to proceed with his negotiation and 
An overture not to lose so good an opportunity of coming to 
“ enaa terms with England. At Madrid, however, the In¬ 
quisition had given a decided opposition to any attempt to 
extend the article on toleration further than it stood m the 
treaty with Charles I., and month after month passed away 
before any answer was vouchsafed.4 

1 Verbael, 155. The explanation suggested above seems more probable 
than that, as Mr. Geddes thinks (1. 364) the reference to the Navigation 
Act was omitted by an oversight. 

* Zb 160, 161. 
3 Consulta, July Stmancas MSS. 2,079 
4 On Sept, fa the Archduke Leopold wrote to Philip IV., recom¬ 

mending him to form an alliance with England, on the understanding 
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Yet if Cromwell was beginning to despan of Spain, he had 
not lost his sympathy with the Fiench Protestants, and lowaids 

the end of September, just at the time when the 
Lord Geneial learnt that his giand scheme for par¬ 

kland tationing the globe found no lavoui m the eyes of 
the sobei Dutchmen, Sexby and Arundel letumed fiom theii 
mission,1 the last-named of the two having made an excursion 
to Brussels to confer with Condi1 How Sexby had occupied 
his time we do not know, but as Conan leappeaied in England 
about this time, and the question of an English occupation of 
Rochelle was again mooted, if is not unlikely that he had been 
making inquiiies on the spot as to the disposition of the 
Rochellese. 

However this may have been, Sexby and Conan were 
able to bring piessure on the side of Ciomwell’s mind most 
Graven accessible to pei suasion. They could point to the 
^^ith siS118 of Mazarin’s ill-will—not vciy sliange after the 
France. prolonged coolness of the reception of the French 
ambassador in England—m continued letention of the English 
prize taken by Rupeit, and the favoui shown to Chailes’s 
privateers. Troubles, too, had aiisen amongst the Protestants 
of the south, especially in the Vivaiais where there had been 
armed resistance to the closure of Protestant churches by the 
Seigneur of Vais. It is true that these churches had been 
subsequently reopened by supenor authonty, but, as was but 
natural, the disturbance viewed fiom a distance assumed a 

that Spain was not to break with the Dutch. In November, however, 
the question was still under consideration at Madud Svnancas MSS. 

2,079, 3>569- 
1 Dyer, who accompanied Sexby as his servant, said in 1658 that they 

returned ‘ about August ’ (Thutloe, vi. 829). After such a lapse of time, 
this may easily cover September, and as Sexby claimed payment for 
his services during an absence of twenty-three months (S P. Dom. bod. 
49), and cannot have left before Conan's first interview with Cromwell on 
Oct. 16, 1651, whilst he almost certainly left soon after that, we may 
safely put down his return as taking place towards the end of September. 
Arundel’s visit to Brussels is implied in Barnfere’s letter to Lenet of 
Oct. JJ, Chantilly Transcripts. 

September 
Sexby and 
Arundel in 
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blackei appearance than it did on the spot1 To desert the 
French Fiotestants in their hour of need was in Cromwell’s 
eyes a betrayal of the most sacied obligation.8 It was pro- 

Oct. bably at this time, setting at nought the advice of 
heTpthe the prudent Thurloe, that he offered to Sexby to 
ivjffiSnnf send 6,000 men and a ceitain number of ships to 
if Spam will re-awaken the war in Guienne, on the condition 
bear the . ’ 
expense. that the King of Spain would bear the expense.3 

1 Benoit, Hist, de VEdit de Nantes, III. 158-170. The affair of the 
Vivaiais is mentioned by Bordeaux in his despatches of * Sept. £$, 
R 0. Transcripts. 

2 "To Cromwell," writes Mr. Firth, "as to most of his party, one of 
the worst sins of Charles I. was that he had induced the Huguenots to 
revolt against Louis XIII., and then left them to be crushed by his force. 
Englishmen abroad were accustomed to be taunted with tlieir desertion of 
their co-religionists 11 have heard,’ wrote John Cook, (fearful exclama¬ 
tions from the French Protestants against the King and the late Duke of 
Buckingham for the betraying Rochelle ’ One of die arguments which 
the agents of the Huguenots of Guienne used when they appealed to 
Cromwell was (that the churches of these ports have endured a very great 
brunt by the deceitful promises which have been made to them by the 
former supreme powers of Great Britain.’ To this argument Cromwell 
was particularly accessible.” Journal of Joachim Hone, Intr. xviu. 

8 " M. de Conan vient tout prlsentement de parler 4 Cromwel, qui 
l’a fort questionnl sur les moyens de faire r&issir l’affaire dont est question 
et a tesmoignl desirer avec passion qu’elle se peut exlcuter, mais pourtant 
luy a dit qu’il ne se pourroit enguager 4 rien jusques & ce que l’on eust des 
nouvelles d’Espagne, et que lorsqu’il i auret de l’argent, on fourniroit 
toutes les choses nessessaires, luy a recommandl de revenir le plustost qu’il 
pourret, et que peut estre 4 son retour les afaires auroyent change de face, 
et que, sela estant, luy, Cromwel, et tout ce qui gouveme en Angleterre 
estoyent enti&rement portls a sela pour le soulagement du peuple et pour 
le service de son Altesse, pour qui ll tesmoigne une grande passion. Je 
crfes bien que si on a d’Espagne ce que on en atend, on pourra peu a peu 
engager 1’Angleterre. Mais jusqu’i ce que nous ayons responce d’Espagne, 
il ne font rien esperer.” In a later despatch to Cond£, written on Nov. 
Barri&re says that the news of the retreat of the Spanish fleet from the 
Gironde had then reached England (it took place on Oct. §§, Chfruel, 
Mmistkre de Maaann, li. 85), but that Cromwell ‘ n'a point chang£ de 
volonti pour sela, et si V. A. a dessein que l’on entreprenne l’afaire de 
Conan, on aura isi pour de l’argent les gens de guerre.’ 
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7oad3m°f fallen as rapidly as they did, and whose sei vices had 
inne i  -- after the redaction of Scotland 

Till an answer ainved fiom Madud all that could be done 
a report was to despatch a competent person to report on 
th^French condition of Havic and Rochelle, two poits 
porta which in the event of war it might be comment 
to occupy, perhaps also on the condition of Bordeaux 
itself. 

For this puipose Ciomwell selected Joachim Hane, a 
German engineer officer, to whose skill it had been mainly 

due that the castles of Edinbuigh and Stilling had 
asion oi 

Jos 

11116 been in lequest 
wherever foitifications were planned to hold the country in 
subjection. On October n, scarcely more than a foitnight 
after Cromwell’s astonishing proposal for a war against Spain 
had been made to the Dutch ambassadors, Hane was de¬ 
spatched on the perilous mission of reporting on the state of 
the French maritime fortresses in view of a possible war against 
France in alliance with Spam 1 It was not levity that was at 
the loot of this revulsion of feeling m Cromwell’s mind, but 
sheer inability to formulate a consistent foreign policy, which 
would find room for an energetic display of the stiength of 
England, and would at the same time in one way or another 
stake a blow for that which he conceived to be the cause of 
God upon earth. 

In reverting, at least as a contingency, to the Spanish 
alliance, Cromwell was once more in harmony with the fanatics 

who weie beginning to dominate the Parliament 
which owed its origin to himself. On the subject 
of the Dutch war there was no such agreement 
To Ciomwell, as a man of sense, it appeared 
reasonable that the existing hostilities should be 

brought to a conclusion before entering on new ones. To the 
nominated Parliament it seemed advisable that the Dutch 
should be crushed, or dnven to accept the proposed amal¬ 
gamation as a preliminary to a war against France, lest Mazann 

Cromwell 
differs from 
Parliament 
on the 
subject 
of the 
Dutch war 

1 Journal of Joachim Hane, ed. Firth, Intr. vi. vii 
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should find supporteis in a people which had been mitated 
past endurance by England.1 

The need of peace was indeed brought home to all who 
had ears to hear by the financial strain upon the lesouices of 

the Commonwealth. The necessity of providing 
some extiaoidinaiy supply had been long under 
discussion On September 5 Parliament was in¬ 
formed that there would be a deficit of 515,000/ 
on the estimates for the navy.2 It was at once 

proposed to meet the difficulty by calling to account the mem¬ 
bers of the Long Parliament suspected of malversation.8 Lent- 
hall, it was said, would be the first to suffer. The scheme 

Oct. at. was, howevei, abandoned in favour of a financial 
levying opeialion on the lands of lecusants. Every lecusant 
recusant? was t0 be called on to free himself from the annual 
lands. payment due by him to the State, by the immediate 
advance of a sum equal to foui yeais’ purchase in the case of 
rentals, and of one-thud of the personal property liable to 
forfeiture. In the event of his being unable or unwilling to 
enter into this airangement, any other person, by making 
over the same amount to the Government, might purchase 
the right of levying during the lifetime of the recusant 
the fines and forfeitures hitherto paid to the Common¬ 
wealth. An Act giving effect to this scheme was passed on 
October 21, Praise-God Barebone acting as teller against 

The 
financial 
strum 

Sept s 
Deficit on 
the navy. 

' That the Fifth Monarchists were for prolonging the war is well 
established. Harnson, wnte the Dutch commissioners, (ende de factie 
der Anabaptisten . . . altydt gelooft wierdt onse negotiate meest te 
traverseren ’ (Verbael, p. 160) An intercepted letter in Thurloe, 1. 621, 
tells the same story. “ The Anabaptistical party, who are very prevalent 
in the House, oppose it ”—1 e. the peace—“ most furiously " Compare 
Salvetti’s Newsletter, Dec. £§, Add. MSS. 27,962 O. fol. 176, and News 
from the Hague, Jan. Clarendon MSS. 11. No. 1,684. John Rogers, 
the Fifth-Monarchy preacher, calls for a war against the Dutch as 
preferable to one against the French (Sagrtr, pp 14, 79, E, 716, 11). 

* C.J. vii. 314. 

1 Newsletter, Sept 16, Clarendon MSS. 11. No 1,390 
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it, apparently on the giound that it implied a toleration of 
‘ popery.’1 

In the long run this plan might possibly be efficacious, but 
it would do little to meet the immediate wants of the navy. 
The fleet It was indeed of no great importance that by the 
battle1 of confession of Monk himself the fleet had been ‘ very 
the Texei much shattered in the battle of the Texel.’ As 
much might have been said aftei Tiafalgar. The real 
difficulty lay in the failure of Paihament to meet the expenses 
incurred in its service. It was not that good will was lacking. 
After the fight m the Noith Sea, the sick and wounded weie 
distributed amongst the towns and villages of the east coast, 
and not only were surgeons sent down to attend to their ne- 
Pariiament cessities, but a kindly widow, Elizabeth Alkin— 
Joan familiarly known as Pailiamenl Joan—had volun- 
teeied to tend them on their sick beds, anticipating the devo¬ 
tion of the nineteenth centuiy. Yet it was easier to organise 
help than to find the money needed to suppoit it. On July 10, 

before the last battle, there weie bitter complaints that the 
householders on whom the sufferers were quartered were left 
unpaid, so that they began to weary of their guests, and it was 
only on Monk’s personal engagement that the assistance was 
continued2 Parliament Joan herself could get no advance 
upon the 5/. given her when she came down to Harwich, 
beyond 2or. from the mayor, and 10/. from Major Bourne, 
who had charge of the maritime district. The whole of the 
latter sum she spent not only on the English sick and 
wounded, but on the Dutch prisoners as well. Seeing, 
as she wrote, ‘their wants and misery were so great, I 
could not but have pity upon them, although our enemies.’ 
The constant strain on her strength bore her down, and 
she was compelled to letuin to London, her life wrecked 

1 Act far Recusants, E, 1,062, No. 20 j C.J. vii. 337 ; An Exact 
Relation, Somers Tracts, vi. 274. 

* Monk to the Admiralty Committee, July 10, S. P. Dow. xxxviii. 

34- 
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by her lonely strivings to assuage the sufferings of the 
seamen1 * 

The complaints of individuals might be passed over in 
silence. It was less easy to meet the complaints of a nu- 

Com- serous class. The sailors as a body were left 
plaints of unpaid. It is true that the Government made most 
the sailors • r 

satisfactory arrangements on the subject, and were 
able to announce that no ship’s crew would be sent ashore 
without its earnings. It was none the less a fact that ships were 

kept long in commission in order to avoid payment of wages, 

and that the wives and children of seamen were left to starve 
till the time came when their husbands or fathers were re- 

0ct stored to them 3 In October a mutinous spint was 
a muu* _ widely diffused. On the 5th, aoo of the ‘ Umcom’s5 
nous spmt comply at Chatham refused to go on board without 

pay. Later in the day two other ships’ crews jomed in the 
protest, and declared that they would go to London to seek 

redress.3 On the 21st, 400 seamen at Harwich refused to do 
duty unless they were paid. They wandered about the fields 
pulling up the gates and stiles.4 It was more serious when, 

Oct 96 on October 26, the crews of the ships in the river 
Mutineers' poured themselves over the streets of London, 

clamouring for pay and prize money. A party of 
three or four hundred, some of whom were armed,5 betook 
themselves to Whitehall. As they were pushing through the 

Mouk streets they were met by Cromwell and Monk, 
themur* Their roughly expressed demand for justice so 
neers. exasperated the latter that he drew his sword and, 

striking the most forward, half persuaded, half compelled them 
to retire. Enough of the spirit of discipline still prevailed 

1 The story has been collected from the State Papers by Mrs Everett 
Green, Calendar, 1653-4, xxxi. xxxii. 

9 Bourne to the Navy Commissioners, Oct. 21, S, P. Pom. xh 60 
1 Pett to the Admiralty Committee, Oct 5, ib xli 21, 22. 
4 Bourne to the Navy Commissioners, Oct. 21, tb xli. 60, 61. 
1 According to Bordeaux, they were unarmed, but Pauluzzi says (that 

many of them had swords and halberts, and some firearms ’ 
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amongst the malcontents to make them unwilling to use force 
against their general. 

Monk’s personal intervention, however, had no moie than 
a temporary effect. Next morning a far largei crowd appeared 

a to require satisfaction When they approached 
a second7' Whitehall they found the street blocked by a regiment 
mntmy 0f mfantiy, supported by four troops of cavaliy. 
Exasperated at the sight, the sailors pushed amongst the soldieis, 
and began snatching their guns out of their hands, whilst one of 
the mutineers pointed a musket at Cromwell himself. A 
suppressed cavalry charge soon put a stop to their violence. Of 
by soldiers the ringleaders one was hanged and another flogged. 
A proclamation assured the manners that whilst any further 
attempt at mutiny would be punished with severity, every 
means would be taken to secure the due payment of their 
wages and prize money. Not a word was said of the grievance 
which lay at the bottom of the sailors’ complaints—the 
postponement of payment till the crews weie dismissed the 
service.1 

On the other side of the North Sea there was no confession 
of defeat, no thought of bowing the necks of the free Provinces 

Sept n. under the detested yoke of amalgamation. Opdam— 
SSd10 Mke Monk a land officer, and therefore less hkely to 
Tromp excite the jealousy of the sea-commanders—was 
appointed the successor of Tromp New taxes were raised2 

Oct. and men-of-war which were bemg built large enough 
pvauoimn to C0Pe Wlt^ the English ships were sufficiently 
Holland. forward if not to put to sea at once, at least to be 

D?WiU? ready for tlie next campaign.8 On October 23 
brings a con- De With sailed into the Texel followed by a fleet of 
voyin 0 e fQUr or flve hundred merchantmen safely convoyed 

1 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Nov. Letter Book R. 0.; Bordeaux to 

Brienne, R. 0. Transcripts; Newsletter, Nov. 4, Clarendon MSS. ii. 

No. 1,502; Proclamation by the Council of State in The Moderate 
Publisher, E, 222, 3. 

9 Aitzema, iii. 827, 828. 

9 Letter of Intelligence, Oct. Thurloe, i 539 
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from the Sound and the coasts of Norway. A day 01 two 
later English sailors were tramping thiough the sheets of 
London as mutineers, and the English fleet was in no con¬ 
dition to make its former masteiy felt. It was only lack of 
Proposal provisions which prevented the ships of the States 
dashatfte from making a dash at the mouth of the Thames, 
Thames and sinking vessels to block up the entrance to the 
nvei m support of the negotiations for peace.1 The struggle 
for the command of the North Sea had certainly not resulted 
m its complete domination by the English fleet 

1 Letters of Intelligence, Thvrloe, 1. 557, 560 
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CHAPTER XXXI 

THE DU1CH PEACE 

So far as foreign affaiis weie concerned, the election of the 
new Council of State on November i gave Cromwell a freer 

1653. hand,1 a change especially grateful to him because 
Cromwell the time had now ainved when the negotiations with 

the Dutch commissioners must be seriously resumed. 
fapg11 The two who had gone back to the Hague to 

Oct,as rePort on the situation2 weie once more in 
SXtah England> having brought instructions to propose ‘ a 
com- firm alliance and close union ’ without any reference missiopers. J 

, ^ ^ to the coalition which had been pressed on them at 
nqrpio. Westminster. On October 28, when they made 
iMgce their final pioposal, they showed some inclination 
to gratify Cromwell, at least in words, by offering a league— 
purely defensive, it is true—with France and the Protestant 
States, of which an alliance between England and the United 
Provinces was to be the corner-stone. This alliance, as they 

Oct 31 subsequently explained, implied joint action in 
Their ex- behalf of the freedom and interests of both States. 
p uon If this principle were accepted it would be easy, they 
imagined, to come to an understanding.3 

It was not till Novembei 17, when the new Council was 
settled in office, that Cromwell, who had been appointed one 

Nov.» of the cpmmissioners for canying on the negotiation, 
Cremweirs replied in the name of his colleagues, arguing 
rep y‘ if the coalition had been accepted, the rights and 
interests of the two nations would have been fused together, 

1 See vol. ii. p. 307. * See p. 45. ■ Verbael, pp. 165-173. 
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but that, the situation being changed by the rejection of the 
English proposal, it was necessary to define the rights possessed 
by each as a preliminary to the consideration of concessions 
which each might be disposed to make On the following 

Nov morning, to bring matters to a crisis, he produced a 
Hu draft ’ draft treaty as a basis of discussion. It was to be 
treaty’ stipulated that neither side should assist or even give 
shelter to the enemies or rebels of the other. If either nation 
were about to conclude a treaty, it was—upon a demand being 
made to that effect—to insist that the other should be included 
in it There was moreover to be freedom of trade between the 
two republics, provided that the existing laws were observed 
—a stipulation which indirectly upheld the Navigation Act 
Natives of the United Provinces being Protestants might settle 
and even hold land in the British Isles. 

Other requirements were likely to rouse greater opposition. 
In the first place satisfaction was to be made to England for 
^ the charges of the war, though the ships and goods 
demands, captured were to be reckoned as forming part of the 
compensation. In the second place neither the States General 
nor any single province should ever appoint the young Prince 
of Orange to any place of civil or miktaiy command. In the 
third place no Dutch ships of war beyond a certain number, to 
be fixed by the treaty, should pass through the Bntish seas 
without the consent of the Commonwealth of England, and 
that too only upon three months’ notice previously given. In 
the fourth place, all ships of the United Provinces meeting any 
ships of the Commonwealth were to strike their flag and lower 
their topsail, and submit to be visited, if required, as well as to 
‘ perform all other respects ’ due to the said Commonwealth of 
•RnglpnH to whom the dominion and sovereignty of the British 
seas belonged. Lastly, the nght of fishery in these seas was to 
be permitted to the Dutch for twenty-one years only on pay¬ 
ment being made of a sum hereafter to be determined. It was 
impossible that such articles could lead to mutual respect and 
good will. They were terms imposed by a conqueror on a 
vanquished nation. 
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No wondei that peace was regarded in the Netherlands as 
despeiate, and that De Witt uiged the States General to per- 
Peace sistent efforts and to alliance with the powers, such as 
despaired France and Denmark, which had most to fear from 
of’ the ambition of England1 Though the extreme 
demand for the limitation of the numbers of the Dutch men-of- 
war had been promptly dropped, Cromwell showed no sign of 
being prepared to make fuither concessions, and on Decern- 

Dec 5. ber 5 the tluee surviving representatives of the United 
TiwDutch provinces—yan de peire had died on the pieceding 

adffar618 day—demanded their passports.2 Two days before 
passports this Desborough and Penn were appointed Generals 
of the Sea in addition to Blake and Monk,3 whilst every care 
was taken to strengthen the fleet in order that it might be ready 
for all emergencies.4 

It is by no means unlikely that Cromwell’s insistence upon 
demands so harsh was, m part at least, the effect of his wish to 
conciliate the nominated Pailiament, which was notoiiously 
disinclined to make peace except on teims most humiliating to 
Eff ct f die enemy6 At all events his establishment in the 
the estab- Protectorate was followed by the adoption of a more 
the Pro- °f considerate policy. On December 22, when the 
tectoxate conferences were resumed, Oliver agreed to drop the 
Resmnp-3, requirement that the Dutch should pay a sum of 
inferences money acknowledgment that the war had origi¬ 

nated with them; as well as the demand that they 
should lease the fishery in the North Sea from the English 
Government and acknowledge the right of search He con¬ 
tinued, however, to insist that Dutch ships should strike their 
flags and lower their topsails in the ‘ British Sea,’ and that the 
Pnnce of Orange should be excluded from office, though he 

1 Atizema, lii. 880 ; Geddes, 374; Verbael, p. 188. 

1 Verbael. p. 243. 
• CJ. vu. 361. 

4 Monk to the Admiralty Committee, Nov. 28, Dec. 3, S. P. Dom. 
xlx. 118. 

4 See p. 56 
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agreed that this should be done by a seciet article The King 
of Denmaik was to have no benefit by the treaty, and a fresh 

demand was made for compensation for the murdei of Englishmen 

m Amboyna To piovide for the futuie, commissioners were to 
be appointed to settle the East India trade to the advantage of 

both States, and to examine the wiongs alleged to have been done 
to the English, not only in the East by the seizure of Pularoon 
and Puloway, but also in othei parts of the world Further, in 

inter- notable anticipation of modern procedure, Ciomwell 

arbitration asked that if within three months the commissioners 
proposed failed to agree, the diffeiences between them should 

be referred to the arbitration of the Protestant cantons of 

Switzerland 1 
On the far greater numbei of the points still at issue, an agree' 

ment, if not actually reached, might, at least, be reasonably 
expected. Two only stood out as the subject of piolonged 

Question of antagonism—the exclusion of the King of Denmark 

Denmar^'f from the benefits of the tieaty and the exclusion of 
exclusion the prince of Orange from office On the first head 
from the ° 
treaty. the Dutch, naturally, showed themselves irrecon- 

cilably hostile Angry as Cromwell may have been with the 
King for his seizure of the twenty-two English ships detained 
at Elsinore,2 the United Provinces were bound by all considera¬ 

tions of honour to see that a Prince, who had damaged English 
commerce on their behalf, suffered no loss thereby Though 
Cromwell was driven to agree to an arrangement foi the 
restitution of the ships and the payment of a compensation to 

their owners,3 he persistently refused to include the King in the 
treaty. As, however, he acknowledged that he had other 
grievances against the King, the Dutch commissioners came to 
the conclusion that he wished to isolate Denmark, and declare 
war against her nominally on the ground of these further com¬ 
plaints, but, in reality, in consequence of the seizure of the 

1 5. P Dom. xli. pp 198-274 For the seizure of Pularoon and 

Puloway, see Hist of Engl. 1603-1642, 111 167 ; iv 407 

s See vol. 11. p 199 
3 See Thurloe Papers, 11 401-404. 
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tfi54. 
Jan 3 

The com¬ 
missioners 
leave 
London 

Ton A 
An 
agreement 
arrived at 

ships. They, accoichngly, prepared to letum home to seek 
furthei instructions lather than yield On January 3 
they left London, but on the following morning, whilst 
they weie at Gravesend pieparing to embark, they 
received an intimation from Thurloe that the Pro¬ 
tector had at last given way, and that the King of 
Denmaik, on making restitution and satisfaction, 

should be admitted to the treaty. One stumbling- 

block 111 the way of peace was thus lemoved.1 
The question of the Pnnce of Oiange's exclusion from 

office was, if Cromwell persisted m requiring a vote of the 
States General, certain to wreck the treaty It was 

Pnnce of notorious that the States General would never accept 

heexefuded a proposal hostile to the House of Orange, and that 
from office f would have, in their lefusal, the support of the 

majority of the provinces and of the population On the other 

hand, in the prospect of a Prince of Orange again filling the 
Stadtholderate or any other post giving him the control of the 
land and sea foices of the Republic Cromwell foiesaw a 
lenewal of the hostile action of William II., which would afford 
to the Stuart princes a basis of opeiation against the English 
Commonwealth with the avowed or secret assistance of their 
nephew There seems to be no reason 10 doubt that it was to 
Cromwell that the suggestion of a practical way out of the 
difficulty was owing, and even that this solution had been dis¬ 
cussed by him m privacy with one or moie of the Dutch 
Secret commissioneis before they set sail from England.2 
diplomacy jj- was notorious that the Provincial States of Holland 

were strongly opposed to the pietensions of the House of 
Orange, and it was hardly conceivable that, without the consent 
of that influential province, the States General would venture 
to revive the Stadtholderate in favour of the Piince when he 
ra mp to years of disci etion. Why therefore might not Holland 
be asked to engage to resist his nomination, whilst the States 

1 Verbael, pp. 275-292. 
2 The indications—they are hardly more—are discussed by Mr Geddes, 

PP- 38i-393 
VOL III F 
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General were no longer invited to make any such promise ? 
In that case it might be enough to ask the States General to 
engage that any futuie Captain-Geneial should be bound to 
swear to the observance of the treaty 

When, therefore, the returning commissioners reached their 
destination they imparted only the second of these two pro¬ 

posals to the States General. The first they leserved foi the 
ear of De Witt Strange as it may seem, De Witt had kept the 
most important part of his diplomacy secret, not only from the 

De Witt’s States General, but even from his own immediate 
slufti masters, the States of Holland. If ruling bodies 
insist upon conducting a negotiation in a glass house, subjecting 
it to refeience to several provinces, or to the component paits 
of each province, the minister who has the primary manage¬ 
ment of the affair is compelled to have recourse to shifts from 
which the servant of an absolute sovereign, oi even the minister 

who possesses the full confidence of Parliament in a con¬ 
stitutional State, is altogether free. He is dnven to hoodwink 

his superiors, to keep them from knowing what is being done 
m order that they may not oppose it or delay it, and even, as 

was the case with De Witt, to employ deceit and subterfuge to 
dnve them into doing that which they have no mind to do, but 
which seems to himself to be necessary for the salvation of the 
State.1 

There can be little doubt that De Witt earnestly hoped that 
Cromwell would content himself with the clause which had 

Jan 23 been before the States General. Bevernmg was 
Return of huniedly sent back to London to keep the Protectoi 

evernmg g00(j humour, and on his arrival on January 25 

leamt that Cromwell had expressed himself highly satisfied that 

there was once more a Dutch representative in England. Yet 

His treat- wben Beveming sought an audience it was not only 
mentm refused, but he was himself treated with studied 

rudeness. The explanation was not far to seek. 
The States General had given him no ciedentials to the 

1 On all this see Mr Geddes, who goes into the story in great detail. 
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Protector, nor had in any way authonsed him to recognise the 
new Government.1 

The success or failure of the negotiation now evidently 
depended on the States Geneial, and on February 9 that body 

Feb. g sufficiently accommodated itself to the uigency ot 

tbe States De Witt as to vote that Nieupoit and Jongestal 
General should iejoin Beveining, the thiee together bearing 

the titles of Extraordinaiy Ambassadors to the Loid Piotector, 
whose title was thus recognised without qualification They 
were to attempt to amend the tieaty sent ovei fiom England, 
and to accept the pioposal that any future Captain-General 
should be required to make oath to maintain it.2 

Bevemmg was rejoined by his colleagues on Februaiy 28. 
When, four days later, they were conducted through the streets 

Feb as London to their lodgings, they were not only 
Beverning^ tieated with eveiy maik of official courtesy, but weie 

colleagues. 5 greeted with the loud and hearty acclamations of the 

March* crowd. Peace—a necessity for the United Piovmces 

uon'm***11' —was welcomed m England as a relief from the 
Lomion burdens and anxieties of wai 

Under these cucumstances a satisfactory conclusion .could 
with difficulty be avoided. A month was still spent in diplo- 

matic contention, but on April 5 the treaty was 
Signatureof signed by six English commissioners and the three 
the tieaty ambassadors. Not much was left of the original 

scheme for an actual amalgamation or at least for a close union. 
A conjunction for the defence of the libeihes of either people 
was announced, and a stipulation that each State should lend 
aid when requited by the other at the expense of the party 
making the demand, and should expel from its holders the 
enemies 01 rebels of the otliei This last clause viitually 
amounted to an engagement by the Dutch to keep the Stuart 
princes at a distance. The further requirements of the English 

Government had been equally winnowed down. What re- 

1 Bevemmg to De Witt, Nijhoft's Bydragen voor Fade? landsche 

Geschiedenis, X. 301; Verbael, p 294. 1 lb. 297-304 
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mained was the acknowledgment of the salute owing to its flag 
1 in the British seas,5 and the engagement to do justice on the 

Amboyna murderers, ‘ as the English Commonwealth,5 say the 
Dutchmen, ‘ thought fit to style them.5 Not meiely the wrongs 

Arbitration a^eSe<* to have been suffered by the English in 
on losses m the Eastern seas and elsewhere, but those alleged to 

e “ ’ have been suffered by the Dutch were to be lefened 
to arbitrators equally selected from the two nations. Ques- 

^ tions left open at the end of three months weie 
on mantune to be submitted, according to Cromwell’s suggestion, 
osses’ to the Protestant Cantons of Switzerland.1 In the 
end the arbitrators, without the necessity of referring to the 
Swiss Cantons, adjudged Fularoon to England, and ordered 
the Dutch East India Company to pay to the English Company 
85,000/, and 3,615/. to the lepresentatives of the Amboyna 
victims.2 After this nothing furthei was heard of prosecuting 
the authors of the outrage, if indeed any of them were still 
living. Moreover, the Dutch having undertaken to make 

good the losses of the owners of the English merchantmen 
July 31 detained m the Sound, another body of arbitra- 

thosem tors was appointed to assess the damages in this 
the Sound case. an early decision having been secured by a 

stipulation that if they had not come to an agreement by 
August 1 they should be shut up without fire, candles, food or 
drink till they had made up their diffeiences. On July 31, just 

as their term of grace was about to expire, they awarded 
97,973/. os. 10d. to the aggrieved shipowners. 

The diplomatic battle between the Protector and the States 

was, however, by no means at an end with the signature of the 

Aprils treaty on April 5. Oliver held De Witt responsible 

pictsthe ex ^or the procurement from the States of Holland of an 
elusion of the Act excluding the Pnnce of Orange from office under 

Ornngpby the States General. All De Witt’s pleadings could 
Holland. not gjter hjs resolution. The Protector informed the 

1 Verbacl, 357 The treaty is also printed in Dumont’s Corps 
Diplomatique, vi. 2, 74 

9 lb. vi. 2, 83 
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two Hollanders, Bevemmg and Nieuport, that if he was to 
ratify the treaty, it must be upon their giving their word that 
their province would cany out his wishes within two or three 
months at the latest.1 This was the message which reached 
De Witt together with the treaty. 

That provident statesman had already taken measures to 
bring about a result which, however much he might regret it, 

De Witt's he now regarded as inevitable. To gain time he had 
manoeuvre persuaded the Provincial States to give themselves a 

shoit holiday.8 In their absence he urged the States Geneial 

Apni is t0 ratify treaty» they, utterly ignorant of De 
The treaty Witt’s secret intentions, and overjoyed at finding that 
theStates the treaty contained no clause prohibiting the future 
General appointment of the Pnnce, ratified it on April 12, the 

very day after its delivery at the Hague.3 
When the States of Holland met again on the 18th, De 

Witt, after an oath of secrecy had been taken, ievealed the 
April i*. nature of the demand made upon them by the Pro- 

rtie suitMof tector- Hostile as they weie to the House of Orange, 
Holland there were some who hesitated to take on their 

shoulders the burden of an act constitutionally so questionable as 

the giving of an undertaking to a foreign power without con¬ 
sultation with the other provinces. The matter was therefore re¬ 

ferred to the towns by their delegates. On Apnl 21, 
Another21 when the answers were returned, it was found that a 
debate jarge majority of the towns and all the nobles were in 

favour of gianting the required Act, a concession which De 
Witt knew was moie urgent than ever, as Oliver now protested 
that, though he was still willing to ratify on the promise of the 
ambassadors, he should not hold the treaty to be binding on 

1 Bevemmg and Nieuport to the States of Holland, Apnl ■&. Nijhoffs 
Btjdragan, X. ii. 234. Mr. Geddes (407) says that Oliver proposed to 
ratify ‘ under a protest that it would be null and void unless an Act of 
Exclusion were delivered to him by Holland within two or three months.’ 
I can, however, find nothing of this in the ambassador’s letter, which agrees 
with the account in Thurloe, 11. 238. 

* Geddes, 405. 3 Verbael, 392. 
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April 24 
The 
Exclusion 
Act passed 

Oliver 
ratifies the 
treaty 

April 26 
Its pro¬ 
clamation 

April 27 
The am¬ 
bassadors 
enter¬ 
tained at 
Whitehall 

him unless the inquired Act were delivered within a few days. 

De Witt therefore put foith all his influence, with die result 

that, on Apiil 24, the Exclusion Act was passed by a 
majority of thntecn towns to five. It was at once 

despatched to England A sham letter accompanied 
it, to be shown to the Fiieslander Jongestal, 111 ordei to keep 

him 111 the daik 1 

Olivei had not waited for the passage of the Exclusion Act 
to do his part. Satisfied with the assurances given him by the 

Apni 19. two Hollanders, he latified the tieaty on the 19th, 
and caused it to be proclaimed with all solemnity 
on the 26th Not for many yeais, it was said, had 
any proclamation been so enthusiastically leceived. 

On the following day the Piotectoi entertained the 
ambassadors at dmnei at Whitehall, whilst the wives 
of the two manied ones were leceived at dinner by 

the Lady Piotectress Afterwaids the whole company 
was conducted into a music-ioom, where, after an 

mstiumental performance, Oliver took from Pickering a copy 
in some metrical version of the Hundied and Twenty-thiid 

Psalm “Behold how good and how pleasant it is for 
brelhien to dwell together in unity.” “ We have,” said Oliver 
as he handed it to the ambassadors, “ exchanged many papers, 
but I think that this is the best of them.” After the Psalm 

had been sung by four voices, the company dispersed.3 
Some time was to elapse before the Act of Exclusion, so 

hardly won, reached the hands of the Protector. De Witt, 

hoping against hope that Oliver would yet relent, 
instructed the two ambassadois to diaw him, if 
possible, fiom his puipose Olivei was, however, 
obdurate, and in the meanwhile such a stoim had 

arisen in the Netherlands that it was impossible to 
prolong the delay. Hearing on May 27 that the 

States General had resolved to demand a copy of the Act 

1 Gedde 1,415-420 
" Veibael, 407, 419; JongesLal Lo Count William of Nassau, T'hurloe, 

ii. 257. 

Delay in 
delivering 
the Act of 
Exclusion 

May 27 
The 
delivery of 
the Act 
ordered. 
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from their ambassadois m England, De Witt, who did not 
know but that the States General might pioceed to a posi¬ 

tive oidei to keep it back, contrived, partly by resolutions 
of the Provincial States of Holland, partly by private letters of 
his own, to give the two Holland ambassadois reason to under- 
The Act stand that its deliveiy would be taken well by their 
delivered masters, and the Act was theiefore placed by them 

m the hands of the Protector.1 

Oliver had thus obtained a peace with the Dutch accom¬ 

panied by what he expected to piove a permanent bar to the 

Oliver’s advancement of the young Pnnce of Orange to a 
diplomacy position in which he might become dangerous, if 

not to England, at least to the system of government which at 
that time pievailed in England It might indeed be objected 
to Oliver’s diplomacy that, if he had known the Continent as 

he had known England in the days of the Civil War, he would 

not at the commencement of the negotiations have taken up 
ground from which, if Dutch patriotism was not a quality to 
be left out of account, he would certainly be compelled to 

lecede. To some extent, no doubt, his mistake was attribu¬ 
table to the necessity of conciliating the nominated Parliament; 
but a gieat pait of the blame lies at Olivei’s own door. He 
had an overweening confidence 111 the power of England 

to accomplish great things, which sometimes prompted him to 
believe that she could obtain anything foi which she chose to 
ask. At all events, after he had the game 111 his own hands 
by the establishment of the Protectorate, he conducted his 
retreat fiom an untenable position without loss of dignity, and 
the final bargain which he stiuck was, as far as money pay¬ 
ments were concerned, no moie than a requirement that 
positive losses unfaiily suffcied should be made good 3 The 

1 The whole stoiy of the shills lo which De Witt was put to gain his 
ends is told by Mr. Geddes {John de irttt, 422-429) Do Witt’s letters 
on the subject aie printed in SypesLeyn, Gesthiedkundtge Bijdragen, li. 
Bylagen, p 74 

9 This is Lrue even of the compensation for the losses incurred by the 
Danish seizure of English ships. If the Dutch hindered England from 
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demand for the stnkmg of the flag, monstious as it appears at 
the present day, was one which every Englishman in the 
seventeenth century—Olivei himself most of all—would have 
pressed as essential to the honour of the countiy 

On the other hand, it may reasonably be questioned 
whether, even from his own point of view, Olivei gained any- 

Was it thing by insisting on the Exclusion Act. The real 
wise to obstacle to the lestoration of the Stadtholderate was 
the AcT of to be found m the grasp of the oligarchy over the 
Exclusion? pr0vjnce 0f Holland. As long as that grasp re¬ 

mained unloosed, no restitution of the House of Oiange to its 

old authority was likely to be bi ought about If, under any 

circumstances, that grasp should fail, the Stadtlioldeiate 
would indubitably be restoied, whatever laws and treaties 
might say to the contraiy. Nor was it the only defect in 
Oliver’s policy in this matter that the Act of Exclusion was 
useless It set up an irritation against Holland in the other 
States which, if only the young Prince had reached years of 

discretion, would, m all probability, have raised a storm power¬ 
ful enough to sweep De Witt and his colleagues—the only 
allies on whom the Protectorate could count in the Nether 
lands—from the political field. 

Of Oliver’s more ideal aim, that of establishing a Piotestant 
league on the basis of an alliance with the Dutch Republic, 

nothing but words lemained. It is true that on 
Dury^3 April 5, the day on which the Dutch treaty was 
mission. S1gned, he despatched John Dury—an enthusiast who 

had worked for the religious union of all Protestant sects under 
the auspices of Laud—=to pursue the sameenterprise with the full 
support of a Puritan government. Dury was everywhere received 
with the respect to which his transparent honesty of purpose 
entitled him; but though good woids in plenty were addressed 
to him, not a step was taken to give effect to his entreaties.1 

seeking redress from the King of Denmark, they must take on themselves 
the consequences of his acts 

1 A Summary Account of Mr. John Durfs . . . Negotiation., 6g8, g. 
12, No. io. 
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_ l6s3i Proposed 
embassy 
to Sweden 

Lord Lisle 
will not go 

White- 
locke 
selected 

It was no pcculianty of Dutchmen thaL they wcic bent on 
the pursuit of matenal rather than spiritual aims. In every 

No part of Europe Oliver was confionted by the diffi- 

imgiMto11 culty °f finding any one who cared for the defence 
be hod. 0f a Piotestantasm which, except 111 occasional 

circumstances, was by this time able to take care of itself. 
Even befoic the dissolution of the Long Parliament, theie had 

been talk of sending an embassy to Sweden, and 
Lord Lisle had been selected as ambassador Lisle, 

however, from time to time postponed his departure, 
and ultimately, in the autumn of 1653, declined to 

go, on the plea of ill-health. At Ciomwell’s 

suggestion, the Council of State pitched on White- 
locke to take his place. Cromwell was no mean 

judge of men, and he had a good opportunity to judge of 
Whitelocke’s business capacity, when they were associated 
in the negotiation for the cession of Dunkirk.1 That White- 

locke was no religious enthusiast, and that he was timorous in 
domestic politics formed—as the event showed—no hind¬ 
rance to success in the work given him to do; that work 

being m the main a matter of business. The instruc¬ 
tions he received from the Council of State were 

confined to duections to amve at an understanding 
m matters of trade, and especially to uige the Queen of Sweden 
to join England in opening the Sound to the free passage of 
commerce, ‘ that it may not depend upon the will of the King 
of Denmaik or the United Provinces of the Netheilands.’8 

Ou ag Though Lagerfeldt, the Queen’s ambassador m Eng- 
land, had been for some time offering the mediation 

refused Qf his mistress in- the war which was still raging, the 

Council of State would not hear of the mteivention of a 

Oct. sB. 
His in¬ 
structions 

1 The suggestion that Cromwell sent Whitelocke to Sweden to get him 
out of the way whilst he seized the Fiotectoiate is inadmissible. He was 
at that tune working m dose agreement with the nominated Parliament, 
and he can hardly have thought of a revolution against it. The idea that 
Cromwell was afraid of Whitelocke is simply ludicrous. He had faced 
him with impunity when he turned the Long Parliament out of doors. 

* Whitelocke’s Swedish Embassy, i. 89. 
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thud power, telling the ambassador that God, in His own good 
time, would influence the Dutch to lespond to their own 
heaitfelt desire for peace.1 To Cromwell the material claims 

he himself put forward were not all that his heait desired. 

Neither he, nor even Whitelocke, would be satisfied unless an 

Ciomweii agieement with Sweden brought some accession of 

ofWhitfr' strength to Protestantism. “Bring us back a 
locke Protestant alliance 1 ” were his last woids as he took 

leave of the ambassador.2 
Whitelocke well knew that his journey was not unaccom¬ 

panied with danger To preserve himself fiom the fate which 

whitelocke had befallen Douslaus and Ascham, he took with 

Porhib* him a retinue of a hundred persons, choosing eight 
wifely. lacqueys out of the General’s regiment of foot, 

‘ proper, stout, and civil men.’ To us the most interesting part 

Queeu °f his embassy is the picture he diew of the young 
ciiribtwa Queen, spirited and eccentric, with a keen intellect 

and a richly stored mind, who, with no political task in Sweden 
the accomplishment of which seemed to come within the range 
of possibility, found herself ill at ease amongst her subjects. 
She shiank, as Elizabeth had shrunk, from the bonds of 
marriage, which would place her m the hands of a man who 
would use her for his own ends, but, unlike Elizabeth, having 
first declared her successor to be her mothei’s nephew, Chailes 
Gustavus, of the Palatine family of Zweibrucken, she was now 
contemplating an abdication which would set her free from 

the trammels of royalty Add to this that Christina was 
wearied to death by the long sermons and dry theology of the 
Lutheran divines, and it becomes intelligible that she had 

made up her mind to submit to the Papal religion, partly 
because she admired it for placing the dignity of the unmarried 

1 Lagerfcldt to the C. of St., Oct 26, the C of St. to Lageifeldt, 
Ocl. 29, Portland MSS, Hist. Com. Rep. xiu. App 1. 1. 

* Whitelocke’s feeling about the Protestant cause may be gathered from 
the account he gives in his Swedish Embassy of his motives for going 
Cromwell’s words are repoiled in a letter from Ellis Leighton. See note 1, 
p 119, post 
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above that of the marned life—paitly because she expected to 
find m it fiee scope for her intellectual imaginations. 

Of this latter possibility neither Whitelockc noi those who 
sent him had any conception The ambassador soon found 

Dec delighL in the infoimation and mental accomplish- 
Chnsunas ments of the little lady who was diessed, m sheei 

of white- defiance of the canons of fashion, m a plain grey 

locke’ petticoat sweeping the ground and a jacket of the 
same colorn, such as men wore, icaching to hci knees. On 
her neck was a black scaif tied with a black ribbon, like that 
usually worn by soldiers or sailors, and on her head a black 

velvet fur cap, lined with sable, which she used to put off and 

on as men did theirs. Her only condescension to the feminine 
love of brightness was a cnmson libbon fastening the jewel of 
the order of Amaranta which she had herself invented. 

Whitelockc found Christina by no means inclined to reject 
the idea of a conjunction between the English fleet and her 

1654 own t0 °Pei1 the Sound to foreign commerce. 
SSSSc Though she was now at peace with Frederick III. 
the Sound 0f Denmark, and had secuied by the Treaty of 

Biomsebro m 1645 the exemption of her own subjects fiom the 

Sound dues, theie had been a long rivalry between the two 
countries, which from time to time had broken out into open 
war, and there was something attractive in the prospect of 

seeing the Swedish ports m the Baltic open without hmdiance 
to the shipping and commerce of other nations. Moreover, no 

Swede could be otherwise than pleased with the thought of 
breaking up the hold of the Danish king on the shores on 
either side of the Sound. Yet in spite of all these influences 
in his favoui Whitelocke did not find his business progiessing. 
It may be that the Swedes, much as they disliked the Danes, 
disliked still moie the piospect of an English fleet commanding 
the Baltic by the occupation of fortresses on the shores of the 

Sound.1 It is ceitam that both the Queen and the aged chan- 

1 On November £1, 1633, the Dutch commissioners wnte that the 
Swedish agent Lagerfeld! had assuied them that the Queen ' Danum semper 
quam Anglum vicinum mallet’ (Verbael, 181, 182) 
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cellor Oxenstjerna thought it more prudent to await the issue 
of the English negotiations with the Dutch Republic before 
coming to a decision. When it was known that a treaty in 

which the King of Denmark was comprised had been agreed 
on at Westminster, there was no longer any motive for 
Whiteloclce to piess for an armed alliance against Denmark. 

April ii He therefore contented himself with a treaty for the 
mereuii fnendly regulation of commercial intercourse between 
treaty the two nations This treaty was signed on Apiil 11,1 

Christina's and Whitelocke left Sweden too soon to be a wit- 
abdication ness of the Queen’s abdication on June 6, or the 

subsequent coronation of her cousin and successor as 

Chailes X.2 
The question of the Somid dues now had to be settled, if 

settled at all, by a direct negotiation between England and 

sept iS Denmark. On September 15, accoidmgly, a com- 
a treaty mercial tieaty 3 was signed between the Protector and 

Denmark Frederick III., in which it was stipulated that 

English vessels should pay no dues higher than those charged 
on other nations, except the Swedes who were exempted from 
payment. Practically, the lesult of this treaty was to place 
English commerce on an equality with that of the Dutch in the 

Baltic, as the peculiar arrangement by which the Dutch had 
redeemed the Sound dues4 * * had fallen through, and vessels of 
that nationality had since been required to pay according to a 

tariff fixed at an earlier date.9 
But for Oliver’s prudence another question would have 

july been opened, not altogether dissimilar from that of 
English the Sound dues. As Denmark held both coasts of 
kdmg for the opening into the Baltic, so did the United P10- 
Autwerp yinces hold both coasts of the opening into the 

1 Dumont, Corps Diplomatique t vi ii. 80. 
3 Whitelocke’s Journal of the Swedish Embassy. 
3 Dumont, Corps Diplomatique, vi. 11. 92 
4 See vol. 11. p. 146. 
® For a sketch of the history of the Sound dues, see Wheaton, Hist of 

the Modern Law of Nations (ed 1845)1 P I^° 
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Scheldt In the lattei case, howevei, the tieaty of 1648 between 
die Provinces and Spam acknowledged that the nvei was to be 
closed—that is to say, not that all commeice was foihidden, 
but that every ship, whcthei Dutch or foreign, bringing goods 

for the Spanish terntory on the Scheldt was to pay all die dues 

required by the province of Zealand, and to tiansfer the goods 

to vessels belonging to that province, by which they would be 
carried up the stream,1 whilst no vessel from the Spanish 

Netherlands would be allowed to pass down the river to the 
sea.8 Obviously, no trade could be successfully earned on on 

The Dutch such conditions. When, theiefore, the States Geneial 
piotest heard that English merchants were proposing to 

send cargoes direct to Antweip, on the giound that the treaty 

gave them the right to trade m 01 dirough any places within 
the jurisdiction of the United Piovinces, they at once protested 

that this permission was stated to be subject to the laws of the 
country, and that those laws prohibited trade with Antweip 
except on the conditions named. Oliver had no mind to 
provoke a new war on a point on which the Dutch were so 
sensitive, and the permission sought by the English meichants 

was never accorded. 

1 The Dutch ambassadors to the States Geneial, July the States 
General to the ambassadors, July Verbaei, pp. 482, 513 The last 
letter incloses (p. 514) an arrangement based on diplomatic papers exchanged 
when the treaty with Spain was under discussion, the effect of which is 
given above. 

8 This is not mentioned m the passages referred to in the last note, but 
is implied in the phrase ' the closing of the Scheldt.’ In 1784, when 
Joseph II attempted to set this arrangement at naught, he sent down a 
vessel with orders to leach the sea. The Dutch stopped it on the ground 
that it was bound to obtain a passpoit and pay duties at Fort Lillo. 
(Martens, Causes cilibres du droit des gem, 2ma Edition, iii. 338.) This 
must mean that the vessel hod the nght of taking goods to the territory of 
Zealand on paying duty, but not of putting to sea. Mirabeau, in his 
Lettres Historiques (p. 103), only states part of the purport of the clause 
m the treaty. The agreement, he says, was (que la navigation de 
l’Escaut, d*Anvers k la mer, seroit fermde & tous autres qu’aux possesseurs 

de ses embouchures.’ 
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Com¬ 
ma cuil 
under¬ 
standing 
with the 
chief 
Protestant 
States 

So far the outcome of Oliver’s negotiations was that he had 
entered upon advantageous commercial relationships 

with the chief Protestant States—Sweden and Den¬ 
mark, the Swiss Piotestant Cantons, and ceitain 
princes and cities of the empire which had asked to 
be included in the Dutch peace.1 

Not, indeed, that Oliver was so wedded to a sectional 
Protestantism as to be unwilling to contract friendship with a 

1652. Catholic powei if he could thereby secure com- 

uon^ith" mercial advantages foi Englishmen, and some modi- 
Portugai fled toleration for the exeicise of their religion. It 

was with this aim in view that a treaty with Portugal had been 
for some time under negotiation. Eaily m December 1652 

her ambassador, the Count of PeneguiaO, had agieed 

to pay 50,000/. in compensation for the losses of 
English merchants at the time of Rupeil’s visit to 

Lisbon,2 and before the breaking up of the Long 
Parliament a treaty had been drafted which accorded 

considerable commercial advantages to English mer¬ 
chants, and granted those very concessions in favoui 
of leligious liberty which Spain had lefused to 
grant.3 The only difficulty remaining was to secure 
die payment of the money. Month aflei month, 

however, passed without any attempt being made to satisfy the 

English demands on this score, and PeneguiaO was compelled 
to piolong ineffectually his stay in England. 

The weaiisome delay was likely enough to have produced 

Dec. 
Compen¬ 
sation to 
be paid. 

a633! April 
Prelimi¬ 
naries 
agreed to, 

but the 
money pro¬ 
mised left 
unpaid. 

1 Verbael, pp. 502-504. 
* Bordeaux to Bnenne, Dec. if, R. O. Transcripts. Bordeaux meiely 

says lliat at this time the ambassador had agreed to pay the compensation 
required. The amount can be gathered from later information. The 
rlnim mdp on Guimaraes had been for 180,000/. Of this 115,000/. were 
taken off as being the value of prizes captured from the Portuguese 
15,000/ more were now remitted, the sum to be paid being 50,000/ 
Cardenas to Philip IV Dec. 1652, Simancas MSS 2,528 Wilting 
on July 1654, Cardenas says (tb. 2,569) that the tieaty had been agieed 
on fifteen months before, consequently the agreement must have been 
reached about April 1653 ■ See vol. 11. p. 239. 
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a nervous irritation on the membeis of the Portuguese embassy, 
which may to some extent account foi an unfortunate occur¬ 

rence which justifiably loused an angry feeling against them. 
The New Exchange on the south side of the Strand, and moie 
especially the arcades in the upper story, fringed with lows of 
stalls for the sale of habeidashery and other articles of attire, was 
at that time much frequented in the evening as a fashionable 
lounge 1 Aftei nightfall on November 21, the ambassador’s 
brothei, Dom Pantaleon Sa, a youth of nineteen, was amusing 

Nov. ai. himself on the promenade when he conceived him- 

tte Nei" self to have been insulted by a Colonel Geiard, a 
Exchange young Royalist of some note. In the scuffle which 

followed Gerard as well as one of Dom Pantaleon’s attendants 

was shghtly wounded. The fiery young Portuguese chenshed 

designs of vengeance, and on the following evening leturned 
to the spot to wipe off the stain upon the honour of his nation. 
As he entered the building with fifty aimed companions, the 
frightened stall-keepeis naturally put up their shutters, whilst 
the few English who were on the spot did their best to keep 

out of the way. Amongst those who were alarmed 

Murder of was a young man named Greenway, who had brought 
Greenway ^is sister all(j his affianced bride to make purchases 

with a view to the wedding which was to take place m two 
days. After conducting the ladies to a place of safety, he 
stepped out to learn the cause of the disturbance when he 
was shot through the head by one of Dom Pantaleon’s at¬ 

tendants.2 
1 Theie, writes Pauluzzi, ‘ suole nttrovarsi molti Signori e Dame di 

condizione a passar l’ore noiose della notte.5 Pauluzzi to Morosini, 

Letter Book, R. 0. For its position, see Mr. Wheatley’s London Past and 
Present, ii. 58, where it is stated that Messrs. Coutts’ Bank occupies nearly 

the centre of the site. 
■ State Trials, v. 462; The Weekly Intelligencer, E, 721, 6 ; Pauluzzi 

to Morosini, gsrf* Letter Book, R.O.} Bordeaux to Bnenne, » 

R. O. Transcripts. It is clear that the shot was not fired by Dom Pantaleon 
himself, not only from his own statement in A Narrative of the late 
Accident, E, 723, 14, but from the answer by Greenway’s sister, Mrs. 
Clarke, A Bnef Reply, E, 724, 9. 
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The Poituguese company at once took refuge in the house 
of the ambassador As soon as the news reached Cromwell, 

Atreat of he directed Whalley to sunound the embassy, and 

Pautaieon compelled Peneguiao to dehvei up the culprits, 
Sa* including his own bioLher Dorn Pantaleon was 

Nov. 23 committed to Newgate, and when, after a shoit 
Committal inteival, Oliver assumed the Piotectorate, he was 

Newgate confronted with the question whether the prisoner was 

Question exempted from the operation of the law by any 

privilege privileges attached to the dwelling of an ambassador, 
raised The question was put to a committee of civilian 

lawyers summoned foi the puipose, and on their leport1 that 

no such privilege had ever been recognised m 
p taieon England, the Protector resolved that the law must 
sentenced take its couise. Accordingly Dom Pantaleon to- 
to death gether with four of his associates was tiled on July 5 

by a special commission, by which they were all five sentenced 
to death. 

At once the foreign embassies were astir, and even Cardenas, 
to whom Peneguiao’s master was no more than the tyrant of 

_ . Portugal, interceded warmly for one whose sentence 
of the am- was a blow aimed at the privileges of all ambassadors. 
bassadors. t ■ . , _ 

In an interview accorded to PeneguiaO himself, the 
Protector was so far melted by human pity as to allow words 
to drop from his mouth which the grief-stricken brother 
interpreted as a promise of pardon. Whatever these words 
may have been, Oliver did not leave the ambassador long under 
his mistake. PeneguiaO scarcely reached his house when he 
was followed by a messenger who informed him that no pardon 
could be granted.2 On July 10 Dom Pantaleon was beheaded 

July 10 on Tower Hill, and an English servant who had 

gr*1”* take*1 part in the outrage was hanged at Tyburn. 
Pantaleon The three Portuguese who had been condemned at 

1 A justification of the proceedings against the Portuguese, Thurloe, 
ii 428. 

2 Cardenas, who is the most explicit of the reporters of this scene, does 
not go beyond this. “ Yendo el Conde k pedir la vida de su heimano y 
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the same time weie reprieved till the pleasure of Parliament was 
known, a delay which m then case was equivalent to a pardon. 
Whethei it would have been so m the case of their master may 
reasonably be doubted. The popular voice called loudly for 

justice on the stranger who was responsible for a deliberate 
minder, and theie can be liLtle doubt that tire Protectoi’s 

finnness gained the respect of many an Englishman who had 
ihrtherto stood aloof. 

Rather than remain to be a wiLness of Ins biother’s death, 
Peneguiao signed the long-delayed treaty on the morning of 

Signatme the executron, and then betook himself to Gravesend 

Portuguese that he might there embark foi his native countiy. 
tieaty The delay in the signature of the treaty had been 

caused partly by the fact that when PeneguiaS recognised the 
Protectoiate, he presented tire treaty m an altered form,1 but 

still more by his inability to lay down a penny of the 50,000/. 
which his master was expected to pay. It was comparatively 
easy to restore the treaty, except in one or two unimportant 
paiticulars, to its onginal shape—by rejecting, for instance, the 
insertion of words implying that toleiation should be refused 

to Englishmen who gave scandal, thus practically leaving them, 

so far as the exercise of then religion was concerned, at the 
meicy of Portuguese officials. It was a far harder problem 
to draw 50,000/. out of an impecunious king. The difficulty 
was at last solved by an agreement that a mixed commission of 

echandose a sus pies—todo en Ingrimas—el protector le consolo coo 
palabras que cl interpretb significaban el perdon, y asl le pidib las manos 
por el, y cuando sah6 de la audiencia dijo k mucho numero de mercadores 
mgleses que commercial! en Portugal y habian ydo & interceder por la vida 
de este Caballero que ya no tenian necesidad de hacer aquella dihgencia 
porque el prolectoi se la habia concedido—pero poco despues que el 
Conde llegb & su casa tuvo aviso contrario 11 Cardenas to Philip IV., 
July y1}-, Stmamas MSS. 2,529. Strictly speaking, the ProtecLor could 
not, according to the Instrument of Government, pardon for treason or 
muider; but, as is seen above, he could reprieve. 

1 Compare the remarks made on the alterations of the treaty on 
April 22 (Thurloe, li. 248) with the treaty itself, Dumont, Corps 

Diplomatique, VI. part li. 82, 

VOi„ HI. G 
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Portuguese and Englishmen should meet to deteimine the sum 
to be paid, and that half the duties paid by English mei chants 
in Portugal should be kept m pledge till the whole of the 
amount awarded by the arbitrators had been covered.1 2 

The treaty thus signed gave to Enghsh meichants the light 

of commercial intercourse with Portugal, coupled with the 
Nature 0r assurance that they would never be called on to pay 
the treaty, duties higher than those which had been authorised 

on March io in the current year. It also freed them from the 

interference of the Inquisition in their ships and houses, and 
opened to them the trade of all the Poituguese temtoiies 
beyond the sea:—Brazil, from which the last Dutch gainsons 
were in this year cleared away, St Thomas in the West Indies, 
Guinea in Africa, and the dwindling remains of Portuguese 
sovereignty m the East Indies were specifically mentioned. 
The two points of religion and trade were piecisely those which 
Oliver had attempted in vain to secure fiom Spam 3 

Taking all these treaties together, it might look as if Oliver 

were aspmng to the position occupied by Richelieu at the 

Oliver's beginning of the century, and which for a brief 
foreign moment was held by England in the days of the 
p° cy Triple Alliance in 1668, and for a longer period in 

the days of William III. and Anne He would thus have taken 
up the leadership of the weaker States of Europe against the 

1 Cardenas to Philip IV , July Simattcas MSS. 2,529. Fauluzri, 
in his despatch of July attributes the signature by the ambassadoi, 
without waiting to heai whether the King of Portugal approved of the 
treaty—1 e. without the required alterations—to his expectation ‘che la 
nssolutione potesse valere alia salvatione del fratello, onde pub dirsi che 
da quests parte si sia usato sempie dell’ arti e d1 inganno delle buone 
parole per arrivare a questo fine ’ Such a chaige was certain to be made, 
but the dates refute it. Peneguiafi knew that his brother was to die two 
days before the treaty was signed. His signature was probahly affixed on 
the 10th, because he wished to leave London in the morning before the 
execution. If, as is extremely likely, he had instructions to agree to the 
original terms if no better could he had, there would be nothing to wonder 
at in the matter. 

2 Dumont, Corps Diplomatique, VL part ii, 82. 
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gieatei and moic poweiful nrespective of then religion That 
he did not do so is not to be attributed to him as a fault A 

great statesman does not create a foreign policy It finds him 
out and tests his quality Richelieu put himself at the head 
of the weaker poweis because he needed them to oveithiow 
the House of Austria ; William III because he needed them 
to overthiow Louis XIV. In Olivei’s time theie was no 
appaient dangei from any one picdommant power. If Fiance 
and Spain did not weigh equally m the balance, neithei of them 
decidedly kicked the beam. No othei powei—and England 
least of all—was much afraid of eithei Theie was theiefore 
no 100m foi a policy directed against an oveiwhelming pie- 
dommance. There was however room for a policy of aggression 

calculated on the weakness of one 01 the other of the leading 
States, and it lemams to be seen how fai Oliver could succeed 
in peisuading himself or otheis that a wai of aggiession might 

be based on the highest motives. 



CHAPTER XXXII 

glencairn’s rising 

1654 

Ireland 
and 
Scotland 

Whatever Olivei’s course might be, it would be useless 
foi him to embark oil a stilling foreign policy unless he 

could secuie at least the passive obedience of the 
whole of the Butish Isles IAom Ii eland, indeed, 
crushed down under the iion heel of a victorious 

soldiery, there was nothing to be feaied; but Scotland, 
weakened though she had been by hei reverses, found it haid 
to accept her destiny without yet anothei attempt to shake off 
the galling yoke of hei conquerors. In the eaily summei of 

l6sa_ 1652, less than a year aftei the iuin of Scottish hopes 
at Worcestei, the eyes of the depressed nobility and 

gentry were turned towaids then exiled king. In the couise 
June. June» Charles, who was at that time hopefully 

watching the strife between the Commonwealth of 
England and the Republic of the United Piovmces, received 
an intimation from a body of Royalists, comprising on the one 
hand sevaal noblemen, and on the other a ceilain number of 
Highland chieftains, that they were piepaied to stiike another 

June 1 ^low *°r ^eir kinS country. On June 15, in 
Mwdieton response to this request, he appointed Middleton to 
command in tb® mintaiy command m Scotland with the title of 

lieutenant-geneial, instructing him on August 9 to 
betake himself to Holland, where he was to collect 
money fiom Scottish and other Royalists in those 
parts in order that he might stait for Scotland with 

some prospect of success Middleton, howevei, fell ill soon 
after his airival in Holland, and even if he had been m good 

Scotland 

Aug p 
Instructions 
Tor Middle- 
ton 
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health, the petty contributions which leached him in driblets 
would have been altogether insufficient to maintain a war.1 

In the meantime the Highland chiefs were gi owing impatient. 
In Octobei a messenger who came from the most notable 

amongst them, Macdonald of Glengarry, was urging 

Charles to send commissions and some slight assist¬ 

ance and stoies, so that the chieftains might be able 
to place their clans in the field without delay On 
December 20, after much consideration, an instru¬ 

ment was drawn up appointing six of the leading 

personages to serve as commissioners foi the King, 
and authorising them to select a commander-in-chief in Middle¬ 

ton’s absence.2 Yet as there was slight chance that Highland 
chiefs and Lowland nobles, impatient of control—especially 
impatient of control by a neighbour and rival—would com¬ 

bine in nominating a commander Charles contented himself 
with forwarding the commission to Middleton at the Hague, 
bidding him to keep it with him or send it to Scotland as he 

thought fit.3 Middleton objected to this Ul-con- 
Giencaim'b cocted proposal;4 and before long a message from 

offer the Earl of Glencaim offered what appeared a better 
alternative. Glencairn, a Cunningham from the South, had 
been a member of the Hamiltonian paity, and, as a supporter 
of the engagement for the rescue of Charles I., was in 1649 

deprived of his earldom by Argyle and his followers. In 1651 
he was one of the Royalists admitted to the refoimed Com¬ 
mittee of Estates, and he now announced his readiness again 

to do service to the King I11 March 1653 Charles sent him 
a commission appointing him commandei-m-chief till Middle- 

1 Charles to the noblemen and gentlemen of Scotland, June ££; In¬ 
structions to Middleton, Aug. ^, Charles to Middleton, Nov ^; Firth’s 
Scotland and the Commonwealth, 46, 50, 60. 

8 Nicholas Papers, 1. 314; Commission to Macdonald of Sleat and 
others, Firth’s Scotland and the Commonwealth, 65 

3 Hyde to Nicholas, Nov. %§, Clar, St. P 111. 117 
1 Hyde to Middleton, March Firth’s Scotland and the Common• 

wealth, 103. 
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ton ainved, and at the same lime suggested to him that if 
Mar 4 there was any likelihood that the Highlandeis would 

appoints voluntaiily place him at their head, he need say 

to the'com- noting about his nomination, but hand ovei to them 
,n , the earlier commission m which the light of election 

abseice was confened upon themselves.1 So much diplo- 

macy was haidly likely to result in efficient gencialship 
In the Highlands the confederates were incieasing in 

number. Young Seafoith, the son of the vacillating eail who 

Mayag bad played fast and loose with Montiose, had joined 
English the msuigents towards the end of May and laid 
raptured hands on a paity of English sailors who had landed 

June in Lewis.2 Eaily in June there weie meetings held 

ofthe'lon. secietly at which those who appeared piomised to 
federates, take part in the commg enteipnse3 On the i6th 

Lord Balcarres announced to Robeit Lilburne—who had been 

left in command of the Parliamentaiy forces m Scotland—that 
as engagements made to him had been bioken, lie had letiicd 
‘ somewhat further out of the way * Two days lata Sn Aithui 
Forbes lenounced the benefit of his foimer capitulation. In 

the cases of both hostility to the English Government was 
intensified by the fear of a sequestration of their estates4 

This declaration of wai—for such it \ irtually wasr’— iecei\ ed 
at least the tacit suppoit of the other confcdeialcs In Scot- 

Effect of bind, 35 *n England, sweeping confiscations made the 
tbeconfiscap quail el between the new government and the gieat 

10 8 landed proprietor n reconcilable The only possible 
counter-weight lay in the efforts of the English authorities to win 
over the people to their side against the loids. Yet—even leaving 
out of consideration the natural abhonence of an alien yoke— 

1 Instructions to Glencairn, March Firth’s Scotland and the Com¬ 
monwealth, gg. 

8 Summons to the Captain of the 1 Fortune,’ May 29; Lilburne to 
Cromwell, June 18, tb. 140, 147. 8 fb, 144, note 2. 

* Balcarres to Lilburne, June 16; Forbes to Lilburne, June 18, tb 146, 
147 

8 “ This was practically a declaration of war ” lb. Introduction, xlvi. 
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theie weie causes enough to rendei this solution hopeless The 
The assessment of 8,500/. a month1 for the paitial suppoit 
assessment 0f the gjmy 0f occupation was a heavy buiden on a poor 

country Noi did the confiscations go in lelief of public taxation. 

Employment Part of them were employed foi the expenses of build- 

fiseated011" mS fo*tresses at Inverness, Ayr, and in other 
estates. places by which Scotland was to be held m a vice 5 

pait went in the foim of estates conferred upon English officers. 
Land valued at 1,000/ a year was assigned to Lambeit Monk, 
together with three colonels, secured a lental of 500/ apiece, 
whilst other commanders contented them with smaller but not 
inconsiderable estates Against these sums is to be set 1,000/. 
voted by Parliament to be paid to the poor of Glasgow, whose 
houses had been destroyed by a recent fire 2 

The chasm which separated the English military govern¬ 
ment fiom the people of Scotland was widened by the growing 
hostility of the clergy. It is true that the Kirk no longer 

Divisions m possessed the united foice which had swayed the 
the Kirk. national destinies in the days of the Covenant. The 

nobility, her close ally 111 1638, was slipping out of her hands, 
and her own minisleis were divided into two bitterly antagonistic 
parties, each filling the air with recriminations against the othei. 

The Govern ^01 some indeed, the Government had hoped 
ment hopes to gain the suppoit of the Remonstrants, who had 

theWRenion- vigorously protested against tiusting to an un- 
stmnts. covenanted king. With this end commissioners 

appointed in Februaiy by Pailiament to visit the Universities 
forced Patrick Gillespie upon the reluctant college of Glasgow 

as its principal.1* Yet a government which allowed 
nessofthe soldiers to dispute publicly with ministers m churches, 
attempt an(j sheltered the few Independent and Anabaptist 

congiegations which defied the sacred authonty of the Pres¬ 
bytery, could hardly long letain the good-will of ministers to 
whom submission to the Presbyterian order was a matter of 

1 The Valuation of Scotland, Firth's Scotland and the Common¬ 

wealth 170 
8 lb. Introduction, xxxi, xxxii J Bailhe, hi 212. 
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Divine obligation. Lilburne, indeed, who, like his brother, 
was of a sanguine natuie, was able to hope that he would find 
support m ‘the people in the West, who have been always 
accounted most precise.’1 The knowledge that a movement 
was pieparing in the Western Highlands had been giadually 
growing upon him dunng the spnng and early summei and 
made him, much as he was inclined to minimise the danger,2 
shrink fiom the nsk of leaving an organised opposition in the 
rear if he should, after all, be called on to march into the 
North. 

Even as late as July 12 Lilburne imagined that the con¬ 
federates in the Noith would be unable to induce then 

July is dependents to rise, the people being ‘ moie apt to be 

fearadie quiet than they are able to piovoke new troubles.1 

th^Generai Yet, hopeful as he was, the approaching meeting of 
Assembly the General Assembly, which was to take place on 

the 21st, filled him with anxiety ‘m logaid of the fickleness 

Of the times and present designs that are amongst many.’ 
Accordingly, he begged Ciomwell to diiect him what to do.1 

Ciomwell, however, marie no response,4 and Lilburne, having 
received intimation, tiue or false, that the assembled nnmsteis 

1 A letter from Lilburne, April 19, Firth’s Scotland and the Common• 
wealth, 127. 

a On Feb 5 Lilburne writes slightingly of Glengarry’s movements. 
On April 16 he thinks that in consequence of the English success at sea 
against the Dutch, 1 at present we are in a veiy peaceable posture, and, I 
hope, our adversaries at their wits1 end.’ On June 18 he thinks that 
•their chief design that I can learn’is ‘to gam some reputation abroad 
that there is yet the face of an aimy in the Highlands, that young 
Charles by that means may gam some assistance.’ lb. 79, 122 147. 

* lb. 160. J 

Lilbume’s own account is cleaily that of a man who was not acting 
under orders “ Having some intimation that the piesent meeting of the 
ministers of the General Assembly at Edinburgh tended to a further 
correspondence with those met in the Highlands, I thought it my duty, 
for the prevention of anything that might be to the disturbance of the 
public peace, to dissolve their Assembly.” Lilburne to Cromwell, July 21 
tp. 162. J J ’ 
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were likely to open a correspondence with the Royalists in the 
Highlands, resolved to act on his own lesponsibility. On the 
morning of the 21st, after two sermons had been pieached, 
before each of which the preacheis offered a prayer foi the 
King, Lieutenant-Colonel Cotteiell, supported by Captain 
Hope, summoned the Assembly to disperse on the ground that 
it had no wairant to sit 1 either from the Parliament of England 

01 the Commandcr-m-chief in Scotland ’ In vain the Mode- 

juiyai. iator, David Dickson, appealed to the law of the 
Assembly land and to the ‘ powei and warrant ’ which the ICirk 
dissolved, had received from Jesus Christ. Cotterell did but 

call in his soldiers, and the ministers, guaided by horse and 
foot, were marched out to Bruntsfield Links and bidden to 
go home with all speed. It was only as a matter of favour that 
they were allowed to remain in Edinburgh till the next morning 
on condition that no more than three should remain in 
company.1 

In defiance of this order the Remonstiant paity, whom the 
popular voice chaiged with having concerted the dissolution 

with Lilburne, drew up a piotestation against his act 

protest of of violence.2 From this moment the weight of both 
ifemon- the clerical factions would be thrown into the scale 
strains against the English Government. Baillie’s complaint 

joincdpalliei *° a correspondent in London doubtless found an 
against the echo in the heart of many a Remonstrant: “ Thus 

"Bour General Assembly—the glory and strength of our 

Church upon earth—is by youi soldiery crushed and tiod 
under foot without the least provocation from us at this time 
either in word oi deed For this our hearts are sad, our eyes 
run down with water, we sigh to God against whom we have 
sinned, and wait foi the help of His hand, but from those who 

1 Compare with Lilburne’s letter, An Account of the late Violence, 
E, 708, 23 , Life of Blau, 307 , Baillie, in. 225. 

a Lilburne to Cromwell, July 21, Firth’s Scotland and the Common¬ 
wealth, 163; Life of Blair, 308, where a note by David Laing calls 
attention to the evidence on the pait played by the Remonstrants, and 
criticises Baillie’s innuendo that they were favourable to the dissolution. 
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oppiessed us we deserved no evil ” 1 Lilbuine had no doubt 
of the lectitude of his couise. It was only fiom fear of popular 
indignation that he refrained from doing his work thoroughly 
and dissolving the local Presbyteries as well.2 * A man of his 
character, slow to suspect danger, is apt to plunge into in¬ 
temperate action when at last aroused. Cromwell, as fai as 
is known, made no sign of approbation or disapprobation. The 
nominated Pailiament was by this time m session, and it is 
likely enough that any action against the Presbyterian cleigy 

would he welcomed on its benches. 
The breach between the English Government and the 

Geneial Assembly could haidly in any case have been long 
averted. The Divine Eight of Presbytery, in alliance with 
Scottish nationalism, must sooner or later have come into 
collision with the principles of individual religious liberty 
upheld by an alien soldiery. Yet it may be doubted whether 
the immediate danger was so great as Lilbuine imagined. 
There was a gulf between the Presbyteiian cleigy and the 
Royalist gentry which would be hard to bridge over, and it 
would be difficult to convince a pious minister of either party 
that Middleton—rough soldier as he was—was exactly the man 
to be trusted with the championship of the Kirk J 

By this time the insurrection in the North appealed even to 

Lilbume to be worthy of his attention Either towaids the 
June? end of June or eaily m July Glencaim appealed 

SosMitothe amongst the assembled chiefs, and pioduced the 
command King’s letter authorising them to elect a commander 

till Middleton arrived. He was himself promptly chosen, pro¬ 

bably on a notification that the King wished it to be so4 On 
August 3, at a meeting held in Lochaber, the confedeiacy 

1 Baillie, in 223 

2 Lilburne to Cromwell, Aug. 6, Firth’s, Scotland and the Common- 
wealth, 191, 192. 

a “ I fear you axe not Presbyterian enough, for I do not find any of 
that tribe who are there have any confidence in you 19 Hyde to Middle- 
ton, March £§, id. 106. 

4 Letter of Intelligence, ib 183. 
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received a notable addition. Loid Lome, levolting fiom his 
AuB ^ fathei who pionounecd his cuise on him lor his dis- 

L^nclind of obedience,1 rode in to offer his seivices to the Kinga 
Kemnuro Kenmure, too, whose estates had been seized by 

the English Government,■* came in about the same time. 
Balcaries and his brother-in-law, Sn Robeit Moiay, laid already 

vowed themselves to the cause. Yet amongst these theie was 
no preponderating personality to keep in cheek the pnvate 
jealousies which had tasked Montrose’s skill to the utmost 

Glencairn, though pcisonally brave, had no othei claim to the 
commanding position m which he had been placed by the 
favour of the King, and the Highlanders were even less likely 
than the Lowland nobles to look up to him as a predestined 
leader 

For some months, howevei, the danger of internal dissen¬ 
sion inherent in the composition of this motley host was 
a he con aveited by the resolution taken to avoid active 
suiv^not to" hostilities till Middleton aimed Middleton, it was 
tli^fSiddr-6 fondly hoped, would bung with him large stores of 
ton’s aim .a. arms an(i ammunition, of which the Royalists weie 

sadly in need—perhaps even the active co-operation of a Dutch 

fleet. In the meantime it would be enough if they could trans¬ 
fer to their own militaiy chest the cess which Lilburne claimed 
to levy in the Highlands, make foiays in the Lowlands with the 
object of collecting hoises on which to mount their men, and 
exact money fiom friend 01 foe. Dunng the remainder of the 
year a few sknmishcs only weie repoited, in which the English 
veterans invariably gained the advantage on open ground, but 
were no less invariably dnven to retieat when they ventured 
to advance into the hills. This mode or action had the addi¬ 
tional advantage for the Royalists that it enabled them to divide 
then forces, and for the most part to keep peisonages who 

1 Lome left lus father 011 July 17, Firth’s Scotland and the Common¬ 
wealth,, 165-169. 

9 Lilburne to Cromwell, Aug 11, zb. 191. Baillie (lii. 250) says that 
Lome was 'but coarsely used by his father.’ 

8 lb. 
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might otherwise have come to blows at a distance from one 

another. 
Nor was Lilbuine, on the othei side, in a condition to pic- 

cipitate matteis even if he had been by nature capable of hardy 

Liiburne's resolutions. His conviction that being without a 
position. fleet to search the sea-lochs of the rugged western 

coast, and to cut off communication with the Dutch fleets on 
the eastern, it was impossible foi him to subdue the enemy’s 

forces, ministered to his inaction In August indeed 
sncceba in Colonel Cobbet, who was despatched with thiee 
the West vesseis for the purpose, succeeded in reducing Lewis, 

and in occupying Eilandonan m Ross-shire and Duait Castle 
in the Isle of Mull. Cobbet’s force, however, was but small, 
and later in the year his thiee vessels were wrecked, and he 

and his men were compelled to return by land to their 

quarters.1 
On land Lilbume felt himself unequal to any considerable 

movement. In all Scotland he had about 12,000 foot and 

Forces at but 2i2ao hoise.2 These forces indeed compared 
Liiburne's favourably even in point of numbers with those winch 
command Government had from time to time 

launched against Montrose, and were incomparably superior in 
every military quality. The Scottish Government, however, had 
had behind it the population of the Lowlands, whilst Lilburne 
was well aware that there, as well as in the Highlands, his enemies 
were many and his supporters few. He theiefore contented 
himself with placing small gamsons at the mouths of the glens 
openmg into the Highlands, a policy which would surely have 
led to disaster if Montrose and not Glencairn had been in 

command of the enemy. The constant burden of his letters 
to England was the necessity of sending ships and horse As 
long, however, as the nominated Parliament was in existence 
and the war with the Dutch continued, scarcely any notice was 
taken of his cry for help. 

1 Cobbet’s progress can be traced in Scotland and the Commomttealth. 
1 lb Introd p. xucui. 
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The wai, thcicfoie—if wai il can be called—resolved itself 
into a vain effort to pany the movements of an enemy dctei- 

mmed to avoid an engagement. Within a week aftei the 

Ktnmure mcetmS 111 Lochaliei, Kenmure had made a dash 

»Mii‘0rne 11110 irifu’ almost UP t0 the gates of Burntisland 1 
Campbell Then, accompanied by Lome, he betook himself to 
countiy. thc lfmd of the t0 test t|ie loyalty of tiie 

clansmen now that the son was at odd*, with his father. Aigyle 

Ai gyle's himself had a difficult pail to play. No one could ex- 
posuion. pect him to thiow liimself hcait and soul into the cause 

of the alien government, and Su Robeit Moiay, wilting some 

months cailiei, had assured Chailes that nothing but prudence 
kept him from rallying to the King.2 Whethei it was piudence 

01 conviction that held him back, he loyally earned out his en¬ 
gagements to Lilbume He did not indeed offei armed sup- 

Sept. poi t—the pievalent lernpei of the Campbells rendered 
0ct it impiacticable—but he furnished thc information 

which enabled Cobbet to seize Duait Castle, and later on he 
ptovided the escort which conducted Cohbet’s slupwiccked 

Lome in soldi*.'1 s tin ough a hostile counti y.3 When, therefore, 
Aigyie. Lome hiokc into Aigylcshne, lie was fai from being 

able to cany with him the whole strength of the Campbells 
Yet consideiable numbers came forwaid to support him with 

men and money. His failuie was owing not so much to external 

resistance, as to internal disputes between the leaders of llieex- 

He uairris Put^^,on* When Kintyie was icachcd, Kenmuic was 
witi?Ken-s resolute to deal haishly with a body of settleis fiom 

mnre’ Ay 1 shire and Renfrew, who wcie steadfast in their 
loyalty to Argyle and consequently to the English Government. 

1 Nicoll’s Diaty, 112. 
a “All I shall say of my Lord Aigjle [is] that . . thc course he 

takes is meiely for self-preservation . . He thinks tilings are not yet 
ripe enough to appear here in arms, alleging that it will come to nothing 
but the ruin of the Lowlands, and the Highlands are to be destroyed by 
sea.” Scotland ami the Commomvealth, 134 

1 Lilbuinc Lo Ciomwell, Sept. 13, ih 221; Campbell of Auchenbreck 
sided with Lome, Campbell of Glenorcby with Argyle, 
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Lome refused to allow him to inflict punishment on his fathei’s 

tenants, and a bitter quanel was the result1 At an eailiei 
stage of the expedition Lome had fallen in with Glengarry, 
who, as a Macdonald, regarded the heir of the Campbells as an 

Sejjt hereditary foe. As might have been expected, they 
and with ‘fell out, and diew each upon the other,’ but ‘weic 
Glengarry. prevente(j 0f fighting by some theie piesent; how¬ 

ever, they parted great enemies.’2 Theie was bad blood, too, 
between Balcarres and Glencaim, the former having even pio- 

posed that the command of the army should be transferred to 
a committee, a proposal which Glencaim was only able to set 
aside by pioducing the wan ant in which the King had directly 
given him the post3 In the absence of Lome and Kenmure 

in the west, Glencaim swooped down on Falkland, 
whence he carried off an officei and foui or five sol¬ 
diers, who only lecoveied their libeity on Lilbuine’s 

consenting to pay 80/. for their release. 
Lilbume indeed had much to complain of. Many of his 

officers had taken advantage of quiet times to betake them- 

selves to England. Not a single cavahy legiment 
state of the had a colonel at his post, and only one had even a 
ftrmy major.4 5 What made matters worse was, that Lil- 

burne had well-nigh the whole of Scotland against him. “ Glen- 
Nov cairn and Glengarry,” he wrote on Novembei 5, “ aie 

Thejpeopie also busy up and down, and many small paities fall 
hostile to down into die Lowlands in the night-time and steal 
the English fiorses. the people do many of them volun¬ 

tarily give them, and will not give us any intelligence of them.”3 
A few days later he heard that Kenmure had returned fiom 
Argyleshire. “ There are parties of horse and foot,” he wrote, 
,f fall down every night m one place or othei and steal horses, 

Glencaim 
at 
Falkland 

1 Lilburne to Cromwell, Oct. 16, Scotland aaid the Commonwealth, 
242; Bailhe, 111. 250 

* Letter of Intelligence, Firth’s Scotland and the Cotumonwealth, 220 
* Instructions to Drummond, Oct. 23, ib. 246; Bailhe, 111 250. 
* Lilburne to Cromwell, Oct. 6, ib. 240 
5 Lilburne to Cromwell, £fov 5, ib 262 
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and cannot be pi evented. The country is so false to us and 

complies so with them that though at picsenL there is not so 
visible an enemy that speaks much danger, yet their daily 

actions and growing stiength may—together with what ill-spirit 

is geneially found in the ministeis and people, who doubtless 

aie leady to rise if any visible stiength appeal—give leason to 

believe they lia\e some notable design in hand” Yet what 
could he do ? His cavalry were few in number, and it often 
happened that he could not find a field officei to give him 

counsel. If Lilbuine could hope to find fnends m Scotland, 
it was amongst the Remonstianls of the west, yet he now 
lcaint that the Presbytery of Hamilton had discussed the 

question whether Kenmuie or the English were the greatci 

enemies of the Kirk, and had decided that Kenmure was the 

less formidable of the two 1 
Ey the middle of November the dangci had spread to parts 

of the Lowlands fai away fiom the hills. On the 15 th Lil- 

burne infoimcd Cromwell that Falkland had again 
mhST* been set upon in the night, and two officers canied 
Lowlands 0ff. two soldieis had been seized at Kilsyth, 

and that houses, one of them being that of Johnston of Wams- 

ton, had been plundeied in the immediate neighbourhood of 
Edinbuigh.a “Hardly any pait of the country,” he declared, 
“is free fiom the night-walkers who continue preying on 

gentlemen’s hoises, and by then secret ways convey them to 
the hills where they have uders in readiness, and beside many 

youngei biotheis and desperate peisons that privately steal to 
them, well-mounted, and fitted foi seivicc; but yet all these 

signify but little in compaiison of those secret contnvements 
and encouragements the generality of the people alfoids them, 
and are bringing foith to ripeness, if their dark and wicked 

designs may take effect.I have been advising—foi 
the better preventing this inundation—to seize the horses m 

countiymen’s hands, but find these people so ticklish to deal 

withal at this time—out of that strange expectation they have 

1 Lilhuine to Cromwell, Nov. 12, Scotland and the Com/nomoealth, 
264. * //'■ 270. 
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of a change—and so ready to take the wing, that it’s feared we 
shall not only lose the horses, but drive many to the hills who 
seem to be peaceable, rather than part with them to us, and 
without we could seize all together, which is impossible, it is 
doubted we shall do more hurt than good ” 1 

Before the end of November the very gates of Edinbuigh 
had to be shut at nightfall lest insurgent parties should slip 

Nov-Dec. ^to the town.2 In December the disorders had 

Sndrtiontf sPrea(l even further south. Parties of armed men 
the south were roving over Dumfnesshue and Galloway, and 

hoises were seized within four miles of Berwick. An exploit 

which testified to the unpopularity of the government in 
England as well as m Scotland was recorded by Lilburne 

Wogan's without any sign of astonishment Captain Wogan, 
match who had carried his troop with him when in 1648 

he deserted the Parliamentary service to join Hamilton’s in¬ 

vading forces, and had in 1649 held bravely out in Ireland as 
governor of Duncannon,3 now started from Pans with a few 
chosen companions to make his way through England to the 
scene of action. In London they all disguised themselves m 

the uniform of Cromwell’s cavalry,4 and then, having increased 
the number of his companions, set out for Scotland, avoiding 
the high roads, enlisting men on the route, and making their 
way by twos and threes together.5 When they reached the 

noith they appear to have been less careful. Wogan, 
“ 3‘ when he passed through Durham, had some twenty- 

Dec a two companions with him. On the 8th he reached 

Peebles with the same number6 He seems to have gatheied 

1 Lilburne to Cromwell, Nov. ? , Firth’s Scotland and the Common¬ 

wealth, 272. 
* Nicoll’s JDiaty, 116. 
8 Clarke Papers, 1. App. A. 
4 So much, I suppose, one may take from Clarendon (xiv. 61), though 

his account is grossly inaccurate. 
8 News from London, Dec. 9, Clarendon MSS. li. No. 1,581. 
8 On Dec. 3 Wogan wutes from Durham under the assumed name of 

Thomas Young, Thurloe, i. 623; compare a letter to Lilburne, Dec. 12, 
Firth’s Scotland and the Commonwealth, 296. “ You may remember they 
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strength as he passed through the Lowlands, as he ultimately 
presented little short of a hundred followers to Glencaim 1 

Difficult as the situation was, it is impossible to avoid the 
conclusion that Lilburne was fai from being a resourceful com- 

Liibume not mander Sanguine in the spring, he was in despair 

commander11 in the wintei. His counsels as a statesman were, 

Hu, political however, far moie woithy of attention than his 
advice militaiy schemes—if indeed he can be said to have 

formed any. He did not indeed, and m fact he could not, 
propose any plan for removing the mam difficulty with which 
the Commonwealth would have peimanently to contend—the 
looted hostility of the Scottish people—but he had much that 
was valuable to suggest as to the best mode of dealing with the 
discontented nobility and gentiy. Knowing well how much 

material causes had contributed to drive them into the arms 
of the insurgents, he advised that with the exception of ‘ five 
or six grand offendeis for example’s sake,’ all sequestrations 
and forfeitures should be taken off, and that the Act of Union 
so long discussed should be finally passed, accompanied by an 
Act of Oblivion, and a fiee paidon to all m aims if they would 
agree to keep quiet These generous pioposals are marred, in 
the eyes of latei generations, by a suggestion that rewards 
should be offered to those who would ‘ bring m any of the 
present lebels dead or alive.’ At the same time, in order to 
avoid danger from the huge numbers of persons without means 
of subsistence, Lilbuine advanced the concession of licenses 
to levy regiments for foreign princes in annty with the Com¬ 
monwealth to such Scotsmen as made application for them. 
Further, he would have a check placed on the rigour with 
which the new Courts of Justice issued processes for the 
recovery of debts—amounting it is said at one time to 35,000 

were represented a full troop at least, and that they took hundreds on 
Iheir way, which no man, I believe, would think possible to be acted by 
twenty-two men, for they were no more when they entered this country. ” 
Mews to Hyde, June 4, 1654, Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate. 

1 Account of Glencairn’s expedition appended to Gwynn’s Memoirs, 
166 

VOL. III. H 
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—by gianting Lime to those who had it not in their power to 

satisfy their ci editors at once 1 
To these wise recommendations was added the inevitable 

demand for reinforcements and for ships of war to guard against 

Men and Middleton’s landing.2 If reinforcements wcie not 
khips sent, Lilburne wrote to Lambert before the end of 
needed the yeai, it would be neccssaiy for him to concen¬ 
trate histioops in the south of Scotland, giving ‘the enemy all 
beyond Dundee, except Inverness ’ Needless to say, the abdica¬ 
tion of the nominated Parliament was regarded by the aimy in 

Scotland with the highest satisfaction At last there 
Reception was a probability that adequate supplies would be 
Protec- despatched, and that dispositions would be taken to 

the&my m ward off the impending danger “I thought it my 
Scotland duty,” wiote Lilburne to Cromwell when the good 
Lome's news arrived, “ to let youi lordship know that, by all 

the observation I can make, I find nothing but union 
amongst us here, and a lesolution to stand by your lordship m 
the management of those weighty affaus that Providence hath 
cast upon you ” He had wondered, he added, that his earnest 

pleadings for supplies had hitherto received no answer, but he 
now imputed the neglecc ‘to the late inconsistency in the 
Parliament.’ The troops, he wrote a few days later, weie two 
months in arrear, and the cess on which they partly relied 
could not be collected in the disturbed condition of the country.3 
Nor was Lilburne unconscious of his own deficiencies) “ being 
jealous of my own weakness,” he assured the Protector, “ I am 
doubtful so great affairs as are here to be managed may suffer 

for the want of one more fit to wrestle with them than your 
Excellency’s most humble servant.” “ I hear,” he candidly as- 

Wishes to sured Lambert, “ that a commander-in-chief is to be 
wdSfby sent down hither, I only wish such a one as may pay 
Monk these people foi their knavery. Methmks Monk’s 

1 Lilburne to Cromwell, Dec. ? ; Lilbume's proposals, Dec. ? ; Firth’® 
Scotland and the Commonwealth, 289, 295. 2 fb, 

2 Lilburne to the Protector, Dec. 20, Lilburne to [Lambert], Dec. 29, 
ib 301, 306. 
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spirit would do well amongst them.”1 There was no touch of 
jealousy in that noble heart. 

Yet, as Lilburne knew well, there was no hope of Monk’s 
pi esence m Scotland, or of any decline m the energy of his ad- 

2654 versanes, until a peace with the Dutch had put an 

Monlfto end to their hopes of succoui from abroad 3 A few 
come when weeks later Lilburne knew that the Protectoi had 
tie can be 
spared taken his advice, and that Monk, as soon as he 
could be spared, would be sent down to take the command * 
Yet how could he be spared as long as a hostile Dutch fleet 
might at any moment put to sea ? 

Others besides the soldiers of the Commonwealth had been 
watching with inteiest the progress of the negotiation. Tor 
some months Middleton had been tarrying in Holland, hoping, 

Middleton almost against hope, that some monstrous demand 
in Holland on the English side would sting the States General into 

a determination to prolong the war, and to turn failure into 
success by sending shipping and warlike stores to the Royalists 

jan 27. of the north of Scotland. When Charles instructed 
toii^snv- him on January 37 to wait no longer, he took this 
stiuctions. step partly because there was little prospect of Dutch 
aid, but still moie because the noblemen and Highland chiefs 
were quarrelling with one another, and it was thought that they 
would bow their heads in submission to a professional soldier.1 

Middleton accordmgly landed with a very deficient stock of 
supplies on Tarbatness before the end of Febiuaiy/’ At his 

first lendezvous he was surrounded by ‘ two 01 thiee 
thousand, of which there were 500 serviceable horse.’ 

Feb. 
Middleton 

Ttu-ba™ At a subsequent meeting at Dornoch he opened his 
n'a,’ commission to command in chief. .To this Glencaim, 

1 Lilburne to the PiotecLur, Dec. 20; Lilburne to [Lambert], Dec. 29, 
Firth’s Gotland and the Commonwealth, 301, 306. 

2 “ I hope a happy conclusion with the Dutch will put an end to 
these unhappy people’s distempers, and things may come to a settlement 
again.” Lilburne to the Protector, Dec 20, tb. 1 302. 

2 Lilburne to Monk, Jan. 21, Firth’s Scotland and the Frolectot ate 
* Instructions for Middleton, tb. 1 Nicoll’s Diary, 122. 
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who had hitherto held that post, raised no objection, but it was 

otherwise when he learnt that Sn George Monro, whose 
services in Scotland and Iieland had not been such as to inspire 
confidence, was to be second in command. An excuse for a 
quarrel was not likely to be long absent. At a dmnei given by 

March Glencann to Middleton and his officeis, Glencann 

betwMu boasted of his gallant army which, as he avei led, he had 
Giencaim raised out of nothing. “ By God,” cued Monro, stait- 
Monro mg from his seat with the jealousy of a piofessional 
soldier, “ the men you speak of aie no other than a pack of 
thieves and robbeis. In a shoit time, I will show you othei 
soit of men ” Glencaiin lephed that his mteiruptei was ‘ a 
base liar,’ aftei which Middleton did his best to leconcile the 
angry pair, and Glencann, submissive m outwaid show, diank 
Monro’s health, and accompanied Middleton a mile on his ictuin 
home. The inevitable duel was introduced with all the stately 
politeness of a court As the Earl was going to supper Sn 
George’s brother appeared at the gate, when Glencann asked 
him in and placed him at the head of the table next the daughter 
of the laird in whose house he had taken up his quaiteis. 
“ Immediately after suppei he told Monro that he would give 
him a spring if he could dance, which accordingly he did, the 
laird’s daughter playing.” Then, seizing a moment aftei the 
rest of the company had joined the dance, the two stepped 
aside, and in a dozen words arranged the time and place of 
meeting When the disputants met the next morning, the Earl 
slashed Monro ovei the left hand and forehead, and but for the 
intervention of his own seivant would have thrust his swoid 
through his adversary’s body.1 A fortnight afterwards Glencann 
left the camp m dudgeon with Middleton himself. 

Such were the materials with which Middleton was ex¬ 
pected to reconquei Scotland. The fiery spirits were loyal 

Further enough to their king, but they could not discipline 
disputes themselves to forbear from personal attacks on one 

another. Not long before it had been Lome and Glengarry, 

1 Peter Mews’s Nairative, June 4, Firth’s Scotland and the Protec¬ 
torate ; Gwynn’s Military Memoirs. 
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then it was Kenmure and Lome,1 now it was Glencairn and 
Monro. Not long aftei wards Sutherland was complaining of 
Middleton himself, whilst Athol and Glengarry all but came to 
blows.2 * It had been part of Middleton’s message to the chiefs 
that, if matters went well, Charles would follow to place him¬ 
self at the head of the insurrection, but unless discipline could 
be restored, it was hardly likely that he would venture his 
peison again in Scotland Unluckily for the Royalist cause 
Middleton had none of that personal glamour which bowed all 
turbulent hearts m submission to Montrose 

Great as were the difficulties ansing from the impossibility 
of taming the wild spirits of his nominal subordinates, there 

... was looming in the future another scarcely less 
and the foimidable No Royalist movement would really be 

clcrBy crowned with success unless it could win the Low¬ 
lands, and Montrose’s failure had shown how hard it was to 
control the Lowlands without standing well with the clergy. 
Neither Middleton nor the noblemen who sui rounded him were 
prepared to do more than flattei them. “ It is strange,” wrote 
an Englishman who accompanied the expedition, “to see how 
the rebels, by then favouring the people, had crept into their 
affections, they not being able to see to the bottom of the 
design. But I labour in all discourses to make them sensible 
of it, and press the ministers to ms til the reasons of that smooth¬ 
ness from the pulpit, from whence it makes the greater 
impression , and doubt not but I J shall prevail with some of 
them to set it on with all possible veliemency, which if they 
can once fancy they will need no spurs, foi they aie naturally 
good at that kind of oiatory . . But, for your comfort, Mr. 
Presbyter is never like to put his oar m our boat; at least, not 
to sit at the helm as foimerly he hath done; yet you must not 
expect that we should absolutely cashier him at the first dash.” 4 

1 See p. 93 
- Lilburne to the I’rotecLor, April II, 20, Firth’s Scotland and the 

Proteitorate 
8 * I * is omitted in the MS. 
4 Peter Mews’s Narrative, FirLh’s Scotland and the Protectorate. 
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The eyes of ‘Mr Presbyter’ weie too widely open to be 

cajoled in such a fashion 
At last the weary Dutch wai was ended, and on April 22 

Monk arrived at Dalkeith to take in hand the military and 

Apni 22 civil government of Scotland He at one recognised, 
Monk at as Lilbuine had alieady recognised, that he had no 

“ mere insurrection of Highlandeis to face, but an 
uprising extending sporadically ovei the Lowlands as well, 
wherever the English troops weie not present to lepress an 
actual outbreak. When he reached Dalkeith there was no 
more than 500/ in the tieasuiy, and the soldieis’ pay was sadly 

Demand in ariear. By June 25, as he wiote, 33,000/. would 

me™au7’ b® needed to make up this deficiency alone. If he 
sinps was to answei for the consequences, money, men, 

and ships must be hastened up fiom England.1 If Monk suc¬ 

ceeded where Lilbuine had failed, it was m part, at least, 
because his authoritative demands weie attended to at Whitehall 
—slowly, indeed, as financial straits compelled, but still with 
something approaching legulanty—whilst Lilbuine’s complaints 
had been ignoied. 

Yet, with all these advantages, Monk had no light work 
before him. “ Haidly a younger brothei,” Lilburne had wntlen 

Apni i in one of his last despatches, “ but he’s gone, and 

gloomy6 8 even from undei the noses of oui gan ison.s and 
of*ent quarters, do what we can to pievent them unless we 
situation should take all prisoners and then not know what to 
do with such a multitude. I heai they still break into 
Northumberland and steal horses, but some tell me the people 
there are confederates. I am doubtful the flame heie may lie 
far beyond what may be yet imagined by your Highness, 01, 
indeed, by many that are heie the works of darkness aie hard 
to be discerned . . Therefore, that it may noL be at my 
door that a timely provision is not made even for the worst of 
evils that may anse heie, I do in conscience and faithfulness 
declare my thoughts, and earnestly beg that though those in 

* Monk to the Protector, Apni 22, 25, Monk to Lambert, Apul 22, 
Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate. 
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rebellion or that may join at this time may not prove so 
numerous or so dangerous as my appiehensions speak, yet con¬ 
sidering the bloodiness, rebelliousness, and wretchedness of the 
spirits of the generality of this monstious people who have not 

been sparing to shed the blood of many of their kings and 
lulers,1 and upon pnvate quanels and feuds to murdei one 
another, and who have, by the help of the hills to draw 

together in, become toimidable, and then massacied and 
expelled the English armies seveial times, the memory of which 
is no little encouragement to these lebels ” [There is every 

reason to feai the woist ] 
If Monk was secure of bettei financial support than had 

been given to Lilburne, he had also resouices of his own m his 
„T ,, keener sense of the piactical means needed to sub- 
Monk s . r , . , , , ,, 
dear-sight- due lesistance It was useless indeed, as he well 

e knew, to appeal to that spirit of patriotism which 
was heavily enlisted against him ; but he could at least show 
that civil ordei and individual well-being would find better 
security undei his government than under any that was likely 
to be set up by the gay gallants of the noith On May 4, when 

May 4 ie enteie<^ Edinburgh, after a great banquet given 
I'rodama- him by the town, he caused two pioclamations to be 
Protec- read at the Maiket Cross in his own piescnce the 
torateand pusl announcing the establishment of the Protectoi- 

Un,on ate; the second, that according to an oidinance of the 
new lulei Scotland was now to form an tntegial pait of the 
Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ii eland, and that 
the authority of her ancient kings and her ancient parliaments 
having been abolished she was hcncefoith to send thiity 
members to sit in the Parliament at Westminster. Then 

followed a list of the boons which the larger and wealthier 

’ It cannot have entered into the nund of the writer of this phrase 
addressed to Ciomwcll that Chailcs I. had been put to death otheiwis© 
than after a fair trial. 

■ Lilburne to the Protector, Apul 1, PnLh’s Scotland and the Pi elec¬ 
torate. The final clause basing no principal verb it has been supplied by 
conjecture. 
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offered to the smaller and poorei nation There was to be 
absolute freedom of trade on the boiders, no taxes were to be 
raised in Scotland which were not pioportionable to those on 
the English side; all tenuies implying vassalage and seivitude 
were to be swept away, fines and othei payments by tenants 
to be moderated and contioiled by the State. Military seivices 
and hentable juusdictions with all fees and casualties appei- 
tainrng to the lords were abolished, whilst popular courts baron 
were set up m each locality, to be composed of the suitois of 
the manor court, with powei to determine by the veidict of a 
jury all pleas arising out of contiacts, debts, piomises, and 
tiespasses, where the amount sued for did not exceed the value 
of forty shillings 1 To celebrate the munificence of the con¬ 
cession there was a great display of fiieworks from the Market 
Cross 

The next day was reseived foi the display of the swoid 
which in the ordinance then pioclaimed was suspended over 

M s the heads of the recalcitiant nobility. Pardon and 
Prodama- grace in respect of all acts of hostility m time of war 
lion of , r , i , . , . 
pardon and were indeed granted m general to the whole people 
of grace Scotland, but aftei wards the names of twenty-four 

persons followed—all with thiee exceptions loidsof Parliament 
or their heirs—whose estates, saving a piovision to their wives 
and children, were wholly forfeited to the Commonwealth. On 
seventy-three persons fines varying fiom 14,000/. to 500/. were 
imposed All peisons who had taken arms against the 
Commonwealth since May 1, 1652, were excepted from the 
benefits of the ordmances,2 whilst those who had connived at 
the rebellion of their brothel s or wards and did not secure 
their surrender within twenty days were to be thrown into 
pnson, and a fine imposed on every presbytery from which 
rebels had gone forth, as well as upon every parent whose son 
had taken part with the insurgents. A price of 200/. was set 
on the heads of Middleton, Seaforth, Kenmure and Dalziel3 

1 Scobell, 11 293, 295. * lb. li. 288, Nicoll’s Diaiy, 125. 
3 Thurloe, u 261. 
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Taking the two oidinances together the pohKg^f the 
English Government was mneh the same as that w 

. , French revolutionists vveie aftui wards to display *m 
Import of . 1 1 
the pro- moie extiavagant loim upon their banners—War 
clamations tQ tjlc i01t]iy house, Peace to the cottage 1 It it 

hvere possible foi any Scotsman to pass over the indignity of 

[receiving grace and pardon from an alien government, theie 
|weie two classes of persons to whom Monk might look foi 

Feeim s of SUPP011 traders who would have much to gain 
iheViMieft by the prospects opened to them by the suppression 
an .iwy«s o|. custom houses at Berwick and Cailisle, and 

the lawyers who favouied the extension of equal justice, anil 

were hostile to the extreme claims lately put forward by the 

clergy. Of the tow’ns, Monk was able to write after he had 
^time to gain peisonal expenence or theii feelings, that they 

weie ‘generally the most faithful to us of any people in this 
nation.’1 E01 the lawyeis, we have the note of a patriotic 
dianst upon the death of Sn John Hope of Ciaighall, who had 
acted as one of the Pailiamentary judges, that he held ‘ that 
few* of the ministers of Scotland wTere honest, and that they, by 
bewraying the Scnptuies, had laised err01s, giving out also 
that God had a great work to woik by the English.*2 

^ Till Monk was ready to take the field, and as yet, m 
consequence of the dryness of the spnng, there was no grass for 

Flocking his horses in the noith, he applied himself to throwing 
soMtoser obstacles in the way of the flocking of gentry to 
Middleton Middleton from the Lowlands. As a rule these men 

were younger sons who had nothing to lose, whilst their fathers 
and eldest brothers remained at home to avoid forfeiture of 
their estates. Monk had already suggested the imprisonment 
of fatheis whose sons had taken the field,3 but Oliver was loth 
to encourage a policy so violent, and measures of military 
watchfulness had to take its place. Monk’s next thought was 

1 Monk to the Protector, Oct 3, Firth’s Si otland and the Protectorate 
9 Nicoll’s Diaiys 124 
9 Monk to the Protector, April 22, Firth’s Scotland and the Pto- 

tectorate 
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to draw a virtually impassable line between Highlands and 
Lowlands which no body of hoise fiom the Lou lands could 
overstep. Warned by the fate of Montiose, Middleton aimed 

Middleton’s at strengthening his cavalry, hoping to appear at the 
plan head of a body of hoise composed of Lowlanders 
collected in the Highlands, and not to be compelled to bring 
down upon the Lowlands a foice mainly composed of Highland 
clansmen. 

For the campaign now opening Monk could count on the 
services of a highly intelligent staff of officeis. Daniel com- 

Monk’s manded the gainson of Teith, Hill was established 

Damd Hill at Ruthven in the heait of the wild coundy of 
and Morgan. Badenoch; and, above all, the active and skilful 

Colonel Morgan, befoie whom Chepstow, Monmouth, and 
Hereford had fallen in the lattei days of the first civil wai,1 was 
on the alert in the wide districts stietching to the hills from the 
southern shore of the Moray Filth. It was Monk’s own task 

to seal up the accesses to the Highlands from the southern 
Lowlands, theieby hmdenng Middleton from receiving the 
accretions m men and hoises upon which his calculations of 

success depended 
With this object m new Monk left Dalkeith on May iot 

making for Stirling. Befoie going north, however, he turned 

Mayio towards Cardioss Castle, thcie to lest till the spiing- 
MonkbreakB mg of the young glass rn the hills afforded pasturage 

top's com-6 to his horse As soon as he could move he made 
withLow-DS his way by Kilsyth to Buchanan, where he supei- 
lan?s intended the destruction of the boats which had 
conveyed passengers and horses to the noithern glens. As he 
established a stiong party of horse at Glasgow, and as Dum¬ 
barton was occupied by an English garrison, Monk was able to 
assure himself before his letuin eastwards that this pait of the 
Highland frontier was secured, especially as Argyle was now 
heartily co-operating with the English Government With 
a view to furthei opeiations, Monk established Colonel Biayne 

1 Great Civil JVai, li 376} lii. 21. 
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at Dunstaffnage with a detachment fiom Fleetwood’s aimy in. 
Ii eland 1 

Having thus secuied the line of the Forth Monk proceeded 
tosecuic the line of the Tay. Marching from Peith on June y, 

June 9 wfth a force mainly composed or horse,3 he reduced 

Sieiay" a sma^ Sairison on the 1‘noiy hill, near the foot of 
Loch Tay, leaving a few men m occupation of it, as 

well as of Weem Castle and Balloch.3 Aftei burning Gaith 

Castle he made northwaids foi Strathspey, where he established 
himself at Ruthven Castle on the look-out for news. 

The news of which Monk was in seaich was not long in 

reaching him. Heaiing that Middleton was in Kintail, he 

June ao marched to the foot of Loch Lochy, wheie, after full 

Ruthvinaves consultation with Aigyle and Biayne, he foimed the 
Castle plan of action to which he subsequently adheied. 
Establishing Brayne with a stiong foice at Inverlochy, he him¬ 
self plunged into the northern Highlands, resolved, as an apt 
pupil in the cruel school of Iiish wai, if—as might probably be 
the case —he failed to os citake the enemy, to make the countiy 
incapable of sustaining cavaliy by burning and destioymg every 

habitation of man, and eveiy crop by which life might be 
suppoited. Beginning with the lands of the Camerons of 

Lochiel, he marched up Glenmonston, laising fire in the home¬ 
steads of the Macdonalds of Glengauy. The work of destruction 
went on as he passed to Loch Alsh, through the country of 

Seaforth’s Mackenzies.4 “ We have not found,” wntes a comet 
who took part m the expedition, “man, 'woman, or child at 
their homes, all being in arms 01 in remote places with theii 

cattle. At their return they will have new houses $0 build and 

1 J. Baynes to A Baynes, May 11, Lett os pom Roundhead Offiiei s, 
69; Monk to the Protector, May 21, 28, 30, Firth’s Scotland and the 
Pi electorate 

2 His force consisted of in 0 regiments of hoise and three and a half of 
foot 

1 On the site of the present Taymouth Castle. 
* Monk to Lambert, June 25, Monk’s Narrative, Firth’s Scotland and 

the Protectorate; Letter from Glenmonston, June 25, Merc. Pol: E, 

805, 5. 
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com to seek, which will be a means to quiet them oi nothing.” 1 
Middleton had ferried his footmen over to Skye, and his horse 
was not to be overtaken, but Morgan was despatched to Caith¬ 
ness, to take care that no piovisions should be found there 
when the winter came Monk himself, with his weaned troops, 

made his way to seek repose at Inverness.'2 
News that Middleton had doubled back upon Blaii Athol 

induced Monk to recall Morgan, and to send him to Braemar to 
catch the enemy if he retreated in that direction 

Middleton &t For the present, however, there seemed little hope 
Biaw Athol, ]yf1(j(jiet;0n would fall into the trap. By the 

middle of July he had flung himself into the Campbell country, 

and m the niching along Loch Tay to Loch Awe, he too 
Campbell burning the lands of his foemen as he passed 
country Monk followed hard on his heels,3 4 but though he 
compelled Middleton to double back by way of Loch Rannoch 
with his horse leduced from 3,000 to 1,200, he was himself too 
exhausted by foiced maiches to do more than call a halt at 

July ao Kilhn on the 19th, and to pursue his way into Glen 
SgIoi Lyon on the following day The news he received 
Ly°n there was such as to convince him that no further 

pursuit was necessary 1 

Even before this intelligence leached him Monk must have 
known that there was no need of haste There was but one 

1 Comet Baynes to A. Baynes, June 29, Letters from Roundhead 
Officers, 78. 

2 Monk’s Narrative, Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate 
9 In a paper published in the Highland Monthly for May 1892, Mr. 

W Mackay inserts a map of Monk’s marches, which I have made the 
basis of my own map, though I have tested it throughout by the authorities. 
In Monk’s Narrative (p. 90) it is said that he marched on 1 the 14th from 
Glendowart (Glen Dochart) to Glen Lochee, about sixteen miles.’ The 
latter glen cannot be, as Mr. Mackay holds, Glen Loehay, because Monk 
tells us that in the evening some men were seen marching to Glen Strac, 
which was quite invisible from any part of Glen Loehay. It must have 
been near Loch Awe. 

4 Jb Monk was on the 19th at Kinnell, close to ICillin. Clarke to 
Ernngton, Thurloe, 11. 475 
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route by which Middleton could teach Lhe fai noith fiom Loch 
Rannoch, the loute by the pass which connects the upper 
reaches of the Garry and the Spej, tluough which the High¬ 
land Railway at piesent luns. Eithei by his own intuition, 
or moie likely by Monk's oideis, Morgan had abandoned hi.s 

eccentric maich to Biacmai, and posted himself at Ruthvcn on 
the Spey. Infoimcd of Middleton’s appioach, Moigan ciossed 

the wateished on July 19, and, posting himself at 
Tiiefight'at Palnaspidal, wheie the stieam brings dow*n the 
Dainaspidai. waters 0f jj0Ch Gauy on the* southern side of the 

pass,1 made preparations to pass the night on a tolerably level 

piece of ground which had been used for generations as a 
camping-place by tioops on the maich Before his men had 
alighted they perceived Middleton’s foices on their way from 

Loch Rannoch approaching along the western side of the loch 
with the same object in view 2 As Middleton debouched from 

the defile, with Soo horse and a larger number of unmounted 

men toiling after them at some distance, Morgan ordered his 
comparatively fresh cavaliy to charge, and Middleton, tecog- 
nising the hopelessness of the situation, gave directions to his 
worn followers to face round and letreat. An English party 
which had been in the van were thus brought into the lear 
They acquitted themselves bravely for a short time, and then 

they too joined in the flight of theii comrades, many of whom 
slipped off their horses and mode for the bogs. Most of the 
men escaped, but of the horses—not easily replaced in the 

1 “ Since my last, the general lesolved [on] easy motions aflei our 
hard marches, and to drive Middleton’s almost tired forces on Colonel 
Morgan, who was fresh in Ruthven ” Clarke to Ernngton, July 21, 
Thurloe, ii. 483 This disposes of the view that the two forces met in a 
casual encountei 

1 Mi. J. T. Clark, the Librarian of the Advocates’ Library, who 
knows the country well, tells me that the way over the hills from Loch 
Rannoch is passable in summei. Gwynn’s Narrative (Memorials, 183) 
ogiees with Morgan’s despatch of July 22 (Merc. Pol. E, 806, 13) in 
placing the fight at the north end of Loch Gariy, near which was the usual 
camping-ground for troops going in either direction over the pass now 
crossed by the Highland Railway 
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Highlands—as many as three hundred were captured, and 
amongst them the general’s sumpter-horse with his despatches 

and commission.1 
With this the war, so far as fighting was concerned, virtually 

came to an end. Pnsoneis were shipped for Barbados,* and 

Aug in August Monk turned upon Glencann m the 
Fireand country about Abeifoyle, whilst Morgan was sent 

c northwards to rouse Middleton from his lair in 
Caithness. It was a campaign of the torch, not of the sword 

“Myself,” wrote Monk on August 5, “am now destroying the 
country on this side the hills, where the enemy used to shelter 
themselves m winter ” 3 Before this drastic treatment lesistance 
Withered away. By the end of August some of the noblemen 
Aug -Sept who had supported the Royal cause were preparing 

of’mos^of11 t0 submit, and, as they were assured of easy terms, 
the nobility their example was befoie long leadily followed.1 

Middleton himself, indeed, remained in the country till the 
following spnng, but the nsmg had virtually come to an end 

“End of the l°ng before. What had not come to an end was the 
ns,ne bitterness with which the Scottish population re¬ 

garded the masterful strangers who had planted the yoke of 

England upon their country’s neck 

1 Mete Pol. E, 806, 13. 
* Monk to the Protector, Aug. 1, Firth’s Scotland and the Pto- 

tedorate. 
1 Monk to the Protector, Aug 5; from the Camp at Lcnce (perhaps 

Lennox), Tkurloe, 11. 526 
4 Monk had some difficulty in dealing with persons sent up as hosLages 

for the good behaviour of those who had submitted On Sept 5 he writes 
to the Protector, asking whether he ‘ shall take Lowland security of very 
good bonds for them, two of them being young gentlemen students in the 
universities, and a third is so very fat that he could not come by land, but 
was sent by water.’ Firth’s Scotland and the Protects ate. 



CHAPTER XXXIII 

A DOUIiLE NEGG'l I Ml ON 

The mission of Joachim Hane to investigate the condition of 
the French sea-coast fortresses1 may be taken as an indication 

l6s3 that in October 1653 Oliver had still befoiehis mind 

Haile's mis- a Poss^lc inteivention in favour of the French Pio- 
France testants, which would bring with it a close alliance 

with Spain. In the couise of November two leports 
His’report weie received fiom Hane. In the first he explained 
on Havre, tijat Havre was unfortified, and that to place it 111 

airi on 5 a state defence would require 6,000/. In the 
Rochelle second, dated from Rochelle, he announced that one 

of the two towers which guarded the town had been destioyed 
by fire, but that the other was bemg repaired by the King’s 

hu sub e Governor8 After his examination of Rochelle, Hane 
quentadven- took passage in a vessel bound for Bordeaux, but 
tur“' having been recognised by a Scot, he was marked 

out by the authorities for the torture-chamber and the gallows, 
and it was only after a succession of haii-breadth escapes that 
some four months later he succeeded in leaching England. It 
is significant that m these legions which Cromwell anxiously 
desired to liberate fiom then oppressors, his agent failed to 

' Sm p ss 
3 The two reports signed by Israel Bernard, and dated and 

Nov. ^ (Thiuioe, 1. 553, 578), have been identified as Hane’s by Mr. 
Firth, who published the Journal m 1896. I have no doubt that the place 
mentioned m the first letter is Havre, the only port passed by Hane on his 
voyage from Rye to Quillebceuf, where he landed. % 
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meet with a single person to whose sympathies he could 
appeal. 

It was, in fact, from the Huguenots of Languedoc lather 
than from those of Guienne that calls for English assistance 

were heard Eaily m Novembei, Di Moie,1 a Scot 
visit of Dr residing in Nimes, arrived in London to plead their 

or6, cause 2 About four weeks later it occurred to Bar- 
Ranfre nere that a lepoit on the position of the Protestants 

tosend*1 4 South fiom some one better known in England 

Fiance6 mt° wou^ leceivc greatei attention, and foi this employ¬ 
ment he pitched upon Stouppe, the ministei of the 

French congregation at the Savoy. Having formerly acted as 
tutor to the children of a Piotcstant nobleman of Dauphin6, 
the Marquis of Montbrun,1 he was peculiarly fitted to collect 
intelligence in the Rhone valley. Stouppe, however, declaied 
that he would not go without a diicct authorisation from Conde, 
and it was some time before this authorisation was obtained. 
In the meanwhile he look an oppoitumty of conversing with 
influential personages in England, who assured him that if the 
Huguenots would commence a rising, a succour of 15,000 men 
would be sent to then aid.1 

There had alieady been a talk of sending Sexby at the head 
of 6,000 men on the same seivicc if Spain would undeitake to 
pay them, but the design had been brought to an end by the 
news which reached England 111 November that the Spanish 
fleet, which had lingeicd in the Guonde since the fall of Bor¬ 
deaux, had quitted its station and returned to its own country.5 

1 He is spoken of sometimes as a minister, sometimes as a physician. 
* Bordeaux to Bnenne, Nov. ; Bordeaux to Mazann, Dec R.O. 

Tianscnpts. 

1 Grandson of the Huguenot leader, whose title he inherited. Garcel, 
Bibliothlque Hist, et Literatre dn Davphini, hi 442. Compare the advice 
of Lamiliti&re, July ii, Gmzot, 1. App. vi. 

4 Bam&re to Condd, undated, but about Dec. ^ The wnter says 
that Stouppe was ‘ un homme sans interest, et asseurdment un homme 
d’honneur,’ Chantilly Ti amenpts. This appreciation is very different 
from that of Bishop Burnet. 

1 See Ellis Leighton’s letter at p 119, note 1. 
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It is piobablc that these projects were, to a great extent, the 
woilc of the men of the nominated Parliament, eager to support 

Policy of the t*ie Protestant cause, and not only dreaming of a 
nominated complete toleration in England in which even Catho- 

ar mmen ^ were t0 sj1£LI Sj i but expectmg, it must be supposed, 

that a similar toleration would be accorded at least to Protestant 
„ Englishmen in Spain. To Oliver, on his accession 
Hesitation ° 1 . . , 
of the to the Protectoiate, the question must have appeared 
Protector. moie complicated It cannot be thought that a 

close connection with Spam attracted him greatly There were, 
however, reasons weighing heavily with him in favour of a 
Spanish alliance. Not only was he personally disinclined to 
leave the Fiench Protestants to their min, if it should appear 
that they leally stood in need of his protection, but in this view 
of the situation he was pushed foiward by the majonty of the 
Council, and especially by Lambert, to whom he owed much 
and whose influence in the army was considerable Nor 
were political arguments wanting to throw weight into the 
balance on the same side It was a palpable danger to the 
Protectorate that the exiled Stuarts weie still residing on French 
soil, and it was easy to diaw the inference that Mazann was 
only waiting his oppoitunity when at last Spain should have 
been beaten down in the field, to bend his energies to the 
restoration of his own master’s cousin to the English throne, 
and thereby to bring England into subservience to the crown of 

France. 
As a matter of fact Mazann was far more inclined to smooth 

away the difficulties lying before his feet than to anticipate a 
distant futuie. He now set himself to meet Oliver’s 

Mazann not an3aejy despatch of a special agent, the Baron 

dangerous. ^ wh0 was to convey his personal assurances 

Miason of that, a Stuart restoration would meet with no favour 
Baas. in France When Baas reached England early in 

1 See infra, Ellis Leighton’s letter at p. 119, note I. 
* Baas to Mazann, Jan. ^Jj, R 0. Transcripts. Baas was the elder 

brother of D’Artagnan, whose name has acquired a greater celebnty in 

fiction than in histoiy. 

VOL. III. I 
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Jan. 26 
Baas takes 
lea\e 

January, he found that though Boideaux, who had not yet lecog- 
l6S4 nised the Protectorate,1 was tieated with the utmost 

linJs'iro- coolness, that coolness did not extend to himself, 
position He was well received, especially when it appeared 

that his business was to give assurances that if the Piotectoi 
would ally himself with France, Chailes Stuart would be pio- 

hibited from lemaming on French soil.2 On the 26th 
Baas took leave, beaiing with him counter-pi ©posi¬ 
tions fiom Oliver, of the nature of which we have no 

knowledge, but which may very well have stipulated for 
guarantees for the good treatment of the Huguenots 3 Nothmg 
shoit of this, it may be believed, would satisfy the Council,4 in 
addition to the stoppage of the attacks on English commerce 
by Fiench pnvateers—especially by those m Charles’s service 
—of which Oliver complained openly to the envoy.5 * 

Pending Mazann’s reply, Olivei continued, as he had 
hitheito done, to listen to Caidenas and Barneie. Though 

Cardenas fully understood that no positive decision 
would be taken till the Dutch war was ended,® he 
considered the prospect of an English diversion in 
Guienne sufficiently hopeful. Towards the end of 
January Mazerolles, one of Conde’s confidants, 
landed m England, bringing with him that Conan 

who had been employed more than two years before to solicit 
English aid for Rochelle,7 and who now returned to repeat his 

Negotia¬ 
tion of 
Cardenas 
and 
Barneie 

Ma/erolles 
and Conan 
in England 

1 Bordeaux to Brienne, Jan. E. 0. Transcripts. 
1 This does not appear from the despatches of Baas himself, 1ml is 

stated in a letter from Thurloe to Whitelocke, Feb. 24, Whitelocke’s 
Swedish Embassy, ii 58 

1 See p. 117, note 4 
4 Pickering described Oliver to Baas as a man ‘ que ses amis avoient 

presque chargd de la protection de l’Estat, el qui en toutes les giandes 
affaires se soumet au Conseil d’Angleierre.’ Baas to Mazann, Jan. 
R. 0 Transcripts. 

* Bordeaux to Bnenne, ^55-^, tb. 

* Cardenas to Philip IV., Jan. Sitnancas MSS 2,529. 
7 See vol. ii. p. 155. 
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Feb. 
Stouppe 
to report 
on the 
French 
Protest¬ 
ants 

lequest1 There can be no doubt that the pleading of these 
men made considerable impiession on Oliver, as he sent for 

Stouppe, urging him to undertake the mission to the 
Fiench Protestants for which he had been named by 
Bamfere two months befoie2 He was to find out 
whether if they received help from England they 
would be ready to take arms, and whether Condd 

would help them in the enterprise Either on this or on some 

a Hu e subsequent occasion Oliver suggested that the com- 
not using mand might be given to one of Condi’s officers, the 
suggeste prince of Tarente. England, he said, had ruined 

the party of the Huguenots, and it was for England to re¬ 
establish it3 Unwise as was the policy thus sketched out, the 
interest taken by Oliver in the fortunes of the Huguenots was 
at least founded on existing facts. Scarcely a post arrived fiom 
France without bringing news of some flesh attack upon them.4 
Whether the best way of assisting them was to stir them to 
resistance against their sovereign was another question 

It did not follow that because Olivei was making sympa¬ 
thetic inquiries into the situation and wishes of the Huguenots, 
Discovery he was prepaied to engage himself to Spain befoie 
Royalist receiving the information he sought To bring this 
conspiracy about some occurrence was required which would 

have the effect of irritating him yet further against France 
Such an occurrence was the discovery of a Royalist conspiracy 

1 Bariiere to Cond£, Jan. Chantilly Transcripts; Boideaux to 

Buenne, R.O. Transcripts. * See p 112. 

* “ II l’entretienl bien une heure et demie de l’estat des affaires de 
ceux de la leligion de Fiance, luy demands fort s’il croioit que estant 
asseurez d’estre assistez par l’Angleteire lls voulussent prendre les armes, 
et si V.A. voudroit se joindre a eux. II luy dit qu’il n5en doubtoit pas 
Cromwel l’exhorta fort faire le voyage et tesmoigna avon passion pour 
cela, disant que l’Angleterre avoit rurnd le party, et qu’il falloit que 
I’Angleterre le restablit M Barn£re to Condd, Feb Chantilly Tran¬ 
scripts. On the choice of a commander see Mhnoires du Pnnce de Tarente, 
169-171. 

4 See Thurloe’s French Intelligence of these months, and Benott, Hist, 
de PEdit de Nantes, 161-186 
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about a week after Stouppe’s mission had been decided on. 
Dunng the last two months of the preceding year a little gioup 
of ~Rnyn.li.sts had been accustomed to meet at vanous taverns in' 
London, wheie they plotted over then cups a scheme for the 
overthiow of the existing government, and the restoiation of 
the King. One of their number, a Captain Dutton, rode about 
England to collect adheients who weie to come up to London 
and join in seizing Whitehall, St. James’s, the Towei, and the 
guaids about the city A Colonel Whitely was to go to Fiance 
to bnng over commissions from Chailcs, but theic was a 
difficulty about paying his expenses. The conspiiatois were 
asked to contnbute, but most of them declined to pay a 
farthing, and foi a time the meetings came to an end Con¬ 
spiracies of so loose a textuie are apt to breed informers, and 
on February 16 one of the would-be insurgents, Roger Cotes, 

was telling all that he knew to the Council. That 
night eleven of his companions weie anested at the 
Ship Tavern m the Old Bailey,1 which they had 
piobably visited at Cotes’s invitation, and weie on 
the following day committed to the Tower Cotes, 
who was amongst the number, was discharged on the 

24th.2 This ndiculous conspiracy was not of a 
nature to call for severe punishment, and none of those con¬ 
cerned in it were even brought to trial 

Yet, ridiculous as the plot was, it had its senous side. In 
the course of the examinations it came out that there existed a 

a secret committee or council of Royalists authorised by 
Royalist Charles himself, and apparently consisting of Royalist 
committee. ■ « « « 

noblemen and gentlemen piepanng for an msur- 

1 Examination of R Cotes, Feb. 16; examination of T Smith, 
Feb. 24, TAurlde, 11. 75 ; A Full and Perfect Relation of the Great Plot, 
130, 1. A Roger Cotes was one of the destructive party m the nominated 
Parliament (see vol. u. p. 309) If he was the same man as the in¬ 
former, the bitterness of that party against Ciomwell must have procured 
his admission to a Royalist conspiracy even whilst the nominated Parlia¬ 
ment was still in power. 

9 C. Order Book, Interr. I, 75, pp 123, 127. 

Feb. 16 
Arrest 
of the 
plotters, 

Feb 17 
who axe 
committed 
to the 
Tower. 
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rection winch would doubtless, when the time came, be 
conducted with fai greater cneigy than had been shown by 
these poor tavein-haunteis The formation of such a com¬ 

mittee had mdeed been proposed to Chailes as eaily as 
November 1649.! When it actually came into existence is 
unknown, but towards the end of 1653, or m the early pait of 
the following yeai, its membeis declined to meddle further with 
the piojects of the exiled couit, and their place had been taken 
by a body of more energetic Royalists who styled themselves 

The Sealed ‘Sealed Knot,’and at once enteied on active 
Knoi. pieparations for a using against the existing Govern¬ 
ment.2 

It was already known to Thurloe that this committee was 
engaged in a design which was to be communicated to Charles 

Dday in as soon as reac^e(i maturity,3 and it can hardly 
Bans s be doubted that the knowledge that plots against 
return . , . , , _ ° _ r , 

himself were being hatched in France must have 
somewhat lessened Oliver’s inclination to entei into an alliance 
with that power. N01 was it a hopeful sign that Baas, who had 
gone back as the bearer of Olivei’s countei-propositions, had 
not yet returned, especially if, as was probably the case, he had 
carried with him a demand that the Fiench Government should 
Oliver enter into some engagement to give to the Huguenots 

s«wnstd everything to which they were entitled by the Royal 
France Edicts4 Taking these two facts together, there 

is enough to account for an initation against France in 

1 Coventry to Nicholas, Nov. 12, 1649, Nicholas Papers, 1. 154. 
s The passage on which this statement is made veils the truth under 

commercial forms, as is usual in this correspondence “Many of the 
pnncipal old merchants in our parts had unhandsomely declined tiusting. 
„ . . ’Tis now settled in more hopeful hands.” Sir M. Hobart to Charles, 
J&j^Clarmdon MSS. n. No 1,749. 

■ Intercepted Letters, Feb 2, 6, Thurloe, 11. 64, 70 
4 In his despatch of April j£g, Baas states that he had carried back 

proposals from the Protector, but does not say what they were. Considering 
that Oliver insisted for a long time on guarantees for the Huguenots, there 
is a strong probability that a part at least of his proposals referred to this 
subject. 
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Oliver’s mind, of which Cardenas was not slow to take 
Feb aa advantage. On die 22nd he had a long audience, in 

Caidenns the couise of which he assuied the Piotectoi that he 
proposes an _ , 
alliance had received powers fiom his master to treat loi an 
with Spam, ^jance. jror some days Olivei kept back his 

olives"8 answei, and it was not till the 28th, the day on which 
answer the Dutch ambassadors returned to England to settle 
the terms of peace,1 and all danger of the prolongation of the 
naval war was virtually at an end, that he sent Thuiloe with his 
reply. 

In a proposal communicated to the lepiesentative of his 
Catholic Majesty, deep silence, if only for form’s sake, was 

He offera preserved as to the woes of the French Protestants, 
anjUHance Thurloe contented himself with the explanation that 
with spam. Qilver waSj before all things, anxious to maintain his 

domestic position, apparently to counteivail the machinations 
of the Stuart Princes who were under French protection. For 
this and other reasons discreetly veiled in silence he preferred 
alliance with Spam to one with France. Yet not only—as 
Financial Thurloe candidly admitted—was there no popular 

S^wth40 demand for a war of aggression, but the interruption 
Fiance. 0f bade and the increased taxation to which it must 

lead would certainly give nse to the gravest discontent. What, 
therefore, was required was an mexpensive mode of carrying on 
war, and this could only be attained if Spain weie willing to 

Spain asked bear, ^ not ^e whole, at least the greater pait of the 
to supply expense. If that was admitted as the basis of the 
t e money, understanding, the Protector would be ready to 

declare war upon France, and to offer powerful assistants* to 

Cond£. Though Cardenas vainly urged Thurloe to name the 
sum he had in his mind, he forwarded the proposal to Madrid 
and Brussels, urging the importance of meeting Oliver’s wishes 
as far as possible.2 

A suggestion in itself so extraordinary, and still more 
extraordinary as emanating from the conqueror of Dunbar and 

1 See p 67 
* Cardenas to Philip IV., March ^jj, Guizot, u. App. vi. bis. No. I. 
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Worcester, undoubtedly calls for explanation, and that explana¬ 
tion can only be conjectuially supplied There were at this 
time amongst the men who surrounded Oliver three diffeient 
Differences parties, as far as foieign policy was concerned. The 

on°££ign fireti that Of Lambert and the officers supported 
policy by a majority of the Council, clamouied for a war 

with France, the second, in a mmoiity in the Council, was 
headed by Pickenng and Stnckland, and advocated a close 
alliance with Fiance; whilst a third, best repiesented by the 
sagacious Thurloe, was indeed desirous of com mg to an under¬ 
standing with France in order to put an end to the existing 
maritime warfaie, but would have rested in the mam on an 
alliance with the Piotestant States, without taking part in the 
wai laging between the two great continental powers.1 

1 “Ad negotia Anglue penitus dignoscenda, sciendum duas fore in 
Anglia factiones quae Cromwellio adhuc adherent et quibus ipse auiem 
preebet — 

“ Una quae illi suadet, ut ad scse stabihendum foedus meat aictum cum 
Ilispama et, si negotia intestina non impediant, Gallis bellum inferat, 
Pnncipi Coudmo suppctias minibtret ct uibes quasdam inaritimas 01a* 
Britannic® oppositas occupare tentet EL hsec fuit ilia factio qu® apud 
eum prsevalebat bellum facere contra Hollandos ut vires eomm minueien- 
tur quominus posbent Mazanno opiLulan. Eo tempore uusit Cromw ellius 
emissanum prime ad Pansios qui postea ad Burdigalliam ibat, cui nomen 
et Utulus Colonel Seikerby,” ie Sexby, “vir obscuuc origims, sed 
acutissimi mgenu, ct cjus peisuobione et sociorum suorum in exeicitu 
(quorum rile nunc apud Ilispam® legatum agens est, utpote minons 
auctontatis homo) iLa potuit apud Cromwelhum ut, renilente et contia 
argumentante Thiuleo (qui primi ferfe ministn locum apud Ciomwellium 
obbnet, et pnecipuus est Angli® Secretanus) concessum fuent sex mille 
homines et naves quasdam ad auxihum Burdigallensium mittere, sed ea 
solummodo lege ut Rex Hispanue copias lllas suo argento conduceret. 
Sed dum hoc agebalur Burdigala dedita est et classis Hispanica recedere 
coacta. Omnes illi qui ex hac parte stant volunt indulgentiam daie 
Catholicis et ssepius disputarunt turn in Parlamento turn in conciliis 
secretionbus ut libertas conscientise lllis concederetur. 

“ Est alia pars qujs ex opposite Cromwellio suadent, ut se caput et 
ducem faciat foederis Protestantis, et hi omnes, et prtecipue secretanus 
Thurlseus, qui nunc unicus quasi est intimus Cromwellii consihanus. Et 
hi volunt quod pacem paciscatur cum Hollandis, el ut potius Mazarino 
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Though the Dutch war was hastening to an end before the 

end of Febiuaiy, the commotions m Scotland showed no signs 

Oliver of abating, and undoubtedly neither Olivei noi any 
hesitates othei sober person would decide for embailung at 

the cost of the Commonwealth upon a war of which it was 
impossible to see the end Yet it was piecisely this foi which 
the mihtaiy party was heading, and those who arc content to 
refer the actions of public men to single motives will be ready 
with the suggestion that Oliver, having no wish to contract an 
alliance with Spain, merely intended to demonstrate to Lambert 
and his fellows how hopeless it was to expect him to find the 

supplies without which it would be unwise for England to 

quam Hispams adhrereat, licet suadent ut neutrisque fklal, sed conetur lit 
Hollandi et Dam et Sueci (concurrente pi-ecipue secretano Oxostirmo) 
niagis pendeant ab eo quain a Gallo vel Hispa.no, et insiriiclio fuit in hunc 
finem data legato extraordinano Whitloclci, et hoc novi ex uno qui 
pisesens erat quando Cromwellius llli valedicebat et di\it ‘ omnimodo 
tiahas Suecos ad foedus Protestans de novo mstauranduni ’ 

‘' Et ad hos nunc Cromwellius magis annnum inclinat, et statuit apud 
se, nisi intestinum cum Scotis bellum impediat eum, junctis copns 
mantimis ubique mercatura facienda legem nnponeie, et se pio Protes- 
tantium protectore venditare, si aliquid ultro in Catholicos non molialur, 
quod timendum est 

“ Verum est quod mult urn pendebit ex successu ScoLorum Montanorum 
qum si penculum Cromwellio de us immineat pacem el nentralitatem 
conabitur cum omnibus vicinis habere, sed si lllis subactis per olium llli 
licuerit extra Angliam arma proferre, consilia quje pro prjesente amplec- 
titui omnia tendunt ad foedus cum Protestantibus totius Europse et ad 
bellum interim per omnnnoda artificia inter duas coronas alendum ” Ellis 
Leighton to-? March Vatican At chives, Niinsiatura di Fiandra. 
Ellis Leighton, a son of Alexander Leighton, the Star Chambei martyr, 
had become a Roman Catholic towaids the end of 1652 (Hyde to 
Nicholas, Dec 20, 1652, Clarendon MSS 11 No 890). I imagine that 
the plan of Sexby to land at Bordeaux at the head of 6,000 men was 
stopped by the Spanish fleet leaving the Garonne, which was known in 
England m Nov 1653, rather than by the fall of Boideaux in July, at 
which time it was proposed to allow Cardenas to hue ships, but, as far as 
we know, not to hire soldiers Leighton, it will be observed, sa>s 
nothing of the French party in the Council of which there is frequent 
mention m Bordeaux’ despatches 
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embark upon the wai. Those who aic acquainted with the 
involved ehaiactei of Ollier’s thought will hesitate befoie they 

accept so simple a solution of the pioblem. If he was diagged 
on by the militaiy paity in the dnection of a war with France, 

there weie hesitations enough m his own nund. He would 
doubtless have piefened to safeguaid the position of the 
Huguenots with the help of Fiance lathei than of Spam ; but 
if this was not to be—and recent events had made him doubt¬ 
ful whctliei it would be—he had lather safeguaid them with the 
help of Spam than not at all, to say nothing of his fear lest 
Fiance should encouiage the Stuart Pietendeis. In the mean¬ 
while he could patiently await the answer from Madrid, and even 
Lambert could liaidly piess him to hurry into a wai befoie that 
answci was known. 

If such thoughts as these were jostling togethei in Olivei’s 
mind, it was haidly likely that he would lefuse at least a hearing 

Feb 98 to a fresh overture brought by Baas fiom Mazann on 

fromlmes Februaiy 28, especially as it was accompanied by 
Mazanu orders to Bordeaux to recognise the Piotectorate. 

It may, indeed, be accepted as ceitam that Baas had no word 
to say about the Huguenots, but he offered in his master’s 

name to assist the Protector with 4,000 horse in the event of 
his besieging Dunknk, as well as to distract the Spanish aimy 
by simultaneously attacking some other town m the neighbour¬ 
hood.1 It was not, however, till March 5 that Baas was allowed 
to see the Protector, and shoitly after that date Bordeaux was 

Coolness lefused an audience on the giound that the Protector 

treatment of was unwellj though, as the ambassador bitterly com- 
Boideaux. plained, he was not only out walking two days before, 

but on the veiy evening of the day for which the audience had 

1 These particulars are given iu the instructions sent to Bordeaux on 
July £.0. Transcripts. The only question which arises is whether 
the offer was brought by Baas on his first or second visit. Considering 
that nothing of this sort was mentioned in Thurloe’s letter to Whitelocke 
(see p. 114, note 2), and that Mazann is not likely to have made two 
large offers at one time, I have no hesitation in connecting this one with 

the second visit 
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been asked had publicly entertained one of the Dutch ambas¬ 
sadors. Meanwhile, the ears of the Frenchmen weie filled with 
rumours of designs for the seizure of the Isle of Rhe and the 
despatch of thirty ships to occupy the Gironde. Sexby, it was 
said, was to raise two English legiments for a descent on 
Guienne, and three thousand Irishmen were to be levied foi the 

same purpose.1 
Alarmed by the turn of events m England, Mazarin did 

eveiythmg in his power to leassuie the Piotectoi on the points 

March if on W^1C^ he was most sensitive. In a memoiandum 
Mazann ' forwarded to his two representatives he informed 

the them, with the evident intention of having his words 
protector repeated at Whitehall, that Cardenas had boasted of 

having cajoled Oliver by his flatteries They were further to 
give assurances that if the Protector would join Fiance rather 
than Spam, he might have an article in the treaty of alliance 
binding the King of Fiance to give no assistance diiect or m- 
duect to any enemy of the present government—in othei woids 
binding him to refuse to countenance any designs of the House 
of Stuart to legain its position m England.3 

Scarcely had this memoiandum been despatched than news 

Msuann reached Mazarin which convinced him that he must 
hears news ^ higher. Aichduke Leopold had advised 

Brussels. Cardenas to offer 120,000/. a year without waiting foi 
T March ft. an answer from Madrid 3 Mazarin at once instructed 

Aichduke Baas to offer the same sum, and to go further if it 

Cardenas proved necessary 111 ordei to clinch the bargain. He 
was also to remind Oliver that France invariably ful- 

ayear filled her engagements, whereas Spain was seldom 

Mazann m case to perform heis It was notorious that 
bids against now that he was no longer necessary, had 

1 Baas to Mazann, March ^3, ai» Bordeaux to Bnenne, March 
||, X. 0. Transcripts. The French ambassador had an informant amongst 
the deputies from Bordeaux. 

* Memorandum, March ££, ib. 

8 The Archduke to Cardenas, March Navarro to Cardenas, 
March Guizot, 11 App. vi. bis. Nos. 2, 3. 
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been left by the Spanish Government m a state of beggary.1 

To the two continental poweis it seemed that England was put 
up to auction, and that Oliver was the salesman 

Of Oliver’s powei to damage that State agamst which he 
turned his aims theie could be no reasonable doubt. In ad- 

The fleet at ^ltl011 to t^ie ^eet which was confronting the Dutch 
Ports- 111 the North Sea, another was gathering at Ports- 
mou ’ mouth. An agent sent by Bordeaux to investigate 
the condition of the lattci repoited that fifty-six ships had al- 

leady arrived, that fifteen were at sea, and that fifty more were 
expected before long. If weight was to be given to the talk of 
the officeis, this powerful foice was to be directed against the 

coast of France, and most probably against the Isle of Rhd. By 
the time that this information reached Bordeaux, he learned that 

Banibie, who had recently visited the Low Countries 
to consult with Conde, had boasted after his return 
that his master would soon be at the head of 14,000 

men, and would be furnished in England with fifteen ships 

Mazerolles, it was added, was about to start for Spain to bnng 
back the money needed for the suppoit of these aimaments.3 

Neveitheless the French envoys did not regard the situation 
as m any way despciate. Cromwell, it appeals, had been 

greatly annoyed by the discovery that Mazann had 

so rapidly made himself acquainted with his nego¬ 
tiation with Spam, and was inclined to throw the 

despair. blame on Condd’s indiscretion.3 Nor was he well 

satisfied that, at the motion of the Archduke, Cardenas had 
offered him a bare 120,000/. a year—far too little, as he plainly 

March iB 
Boost of 
Bain&e 

The 
French 
envoys 
do not 

> Mazarin to Baas, March if, Guizot, li. App. vii. No. 6. The French 

offer was 1,200,000 livres, or 400,000 crowns. The French hvre was 
worth 2s. and the crown 6s. Malynes’s Lex Merc atari a (ed. 1660), 

Amphithalami, B p 32 
* Bordeaux to Mazann, March j}§; Bordeaux to Bnenne, March §§, 

T§?, * 0. Transcripts. 

* Barri&re to Cond£, Chantilly Transcripts. Burnet (i. 72) 

states that Oliver afterwards characterised Cond£ thus1 “ Stultus est et 
garrulus, et venditur a suis Cardinal!.” 
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told Barriere, to suppoit a war 1 The final answer from Spain 
had not yet been given, and it would be some weeks befoie it 
could be expected to arnve. Oliver, accordingly, was at some 
pains to show that he kept his ears open on both sides On 

April 4 the Council named two sets of commis- 
sioneis, the one to tieat with Cardenas, the othei 
with Boideaux2 On the 6th, Olivei informed 
Cardenas that he was leady to authorise the continu¬ 
ance of the negotiation on the understanding that 
the proposed Spanish subsidy should be increased 
Cardenas, indeed, who well knew the poverty of 
his master, did not venture to speak hopefully on the 

subject, but it was probably at this time that he suggested that 
the Spanish and English forces might engage m a joint 
siege of Calais, on the understanding that, aftei its 

surrender, the place should be given up to England 3 
Now that the treaty with the Dutch was actually signed, it 

seemed hardly possible to postpone much longer a decision 

Oliver said which, according to every indication, would be more 
or less favourable to Spain, though rumours were 
not wanting that Oliver, if he were free to follow his 
own inclination, would be glad to avoid wai with 
either State.4 At one time he talked of offering 

surreptitious aid to Conde, which, as he thought, 
would not entail a public breach with France, and 

justified the action by the precedent of the assistance given by 
France to the United Provinces after the Treaty of Vervins had 
been signed.5 To Barnere, on the othei hand, he talked as 

April 4 
Com¬ 
missioners 
appointed to 
treat 
with both 
ambas 
sadors 

April 6 
Oliver asks 
Cardenas 
for more 
money 

Proposed 
siege of 
Calais 

to wish 
to avoid 
war 

Talks of 
aiding 
Cond6 
surrepti¬ 
tiously, 

1 “ M le Protecteur nous dtt que ce qui avott empesche qu’il n’eust 

repondu a l’ambassadeur d’Espagne estoit que les offres qu’tl luy avoit 

faict estotent si loin de ses pretentions” Barrieie to Cond£, April 

Chantilly Transcripts 

2 C Order Book, Interr. I, 75, p 214. 

2 Barriere to Cond£, Apnl Chantilly Transcripts; Baas to 

Mazann, April R O. Transcripts. 

4 Bordeaux to Brienne, April ib 

’ Baas to Mazarin, April ib 
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yet assures 
Bari lore 
that lie will 
10111 Spain 
if his 
terms arc 
accepted 

if the question was mciely one of money, and declared that 
if Cardenas would satisfy his demands, the requned 

assistance would undoubtedly be given 1 2 It was 

piobably with a view to keep open a door for a more 
friendly undei standing with Fiance, in the event 

of the Spanish negotiation breaking down, that he ai- 
langed foi the piosenco of a gentleman belonging to the Fiench 

A nI embassy at a dinnei given by Heniy Cromwell to a 
a dinner numbci of influential oiificeis The conversation 

Crom-nry was likely to be extiemely hostile to Fiance, and 
wells might, thcicforc, cieate an impiession, not altogether 

without foundation, that the Protectoi was being diagged 
forward by the aimy fuithcr than he was himself inclined to go. 

If this be the explanation, the exubeiant speech of the officeis 
went a long way to answer Oliver’s expectation. They talked 
of the succoui they weie speedily to beai to their Protestant 
biethien m Fiance, of the impossibility of establishing a 
duiable peace with that country as long as a cardinal oi any 

other membei of his piofession was at the head of the 
Government8 

At the Fiench embassy little mteicst was taken in the 
question whcthei Oliver was dragged on by his officers or not.3 * * * 
Feeling Bordeaux had learnt that the design of an attack on 
Iwh Guienne had reached an advanced stage, and the 
embassy. language of Henry CroimvelPs guests was not likely 

to dissipate the belief that danger was at hand. Baas, whose 
special mission it had been to reconcile the Protector to France, 

Boas plots was irritated beyond measuie, and within a day or two 
movement after the banquet, he placed himself in commumca- 

Iwmnsfthe ^on wlt^ a French Anabaptist physician, named Nau- 
Protector dm, either instigating him to stir up hostile action 

1 Barri&ie to Conde, April Chantilly Transcripts 
2 Patt to Mazann, April Guizot, u. App. vm. No. 3. 
1 “Ce que je puis juger de toutes ies diverses choses qui viennent k 

ma cognoissance, est que M. le Protecteur incline asscz &.la paix, mats que 
la plus grande paitie des mimstres y rlpugnent.” Baas to Mazaiin, 

April H, 0. Transcripts. 
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against the Protector amongst his Anabaptist friends in the 
army, 01 at all events listening complacently to the plan as it 
was unfolded by Naudin Naudin applied to Colonel Buller, 
who was certainly in no hurry to betray the dangeious secret1 

On Apnl i g, a day or two after his first interview with 
Naudin, Baas took the opportunity of an audience to vent his 

April 19 lndignation on the Protector Condos agents, he 
Baas told him, boasted that they were to be supplied with 
reproaches fyteen ships and 4,000 men for a descent on Guienne, 

Protector, Caidenas had written to Brussels that the 

simultaneous appointment of commissioners to treat with 

France and Spam had been lesolved on by his advice; that 
Whitelocke had proposed a triple alliance between England, 

1 The date is approximately fixed by that of Naudin’s inteiview with 
Bullei, which took place on April 18 {Thuiloe, 11 352), and Naudin must 
have seen Baas on that day at the latesl. Boideaux gave, aflei the affair 
was discovered, the following account of it“ 11 sera sans doubte venu k 
vostie cognoissance que depuis deux mois un nomm£ Naudin, medecin 
Frangois, avoit este tiouver ledit sieur de Baas, et s’esloit offert de gaigner 
quelques officiers de l’armde, mesme quelque place, et fomenter une 
division dans cet estat, si la Fiance vouloitappuyer ce dessein, presupposant 
que nous ne debvions pas rejetter des propositions si advantagieux, puisque 
ce regime estoit entitlement portd k prtferer l’amitie de l’Espagne k celle 
de la France Quoique ceste ouverture, dans un temps auquel toutes nos 
instances pour l’accommodement ne pioduiroient aucun effect, pust estre 
escoullle, ndantmoins le diet sieur de Baas ne se voulut point engagei 
sur ce qu’il fte croyait pas que la Cour eust intention d’entrer dans de 
semblables entrepnses tant qu’elle veiroit jour t l’accommodement, le diet 
Naudin ne laissa pas de temps en temps de le revemr veoir, cioyant sans 
double que sa Mat0 luy envoyeioit de nouveaux ordres. Ce commerce a 
contmut sans ma participation jusques au jour que le diet Naudin a est£ 
faict pnsonnier.” Bordeaux to Bnenne, June Jf, H. 0. Transcripts. The 
only point in dispute, therefore, is whether Baas invited Naudin to his 
house, or was visited without a previous invitation by Naudin. The latter 
always asserted that Baas began the intrigue (Thurloe, u. 309, 351, 412), 
whilst Buller, on the other hand, agrees with Baas (tb. ii 352); Buller, 
however, could only know what he was told by Naudin, and I suspect that 
Baas really invited Naudin, but that they agreed that the latter was to 
represent himself as the originator of the design. It is not, however, a 
point of much consequence. 
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Spam, and Sweden;1 that the Piotectoi himself had favourably 
lecehed the Spanish oflfei to assist him in gaming Calais. 
Aftei these revelations Baas ended by an iiomcal lequest that 
the Protectoi would cxtncate him with honour from this laby- 
nnth, and would lighten up the daikness which, at present, 

clouded his sight. 
Oliver had little expected to leceive such full infoimation 

on those schemes which he was most anxious to conceal. His 

a liesitat countenance fell and his woids diopped from his 
mg cv mouth more slowly than was his wont. Pickenng, 
pinnntion wj10j as was USUal when the French language was em¬ 

ployed, acted as interpreter expounded the Protector’s uttei- 
ance as implying that he had no doubt listened to the proposals 
leferred to, because the interest of the State required that he 
should heaikcn to every proposition brought before him, but 
that he had certainly' not made them a subject of negotiation. 
Moreovei, he could not hinder people from publishing any 
stones they pleased. Aftei this halting explanation, Pickering 
conveniently remembered that his Highness had an engagement 
which made it impossible to prolong the conveisation, though 

he would be glad to resume it on a more fitting occasion. 
Yet, angry as the Frenchmen weie, the information which 

they from time to time received led them to believe that 
Oliver Olivet had no peisonal grievance against Fiance, and 

to break8 probable that if France would have yielded to 
with France, his wishes he would at this time, in spite of Lambert 

and the officers, have dropped the negotiation with Spain I11 
fact, on April 20, the day after the Protector’s stormy interview 
with Baas, there was a long discussion in the Council on the 
merits of the two policies, and though there was a pronounced 
difference on the subject, the general opinion, doubtless with 
the approval of the Protector, was on the side of a war against 
Spain m alliance with France. On that side the plea of the 

1 This was a mistake Queen Christina had urged it—probably, as 
Whitelocke thought—at Pimentel’s instigation; but Whitelocke had no 
authority to treat on the matter. Whitelocke’s Journal of the Swedish 

Embassy, ii. 73 
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necessity of either disarming or employing the 160 ships which 
were no longer needed against the Dutch, and the belief that 
an attack on the Spaniards m the Indies would be “ the most 
profitable of any in the world,” was strengthened by a call to 
uphold the standard of true leligion. The Spaniaid, it was 
said, “was the greatest enemy of the Protestant cause ” On 
the other side, on which can be clearly distinguished the voice 
of Lambert, it was uiged that the loss of the Spanish tiade, 
through which there was an annual impoitation of no less than 
150,000/ m bullion or m coined money, would moie than 
counterbalance any gain that might be expected fiom a war of 
aggression. Evidently, however, this was but the view of the 
minority, and the Council was able calmly to considei what 
would be the best point of attack On the whole they con¬ 
cluded it to be advisable to content themselves with the 
possession of Hispaniola and Havana in the first ycai, leaving 
the acquisition of the lemainder of the Spanish West Indies to 
follow in its proper season.1 It was, therefore, not without 
good ground that Colonel Dolman, who had done so much 
to bung about the peace with the United Provinces, informed 
Baas of his belief that the Protector had no wish to break with 
Fiance, and almost at the same time a member of Oliver’s 
family assuied Bordeaux that, if the Piotector had his will, he 
would remain at peace with all the world 2 On one side and’ 

Cantinu- the othei, howevei, the continuance of the conflicts 
at sea kept up the irritation About the time when 

warfare. these consoling advices were received, three English 

men-of-war fell in with forty whalers from St. Malo, sank two 
and made prize of another. On the other side the Brest 

privateers ceaselessly made prey of English commerce When 
the Protector brought the subject before the Council, one of 
its members—perhaps Lambert himself—asked if the wind 
were fair for Brest.3 

If Oliver was to bieak down this opposition—to say nothing 

1 Montague’s Notes, April 20, Clarke Papers, in. 203-206. 
* Baas to Mazann, April 23, R. O. Transcripts. 
8 Bordeaux to Bnenne, tb. 
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of his anxiety to satisfy his own mind—he must obtain from 

Oliver Mazarin some assuiance that the edicts in favour of 
obteST510 the Huguenots would be obseived, and the English 
assurances merchants compensated for then losses, which were 

Mazann leckoned in the City at what appeared m the eyes of 
Frenchmen to be the absurdly exaggerated sum of 2,000,000/.,1 
whilst little or no account was taken of losses inflicted on the 
He knows Flench. Time pressed, as Oliver must have known 
cSdenas that a courier from Madrid had brought despatches 
^received to Cardenas on or shortly before Apnl 28;2 and he 

from Spam cannot but have suspected that these despatches 
contained orders to give a definite answer respecting lie sub¬ 
sidy which was to be paid as the pnce of the alliance with 

Mayi England. Accordingly, on May 1, evidently with 

tonufto5 the hope of bending France to his terms, he sent for 
Baas- Baas, and after assuring him that though it was true 
that he had had communications with the enemies of France, 
he had as yet come to no undeistanding with them, or had 
any inclination to do so, he stated, on receiving a pledge of 
secrecy, the terms which would satisfy him In the first place, 
no succour was to be given to any of the English Royal 
family except to the Queen-mother, who as a French pnncess 
might justly look to her nephew for support. In the second 
place he was ready to negotiate on propositions for a war 
against Spain, and particulaily on a proposal for a joint attack 
on Dunkirk, which had been made by Mazarin earlier in the 
yeai,1 but this was to be postponed till other questions had 
been settled. In the third place he asked that the liberties 
formerly conceded to the Huguenots might be confirmed, and 
that, if possible, Condd might be admitted to an accommodation. 
Finally the losses suffered by both sides might be referred to a 
commission, and in the meanwhile—Oliver apparently taking 

1 Baas, in his letter of May says that 20,000,000 was claimed. 
Evidently he reckons, as in other paits of his despatches, in hvres 

1 Barn&re mentions the arrival of the Conner in his letter to Condd of 

Ivrny ifi Chantilly Transcripts. 

■ See p. 121. 
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it for granted that those on the English side ivould be found to 
outweigh those on the French—the King of France was to 

Maya deposit a sum, out of which the English meichants 
might be satisfied On the following day the sum 

demanded was fixed at 200,00c/1 

After heaung these demands Baas spoke out The Fiench 

Piotestants, he said, were content with their lot As for 
Baas's Conde, he was now a meie burden upon the 
defiance Spanish tieasuiy, and the King could listen to pro¬ 

posals for his letuin to Fiance only if they came from one who 
was already a fnend 01 ally He would nevei make it a con¬ 
dition of a treaty It was impossible to say anything about the 
deposit of 200,000/ till Boideaux had been consulted Then, 

upon a request fiom Olivei that he would state the French 
conditions, Baas replied that his mastei expected a league 
against Spain. That, leplied the Piotector, would follow in 

due course The agieement with Fiance would necessarily 
lead to wai with Spain, but it would be necessary to find 
reasons for a breach, and such reasons would be sure to spnng 
up of themselves. If Baas were really desirous of concluding 
the treaty, it could be finished in four days, before any one 
knew that it was in hand 2 3 The conference ended by a declara¬ 
tion from Baas that he had no powei to tieat without con¬ 
sulting the ambassador In rendering an account of this 

conversation to Mazarin, the envoy recommended him, if he 
wished to refuse payment, to place his lefusal on the giound 

that no security could be given by the present Government 
until its title had been confirmed by a free Parliament1 

1 Bordeaux to Bnenne, May , Baas to M'azarin, May R 0. 

Transcripts 

2 “ II me dit qu’infailliblement run seroit smvy de l’autie, et qu’il ne 

pouvoit s’accommoder avec la Fiance sans rompre avcc l’Espagne, mais 

qu’il falloit avoir des raisons, et qu’elles naistroient d’elles mesmes, et que 

si je voulois, nostre trait£ seroit fait dans quatre jours, avant que personnc 

eusL connoissance qu’il feust commence ” Baas to Mazarin, May R 0 
Transcripts 

3 lb 
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In the taunting language he had used to the Protectoi Baas 
had perhaps been influenced by his confeiences with Naudin, 

Result of and by the confidence in the stiength of the Levellers 
with which Naudin had inspired him 1 It is clear 

language that Oliver was seeking a plea to justify m his own 

eyes and in that of the Council the formation of an alliance 
with France If Baas had had the diplomatic skill to recognise 
this fact, his mission would have been more successful than 
it was. His strong language must have angered Oliver past 
endurance, and as soon as the Frenchman’s back was turned,-4 

he sent Thuiloe and two other councillors to 
Cardenas to inform him that he had resolved to 
employ against France 30 men-of-war, together with 
an army of 12,000 foot, and 7,000 hoise and dragoons, 
with artilleiy in proportion The annual cost of this 

would be 1,200,000/. He did not expect Spain to bear the 
whole buiden, but he wished to know what was the highest 
offer she was prepared to make. 

This time the Spanish ambassador was prepaied with a 
definite leply On Apnl 2, the Spanish Council of State had 

A message 
to Cardenas 

A military 
alliance 
offeied to 
Spain. 

1 Baas probably also legalded the demand for 200,000/ as being on a 
piece with the venality which he found prevailing amongsL part, at least, 
of the Protector’s following “ L’aigent,” he wntes, “ est icy d’une force 
merveilleuse, une humeur aisee et caressante est aussy fort ndcessaire. 
Avec ces deux moyens on pcut esperer de leussir dans lcs choses difficiles, 
mais sans cela asseurement, ll n’y a pas grande chose a faire avec les 
particuliers.” Baas to Mazann, May R 0 Transcripts In this 
conveisation with Olivei, Baas seems to have forgotten to employ ‘ une 
humeur ais£e et caressante.’ 

* I think we may assume this to have been the case, though we have 
only evidence that the two ambassadors were seen on the same day. It 
is obvious that the conveisation with Caidenas must have been held later 
than that with Baas Taking the whole story together, it is likely that 
the general course of the proceeding was arranged between Oliver and the 
majority of the Council beforehand. They might allow him to make the 
offers to France on condition that if they weie rejected, he should proceed 
to bargain with Spain. The uritating nature of Boas’s replies would not 
have been foreseen 

K 2 
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taken Olivei’s pievious offei into consideiation. As might 
April * have been expected, they legal ded it as ‘a plank of 

^heUtlrms safety.’ It was tiue, as they acknowledged, that it 
Council of was usual piactice foi each allied power to meet 
state its own expenses, but, as matteis weie, it would be 

best to accept Ohvei’s aid on his own terms, even if he stood 
out for a few thousand ciowns moie than the 120,000/ which 
the Aichduke had pioposed to offei An engagement might 
be given to pay the lequued sum as soon as the plate-fleet 
arrived—an event which usually occurred in June It was, 
moieovei, desuable that a small sum should be sent 111 advance 
to the ambassadoi, to enable him to secure the good will of 

influential peisonages , m othei woids, to play once moie the 
game of bnbeiy which had been successful at the Couit of 

James 1 
Being thus m full possession of the wishes of the Council 

of State, Cardenas, on May 4, raised his foimer offer to 
May 4 200,000/2 With this sum, amounting to no moie 

fromffer ^an one-sixth of the expenses of the wai, neither the 
Cardenas Protector nor his Council was likely to be content, 

a ^roposai an<^ on ^ie following day, Oliver sent three coun- 
to ftordeaux cillors to Bordeaux to suggest that a smaller pay¬ 

ment than 200,000/ would suffice as a deposit, and to threaten 
that unless the ambassadoi would arrange foi its payment theie 
should be no fuithei negotiation Boideaux leplied proudly 
that reprisals must fiist be stopped, and that even then the 
damages suffered on both sides must be compared before a 
penny was paid After this, Baas had a long talk with Picker¬ 
ing, who, well disposed as he was to France, could only say 
that, unless the money were paid, no understanding was 
possible. So strongly did the feeling of the Council lun 
against France, that though the councillors agieed with the 

1 Consulta of the Council of State, April fj, Guizot, 11 App vi bis. 

No 4 
- Barnere to Cond£, May Chantilly Ti ansenpts The sum named 

is 1,000,000 patagons, each, as we have from Barnere’s letter of May 
being worth 4s 
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Cardenas 
raises lus 
offei 

Piotectoi in regretting the seizure of the St Malo whalers,1 a 
pioposal to restore the pnzes was cast out by a majority 2 

On May 8 Cardenas, who must have been at least to some 
extent aware of what was passing, laised his offer to 300,000/., 

May e of which two-thirds were to be paid at once 3 To 
Oliver and his Council, it would be a serious matter 
to find the remainmg 900,000/ which would be 

needed if the war was to be waged on the scale indicated to 
Cardenas less than a week before,4 especially as at this time 

Financial Monk was daily calling out for money to enable him 
difficulties to subdue the insurgents in Scotland. No wonder 

that Oliver hesitated, and that Pickenng was encouraged to 
Hints throw out hints to Baas that, though Dunkirk could 
thrown out not be accepted by England for fear of creating 

Pickering jealousy in the minds of the Dutch, it might be 

possible for the French to suggest some more acceptable plan. 
On this, Baas recuired to the idea of carrying on wai in the 
West Indies, of which it appears there had been frequent 
speech in the conversations between the two, but he was now 
informed that that would be equally unacceptable with the 
attack on Dunkirk. All that could be gamed from Pickenng 
was a daik suggestion, that after the money had been paid, the 
Protector would probably have a pioposal to make. A decided 
refusal from Baas brought to an end an interview which had 
only seived to bung into prominence the irresolution which at 

this time pervaded the Piotectoi’s mind 3 
On the 18th, again Bordeaux had a somewhat stormy 

meeting with the commissioners appointed to treat with him, 
the Protector himself bemg present. After the 

A stormy ambassador had refused point-blank to buy the 
ducubsion. fnen(iship of England, and had declared it to be im- 

1 See p. 128. 
* Bordeaux to Bnenne, May ^; Baas to Mazarin, May R.O. Tran. 

scripts. 
i Barneie to Condi, undated, but before May Chantilly Tran¬ 

scripts. 
* See p. 131. 4 Baas to Mazann, May Chantilly Transcripts. 
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possible for him to lemam m the countiy to witness acts of 
hostility against France, Olivei retoited that the Fiench had 

been the first to make pnzes, and that even the King’s ships 
had joined in these hostile proceedings Private wi ongs might 
be submitted to examination, but not those done by the vessels 

of the State Bordeaux, on his pait, had a complaint to make : 
some English sailors had landed at Cancale and had attempted 
to carry off cattle If so, replied Olivei, they had acted without 
ordeis, wheieas Englishmen had been mobbed at St Malo 
Yes, said the ambassadoi, but the mob was goaded to violence 
by the seizure of ships belonging to the port, and the Piotector 
ought rather to thank the goveinoi foi the protection he gave 
to the sailors than condemn the justly aggneved people of the 

place 1 
As might be expected, it was Cardenas who piofited most 

by this clash of woids On the 19th he leceived a message 
Mayi that the Piotectoi accepted his offei of 300,000/. a 

Cardenas year, and was ready to declare wai against Fiance, 

war would It was however added that, in consequence of the 

agamstared demands made on the army by the war m Scotland, 
France Oliver would be unable to make wai by land in the 

cunent yeai, though he was ready to make it by sea with thirty 
ships Cardenas would gladly have clinched the bargain with¬ 
out further delay, but the case which had arisen was not pro- 

videdfor in his instructions, and he lefeired to Brussels for the 
authority he lacked In the meanwhile he uiged Oliver to lose 

no time in the issue of a manifesto declaring wai against 
May 20 France 2 Oliver leplied that it was not the custom 

m England to declaie war by manifesto He was, howevei, 

leady to increase the numbei of ships to forty, and with such 
a force blockading the poits of France, theie could be no 
possible doubt that England was at war. Besides this, he was 
ready to furnish vessels by means of which Conde could execute 

his designs Whether he could also allow Condd to employ 
AA 

1 Bordeaux to Bnenne, 0 Tiansaipts. 

2 Barn&ie to Cond£, May Chantilly Transmits. 
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3,000 English soldiers must for the piesent remain uncertain. 
Barri£ie attributed Olivei’s lefusal to issue a manifesto to his 
desire to obtain the sanction of Parliament to the war Yet 
with all that he sounded a note of warning. It was a reason, 

he added, foi accepting Olivei’s proposal without delay that the 
Council was now m favour of an alliance with France, all Eng¬ 
land being passionately bent on an attack on the Indies 1 

Bameic had put his fingei on the weak point of what by 
this time appealed a tnumphant cause As m the negotiation 
lVo with the Dutch, two cuiients of opinion were con- 

pohcics tending for the masteiy in England, and even in 

Oliver’s own mmd. That the material advantage of the nation 

lay in the plunder of treasuie-ships and the conquest of the 
West India islands2 was too tempting a belief to be easily re¬ 
jected. Oliver and the Council agreed in upholding the 
succour of French Protestants as equally, if not as more worthy 
of the effoits of a Protestant nation. Of the genuineness of the 
belief m England that the Fiench Piotestants were in danger, 
the despatches of Boideaux furnish incontiovertible evidence, 
whilst the letters of English agents m Fiance dunng these 
months aie full of the sufferings of the Huguenots 3 * * * * 8 No wonder 
Oliver was hopeful of combining both policies by an agieement 
with France When this hope failed him, mainly, it must be 
acknowledged, in consequence of his own exorbitant demands, 
he decided with the appiobation of his Council in favour of an 
agieement with Spain, hoping to save the Huguenots though 

1 “ Les Espagnols doivent bien consid&er cette affaire, car il est 
fort i craindre que s’lls ne traitent avec M. le Protecteur, il traitera avec 
la France, h quoy tout le conseil est fort incline, et fort porte contre 
l’Espagne, coinme l’ambassadeur sjait fort bien, toute l’Angleterre desirant 
avec passion que l’on attacque les Indes,” &c. Barn&re to Condd, 

Chantilly Ti anscripts 
JU 8 On April 26 W. Cooper sent Thurloe a book takeu from a Dutchman 
about navigation in the WesL Indies, and recommends Capt. Shelley as 
knowing the American coasts, and Capt. Powel as well acquainted with 

the Gulf of Mexico. Thwloe, li 250. 
8 See Thurloe’s collection from Maich to May The date of a letter of 

inteibgence from Paris, May Jg (li. 265) is misprinted May $g. 
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he would have to leave the treasure fleets untouched It seems, 
however, that by the end of the third week in May the majority 
of the Council, hitherto standing fiimly for the Spanish alliance, 
were coming over to the alternative policy, paitly under the 
pressure of public opinion, partly peihaps in consequence of the 
acknowledged emptiness of the Spanish treasuiy 

On the 23rd all London was linging with the news that a 

a plot to conspiracy to muidei the Protector had been dis¬ 
order the coveied, and that Naudin had testified to Baas’s 
^ M-iy 23 complicity m a scheme for debauching the army 
intrigue from its allegiance to the Piotectoiate.1 Not only 

Nimdm the Protectoi but even the faithful Pickering 
discovered complained that the plot had been hatched on 

French soil2 * 

1 Naudin’s confession, May 23, Thinloe, li 309 

2 Bordeaux to Mazarin, J'^=9, Baas to Mazarin, A* 0. 
Ti anscripts. 
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CHAPTER XXXIV 

TIIK WESTERN DESIGN 

Since his return fiom Woicestei Chailes lud been living a 
disieputuble lile m Paris, consoling himself m low debaucheiy 

1650 foi the kingdoms he had lost. Yet fiom time to time 
Charles he manifested a wish to achieve some enteiprise 

he°pSfrom worthy of his name, and in December 1652, after 
Uumany, cieating Wilmot Earl of Rochestci, he despatched 

him to Germany to plead with the princes assembled at the 
Diet of Ratisbon for pecuniary aid 1 Before the end of 1653 

i6S3 the Diet granted him a sum of 200,000 iix-dollars,2 

Money' and with this money m hand Chailes would have 
{nmbut not something to pass on to'Middleton foi the purchase 

of arms for Scotland, and possibly something left ovei 
for the prosecution of other designs. Month after month, how¬ 
ever, passed away without a penny of the grant being actually 
paid,3 and as Mazaiin also omitted to pay Charles any part of 

lfi54< the pension which had been granted him by the 

bS *EnPiUh Piench Couit, the exiled prince was reduced to 
Royalists depend for his own peisonal expenses—which, with 

his habits of life, cannot have been small—upon contributions 
suneptitiously despatched to him by the English Royalists 

At the exile’s court the old factious spirit lessened all 
probability of harmonious action. H> de, now warmly supported 

1 Charles to the Emperor and the German princes, Dec. JJ, 
1652, Clarendon MSS li. No. 875. 

3 Extract of a letter from the Elector of Brandenburg, 1653, ib. 

ii. No. 1,473. 
3 Clarendon, xiv 103. 
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by Ormond, argued that his mastci’s only chance of success was 
to thiow himself on the English Cavalieis, and it was with then 
_ complete appiobation that the Sealed Knot war 
Knot at oigamsmg an msunection m England on a laigei 
work scale than that contemplated by the plotters anestec 
in February Duiing the spnng of 1654 communications weie 
constantly passing between Charles and his supporteis 11 

England, and hopes weie confidently entei tamed that with 
Middleton and Glencaun still in aims m the Highlands, t 

great rising in England would shake the Piotectoiate to the 

ground.1 
In opposition to the idea of tiusting to the English Cavaliers 

was the Queen’s paity, to which Jeimyn and the Loid Keepei 

Sir Edward Heibeit weie attached, who, so far as 
they weie not instigated by mere personal dislike oi 
Hyde and Onnond, appeal to have wished to regair 

England mainly with Piesb)tenan help. In the winter Herbeil 
had egged on Lord Geiard, Sir John Berkeley, and the veteran 
intriguer Bamfield to a despeiate attempt to rum Hyde by an 
absurd accusation of conesponding with the Protector,3 and 
though the charge absolutely broke down, its instigators con¬ 
tinued in every possible way to discredit the policy to which 

Rupert’s Hyde was committed. The appearance of Prince 
demands Rupert amongst them was by no means a souice of 

strength, as Rupeit was at that time engaged in a personal 
contest with the King, Charles having refused to allow his claim 
to retain not merely the whole of the prizes he had taken in the 

, course of his adventuious voyage, but also half the 
dispute with value of the cannon on board his own ship. Some 
charfes months later, indeed, Charles, with Mazann’s assist- 

ance, secured the puce of the cannon,3 but in the meanwhile, 

The 
Queen's 
party 

1 Charles to Loughboiough, Feb. ££, extract from Armorer’s letter, 
Clarendon MSS 11 Nos. 1,735, 1,833. 

* Hatton to Nicholas, Dec. Jan. Nicholas Papers, 11. 37, 49. 
8 Statement by Rupeit, undated ; Ilyde to Nicholas, March j*g, 

1555^> Hyde to Wentworth,^’—1, Clarendon MSS ii Nos 1,619, 

1,771, 1,828, 1,868 
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so long as the 1 stations between Fiance and England continued 
stunned, Mazarm wished to detain t'hailes in Pans by keeping 

him short of money with the intention of launching him against 

England in the event ol a uiptuio with the Tiotectoi. In 
consequence of this dispute, Rupeil began to idenlify himself 

lie seels with the Queen’s paity, though he had little in 

UwiSiHMii™1 common with them, and had absolutely refused to 
1*“^ associate himself with them in their lalse accusation 

against Hyde H)de, howevei, as the guardian of the King’s 
well-nigh empty exchequer, was the fumesL of the antagonists ol 
Rupert’s pietensions, and Rupert was theiefore in a temper to 

welcome any plan of action which w'ould be distastelul to the 

party of which Hyde was the acknowledged leader. 
The oppoitumty, whethci sought by Rupert 01 not, was not 

long in presenting itself If the subsequent declarations of the 

A> cm us ernment are to be Liuslcd, theie had been a 
nssass'iLKitwn design foi the assassination of Oliver even befuie the 
plot dissolution of the Long Pailiament. Tins design, 
whoevei its authois may have been, had been betiayed by 
Filzjamcs, who, though he had acted as a negotiator foi the 
Commonwealth in the affair of Dunkirk in the eaily part of 
1652,1 still kept up his relations with the exiled couit Whatever 
may have been the truth in the matter of this early assassination 

, plot, a certain Major Henshaw', one of those Royalists 
March 1 ' , , , . , . J 

Hunshau m w'ho kept themselves out of danger by occasionally 

a,IS‘ rendenng unimportant services to the Government, 
appealed in Pans about the end of Februaiy 1654,2 accom¬ 
panied by his half-biother, John Wiseman, both of whom had 

formerly served under Conde in Guienne, but had deserted 

He proposes then colours when royalism showed itself the whining 

sinate the cause.3 Henshaw, having obtained an introduction 
Protector, to Rupert, now' pioposed to assassinate the Protector, 

1 A True Account of the late . . Conspiracy, p 6, E, 813, 22. 
This was published in Oct. 19, 1654, and should be supplemented by 
the Declaration (E, 857, 3) published on Oct. 31, 1655 

3 /,*. the beginning of March, N.S. La Rivifere to Desborough, 

TuK Thurloe, li. 336 8 
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and Rupert asked Charles to see him Chailes, howevei, 
, refused to admit him to his presence on the ground 

Charles , , t-i 1 1 ~ 
refuses to that he was in relations with the English Government 
see um ls not uni1]ce^y that Charles had learnt that befoie 

the dissolution of the Long Pniliament Henshaw had been sent 
as a spy into the Low Countries by Scot, though, as Scot com¬ 

plained that he leceived no information of importance from 
him, it is extremely probable that he legarded this employment 
as a mere blind to enable him to keep a footing in England 1 

Yet theie is reason to believe that Chailes did not throw 
aside the idea of an assassination plot, a scheme which he 
would feel the less scruple in fostenng, as the murders of 
Dorislaus and Ascham had been gieeled with approval by such 
austere Royalists as Hyde and Nicholas He accordingly— 

Charles, we have heie again to rely on the statement of the 

Fi'tzjames English Government—invited Fitzjames to Paris, 
to Paru, being in entire ignorance that he was in the service 

of the Protectoi.2 When Fitzjames ainved he brought with 

1 That Henshaw was m heait a Royalist appears from Scot’s com¬ 
plaint (Scot’s Confession, Hist Rev, Jan. 1897, p 116), the open 
denunciation of him as the chief contrner of the plot by the piesiding 
judge at the tnal of Gerard and Vowell, his escape to the Continent upon 
the discovery of the plot (see infra, p 148, note 6), and lus committal 
for high treason on Dec. 9, 1658 Iiis connection with the story about 
Morland and Willis (Life of Thurloe, prefixed to Thurloe, 1 xv ) is also 
good evidence for his reputaLion as a Royalist, though the date of his 
committal (id. vn 62), being subsequent to Olivei’s death, shows that 
the story cannot be relied on La Riviere states that Henshaw in Pans 
associated himself with Wilkenet, a Dutchman who had taken part m the 
murder of Ramshorough. See note at p 142 

- As will be seen, Fitzjames was drowned on his leturn Later m 
Lhe year Hatton writes “ Bamfield is certainly very bad, as my informa¬ 
tions out of England assure me , and so was Fitzjames that was drowned, 
in whose pockets were found Lreacherous papers, and in particular some 
reflections upon Capt Griffin, who lives near Dieppe, where Bamfield had 

certainly been, as well as in England " Hatton to Nicholas, -ocETa 

Nicholas Papers, n 92 On Capt Griffin, or Griffith, see Hist. Rev.t 
July 1896, pp 483, 501, note 50 It was through him that Charles 
invited Fitzjames to Pans 
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him John Geiaul, who had been 1 inched in the scuffle with 

Match Dom Pantaloon S11. This youth was a cousin of 

andoTrnrd bold Gerald,anil was consequently at once admitted 
in Pam to the assemblies of the Queen’s faction. It was 

not long before he had ail inlcmew with C’hailes in his 
cousin’s clumber, at which Loid Gerald himself was piesent, 

logethci with Fit/.james, Gnfiith, and the Colonel Whitelej w ho 
had come ovci as the agent of the plotteis who had been 
airested in Februaiy 1 C'hailes, it appears, discouiagod any 
immediate attempt upon the Prolectoi’s life, apparently on the 
ground that it would be useless as an isolated act, but was 
favourably disposed to it if put m execution as a pi elude to such 

a rising of the Caialieix as was impending undet the ordeis 
given to the Sealed Knot.2 

1 See p. 116 
- In the Declcuatton published in 1655 (E, 857, 3) the English 

Government stated that Chailcs 1 relied on Geinul and Fit/james, to 
whom he gave precise ducctions Llut they should not make their attempt 
tdl all his friends were ready in England * We have also, from Llie same 
source, the information that Charles (spake to both FiUjames and Gerard 
concerning it, and did not only appiovc thereof, but declared that he 
looked upon it as a most necessary, if not the only, means to set all his 
other designs in motion ’ This is evidently based on Bamfield'b statement 
(Thwloe, 11. 510)1 “ Ilensliaw came over befoie the other”—1 e. Geiaid 
—“applied himself to one Mons. Chockey"—t.e. Clioqucux- “a 
Frenchman, Prince Robert’s agent, and by his means had access to the 
Puncc, proposed his design to him with what he desued. The Prince 
acquainted the King theicwith, who approved his undertaking, was 
resolved to speak with him about it, as soon as he could find a con- 
vcnicncy. In the interim adveitisement came to the King out of England 
that Henshaw was employed thence by his enemies, and that his under¬ 
takings wuie but to abuse him. Upon this the King gave the Prince 
caution of him and my Lord Gerard his cousin but”— t.e. John Gerard— 
“he justified him as a brave and honest man, and one who was real in ' 
what he pretended. Upon this you may lely that the King both knew of 
it and approved of it, and looked upon it as the only and most necessary 
means to set all his other designs in motion.” In a later letter (id. 11. 
533) Bamfield is somewhat more explicit: “ Touching what you write 
concerning the King of Scots ... I assure you it’s a matter of great 
indifference to me whether he had been privy to it or not; but since you 
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If this account be accepted, the most that can be said for 
Chailes is that his seciet prepaiations compaie not so very 

desire my opinion of it, I shall tell you my ceilain knowledge, that he 
was so far from not appioving it, that long befoie either Geraid or FiU- 
james came over, he endeavoured to engage anoLhei in it, as an essential 
means to give motion to all his othei designinents; but, failing of a 
convenient peison, he sent for Fitzjames, commanded Capt. Griffin to 
write foi him, engaged himself to give him a sum of money to defiay his 
charges, though he should not undertake what he had to propose to him . 
Gerard and he came together to Pans, spake to the King together 
upon Saturday night at ten of the clock in my Lord Gerald’s chamber, 
both together and apart; was with them near two hours There were 
present my Loid Geiard, Col Whiteley, Capt. Gnffin, Fitzjames, and 
Geraid Jack Geiaid had orders not to put the business in execution till 
he had diiections from the King for the serving of it Henshaw the King 
did not speak with, although he had promised it, by reason he leceived 
advertisement he was employed out of England from Ins enemies to abuse 
him, and that is still confidently believed ” The question of Bamfield’s 
credibility at once anses. He was a Royalist who betrayed his master by 
selling his secrets to his enemy, and is, therefore, to be legorded with sus¬ 
picion. It must be remembered, however, that, except in exceptional coses, 
it is in the inLerest of a spy to tell the truth, as his ciedit depends on his 
doing so. This motive, too, must have been specially operative in a spy 
of Oliver’s, as it was notorious that he had many in his service, and was 
specially well mfoi med (compaie the case of Henry Seymour, whom he 
told as proof of his having seen Charles in France, ‘ when and where he 
saw him, and in what rooms, and some things that weie said’ {Nicholas 
Papers, u. 99), so that it would be dangerous to attempt to deceive him 
The exceptional circumstances, where a spy says what his employer looks 
for, and where he fears dismissal because he has nothing valuable to 
report, were absent in Bamfield’s cose It is evident that in the letter 
just quoted Thurloe had expiessed doubts of Lhe truth of the chaige 
against Charles, and it is also evident, from the long paper fiom which 
the first of the two quotations is taken, that there was no usk of his being 
gravelled for lack of matter. On the other hand, that paper, dealing as 
it does with many things, has all the appearance of being written with 
great moderation by a man who is anxious not to pretend to greater 
knowledge than he has. Moreover, Bamfield’s account of the way in 
which Henshaw’s plot was introduced to Charles is collaborated by a letter 
fiom Rivi&re—probably the La Riviere who, in 1651, brought a message 
from Rochelle (see vol. li. p 155) “ Thomas Henshaw,” he says, “ and 
John Wiseman, with one Wilkenet, a Dutchman, who boasts to have helped 
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unfavourably with that of Monk who, a few weeks latei, openly 

Charles’s set a price on the heads of the leadeis of the using 

chamc-C in the Highlands1 The gcnoial msuirection oi 
tensed. Royalists, to which Chailes was looking foiwaid, 

would of necessity open with a suipusal of toi Lifted posts and 
the cutting down of the .soldieis on guaid. It might seem but 

a short step m advance to begin the piocess with an attack on 
the Piotectoi, and to weaken the resistance of the auny by the 
destruction of its head. Yet it is haidly likely that such fine- 

diawn arguments found any place in the exile’s brain. That 
no laws applicable to the oidmaiy relations of human society 

had any value to protect the lives of the late King’s murdeiers, 
was the cieed even of the stricter sect of Royalists 

Heie, at all events, Charles’s connection with the plot 
appears to have come to an end. If the Gerards and their 

Hk con- allies of the Queen’s party kept the scheme on foot 

withthe it was in opposition to the politicians to whom 
plot ceases Charles mcieasingly gave his confidence—the party 

of insuirection undei the contiol of the Sealed Knot. It is 

ceitam that the mcmbeis of the Queen’s paity were dissatisfied 
with Charles on other giounds than the dispute with Rupeit 

to murder one Colonel Rainsborough near or at Doncaster, did propose unto 
the King of Scots, with the assistance of one Walsmgham, Mans. Digby’s 
secretary, who is a notable Jesuitical papist, and who hath great credit 
amongst that generation, and of Mons. Montague’s chaplain, a popish 
priest, as also one named Choqueux, surgeon to Prince Robert, for to 
murder the Protector Cromwell As suddenly as Henshaw and Wiseman 
had then answer, they returned into England to wait a time to execute 

their damnable design.” Rivifeie to Desborough, Thurloe, ii. 336. 

The argument that Charles would not have countenanced a murder plot 
because he was engaged in one for a general nsing appears to me to be 
worthless, and it is certainly no argument against his complicity that 
Hyde did not believe it Clarendon MSS. 1 1,937 A letter of intelli¬ 

gence, written on probably hits the nail on the head. “R[ex] 

C[arolus] confesses now he knew something of that plot; but swears it 
never began by him, nor from him, but by others which he will not name ” 
Thurloe, 11. 398 

1 See p 104 
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about the cannon We hcai of Rupeit, Geiaid, and Heibert 
disparaging him m comparison with his brothei James,1 and 
finally persisting in the assassination plot aftei Chailes had 
lesolved to defei it8 Befoie the end of May Rupert found it 
advisable to betake himself to Geimany, and Herbeit, having 
tired out the patience of Chailes, was driven to surrendei the 
Great Seal.3 

It is significant that when John Gerard, following Henshaw, 
Apnl returned to England, he travelled in company with 

Genud goes Major Halsall, one of Ascham’s murderers, ‘ with the 
to England jntentl0nji lt ls <t0 the Protector and diveis 

others.’4 If any fuithei indication of the quarter in which the 

1 From a lettei of intelligence fiom Paris of March 2^, we learn that 
the Queen wanted to send the Duke of York with Rupeit, Lord Gerard, 
and Sir E Ileibeit to Scotland, whilst Charles remained on the Continent, 
Thu) loe, li 179. At Geiaid’s Liial it was said that Rupert was to land in 
England with 10,000 men. As matLeis were, this looks like a ridiculous 
invention; but it must be remembered that every one was speculating on 
a breach between Fiance and England, and that Rupert may very well 
have asked for an army in cose of Cromwell’s allying himself with Spain 
Considering the life that Chailes was leading, it was natural enough ibr 
men like Rupert to think that the cause of Royalism would prosper better 
in more active hands, and also that the mother of the two young men 
should be of the same opinion. 

2 “lam told he ”—i.e Chailes—“ sharply reproved this mighty man 
at arms ”—z.e. Lord Geiaid—“ for making use of ms name, and meddling 
with his business without his allowance or knowledge.” [D. O’Neill] to 

[W Ashburnham], Thurloe, 11. 322 

2 In an earhei leLtei, of the same writer says that Charles had 
had an altercation with his mothei 1 about Pnnce Rupert, Sir E Herbert, 
and Sir J. Berkeley, in all which she had little satisfaction, foi he said 
they had so behaved themselves to him that they should never more have 
his trust nor his company, if he could ’ He then adds of Lord Gerald 
that he ‘is upon as ticklish teuns, and so will all those [be] that think tr 
use this young man as they did his father ; for though in appearance he is 
gentle, familial, and easy, yet he will not be gurmanded (i.e. gourmande] 
nor governed by violent humouib, such as these are.’ Thurloe, 11. 312. 

*-to Scot u 257 Gerard is here spoken of as having 
‘lately’ gone ‘Lately’ must have rather a wide interpietation if the 
following passage lcfeis to him ■ “ The last night Lord Gerald’s cousin i< 
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muidei plot found its chief support is wanting, it would be seen 

Alleged pro 111 a Pr0Clamatl0n puiporting to pioceed from Chailes 
damauon himself, and offering a icwaid of 500/., a knighthood 
dcr or the " and a colonelcy, to any one who ‘ by pistol, sword or 
Protector pojgon^ succeeded in killing ‘a ceitam mechanic 

fellow, Olivei Ciomwell1 If internal evidence be woith any¬ 
thing, that pioclavnation was nevei issued by Chailes , whilst 

the only man likely to have drawn it up was the ally of Rupert 
and the Geiaids—Sir Edwaid Heibort1 

Aftei their return to England Henshaw and Geiaid devoted 
themselves to the accomplishment of their wild scheme There 

returned, because his btother dates nol. By the nest I shall know what 
trade he drives. If the King take not care such small factors will leave 

him 111 the lurch. 11 Armorer to Nicholas, Clarendon MSS li. 

1,833. Mi. Firth, however, tells me thal the word here lead as ‘cousin1 
is almost undeciphciablc, and besides Lord Gerard had oLhcr cousins 
besides John. It seems, indeed, almost cei tain thal John did not leave 
Fiance till after the middle of Apiil, as Halsall is probably one of the two 

persons lefened to in a letter of in which Hyde tells Nicholas that 

he had written to him ‘ three days since by some honest gentlemen who 
pass by Calais, . , two of them aie the brave fellows who spake with 
the lebel ambassador at Madrid, which for their safety I have advised them 
not to brag of1 Clarendon State Paperr, 111 235 

1 Mr. Macray (Preface to the Calendar of the Clarendon MSS. ui xi. 
note f) expresses a hope that it was only 1 a proposed paper.1 The basis 
of my argument that it did not emanate from Chailes is to be found in the 
three names which were to be excepted fiom pardon after the murder of 
the Protector—those of Bradshaw, Lenthall, and Haricrigg. The presence 
of Bradshaw’s name is almost a matter of course, but it seems inconceivable 
that Charles should have been ready to pardon the other regicides, and it 
is difficult to find a reason why, if he was, he should except Lenthall and 
Hazlerigg from pardon I can think of no one except Herbert who had 
a special grudge against these two. He had as the Attorney-General of 
Charles I. been foiled by the House of Commons in his attack on the five 
members, and may therefore have been quite ready to send to the gallows 
the Speakei of that House and one of the only two surviving members of 
the five, the other, Holies, as a Presbyterian who had been exiled for 
supporting a reconciliation with the King, being manifestly unfit for 
proscription. 

VOL. HI. L 
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were plenty of the King’s old soldieis in London leady for 
„ . an attack on the authoiities. Yet the plot was not 
and Geraid one that had any chance of success. What was re¬ 

quired was not merely to kill the Protector, but to 
master the soldiers posted at Whitehall, St. James’s, the Mews, 
and other quarteis. How many men weie listed for this latter 

puipose it is impossible to say. It was Henshaw’s business to 
multiply the number in order to give an impression of strength 

to each new recruit. At one time theie was a talk of 700 ready 
to take arms under himself, and some hundreds more under 
other officers. At another time the number swelled to three or 

four thousand. Amongst those gained over by Henshaw was 
Gerard’s kinsman, Somerset Fox, who undertook to make le- 
cruits amongst the City apprentices, and Peter Vowell, a 
schoolmaster of Islington, who was leady to gain over his own 
acquaintances.1 

It is said that the first plan was to surprise the Protector on 

May 14, after he had left Whitehall on his accustomed Satuiday 
May visit to Hampton Court. This time, however, Oliver 

Failure or escaped by taking to the water as far as Chelsea, 
on the Pro- instead of going by land after his usual habit. The 

c ' fact was that the Government had for some time 
been m possession of at least the outlines of the conspiracy. 
Fitzjames, indeed, had been drowned m crossing the Channel on 
his return home,2 * 4 but before he left Pans anothei peison, whose 
name is unknown, had sent an information of Gerard’s purpose 

1 Evidence given at the trial of Gerard and Vowell, State Trials, v. 
524-530 ; examinations in Thurloe, 11. 334-355, pasnm; and in A True 
Account, E, 813, 22. It must be remembered that a very small part of 
the information in the hands of the Government has reached us. The first 
examination in Thurloe’s collection is dated May 27, and is headed ‘ The 
further examination of John Jones ’ Comparison of the documents officially 
printed in the True Account with those in Thurloe’s collection shows 
that whilst the former are compressed by the omission of passages, they 
were not being tampered with by the insertion of passages not m the 
originals. 

4 A True Account, p. 8, E, 813, 22. 
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in a letter which must have been in the hands of the Govern¬ 
ment early in May1 

On the 18th the Council received more detailed intelligence 
from a Cavalier gentleman, who had been informed of the de¬ 

sign, but had lecoiled with abhorrence from assassination.2 

1 The letter, pnntcd m Thurloe, li 257 (see p. 144, note 4), is 
unsigned. Mi tilth, who has compaied the handwriting with Henshaw’s 
Vindication (Clarendon MSS. 11. No. 1,989) and with a tracing from 
Fitzjames’s letter {Add MSS 32,093, fol. 185), informs me that theie it has 
no resemblance with that of either of the two. The address to ‘Mr. 
Thomas Scot5 looks as if it came fiom one of the intelligencers employed 
by the Council of Slate of the Commonwealth, and not by the Pro¬ 
tector 

* The story given in the official narrative, A True Account, is as 
follows: “ Upon the lSth day of May last (though there had been some 
dark hints of the business before) there came to one related to his Highness 
and the public affairs a person of quality whose affections had always been 
on the other side, and told him that he had a matter of consequence to 
acquaint him with, which he said he did not as an Intelligencer, 01 out of 
a design to get any reward by it, but meiely out of a sense he had of the 
bloodiness of the thing he had to discover; and then declared theie was a 
design to assassinate the Pi elector: that the peisons who were to do it 
were agreed upon and listed, and had undertaken it: that their intent was 
to assault lum as he should be going to Hampton Court, and, if they failed, 
then to attempt lum sitting in Council; or, if they could not have 
oppoitumty theie, then to fall on him as he should be going to chapel; 
that it was resolved the business should be executed suddenly: and he said 
it was to have been executed the Saturday before, and that which made it 
miss was because the Protector, contrary to his wonted course, had gone 
that day by water as for as Chelsea He said also that two of the persons 
engaged in it were John Geiard and Tuder the Chirurgeon, neither of 
whose lodgings he knew, but affirmed that the thing was most real, and 
most earnestly desiied the information might not be slighted, but that some 
speedy provision might be made against the danger, adding that, although 
he had been of the other side, yet he could not but perform his part in 
preventing so base and unworthy a design, and held himself bound In 
conscience to make this discovery 

“The same day there came another person of quality, and utterly 
unknown to the other, to a member of the Council, who, with some horror 
and amazement, told him that certainly there was a design to murder the 
Protector, and it was ripe and ready to be executed, concerning which he 
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On Sunday, May 21, piobably after fresh details had become 
known, the Council ordeied the at rest of John Gerard, together 
with five of his comrades 1 On the following day the number 

Prociama- of pnsoners was at least doubled a On the 23id a 

"i°covIi^of proclamation was issued directing the constables of 
lodgers London, Westminstei, and Southwailc to diaw up a 

list of all lodgers within their bounds, and to forbid such 

lodgers to remove without special leave.3 The proclamation 
and the sweepmg arrests which followed were leceived with the 
greatest indignation in the City, where placards weie affixed 
to the walls declaring the plot to be a meie invention of the 
Government4 Before long there were moie than five hundred 
persons m custody.3 The first suspicion, howevei had fallen on 
Henshaw’s Gerard rather than on Henshaw, and Henshaw took 
escape the opportunity to escape to the Continent befoie any 

attempt was made to anest him.6 Some months latei he diew 

up a vindication of himself, asserting not only that he had had 
no hand in the plot, but that theie had never been a plot at all 

gave some reasons inducing a belief.” It is easy to understand that the 
Government, anxious to encourage Cavaliers of this type, should have 
given prominence to their warning, and have thrust the earliei informants 
into the background as authors of ‘ some dark hints.9 

1 Warrants, May 21, Cal. S P. Dom. p. 436 
* Baas to Mazarin, P. O Transcripts 
3 Proclamation, Inter* I, 75, p. 320 
* Pauluzzi to Morosini, June yi, Letter Book R.O. 
1 Pauluzzi to Morosini, June ib. 
8 Boideaux, evidently alluding to Henshaw, writes on June that 

the person who could throw most light on the matter had escaped A 
warrant was issued on June 6 {Pawhnson MSS. A, 328, fol. 80) for the 
arrest of Henshaw and Col Finch Both were, however, still at large on 
June 9 (C Order Book, Interr. I, 75, p 359) There is, indeed, an undated 
list of conspirators printed in Thurloe (11. 416), at the end of which is a. 
bracket, apparently including the whole number as ‘examined 9 Mr Firth, 
however, to whom I owe the reference to the Rawlinson MSS. in the 
Bodleian Library, ns given above, tells me that in the original MS. of 
Thurloe’s collection the bracket only includes the first twenty names, 
Henshaw’s being the first outside it. It may therefore be taken that 
neither he nor Finch were captured. 
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Vowell, 
and li'o\ 
to Ik tiled 

It had been invented by aceitampeison who lived m the Mews, 
who had received 100/ and a yeaily pension foi his pains. As 

Hcnshaw’s story was not even completed, it may be supposed 
that either the wnter 01 those to whom it was communicated 
thought its falsehood too gross for publication 1 

The Goi eminent had no wish to indulge in indiscriminate 

vengeance, and after a prolonged mquiiy selected thiee ol the 
Gerard, pnsoners for trial Geiaid and Vowell who had lrn- 

tated then exannneis by persistently declaring their 
entne innocence, and Somerset Vox, who, though ac¬ 

knowledging his guilt, had taken Loo conspicuous a part m the 
conspiracy as an organiser of the apprentices to be altogether 

passed over. Unfortunately foi the Protectoi, it was as hope¬ 
less now as it had been in Lilburne’s case in the preceding 
year to expect a condemnatory verdict from a London jury, 

June 23 and he was dnven to reconstitute the High Court of 
CourfoV Justice.2 Nor could it be otherwise than damaging 
justice to the Government that a member of the court, 

Justice Atkins, refused to scive on the ground that no man 
ought to be tiled for treason otherwise than by a jury. On June 

30, however, the three prisoners, aftei an attempt to 
dispute the jurisdiction of the court had been ovei- 

luled, were convicted of tieason and condemned to 
Gerard was beheaded and Vowell hanged on July 10, 
both of them protesting that they had had no hand 
whatever in the plot4 Fox, as having confessed his* 
guilt, was reprieved, and in the following year, with 
a few of the other prisoners, was transported to 

Barbados ’ 
As the couise of the plot was being unrolled, suspicion 

June 30. 
Trial ofthe 
prisoners 

death 3 

July 10. 
Gerard 
and 
Vowell 
executed. 

1 Ilenshaw’s Vindication, Aug. ?, Clarendon MSS. li. No. 1,989. 

3 E, 1,064, IS- 
1 State Tnali, v. 518. Notes of Commissioner Lisle, S. P. Dom. 

lxxu A. * Dom Panlaleon Sa was beheaded on the same day. 
4 Warrant, May 18, 1655, Tlutrloe, 111 453 It seems to have been 

a case of simple lemoval to the island ; there is nothing in the warrant 
about enforced service. 
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became in some way or another directed against the Catholics,1 

either as taking an actual pait in it or as being supposed to 

look for their own advantage out of the luimoil which would 

Position follow its success. Unluckily, just as the excitement 
of the of the discovery was at its height, an old priest named 

0,cs Southworth was captuied and condemned to death. 

Pressure was put upon Oliver by the ambassadors of Catholic 
States to save his life, but he refused to intervene, and on 

June 28 Southworth was done to death with the usual 
Execution barbarous accompaniments.9 It is possible that this 
of apnest. cruei iefusai may be to some extent attnbuted to the 

shock which the recent conspiracy had given to the Protector's 
nerves.3 On the other hand, it may have been the result of 
legal advice to the effect that the offence of being a priest was 
treasonable by statute,4 and therefore excepted by the Instru¬ 
ment from his power of pardon.3 Happily the penalty of death 
merely for being a priest was, in this case, exacted for the last 
time in English history. 

As far as the Catholic laity was concerned, their position as 
a body was less unenviable than it had been under the monarchy. 

Condition ^ “ bne that the estates sequestered in the course 
of the of the Civil War were kept in hand and the lents 
recusants. ^ 

gathered to the profit of the Exchequer, but no new 
indictments for recusancy were allowed since the repeal of the 
recusancy Acts in 1650,8 and the Catholics as a whole had, there¬ 

fore, no reason to regret the establishment of the Protectorate.7 

Condition 
of the 
recusants. 

1 A ‘ papist9 woman is said to have introduced one of two soldiers to 
Hudson, who is said to have been drawn into the plot by them. Whether 
this furnished the ground of suspicion or not, Fauluzzi at least connects 
Southworth’s execution with the conspiracy. 

* Challoner’s Missionary Priests, art. ‘ Southworth 9; Pauluzzi to 

Morosini, ^uu°° Venetian Transcripts R. O. 

■ In a despatch of ^212? Pauluzzi (tb ) writes that the Protector was 

living ‘ con dupplicati nsservi e timori, et vedendo malvolontien appros- 
simarsi a lui qualunque sorts di persona.9 

* By 27 Eliz. cap 2. 4 See vol u. p. 334. 4 See vol iL p. 3. 
* That the sequestrated estates were retained appears from the title, 
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.lg.ulUt 
France 

June 8 
At rest of 
French¬ 
men 

Juneg 
R 1.1s sent 
Tot, 

June 13 
ami «ic- 
cusutl l>y the 

Though the discoveiy of the assassination plnlnuj well hau* 

led to some recrudescence of feeling against the Catholics, it 

Feeling w*as still nioie hitch to stii up hostility against Fiance, 
especially in those who weio awaie of Haas’s equivocal 
pioccedmgs. On the night of June S a considenihle 

numbei of Fienchmen weie arrested, and tin the fol¬ 

lowing da\ Haas was summoned beloie the Council 
to give an account of his intrigue w ith Naudm When 

hcmadehis appeaianceon the i2lhhelounil himself in 

the piescnce of the 1'iotectoi, as well as of fi\e 1110111- 

a beis of the Council and Seeietaiy Thuitoc. To the 
Protects remonstianees addiessed to him he replied that, if he 

had done anuss it was for his own mastei to punish him. The 
‘ if’ was too much for Olivci, who angrily asked whether it was 

not amiss to instigate to lobellionand assassination, and to iaise 
factions in the army. In reply to the production of Naudin’s 

confession 13aas took a high tone. He had himself been con¬ 

tent, lie said, to complain m piivatc to his Highness when he 
found him treating with the Spaniards contiary to the good words 
he had given to Fiance, sending messengers to turn the Hugue¬ 
nots from their allegiance, and engaging to favour Conde’s le- 
bclhon. If his Highness or Pickering had now been content 
to remonstrate with him in pnvate, he would not only have 
satisfied their curiosity, but have obliged them to be grateful 
for his conduct He refused, however, distinctly to submit to be 
Baaa interrogated by the Council, or to have his deposition 

out*drd taken like an ordinary prisoner. After some further 
England. recrimination the Protector, having fust consulted 

‘Delinquents and Papists,’ which constantly appears in all manner of 
finnnntil summaries. That there were no fresh indictments for lecusnncy 
is shown by the Protector’s declaration issued on April 26, X655 (669, f. 
19, No. 77), in which he declares that the laws have for some time been 
executed with laxity, and then directs, not that * the repealed recusancy 
Acts ’ shall be enforced, but that an oath of abjuration of the Pope’s 
authority and the doctrine of transubstantiation, which had been enjoined 
in an ordinance of Aug 19, 1643 (Husband's Collection, 297), *>hall be 

used as a test of * Popery ’ 
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The Arch¬ 
duke 
calls for 
aloau. 

his Council, oideied Baas to leave the countiy in thiee 
days.1 

Nevertheless the Protector’s wrath was vented on Baas 
alone. His relations with Spam had not of late been such as 

M a to inspire him with confidence in the lesources ot that 
olive* ‘ monarchy , On May 25, indeed, he had consented, 

warded to as far as ready money was concerned, to lowei his 
Brussels teirns to the payment of 100,000/,2 though he re¬ 

fused to abate anything of his whole demand. At Brussels, 

when Cardenas’s despatch containing the Piotector’s offer 

arrived, the prospect of an alliance with England was received 
with exultation. Yet the Archduke knew full well how hard 

^ _ , it would be foi Spam to find even 100,000/ The 
of misiug treasuie fleet was not due in Spain for some weeks, 

’ and its burden, nch as it was, was deeply pledged in 

TheAich- advance. In his exUemity the Aichduke issued a 

caitefor proclamation, calling on all loyal subjects m the 
abau. Low Countnes who had money to spaie to lend 

money or plate for the support of a wai the only object of 
which was the re-establishment of peace. “ God at last,” he 
announced, “ Who is accustomed to act by ways and means 
inscrutable to men, has raised up a human power that can 
make the scales mcline to the side of peace by putting a finger 
ever so lightly upon them This oppoitumty has now so sud¬ 
denly presented itself that—it being impossible to give infor¬ 
mation to our Lord the King so speedily as the case lequires, 
in order that he may embrace the offer without losing its 
essence and spirit through the unavoidable delay in sending 
the absolutely necessary contribution—we should consider 
that we had failed greatly in our duty if we did not mvite all 
the good vassals and subjects of our Sovereign to provide foi a 
few months by a singular effort as much as is needed for this 

1 Baas to Mazann, June £§, H 0. Transcripts. On the same day 
Bordeaux wrote, admitting the intercourse between Baas and Naudin, but 
representing Naudin as having first asked for an interview, and Baas as 
waiting for further instructions before he replies 

1 Navarro to Cardenas, June ^j, Swtancas MSS. 2,083. 
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e\tiaoidinai> .supplj, until lus Majest\, when lie lus lecened 
inhumation 011 the subject, can gne the lequisitc orders! to 
employ lor this puipose the resources of his kingdoms ”1 

l'eisonally the Archduke and Ins niinisteis i\ere less con¬ 
fident ot Olnei’s sineeritj than appealed on the lace of this 

lime \ Declamation. In the leltei in clinch Naumo, the 
'IIilAiciI- Secietmj of the Government at Kiussels, nave an 
llllkl‘ tils- / . I ,1 , - , 0 

irusis. account to ( uidcnas 01 the ell01 Is made to provide 

l'“' the sum leqnned, he instiucted him not only to take 
, . care that the rrolector litmly bound himself to 

mu ilo- * »ii ^ * • 
iiunds iitladc rrance by hind m 1655, still lefused to 

do nunc than to employ lus fleet against her m the 

present jeai, but also infmmed him that a declaration 

Retention wal cithei by pioclamation 01 manifesto was in- 
urnn.mu.1i dispensable.2 Such u demand was not likely to be 

u'k'uw" palatable to Oliver Noi was the revelation of the 
Cuuntncs desperate condition of the Spanish finances con- 

lamed m the Aiehduke’s pioclamation ulhuiwisc than dis¬ 
couraging. If the gov eminent of the Low Countnes was un¬ 
able to laise zoo,ooo/. without tluowing itself on the bene- 

\olence of its subjects, what chance was theie that either the 

Archduke or his niastci would he able topiovide the far larger 
sums which would be eventually lctpmed of them?3 The 
unpi obabihty was all the gicatci, because it became known 

1 Edict toiukant te pi at ii Jane pour le r necemtt*i de tested, et 
I'adnrnre/ncnt de la pah, June The pressmark of the copy in the 
BiiLish Museum is 107, g. 5, No. 22. 

- Navarro to Cardenas, June Snrnuuu MSS. 2,083. 
i Tlus feeling is attuhuted to Oliver 111 a despatch Fiona the Nuncio at 

Brussels to Clngi, written on July 1h> Vatican At chives, Nunsiatnra di 
l'iandra, vol. 38. Mazcrolles expresses himself quite plainly on the 
subject: “Ju me suis resulu .1 partir apies avou peulu l’espeiance de 
puuvoir faiic piesenlemcnt icy quelque chose, fondu sur le peu de 
dispositions que j’ay veu a M. le Piotcctcur el sur l’impuissance de 
l’ambassadeur d’Espagne, qui n’a pas un sol, sans quoy on ne peut rien 
faue, cel impiime faict eu Flandrcs n’ayant si fort descril les affaires des 
Espognols et leur mamere d’agu, qu’on ne troicteroit lien sur leur parole.” 
Ma/erolles to Guide, July in Chantilly Transcripts. 
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June 15. 
Oliver 
asks for 
Dunkirk os 
a pledge 
for the 
eventual 
deb very of 
Calais 

that the Genoese, who had long acted as the banlceis of the 
King of Spain, had declined to advance him any fuithcr 

supplies of money.1 

The financial helplessness of the Spanish monarchy pro¬ 

voked Oliver to fresh demands. He asked Cardenas how he 

could be assured that the eventual payment of 
200,000/. a year would in reality be made ? Pailia- 

ment was about to meet, and to it he was bound to 

render an account. On a request from the ambassa¬ 
dor that he should himself specify the security, he 

leplied that, m view of the projected siege of Calais 
and of its surrender to himself as soon as it was taken, he 
should expect Dunkirk to be placed m his hands at once If 
that were done he would give his word to restore it as soon as 

Calais was taken and given to him in exchange.9 Is it 
hazardous to conjectuie that Oliver had little expectation of 
being taken at his word ? For the present, at least, his attitude 

was far from friendly to Spain. To a request of Cardenas that 
he would at least allow his master to hire ships and men in 
England, Oliver appeared to listen favourably, but postponed 
his answer to the 19th 8 
Oliver What Oliver required was a respite to enable him 

apply*tot° t0 ascertain from Bordeaux the chance of a French 
Bordeaux, alliance. On the 17th, but five days after his stem 

1 Consulta, ^yg^' S&nancas MSS. 2,083. The Spanish Council of 
State acknowledges that it could send no money ‘ falta de medios ’ 

* He was to help to take Calais * dandole alguna prenda de que en 
rindiendola se la pondriamos en sus manos, y que esta prenda sena 
entregarle Dunquerque con obligacion y palabra de que restituyna esta 
plaza en dandole a Cales si se ganasse.’ Consulta m Cardenas’s des¬ 

patches of June |§, Simancas MSS 2,083. Barrifcre, writing to 

Condd on June |§, speaks of Cardenas’s audience being on June |f, and 
says that Oliver told the ambassador that he could not declare war at the 
moment*et que quand ll voudroit la desclaier ce seroit avec l’appareil 
qu’il avoit propose et que pour cela les sommes qu’on luy avoit offeites 
n’estoyent suffisantes.’ Chantilly Transcripts. Cardenas evidently did 
not inform Baxri&re about the demand for the surrender of Dunkirk. 

» Id. 
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dismissal of Baas, two of the commissioneis appointed to 
treat on 1'iench aflairs had an mteiuew with the ambassador. 

June 17 i tolcl him that the inteiest of the Government 
oftwu‘,N might oblige thq I’rotectoi to find occupation foi his 
Lominis- troops, which would lead to gieaL expense Yet the 
smntrs people of England were exhausted by heavy taxation, 

and it was theiefore necessaiy to seek financial assistance out¬ 

side the country. Spam, indeed, had ofleied a notable con¬ 

tribution, and though some consideiations, especially those 

relating to leligion, might give reason to prefer an alliance with 
Fiance, ncveithcless as his Highness was unable to do without 

a considerable subvention, it was to be feared that he would 
lean to the side of the enemies of France. Having thus 

done their best to show the danger of alienating the Protector, 

and having made some inquiiies as to the amount which 

Fiance was ready to contribute, the commissioners left on the 

understanding that the discussion should be resumed on the 
following day. 

On the 18th the conveisation turned on the siege of that 
very Dunkirk which Oliver had demanded from Caidenas only 
three days before. An English fleet, it was asked by the 

June is. English commissioners, should attack the place by 
a talk sea and a French army by land. When captured it 
siege of was to be placed in the hands of the Protector, not 

un lr indeed absolutely, but as a security for the payment 
of the annual contributions which France was expected to 

make. At first the commissioners fixed the amount at 
400,000/., lowering their terms after a while to 150,000/. for 
the current season, and 200,000/. for each subsequent year. 

Bordeaux, on the other hand, offered 75,000/. for the first year, 
on account of the expense which would be entailed on his 
master by the siege, and an annual payment of 150,000/ m 

future. Nothing was at this time settled, but before the con¬ 
ference broke up the Englishmen added a demand for the 
exclusion of Charles and the Duke of York from French 
territory. 

On the igth Oliver addressed himself to the King of France, 
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announcing his resolution to continue the negotiation in spite 

June i9 t^ie misconduct of Baas,1 and on the same day the 
treshpio- English commissioneis made fresh proposals They 

asked that as long as Dunkuk remained unlakcn a 
French port should be placed m English hands by way of 

security, and gave B01 deaux to undei stand that the place aimed 
at was Brest Some such acquisition, the commissioners 
explained, would be necessary to give popularity to a war with 

June 39 Spain. On the 22nd Bordeaux was admitted to a 

to^m Bo“ confeience with the Protector himself Beginning 
deaux by magnifying the obedience of England and Ireland, 

and the submission of Scotland with the exception of a few 
malcontents, Oliver urged the ambassadoi to comply with the 
lequest of the commissioneis j and when Boideaux 1 ejected 
the idea of surrendering Biest, asked him what else he had to 

propose Faihng to extiact an answer he put an end to the 
interview.2 

For some weeks the two negotiations hung in suspense, and 
the prospects of Spain were evidently sinking in the balance. 

July It is true that no answer had yet been leturned from 

tending toan Madrid on the proposal foi a temporary cession of 
mg wi£nd" Dunkirk, as the Spanish Council of State did not 
France. reject it till August 14, but there could be little doubt 

what its decision would be, and long before it was given Oliver 
had thrown off even the pretence of sympathy with Spain 
Eaily in July he declined to have anything to do with the loan 
of ships for Conde’s service.3 Yet m beating with France he 
remained anxious about the Huguenots, and pleaded with 
Bordeaux for the insertion m the tieaty, of which a draft was 
now laid before the French ambassador, some engagement for 
their better tieatment Boideaux peremptorily refused to bind 
his master by any such promise, and he equally took offence at 
a demand for a renunciation of the French doctrine, that 

1 The Protector to Louis XIV., June as, Guizot, 11 App. 1 2. 

2 Bordeaux to Brienne, J—X 0. Transcripts. 

1 Bain&re to Conde, July T7f, Chantilly Transcripts. 
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neutial ships eanying enemies' good-. weio lawfully subject to 

captuie.1 So fai as the Huguenots wuiu coneemeil, it is 

July i» IBobablo that the letum of Slouppc, who made his 
Stouppe's ippoit to the Council on July u,s helped to smooth 

rep0' difficulties awa>, as no hopes that the Fiench Jholes- 
tants of Languedoc would use at the bidding of England could 

any longer be enleitamed For some weeks to come the nego- 

Promessof t'atIon slowly but satisfuctoiily advanced, especially 
thencsfc- as Bordeaux ga\o Olhei to undeistand that though 

‘ 1 1 his mastei would nc\er bind himself to do anything 

for the Huguenots, any intercession addicssed to him on then 
behalf would not fall upon deaf ears if only the tieaty weie 

signed.3 In that treaty, indeed, the proposed alliance against 
Spam found no place Olner had at last made up his mind 

The picket t0 bold aloof from the contest in Europe, and to be 
of a bun)- content with a commercial and maritime under- 
against Spain standing with lnance which would open Fiench ports 
dropp«i tQ 22ngiish ira(]e. It was already resolved that Blake 

should take a considerable force into the Moditeirancan, where 
his presence would shcltci English shipping against attacks 
similar to those which had biought on the maritime troubles of 
the last few yeais. 

Might it not have been possible to deal with the Spanish 
negotiation in the same way? F01 some time the commis- 

The com- si°ners appointed to treat with Cardenas had been 
merci.il at work on a commercial treaty with the good wishes 
treaty with _ , _ ,. , . J , 
sp.un dis- of the English mercantile community. At the out- 
cuased set, however, two thorny questions presented them- 

1 Bordeaux to Mazarin, July ^|7 ; Bordeaux to Bnennc, July -fo; R.O 
Transcripts. This was the French law of prize, though it was seldom, if 
ever, put in force at this time 

1 Boideaux to Brienne, July *-}, ib. 
B Bordeaux to Brienne, J£, R.0. Transcripts. A draft treaty, dated 

Auw>’s Printe<^ i*1 Guizot, u App. vm. 5. As Article xxviii. establishes 
the French law of prize, it cannot possibly have come from an English 
source; and os there is no hint in Bordeaux’s despatches of his having 
prepared such a draft, it may be taken as a mere sketch prepared by one 
of Mozann’s secretaries 
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selves for discussion In the first place theie was the difficulty 
about the Inquisition. The English commissioners piessed for 
Question of ^iat °Penty acknowledged liberty of worship m pnvate 
luieity of houses which had been vainly asked for by the 
worship. Long Parliament,1 and had been now conceded by 
the King of Portugal. On the other hand Cardenas was leady 
to renew the aiticle accorded to Charles I. in 1630,2 exempting 
Englishmen on Spamsh soil from molestation by the Inquisi¬ 
tion as long as they gave no scandal. Practically, for some 
time past, the Inquisition had not meddled with a single 
Question of Englishman 3 The second question related to tiaffic 
trade m the in the West Indies Though the tieaty of 1630 had 

proclaimed peace throughout all the dominions of 
the two kings, and had ordained that neither party should in 
any of those dominions do violence to the other,4 it was 
notorious that the Spanish authorities in the Indies had token 
the view that the whole of Ameuca was the property of their 
master, and had not only made seizure of English ships trading 
with English West India colonies, but had raided the colonies 
themselves where the settlers were not sufficiently strong to offer 
resistance. In oi about 1650 a party of Spaniards from Porto 
Rico surprised Santa Cruz, held by English conjointly with 
Dutch settlers, and slew the governor and a hundred settlers.6 
Between 1630 and 1653 four ships had been confiscated, and 
the crews of two of them compelled to work as slaves on the 
fortifications of Havanna.6 

On July 20, with these material grievances before him, 

1 See vol. 11. p. 239. 

1 The secret articles of 1604, prolonged m 1630, are given in Win- 
wood, li. 29. 

1 In his manifesto of October 1655, Oliver does not give a single 
instance of persecution. All he says is: “ De Inquisitione Hispanic^ 
sanguinanfi nihil dicimus, inunicitiaram causfi universis Protestonlibus 
communi ” Scriptum Dom. Protect oris, p. 38, E, 859, 2. 

4 Dumont, Corps UtwoerseUe Diplomatique, V. n. 621. 
■ Scnptum Dom Protectoris, p 27, E, 829, 2. 

8 7b. pp. 28-30. In 1634 the English in Tortuga had been treated 
as those of Santa Cruz were sixteen years later. 
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Oliver made up his mind to biing the question of war oi peace 
with Spam once more befoie the Council. Yet with characlei- 
lstic impatience of mateual considciations, he opened the debate 
by an attempt to place the quancl on the plane of religion. 
“ We cannot,” he cried, “ have peace with Spain out of con¬ 
science to suffei oui people to go thithei and be idolaters. They 
have denied you com meice unless you be of their leligion ” On 
this enthusiastic and inaccuiate view of the case Lambert pro¬ 
ceeded to thiow cold water. Success, he urged, was improbable, 
noi was it likely that even success would in any way advance the 
Piotestant cause Moreover, theie was enough work at home to 
keep then hands full 

“God,”ieplied the Protectoi, “had brought them where they 
weie in order that they might consider the work they might do 
m the world as well as at home.” As for the expense, ‘ it was 
told us that this design would cost little more than laying by 
the ships, and that with hope of great profit,’ Lambert was 
naturally unable to recognise the force of this argument. The 
armies in Scotland and Ii eland, he said, must forsake their 
posts, unless moie treasuie weie found to suppoit them, and this 
could not be done unless the West Indian design were dropped. 
Olivei’s reply, as reported, was somewhat cryptic-—“The 
probability of the good of the design, both for tire Protestants’ 
cause and utility to the undertakers, and the cost no more for 
one twelve-month than would disband the ships.” Yet his real 
meaning, as it can hardly be doubted, must have been that, as 
the pay of the men need not be found till after the return of the 
expedition, the immediate expense would be no greater than 
that of paying off the ships at once. Lambert’s reply was 
at least worthy of attention from a financial pomt of view. He 
denied the feasibility of making war on such restricted terms. 
It was not to be supposed that the ships could be employed for 
twelve months without needing supplies There were besides 
(casualties of diseases and wars that men are subjected to.’ 
Colonists would not settle in Hispaniola unless it could be held 
in secure peace, and the ‘Spaniard will certainly struggle as 
much as he can to preserve it.’ “ Whenever,” he said in con- 
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elusion, “ you do lay down your ships, the charge will be much 
increased and must be paid ” Olivei was sanguine even on 
this score “ It’s hoped that the design will quit cost ” Six 
nimble frigates should ‘ range up and down the Bay of Mexico 
to get piey.51 

The Protector’s optimistic belief that the enterpnse medi¬ 
tated by him in the service of God and of a huger woild than 
that encompassed by the four seas which guaided the Bntish 
Isles, was covered by divine protection, left no room m his mind 
for the prudential considerations which filled so large a space in 
Lambert’s vision. At all events, it was he, and not Lambert, 
Oliver's who was the master of the hour, and he now resolved 
demands to demand a rediess of grievances from Caidenas 
Two things, he told the ambassador, must be granted if there 
was to be friendship between Spain and England—hbeity of 
conscience for Englishmen in the Spanish dominions, and free¬ 
dom of trade in the West Indies. Cardenas would hear nothing 
of so rough a summons “ It is,” he replied, “ to ask my 
master’s two eyes.”2 

1 A debate in the Protector’s Council, July 20, Clarke Papets, m. 207. 
* The story is told in Ohvei’s speech at the opening of his second 

Pailiament (Carlyle, Speech V), without any date. It was, however, 
partially told in a suppressed passage of the speech at the opening of the 
first Parliament on September 4, 1654, as we learn from Bordeaux’s 
despatch dated Sept. in the transcript at the Recoid Office, but ob¬ 
viously not wntten earlier than Sept. The whole story is told by the same 

writer on Thurloe, m a paper on the foreign policy of the Protec¬ 

tor (Thurloe, 1. 759), puts it as the result of the negotiation on the commercial 
treaty, and it must almost certainly be dated befoie Aug 18, for leasons 
which will soon appear Altogethei the conversation may be placed, with 
a high degree of probability, either m the last fortnight of July or the fiist 
fortnight of August. “ Then,” wntes Thurloe on another occasion, “ it 
came into debate before Oliver and his Council, with which of these crowns 
an alliance was to be chosen. Oliver himself was for a war with Spain, 
at least in the West Indies, if satisfaction were not given foi the past 
damages, and things well settled for the future.” Ib. 1 761. [In the 
original preface to this volume Mr Gardiner shows that this stoiy is 
confirmed by the Genoese ambassador. 1 In another despatch of August 
1654, Bemardi refers to the story of the King of Spain’s two eyes, thus 
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As far as Olivei himself was concerned the way was now 
cleared. If the Huguenots were safe and there was no call 
Project of a upon him to make war in France, a war with Spam 
tonthe°\v«t1 confined to the West Indies would satisfy his own 
indies. leligious emotions, and would vindicate the claims of 
England to leparation for the slaughter of her colonists and the 
confiscation of her ships. If it brought treasuie to a Prolectoi 
in soie financial straits he would haidly think the woist of it for 
that The long months of hesitation had come to an end at 
last Yet the stiangest side of the whole mattei is that Oliver 
should have imagined it possible to confine the war to the 
Indies The only possible explanation is that his mind was 
steeped in the Elizabethan tradition, and that he fancied that 
the fleet of an established government could repeat the exploits 
of the Drakes and Raleighs of former days Foi him the doc- 
tiine that theie was no peace beyond the line was still living, 
and he fancied that Philip would permit English merchants to 
enter Spanish harbours in all amity for purposes of Hade, whilst 
an English fleet was capturing Spanish prizes and assailing 
Spanish poits in the Indies 

For some little time, however, no effect was given to 
Oliver’s resolution, probably because it was a work of some 

Aug 18 difficulty to bung the Council into fine with himself. 
New* from At last news arrived fiom the seat of war m the 

North of Fiance which was enough to convince the 
Flemishthe waveiers that Spain was on the losing side. During 
frontier. ftje iast few weeks a duel between the two monarchies 
was being fought out on the Flemish fiontier. On the French 
side was the genius of Turenne , on the Spanish, Condd, the 
only geneial capable of making head against him, was suboidi- 
nated to the inefficient Fuensaldafia, and to the still more ineffi¬ 
cient Archduke Leopold who, on this occasion, took the field 

m peison. At the opening of the campaign Turenne 
Ciipitumuon invested Stenay, whilst the Archduke invested Arras 
0 tenay Stenay capitulated to the French on July 17, setting 

increasing the probability that Oliver’s conversation with Cardenas look 
place in die first fortnight in August, probably in the second week.’] 

VOL. Ill M 
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Turenne free to march to the deliverance of Airas. On 
August 14 he broke through the Spanish lines and 

Relief of1 put an end to the siege But for the skill and 
Arras vigour of Conde the Spanish army would hardly 
have escaped destruction.1 

The effect of the blow was instantaneously felt at Westminster. 
On August 18, the very day on which the news arrived, a com- 

Aug 18. mission was issued to ceitain peisons, of whom Penn 
sionerstip- and Venables, who were maiked out lespectively for 
prepare an naval and militaiy commands of the piojected 
theVtalt expedition, were the fiist named, directing them to 
indies consult on the best means for assailing the Spanish 
power m the West Indies.2 In the case of officials concerned 
in the matter there was to be no longer any concealment. In 
June the object of the fleet, of which Penn was ultimately 
appointed the commander, had been specified as ‘ The Western 
Design,’3 a phrase equally applicable to an attack on Bordeaux 
01 an attack ou San Dommgo. In August, at least in confr 
dcntial documents, no ambiguity remained. 

Whatever might be revealed to officialsj every possible care 
was taken to shroud the pioject from the public gaze No 
The secret means were neglected which might lull Spain mto 
to be kept security, and rumours weie designedly spread that 
Penn’s squadron was intended to support Holland against the 
other six provinces which were ernaged by her exclusion of the 

1 The Duke oF Aumftle’s Hist, des Princes de Condi, vi 396-414. 
* “Whereas we have, by advice oF our Council, lesolved, with all 

convenient speed, to send into America a squadron of ships oF war, 
<?nnsishng of fourteen, and several other ships of buithen, to carry 
provisions and necessaries . . . and to send with the said ships three 
thrwgimd soldiers in regiments and one hundred horse, and with the said 
forces to attack the Spanish both by sea and land in those parts ; who 
hath inhumanly murdered divers of our people there, taken away their 
possessions, and doth exerase all acts of hostility against them as open 
enemies, and hath several other ways given just cause to this State to take 
and prosecute the aforesaid resolutions,” &c Instructions to Penn and 
others, Aug 18, Stowe MSS. 185, fbl 83 

* Proceedings in Council, June 5, S P Dom. Ixxii 10 
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Pimce of Orange1 War was to be made, not after the usual 
a sorry methods of a great power openly seeking redress of 
spectacle grievances, but after the fashion of a midnight con¬ 
spirator No doubt Oliver might imagine that he was merely 
authorising leprisals for attacks on commeice, as the Common¬ 
wealth had authorised reprisals against France for injuries 
inflicted on English trade. Yet, after all is said, the deliberate 
concealment of warlike preparations against a State to which 
Olivei had but thiee months before profleied an active military 
alliance, an offei which had as yet never been retracted, was, at 
the best, a sorry spectacle 

Reticent as Oliver was with regard to the West Indian 
expedition, theie was no reticence on the subject of the French 
Progress negotiation Parliament was to meet on Seplembei 
French 3i and the Piotectoi was anxious to announce to it 
treaty ihe conclusion of the maritime strife. Now that he 
had ceased to ask for a formal guarantee for the toleration of 
the Huguenots or for an admission of the injustice of the 
Fiench prize law, all that remained for consideration was the 
list of Englishmen to be expelled from France. As it had all 
along been taken for granted that Henrietta Maria, as the 
young king’s aunt, should be unmolested, all else seemed easy 
Difficulties °f adjustment Yet at the last moment, on Septem- 
m the way. ber 2, difficulties arose. Premising that his master 
would banish those whose names were agreed on as soon as 
the treaty had been signed, Bordeaux asked that none of the 
Queen’s domestics should be dismissed, that the Duke of 
Gloucester might remain in France as being too young to be 
dangerous, and that no officei in the actual employment of the 
King of France should be sent across the frontiers. This the 
English commissioners demurred to on the giound that the 
Duke of York fell under the last category, and that they had 
no security against any obnoxious person being taken into the 
Queen’s domestic service befoie the lime arrived for the fulfil¬ 
ment of the engagement2 It was necessary for the am- 

1 Salvetti’s Newsletter, Aug $}, Add MSS. 27,962, O. fol. 304. 
9 Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept. ^3, R.O TVanscnptr. 

M 2 
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bassadoi to seek fiesh instructions, and Oliver was there foie 
compelled to meet Parliament without any mdication that the 
tioubles with France had been brought to an end, whilst his 
attitude towards Spam, if touched on at all, must necessanly be 
veiled in a thick cloud of mystery. 

Thus far a study of the foreign policy of the Protectoiate 
reveals a distracting maze of fluctuations. Olivei is seen 
on rfs alternately courting France and Spain, constant only 
vncTiia- in inconstancy. It is, indeed, more than probable 
twns. jf the discussions at the Council table had 
been even partially handed down to us, we should be able to 
attribute some of these vacillations to the difficulty—far more 
real than modem writers imagine—of securing the support of 
that majority of the Councillors to whom The Instrument of 
Government gave the decisive voice. Yet, after all allowance 
made on this scoie, much remains which can only be accounted 
for by Olivei’s own changeableness He had embarked on 
foreign politics as upon an unknown sea, in which it was hard 
for him to find his beanngs, and still harder to direct his course 
anght. In such case he was liable to be turned aside by 
sentiment 01 prejudice rather than to puisue a definite line of 
conduct from well-consideied motives 

Nevertheless an attentive consideiation of Oliver’s vanations 
leads to the conclusion that the desue to attack Spain was the 
Hismmd dominant note in his mind. Towaids the end of 
warwith 1651 hi® learungs appeared in the negotiation he 
Spam opened with Fiance for the cession of Dunkuk. In 
the summer of 1653 he showed that he still letained the same 
feeling in the passionate outburst in which he pleaded with the 
Dutch ambassadors for their co-opeiation m the conquest^of 
Spanish Amenca From time to time indeed he turned to 
Spam, but it was when he imagined himself to have reason to 
believe that the French Government was purposing to oppicss 
the Huguenots, and to conmve, if not to do more than connive, 
at a Stuart restoration in England. It was, indeed, a necessity 
of his nature to convince himself that whatever he did was 
done for the good of religion, and now that the danger of the 
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Fiench Piotestants was seen to be imaginary, he was able to 
lcgard the attack on the Spanish West Indies as being in some 
way 01 other an attack on the Pope and the Inquisition 

For all that, it is not foi any mjuiy done to the Pope ol 

the Inquisition that the Cromwellian mantime war owes its 
place in history Latei geneiations have seen in it no religious 
achievement—it is doubtful whether a single Piotestant was 
the better foi it—but the beginning of the piolonged effort by 
which England’s empue beyond the seas was built up The 
scattered colonies, the few West India Islands exposed to 
Spanish attack, and the few settlements along the Atlantic 
coast of the mainland, weie to be bound together m a wider 
dominion by the acquisition of a mastery of the seas reaching 
fm beyond that sovereignty hitheito claimed over the wateis 

encircling our own island. 
That the conti ol of the sea should belong to England and 

not to Spam was the object for which these men of the seven- 

Morainmi teenth centuiy were in leality striving, and it was on 
mitenai this material side of the conflict that the eyes of 

those men were mainly fixed. To bring home 
treasure to England, and to extend the sway of their country 
over feitile islands was much more 111 then thoughts than the 
idea of extendmg orderly government 01 the virtues of freemen, 
to say nothing of the spiiitual ecstasies of Puiitamsm 

It is this predominance of material interest which made the 
lcsolution to send a fleet to the West Indies a turning point 

a turning with Oliver, and even with the Commonwealth itself. 
B!Sr«h In opposition to the futile oppiession of Charles and 

Common- Laud, the Puritan spirit had soared high. The in- 
we*ith evitable time of reaction aruved, and it came, as it 

ever does, with slow but increasingly emphatic steps. The 
return of the mundane spirit announced itself in the Dutch war, 
in the break-up of the nominated Parliament, and now—more 
distinctly still—in the attack on the West Indies. What is yet 
more noteworthy is that the attitude of Oliver himself towards 
these changes is gradually modified. He opposes the Dutch 

wai, he accepts the abdication of the nominated Parliament, and 
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he urges on the mission of the fleet. It cannot be denied with¬ 
out the gravest injustice that the Puritan spirit is still strong 
within him; but he has now given the first place to mundane 
endeavour. If the Restoration is to be regarded, not as a mere 
change of the forms of government, but as a return to a 
mode of thought anterior to Puritanism, it may fairly be said that 
the spirit of the Restoration had at last effected a lodgment 
within the bosom of Oliver himself. 



CHAPTER XXXV 

PROTECTOR AND PARLIAMENT 

On May 30, 1654, whilst the story of the assassination plot was 
circulating from mouth to mouth, Milton sent forth into the 

world his Seco?td Defence of the English People. The 
coarse invective which deforms its pages concerns 
the modern reader merely as an illustration of the 
rude manners of the learned of the day. It is of 
more importance that the book gave voice to the 

opinions of those Englishmen to whom spiritual and intellectual 
liberty was of greater consequence than the independence of 
Parliament, and who were ready to turn their backs upon the 
representatives chosen by the constituencies if they threatened 
to erect a despotism over mental freedom. Yet, as a Parlia¬ 
ment was soon to come into existence, Milton, unable to ignore 
the part it was called on to play in the new institutions, in¬ 
directly called on his countrymen to rally to the Protectorate 
by inserting in his pamphlet a series of laudatory comments not 
only on the lives and characters of Oliver and his principal 
supporters, but also on those of Bradshaw, the pronounced 
Republican, of Fairfax, the darling of the Presbyterians, and of 
Robert Overton, whose sympathies were enlisted on the side of 
the Levellers. Under these widely strewn panegyrics Milton 
undoubtedly concealed a call upon every Englishman possessed 
of any nobility of spirit to throw aside party feeling, and to serve 
under the standard of the great leader who stood foremost in the 
fight for those liberties of thought and action which claimed the 
lifelong devotion of the enthusiastic poet.1 

1 I am here merely abbreviating the argument in Masson’s Life of 

Milton, iv. 606. 

1634. 

May 30. 
Milton's 
Second 
Defence 
of the 
fitiglish 
People. 
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To hold that standard upright—and, in Milton’s eyes, this 
could hardly be done without a dissolution of such connection 
He pleads as still existed between Church and State—was, 
for liberty, indeed no eaSy task. Yet no practical consideration 

of the hopelessness of attempting to drag a nation into unac¬ 
customed paths interfered for an instant with Milton’s sublime 
His con- optimism. If the people, he held, were disposed to 

evil, it was for the Government to educate them into 
the adoption of a nobler life. “ To rule by your own 
counsel,” he urged on the Protector, “ three powerful 

to try to lead their peoples from bad habits to a better 
economy and discipline of life than any they have known hither¬ 
to ; to send your anxious thoughts all over the country to its 
most distant parts, to watch, to foresee, to refuse no labour, to 
spurn all blandishments of pleasure, to avoid the ostentation of 
wealth and power—these are difficulties in comparison with 
which war is but sport; these will shake and winnow you ; 
these demand a man upheld by Divine aid, warned and 
instructed almost by direct intercourse with Heaven.” 

Milton’s exalted idealism forbade him to face without disgust 
the coarser realities of a Parliamentary career. “ Unless,” he 
urged upon his countrymen, “by true and sincere piety towards 
He is God and men, not vain and wordy, but efficacious 
?boutfthe and active, you drive from your souls all superstitions 
men tar y sprung from ignorance of true and solid religion, you 
system. will always have those who will make you their beasts 
of burden and sit upon your backs and necks ; they will put 
you up for sale as their easily-gotten booty, all your victories in 
war notwithstanding, and make a rich income out of your 
ignorance and superstition. Unless you expel avarice, ambition, 
luxury from your minds, aye, and luxurious living also from 
your families, then the tyrant you thought you had to seek 
externally and in the battlefield you will find in your own home, 
—you will find within yourselves a still harder taskmaster, nay 
there will sprout daily out of your own vitals a numerous brood 
of intolerable tyrants. . . . Were you fallen into such an abyss 
of easy self-corruption, no one—not even Cromwell himself, nor 
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a whole host of Hrutuses, if they could come to life again— 
could deliver you if they would, or would deliver you if they 
could. For why should anyone then assert for you the right of 
free suffrage, or the power of electing whom you will to the 
Parliament? Is it that you should be able, each of you, to 
elect in the cities men of your faction, or that person in the 
boroughs, however unworthy, who may have feasted yourselves 
most sumptuously or treated the country people and boors to 
the greatest quantity of drink ? 'Then we should have our mem¬ 
bers of Parliament made for us, not by prudence and authority 
but by faction and feeding ; we should have vintners and 
hucksters from city taverns, and graziers and cattle-men from 
the country districts. Should one entrust the Commonwealth 
to those to whom nobody would entrust a matter of private 
business? Know that, as to bo free is the same thing exactly 
as to be pious, wise, just, temperate, self-providing, abstinent 
from the property of other people, and, in fine, magnanimous 
and brave, so to be the opposite of all that is the same thing 
as being a slave ; and by the customary judgment of God, and 
a thoroughly just law of retribution, it comes to pass that a 
nation that cannot rule and govern itself, but has surrendered 
itself in slavery to its own lusts, is surrendered also to other 
masters whom it docs not like, and made a slave not only with 
its will, but also against its will. It is a thing ratified by law 
and nature herself, that whosoever, through inbecility or frenzy 
of mind, cannot rightly administer his own affairs should not be 
in his own power, but should be given over as a minor to the 
government of others; and least of all should such a one be 
preferred to influence in other people’s business or in the 
Commonwealth. ”1 

In such words did the blind poet deliver to his contempo¬ 
raries tire highest message of political Puritanism—that the 
Milton’s good and wise were alone fit to bear the burden of 
Ss con* the world. It was a view that was to a large extent 
£32? shared by the Protector. Yet Oliver had failed 

* Masson's Life oj Milton, iv, 610. 
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signally in his attempt to carry it into practice in the Nomi¬ 
nated Parliament, and, with all his spiritual exalta¬ 
tion, he was sufficiently a man of the world to recog¬ 
nise the teaching of facts, and to seek thereby to 
avoid a repetition of his mistake. It was certain that, 
without abandoning his desire to thrust aside from the 

high places <pf the State the ignorant and the profane, he would 
do his best to come to an understanding with the new Parlia¬ 
ment, without inquiring too closely whether the moral rectitude 
of all its members reached the Miltonic standard. Yet it was no 
Divergent less certain that, if he were driven to choose between 
tendencies, the two ideals which had inspired the Revolution— 
the ideal of government by the best, and the ideal of govern¬ 
ment by the elected representatives of the nation—it would not 
be on the side of the latter that his suffrage would be cast. It 
has often been said—and that with truth—that the main pro¬ 
blem before the Protectorate lay in the difficulty of reconciling 
Parliament and Army. That problem, however, had its roots 
in a still deeper controversy, in which the doctrine that the 
people should be ruled for their own good, educated in moral 
and religious principles, and preserved, so far as might be, from 
contact with vice and falsehood, was opposed to the doctrine 
that it is the first duty of a Government to conform its actions 
to the national will. The first view was that taken by the most 
prominent leaders of the Army; the second by the Vanes, the 
Bradshaws and the Lilburnes, though there might be con¬ 
siderable difference of opinion amongst them as to the manner 
in which the representative body was to be constructed. 

If those who sided with the Army could appeal to its 
victorious career as evidence that it was an instrument of* 
The Arm Divine Providence, their opponents were able to 
andParfta- rely on memories to which few Englishmen could 
mentansm. ^ entirely deaf—to the struggle waged manfully 

against absolute monarchy by Pym and Eliot, a struggle which 
had the firmer hold on the imagination of Englishmen because 
it was deeply rooted in the traditions of their race. Oliver 
himself was not entirely uninfluenced by the reverence with 
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which his countrymen regarded Parliaments. He had taken 
part, as Milton had not, in the political combat under Pym 
and Hampden, before he clove his way on the battlefield to 
the headship of the State, and he had, therefore, enough of the 
Oliver hope- Parliamentary spirit to look hopefully on the experi- 
lucc^sof ment before him ; though he was too good a judge of 
the Pariia- mankind to expect that men like Fairfax and Brad- 
mentat y ex- 1 
perimem. shaw would be found contending by his side. Yet, 
unless he could win over the leaders, it was hard for him to 
find capable assistants in his pacificatory work. At all events, 

Ad Htion wbel1 be added, as the Instrument permitted him, 
to the _ three members to his Council, the names of the 
Council. personages selected were hardly such as to awaken 
widespread enthusiasm. The ablest of the three, Nathaniel 
Fiennes, was discredited, however unjustly, by the surrender 
of Bristol. Colonel Mackworth, who died within the year, 
had called attention to himself by his refusal to surrender 
Shrewsbury to Charles when he marched past on his way to 
Worcester; whilst the Earl of Mulgrave had no other recom¬ 
mendation than that he happened to be at the same time a 
peer, and, though he had refused to sit on the Council of 
State of the Commonwealth, a supporter of the existing Govern¬ 
ment. 

So far as the elections were concerned the framers of the 
Instrument had done their best to secure a favourable verdict. 
The con- Resting, as they did, their hopes on the middle class, 
stituencies. they had dealt roughly with the small boroughs, 
which fell naturally under the influence of the neighbouring 
gentry. Whereas the Long Parliament had contained 39S 
borough members, there were but 133 in the Parliament of 
1654. The University representation sank at the same time 
from 4 to 2, whilst the number of county members was raised 
from 90 to 265. If the small boroughs were to be disfran¬ 
chised, it was impossible to divide the representation in any 
other way. The great shifting of population which took place 
in the eighteenth century was still in the future, and when 
four new boroughs—Durham, Manchester, Leeds and Halifax 
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—had been entitled to return members to Parliament the 
number of unrepresented towns containing any considerable 
population had been exhausted. 

Partly, perhaps, with a view to the avoidance of opposi¬ 
tion, but still more, it may be safely conjectured, in order to 

favour the middle class, the right of voting, so far as 
the boroughs were concerned, was left untouched. 
Except in a very few places, such as Preston and 

Westminster, that right had been either confined to the aider- 
men and common councillors, or expanded by the admission 
of the free burgesses. Even in this latter case the numbers of 
voters were comparatively scanty. In Colchester, for instance, 
where the free burgesses took part in the election, the entire 
number of those who voted in 1654 was but 200 ; in Leicester 
under similar conditions in 1656 it was but 59.1 Newcastle 
on the other hand, being a populous place, counted over 600 
and in the voters.2 In the counties more drastic measures had 
counties. been taken. The time-honoured forty-shilling free¬ 
holder disappeared from political life, giving way to a new class 
of voters possessed of personal or real property valued at 200Z. 
—equivalent to at least 800/. at the present day. 

Other prescriptions of the Instrument were directed to the 
accomplishment of the same object. For the first time an 
Representa- elected Parliament was to contain representatives of 
land andcot" Scotland and Ireland, to each of which thirty mem- 
ireiand. bers had been allocated.3 Later writers have pointed 
to this as a step towards the Parliamentary union of the three 
countries. If so, the step taken was of the shortest. Even in 
Scotland it was hardly probable that any considerable part of 
the population would take much interest in the elections, and 
the members returned were therefore likely to be selected from 
that little knot of men which had accepted the English 
Government In Ireland, every Roman Catholic and every- 

1 Hall Book of the Corporation of Leicester, 

2 Clarke Papers, iii. 174. 
3 Scotland, indeed, had for a short time in the days of Edward L 

been represented in the English Parliament. 
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one who had abetted the late rebellion being excluded from 
the franchise, the representation merely concerned the English 
and Scottish settlers. Indeed, so great was the disturbance in 
that country that it appeared difficult to hold orderly elections 
at all, and the Government at Westminster actually proposed 
to take the nomination of the members into its own hands. 
Though this audacious pretension was abandoned,1 the mem¬ 
bers returned were all supporters of the Government, the 
great majority of them being officers of the army. The Irish 
representation, and to a great extent the Scottish, served the 
purpose of the Ministerial pocket-boroughs of the eighteenth 
century. Nor did the precautions taken against the return of 
a too representative Parliament end here. In accordance with 
the Instrument, not only were Royalists disqualified, but the 
indenture in which, under the old system, the returning officer 
joined with the principal electors in certifying that the persons 
named in it had been duly chosen was changed so as to include 
a declaration by them that the new members were debarred 
from altering the Government ‘as now settled in a single 
person and Parliament.9 2 By those who hold the franchise to 
be the right of all capable citizens, or who consider that form 
of government to be the best which rests on the widest possible 
basis, the restrictions of the Instrument need only to be men¬ 
tioned to be condemned. It is only fair to remember that the 
statesmen of the Protectorate held no such theories. What 
they sought was to strengthen, by the help of a larger body 
than the Council, a system of government which in their eyes 
deserved to be maintained whether the nation approved of it 
or not. 

Yet, in spite of all these precautions, when the English 
returns began to come in, it could hardly be concealed 

Returns that the candidates supported by the Government had 
come m. many cases been unsuccessful, pronounced Re- 

1 Ordinances, June 27, Const. Documents, 329, 332. The Protector’s 
correspondence with the Irish Government is printed by Mr. Firth in his 
edition of Ludlow’s Memoirs, i. 387. 

*- A great number of the writs and returns are in the Record Office. 
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publicans, such as Bradshaw, Scot, and Hazlerigg, having been 
A returned. In a few districts—notably in the West— 
Royalists Royalists had been elected in the teeth of the Instru¬ 

ment, and in some places this result was ascribed to the 
influence or even to the violence of the returning officers.1 
Those who hurriedly drew up the Instrument in the midst of a 
political crisis had omitted to provide any machinery for the 
No re i registration of voters, though such a provision had 
tration pro- formed part of the Agreement of the People. In old 

days, indeed, there had been little need of registration, 
as few persons can have held freehold land worth less than 40s. 
a year, and the names of those who held the status of a free¬ 
holder must have been perfectly well known to their neighbours. 
All this was now changed. Even a voter himself must in many 

Difficulty of cases have been unable to say whether his real and 
ascertaining personal property combined would fetch 200/. in the 
whether a _ i 
voter was market, and it is hardly likely that the returning 
qualified. officer WOuld be any better informed. It is, therefore, 
no wonder that in the Wiltshire election—one of the very few 
concerning which details have been handed down—each party 
accused the other of deriving support from unqualified voters ;2 
and it is highly probable that what happened in one county 
happened also elsewhere. 

In the boroughs, for which no rule had been laid down in 
the Instrument, there may in more than one case have been 
Case of differences of opinion as to the precise method to be 
Reading, observed. At Reading, for instance, a variety of 
practices had been followed. In 1627 the corporation alone 
returned the members. In 1645 the votes, not only of freemen, 
but even of householders who were not freemen, were held 
valid by the Long Parliament; whilst in 1648 the same Parlia¬ 
ment accepted an election made by the mayor, aldermen, and 

1 These cases have been collected by Mrs. Everett Green in her preface 
to the Calendar of S. P. Dom. 1654. 

2 Mr. Firth has reprinted in his edition of Ludlow’s Memoirs, i. 545. 
A Copy of a Letter. The retort from the other side will be found in 
An Apology for the Ministers of the County of Wilts, E, 808, 9. 
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burgesses alone.1 Availing himself of this uncertainty, the 
mayor now announced that the corporation had elected Colonel 
Hammond, the late King’s gaoler, though 011 a shout of protest 
from the crowd he allowed the townsmen to give their votes. 
It is said, however, that members of the corporation endea¬ 
voured to terrify the less wealthy of Hammond’s opponents by 
threatening them with penalties for voting unless they possessed 
an estate worth 200/., though they must have known perfectly 
well that this qualification had no application to the borough 
franchise.2 In the end Hammond was returned, whether in 
consequence of these manoeuvres, or because a supporter of the 
Protectorate was favoured even by the enlarged constituency, it 
is impossible to say. 

At Southwark, on the other hand, the result of the election 
was less favourable to the Government. Highland and 
and of Warcup—the first-named having been one of the 
Southwark, advanced members of the Nominated Parliament— 
were the popular favourites, and the hall in which the election 
was held was crowded with their supporters. It happened, too, 
that, just as the friends of the Government were attempting to 
thrust themselves in, they were driven by a shower of rain to 
take shelter in the neighbouring houses. In their absence 
the returning officer, whose sympathies were on the other 
side, declared the poll closed and Highland and Warcup to be 
duly elected.3 

It was probably injurious to the supporters of the Protec¬ 
torate that the elections did not turn directly on the question 
questions of the acceptance or rejection of the Instrument. So 
At i^ue. far as we are able to judge, the point which the 
electors had principally in mind was the acceptance or rejection 
of the subversive doctrines of the Nominees. On such an issue 
the result was a foregone conclusion. For that very reason 
many a candidate must have secured his election who, when 

1 Man’s Hist, of Readings 221-227 ; C. J. v. 631. 
* A Speech of the Mayor of Readings E, 745, 17. 
3 Petitions and arguments against the election of Highland and War- 

■cup, S. P. Dom. lxxiv. 66, 67, 68. 
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once it came to be understood that ministry and magistracy 
were safe, would hardly be found on the side of the new Con¬ 
stitution. As a political force, the Presbyterians were favourable 
to an enlargement of Parliamentary authority; and there was 
much in the present temper of the electors to favour the 
Presbyterian candidates, especially as the passive resistance of 
their congregations had baffled the attempts of the clergy to 
establish a rigid system of discipline,1 and it was now under¬ 
stood that a Presbyterian layman was merely a Puritan of a 
somewhat conservative temper. If society no longer stood in 
need of a saviour, the old arguments which had served against 
the Monarchy might be furbished up against Oliver without 
much alteration. In Wiltshire the list of successful candidates 
was headed by Cooper, a local magnate who can hardly be 
classed as a Presbyterian; the unsuccessful list being headed 
by Ludlow, another native of the county, who, though his 
hostility to the Protectorate was well known, had little in 
common with the ecclesiastical innovators of the Nominated 
Parliament. Ludlow’s name, however, was followed by those of 
Baptists and Fifth-Monarchy men; that of Cooper by those 
of persons whose proclivities gained for them the support of 
Adoniram By field, the scribe of the Westminster Assembly, and 
led to their being taunted by their opponents with being the 
Scottish, or, in other words, the Presbyterian party.2 

So far as the main issue was concerned the verdict of the 
constituencies was beyond dispute. The party which had 
The result threatened law and property was wiped out of politi- 
ofthe cal existence. Of the fifty-six who had given the 

last destructive vote in the Parliament of 1653, four 
only obtained seats in the Parliament of 1654. It was made 
plain that England would not hear of a social revolution. 
Within these limits other forces than purely political ones had 
their weight, and it is usually difficult to judge whether the suc¬ 
cessful candidate owed his election to his political principles 

1 For the causes of the decay of the Presbyterian system see Shaw’s 
Church under tke Commonwealth, ii. 98-151, 

3 See p. 174, note 2. 
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or to his being favourably known as a neighbour. Goffe, for 
instance, may have been rejected at Colchester because, though 
warmly attached to the Protector, he was a stranger to the 
place, whilst his successful opponent, Maidstone, who was no 
less attached to the Protector, was an Essex man. On the 
other hand, Goffe may have failed because he was a soldier 
and his opponent a civilian; or, again, because his fervent 
religious sentiment rendered him unacceptable to the constitu¬ 
ency. Local connection alone is hardly sufficient to account 
for the return of such men as Bradshaw, Scot and Hazlerigg. 
Whatever the cause may have been, the general result of the 
elections 1 made it necessary for the Protector to do his best to 
win the Presbyterians to his side; and he had sufficient con¬ 
fidence in his position to reject a proposal made in the Council 
to call on all members to accept personally the engagement 
taken for them by their constituencies, that they would do 
nothing to alter the Government as settled in a single person 

1 Foreign ambassadors concur in styling the majority a Presbyterian 
one, but they are seldom to be depended on for shades of ecclesiastical 
opinion. The situation is more fairly set out in a contemporary 
letter :—e< One or more of the numbci,” i.e. of the Anabaptists, “ stood in 
most places, if not in all, and they had meetings so long since as June 
last (two or three hundred of them together in a market town) to provide 
votes aforehand against election day; and yet, notwithstanding their 
great preparation, packing and forestalling of votes in every market town, 
very few of them were elected. The country, in many elections, chose 
such as neither stood nor wcie upon the place; in most such as they 
knew opposite both to the new anabaptistical and levelling judgment; 
for they looked on this negative virtue as a prime qualification of a 
.Parliament man, being mindful, it may seem, of the last Parliament, and 
fearing the effects their principles might produce should many of that 
constitution be admitted again to places of such eminent trust. ... In 
this whole discourse the Presbyterian party is not once named, either 
amongst the known enemies or supposed malignants, because they are 
now fully reconciled to the Government,” i.e. the Instrument, “greatly 
favoured by the Protector, walk hand in hand with the true-hearted 
Independents as to civil matters, and by this conjunction are become a 
great strength to the settlement.” Greene to — ? Sept. 4» Clarendon 

MSS. xlix. fol. 56. 

VOT*. III. N 
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and Parliament, on pain of being excluded from the House. 
Such a requirement would not only irritate hesitating members 
but would assume, contrary to the fact, that the Instrument had 
empowered the Council to make the demand.1 

September 3, the day of Dunbar and Worcester, had been 
selected for the meeting of Parliament, in spite of its falling in 

Sept. 3. 1634 on a Sunday. It was not, therefore, till the 
day of the religious services of the day had been concluded that 
session. the members took their places in the House. When 
the summons to meet the Protector in the Painted Chamber was 
delivered, Bradshaw, with ten or twelve others, cried out, ‘ Sit" 
still,’ and refused to stir.2 The attitude thus taken only served 
to disclose the paucity of the numbers of the irreconcilable 
party. They did not, however, lose much on this occasion. 
All that Oliver had to say to those who made their appearance 
in his presence was to exhort them to cultivate the spirit of 
unity, and to invite them to listen on Monday morning, first to a 
sermon in the Abbey, and afterwards to a speech from himself. 

Much to the disgust of some of the members, the Protector, 
when issuing from Whitehall on the following morning, assumed 

Sept. 4. 
The Pro¬ 
tector in 

all but royal state. Around his coach as he passed 
to the Painted Chamber a hundred officers and 

the Painted 
Chamber. 

Tone of his 
speech. 

soldiers marched with their heads uncovered.3 The 
tone of his speech was very different from the fervid 
rhapsody with which he had greeted the Nominated 

1 By the Instrument the Council had the right of refusing leave to sit 

to members who were disqualified as Royalists, &c., but not of demanding 
a personal acceptance of the engagement taken for them at their election. 

We owe to the Protector our knowledge of the fact that it had been pro¬ 
posed that the Council should exact such an acceptance. “ This was 

declined,” he adds, “and hath not been done because I am persuaded 

scarce any man could doubt you came with contrary minds.” Carlyle^ 

Speech III. 
2 Goddard’s notes in Burton, I. xviii. ; Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept. T7y, 

French Transcripts, R. 0. For convenience’ sake the notes of Goddard 

and others printed in the collection rightly, as Mrs. Lomas has shown, 

ascribed to Thomas Burton will be referred to as Burton. 

3 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Sept. Venetian 'Transcripts, R. 0. 
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Parliament. He had lost many illusions, and his own point of 
view had seriously changed. There was by this time in his 
mind a sympathy with the conservatism of the Presbyterians, 
which had no place in it when, more than a year before, he 
had invited the Nominees to show themselves worthy instru¬ 
ments of the actings of God. Nor can there be any reasonable 
doubt that he was animated by a conscious desire to win Pres¬ 
byterian support, not, indeed, by misrepresenting his own 
views, but by placing in the foreground points of agreement, 
whilst leaving unnoticed those opinions of his hearers which 
differed from his own.1 

Oliver accordingly began by reminding the House of the 
violent changes to which the nation had been subjected, 
though he avoided details which might have awakened bitter 

He ho es memories* He preferred to dwell on the hope, very 
for union near to his heart, that the work of the present Parlia- 
at home* ment would be that of 1 healing and settling/ of 
giving additional strength to a form of government adequate— 
as he firmly believed—to the national requirements. Singling 
Speaks of out the unpopular Levellers and Fifth Monarchists 

as the objects of attack, he held them up to scorn 
tion, in language which—especially in the case of the 
Levellers—was distinctly unfair to the subjects of his vitupera- 

1 It may be a question how far the cramped and incoherent language 

of this speech is due to the reporter, and how far to the fact that Oliver 
knew himself to be addressing those who had still to be won, and there¬ 

fore had to put a rein on his utterance. The Clarke Papers give equal 
incoherence to the speeches of others. But this speech, and also that of 

Sept. 12, were reported by a proficient shorthand writer, placed near the 
speaker, and a good deal of the confusion of which Carlyle complains 

must almosL certainly have been Oliver’s own. Perhaps a key to the 

riddle is found in an observation of Bonde, the Swedish Ambassador, 

who arrived in England in the summer of 1655. As the Protector, he 

says, 4 piques himself on his good expression {valtah'ghef)^ he looks about 

for the most suitable English words.’ If he stopped frequently in his 

speeches to pick out the best word it would account for his losing the 

thread of grammatical construction, as is so often the case when he was 

not carried away by his vehemency. Bonde to Charles X., Aug. 3,1655, 

Stockholm Transcripts. 
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tion.1 After this, though he did not conceal his .acceptance of 
the principle of liberty of conscience, he preferred to dwell 
persistently on the limitations with which it ought to be sur¬ 
rounded, and to vindicate for the magistrate the right of inter¬ 
vening whenever the pretext of religion was put forward as a 
cloak for licentiousness. From such utterances he must have 
been glad to turn to the positive achievements of himself and 
his Council. Passing in review the more notable of the ordi¬ 
nances which he had issued in consequence of the legislative 
power conferred on him by the Instrument, he turned with 
and of satisfaction to the subject of foreign affairs. Under 
foreign this head he could tell of peace made with the Dutch 
affairs. and Danes, and of the treaty signed by the Portu¬ 
guese Ambassador, albeit it was still unratified by his master. 
In consequence of that treaty, he confidently assumed, English¬ 
men would be free to exercise their religion unhampered by 
the terrors of the Inquisition. Then followed a reference to 
another sovereign whose ambassador had met a similar demand 
with the answer that it was to ask his masters eye.2 This 
reference to the Inquisition was received with loud applause.3 

Once more Oliver called on his hearers to assist him in 
healing the breaches of the Commonwealth. “I have not 
Oliver spoken these things,” he told them, “ as one who 
appeals to assumes to himself dominion over you, but as one 
his hearers, wk0 doth resolve to be a fellow-servant with you to 

the interest of these great affairs and of the people of these 
nations.” He trusted that, as soon as they had chosen a 

1 He made no distinction between the political Levellers who followed 

Lilburne and the Socialists, of whom Winstanley was the most con¬ 

spicuous example. The Fifth Monarchists were defended by Spittle- 
house : An Answer to one part of the Lord Protector's Speech, E, 813, 19. 
Compare A Declaration of several Churches of Christ, E, 813, 15. 

2 We owe the knowledge of this to Bordeaux; see p. 160, note 2. 

This serious revelation was withdrawn from the printed speech. Doubt¬ 
less only one eye was mentioned because it would have been impolitic to 

say anything of the demand for commerce in the West Indies, lest it 

should be taken as evidence of the destination of Penn’s fleet. 
3 Bordeaux to Biienne. Sept. P.O, Transcripts. 
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Speaker, they would take into consideration the Instrument 
and asks of Government.1 It hardly admits of a doubt that 
examine the ^ie expected the result of their consideration to be 
instrument, ^s speedy acceptance, so little was he aware of the 
objections likely to present themselves even to an unprejudiced 
inquirer. 

The first act of the House was to choose Lenthall Speaker. 
As Bradshaw was suggested as a possible alternative,2 the 
Lenthall selection of the man who had occupied the same 
chosen position in the Long Parliament can only be regarded 
Speaker. ag a vjct;0ry? jf 110t for the Government, at least for 

the peculiar combination between the Government and the 
Presbyterians which Oliver hoped to call into existence. The 
proceedings of the day ended with the appointment of a fast to 
be held on September 13. 

On the following morning the House addressed itself to 
serious business. The appointment of a Committee on election 

petitions3 was followed by sharp speeches from the 
Republicans. One complained of the more than 
monarchical arrogance the Protector had shown by 
summoning the House into his presence, whereas the 
kings had met Parliament within its own doors. 

Another asked his colleagues whether they were prepared to 
leave the control over the law to the goodwill of a single man.1 
Such an appeal to the desire, inherent in every assembly, to 
magnify its powers was naturally received with applause. It 
was reserved to Hazlerigg to touch the Presbyterians on a side 

Sept. 5. 
Election 
petitions. 

Constitu¬ 
tional 
claims. 

1 He added ‘ that the first deliberations were to this purpose, that in 

the first place they should particularly examine the Government of the 
Commonwealth concluded the sixteenth day of December last.* The 

Dutch Ambassadors to the States General, Sept. Thurloe, ii. 606. 
This sentence, too, was omitted from the published speech [His Highness 

the Lord Protectors Speeches, E, 812, 1) after the experiment had turned 

out badly. That the recommendation was really given is confirmed by 

the proceedings in the first day’s debate. 

The Faithful Scout, E, 233, 24. 
3 C.J. vii. 366; Burton, I. xxi. 

1 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Sept. £{}, Venetian Transcripts, R. 0. 
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yet more tender. Let religion, he cried, be their first care. 
Hazierigg Let them establish one good form, and suppress 
unityof sects* At one bound, by this cynical pro- 
reiigion. posal Hazlerigg had outbid the Protector. Inde¬ 
pendent and tolerationist as he had hitherto been, he was 
prepared to cast away his earlier political creed if only by this 
sop to their intolerance he could win over the Presbyterians to 
Republicanism. One of the Councillors in the House strove 
to avert the mischief by asking that no business should be done 
till the Instrument of Government had been taken into con¬ 
sideration.1 Placed between the danger of too minute a 
discussion of the Instrument, and that of its being treated as 
absolutely of none effect, the Government chose the least of 
two evils. 

When the House met again on the morning of the 6th the 
Councillors were made aware that they had to do with oppo- 

1 “ Le mardi un d’entre eux qui estoit un des cinq que le Roy avoit 
voulu arrester proposa que le Parlement debvoit commencer ses delibera¬ 
tions sur la Religion, en fin d’en establir en Angleterre une bonne et 
supprimer toutes les sectes. Get advis fut appuye de quelques uns et 
conteste par la faction du Protecteur qui pretendirent que Pon debvoit 
auparavant que d'entrer en aucune matierc reigler le Gouvernement.” 
Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept. French Transcripts, R.O. “They 
therefore—from Court especially and from the soldiery and lawyers— 
pressed hard that the Government” (i.e. the Instrument of Government) 
“ might be speedily taken into consideration, and some return made to 
my Lord Protector of thankfulness for his late speech.” Burton, I. xvi. 
It is almost incredible that Oliver’s supporters should have taken this line, 
unless they knew that the Protector was in favour of the submission of the 
Instrument to Parliament, especially if, as I suspect from the abuse which, 
according to Bordeaux, was levelled at Lawrence in the subsequent 
debate, the mover was the President of the Council himself. At all 
events, the incident strongly confirms the evidence of the Dutch Ambas¬ 
sadors as to the suppressed passages in the Protector’s speech (see p. 181, 
note 1), and puts an end to the contention of Carlyle and his followers 
that Parliament entered on the discussion of the Instrument unasked by 
the Government. The member who moved for beginning with religion 
must have been Hazlerigg, as he and Holies were the only survivors of 
the five members. Holies did not sit in this Parliament. 
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nents who by long experience had become masters of Parlia- 
Sept. 6. mentary fence. The leaders of the opposition having 

freedom°of discovered that Oliver’s treason ordinance 1 prohi- 
speech. bited any attack on his title, dilated on the danger 
to freedom of speech in Parliament if those members who 
assailed the foundations of the Protectorate were liable to be 
judicially questioned for their words. The Councillors on 
their part protested that no ordinance of this kind could possibly 
apply to words spoken in Parliament, and succeeded by a 
majority of 57 in rejecting as irrelevant a motion that no Act 
or ordinance could prejudice freedom of speech in Parliament.2 

The claim of the Council, however, to regulate the admission 
of members by certificates of qualification was set at defiance 
Uncertifi- by an order that the Earl of Stamford and his son 
bers aiwed should take their seats, though no such certificates 
t0 sit* had been issued to them—in all probability because 
they had not thought fit to demand them.3 Either to cover its 
retreat, or to signify that it was not responsible for the omis¬ 
sion, the Council sent the two members their certificates in the 
course of the day.4 * * * On the other hand the House concurred 

1 By this ordinance it was declared to be treason to assert that ‘ the 
Lord Protector and the people in Parliament assembled are not the 
supreme authority, or that the exercise of the chief magistracy and 
administration of the Government ... is not in the Lord Protector, 
assisted with a Council,9 or ‘that the said authority or government is 
tyrannical, usurped, or unlawful.’ E, 1063, 41. 

2 C.J. vii. 367. The supporters of the Government argued ‘que le 
Parlement estant naturellement libre, il n’estoit pas n£cessaire d’agiter 
ceste question.’ Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept. French Transcripts, 
R.O. 

3 It is not in the least likely that the Council should have interfered 
to stop their entrance, as they were under no disqualification as Royalists, 
the only question which, by the Instrument, the Council was empowered 
to decide. 

4 lb, Bordeaux only gives Stamford’s name; but as we know from 
The Perfect List of Members Returned and Approved that Lord Grey had 
not been approved, there is no difficulty in filling in the second name. 
The B. M. press-mark of this list is 669, f. 19, No. 8. 
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to be the 
judge of 
elections. 

with the Council in rejecting Aldermen Adams and Langham, 
The House who might be styled Royalists as having shared in 

the apprentices’ attack on Parliament in 1647.1 Ap¬ 
proving or disapproving, the House maintained against 

Oliver the claim of being the sole judge of electoral returns. 
If the Government still entertained hopes that the Instru¬ 

ment would be accepted in its entirety by a single vote, they 
were soon disappointed. On the 7th a resolution 
was passed to refer it to a Committee of the whole 
House, where details might be adequately discussed, 
though it is true that this decision was arrived at 
by a majority of no more than five.2 Yet in the 

debate which followed in Committee there were manifest 

Sept. 7. 
The Instiu- 
ment referred 
to a Com¬ 
mittee of the 
whole 
House. 

Constitu¬ 
tional diver¬ 
gencies. 

signs that parties were divided by more than a 
question of detail. The supporters of the Protecto¬ 
rate asked for an affirmation of the words of the 

Instrument that the Government was settled in one single 
person and a Parliament. Their more resolute opponents pre¬ 
ferred to place it in Parliament alone.3 It was suggested as an 

1 A Perfect Diurnal, E, 233, 26. 2 C. f. vii. 367. 
8 A paper of e proposals made to the Parliament by a member thereof, 

7J Sept., 1655 s (-rzV), is amongst Lord Brayds MSS. I take it to have 
been Bradshaw’s, as it is suitable to his opinions, and also because at 
least one other paper connected with him is in the same collection. It 
runs as follows :— 

“That the proviso in the indentures of election for this present 
Parliament, purporting a limitation of the Parliament’s power, is against 
the laws of the land, the fundamental liberties of the people, and <4 
dangerous consequence. 

“ 1. That the supreme legislative power of this Commonwealth is and 
ought to be in the people assembled in Parliament. 

“2. That the administration of government be by such persons 
and in such manner as shall be by Parliament limited, expressed and 
declared. 

“ 3- That remonstration be made to the Lord Protector—who hath in 
the intervals of the late Parliament exercised another government—01 
these the people’s rights, in order to the restitution and establishment of 
the same. 

“ 4* That in the settling hereof order be taken for the full indemnity 
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acceptable compromise that the Government might be placed 
4 in a Parliament . . . and a single person qualified with such 
instructions as the Parliament should think fit.’ This last 
formula attracted considerable support amongst those who 
favoured the concentration of executive authority in a single 
hand, yet were as resolved as Bradshaw himself to maintain 

Sept. 8,9. the absolute supremacy of Parliament. During the 
of°thendS*ce next two days the arguments necessarily turned on 
cussion. the relations between the legislative and executive 
powers. The former was pretty generally claimed for Parlia¬ 
ment alone, freed not merely from the modest requirement of 
the Instrument that the Protector should be admitted to state 
his objections to any Bill accepted by the House, but also 
from the reservation of certain fundamental questions from 
Parliamentary legislation. The majority, in short, though 
ready to leave Oliver at the head of the executive, had made 
up its mind to impose restrictions on his independent action ; 
whilst the supporters of the Protectorate, now beginning to be 
known as the Court party, urged that it was no less necessary 

to place restrictions on the sovereignty of a single 
Ciencai10' House. Whoever else might resist the House’s 
support. c]ajmj it had many of the London clergy on its side. 
On Sunday, the 10th, ‘ the parsons generally prayed for the 
Parliament . . . but not much concerning the single person.’1 

On the morning of the nth the House voted for the con- 

of all persons acting under the late Governments since the 20th of April, 
1653, and all others concerned in the same. 

“ 5. That the members of this Commonwealth be enjoined to behave 
themselves quietly and peaceably in their several stations and places, 
expecting such further directions for their future deportment in relation to 
the Government as shall be hereafter given in that behalf; the Parliament 
declaring their most earnest desires and intentions through 'God’s 
assistance to heal breaches, and bring to a perfect and peaceable com¬ 
promise, according to their duty, the disjointed and unsettled affairs of 
this Commonwealth. 

** 6. That it be referred to a Committee to prepare a remonstrance 
upon these particulars.” 

' Burton, I. xxv.-xxvii. 
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central 
party 
formed. 

stitution of an Assembly of Divines, nominated by itself, to 
Sept. ii. give advice on such matters as Parliament might lay 

Assembly of before them. The compact which Hazlerigg had 
Divines. suggested was thus completed and the way cleared 
for the establishment of an intolerant Church.1 On the political 
ground, however, the advanced Republicans were powerless to 
carry their whole programme. In vain Bradshaw declared, as 
a great Lilburne had declared formerly, that if he was to 

have a master, he preferred Charles to Oliver.2 The 
majority preferred Oliver, if only he would consent 

to occupy the position assigned to him. This party, in which 
the more moderate opponents of the Protectorate were com¬ 
bined with some who had hitherto supported it, including, it 
is said, a certain number of colonels, found a spokesman in 
Matthew Hale. From him had emanated the motion that the 
Government should be ‘in a Parliament and single person, 
limited and restrained as the Parliament should think fit’; 
whilst either he or one of his supporters now suggested that, as 
the best means of establishing Parliamentary control, the 
members of the Council should be subject to re-election by the 
House once in three years.3 Others talked of asking the 
Protector to deliver up his commission as general and, re¬ 
straining himself to his civil functions, to leave the command 
of the army to an officer depending on Parliament.4 Those 

The terms w^° rePresente<^ Government, acting undoubtedly 
of the with the approbation of Oliver himself,5 asked that 

the authority of the single person should at least be 
such as to enable him to make it impossible for any 

Govern¬ 
ment 
party. 

1 Burton, I. xxvii. ; C.J. vii. 367. 
2 See vol. i. 162. In neither case can the words be taken as indicating 

any active desire for a Stuart Restoration. Neither Lilburne nor Brad¬ 
shaw wished to have either Charles or Oliver as a master. 

8 Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept. , French Transcripts, R. 0. 

* “Che . . . dovesse presentare il Protettore la commissione delP 
armi per altro gcnerale d’esse, dipendente dell’ auttorita del Parlamento.” 
Pauluzzi to Morosini, Sept, if, Venetian Transcripts, R. 0. 

5 We know this, as the three points reappear in his speech of 
Sept. 12. 
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A com¬ 
promise 
oftuied. 

Parliament to perpetuate itself, that the power of the militia 
should be divided between the Protector and Parliament, and 
that religious freedom should be maintained.1 

Evidently the Protector and Council had come to the reso¬ 
lution to accept from the House a constitution which might 

take the place of the Instrument, if only the House 
would agree to safeguard these three fundamental 
points. Oliver, as was his habit, had selected the 

points on which he was resolved to stand firm, whilst ready to 
throw over all minor claims. It was no merely personal 
question that was at issue. There are other conditions of good 
government than the direct rule of a Parliamentary majority, 
and the proposal made by Oliver through his representatives 
was virtually that, if these were secured, he was willing to con¬ 
sider all other changes in the Instrument. 

In the meanwhile the question at issue pressed for a 
speedy solution. Only one day intervened between the last 
debate and the fast day which had been fixed for the 13th, and 
it was understood that the vote would be taken on the 12 th. 
Nor was this all the danger against which Oliver had to provide. 
Taking advantage of the confusion prevailing in high quarters, 
Harrison’s Harrison had promised the Anabaptists to present to 
petition. Parliament a petition calling on it to rise against 
tyranny, and had boasted that he would have 20,000 men at 
sept. 9, his back in its support. The Government, however, 
His arrest. was noj. ignorant of his proceedings, and he was 

already placed under arrest and on his way to London to answer 
for sedition.2 

1 Bordeax to Brienne, Sept, ij, French Transcripts, R. O. ; Burton, 
I. xxviii.-xxxii. 

4 The Dutch Ambassadors (Thurloe, ii. 606) speak of Harrison as 
having been secured in his house in the country. Greene, writing on 
Sept. 23 (Clarendon MSS. xlix. fol. 58), says he was confined about 
Sept. 9. The Perfect Diurnal* under date of Sept. 13 (E, 233, 32), 
says that he * was secured yesterday by a party of horse,s and Goddard 
(Burton* xxxvii.) corroborates this statement. The 20,000 men are 

mentioned in Pauluzzi’s despatch of who also says that Harrison 

was arrested in Parliament* which must be a mistake. Probably he was 
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Whatever might happen to Harrison, it was imperative on 
the Protector to devise some means to avert the risk of the 
despotism of a single House, unchecked by constitutional 
restrictions or by fear of the constituencies.1 Accordingly, 

when on Tuesday morning the members trooped 
together towards the entrance of the House, they 
found the doors locked and guarded by soldiers, who 
intimated to them that the Protector would meet 
them in the Painted Chamber. More than any 

other speech of his the words which Oliver now addressed to 
them revealed the inner workings of his mind. There was 
no longer necessity, as there had been a week before, to fit his 
language to the prejudices of his audience. There was no 
hesitation now, and the involved sayings of his former effort 
gave place to the majestic roll of his pleading or his indig- 

Sept. is. 
Parlia¬ 
ment sum¬ 
moned 
to the 
Painted 
Chamber. 

The Pro¬ 
tector’s 
speech. 

nation. 
The Protector began byrecalling to the memory of his hearers 

the words of his former speech, in which he had styled them 
a free Parliament. He had not, he now assured 
them, changed his opinion, so long as they owned 
the authority which had brought them together. 

Leaving unnoticed the suggestion that the Instrument was the 
mere product of usurpation, he set forth emphatically his own 
claim to occupy the position he now held. “ I see,” he cried, 

, . “ it will be necessary for me now a little to magnify 
The basis __ _ . . _ / . , t , 
ofautho- my office, which I have not been apt to do. I have 
nty* been of this mind since first I entered upon it that, 
if God will not bear it up, let it sink: but if a duty be incum¬ 
bent upon me which in modesty I have hitherto forborne, I am 
in some measure now necessitated thereunto. ... I called not 

secured in Staffordshire about the 9th, and reached London on the 12th. 
The petition, of which an abstract is given in Greene’s letter, appears to 
have attacked the Protectorate violently, and to have called on Parliament 
to extirpate its tyranny. 

1 Because a Parliament, the legislation of which was not subject to 
the Protector’s veto, might have passed an Act declaring, as in 1641, that 
it could not be dissolved without its own consent. 
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myself to this place : of that God is witness ; and I have many 
witnesses who, I do believe, could readily lay down their lives 
to bear witness to the truth of that—that is to say, that I called 
not myself to this place; and being in it, I bear not witness to 
myself, but God and the people of these nations have borne 
testimony to it also. If my calling be from God, and my testi¬ 
mony from the people, God and the people shall take it from 
me, else I will not part with it. I should be false to the trust 
that God hath placed upon me and to the interest of the 
people of these nations if I should.” 

In self-defence Oliver grew yet more personal. “I was,” he 
continued, “ by birth a gentleman, living neither in any con- 
Persoini siderable height, nor yet in obscurity. I have been 
justifica- called to several employments in the nation. . . . 

101 * and. ... I did endeavour to discharge the duty of 
an honest man in those services to God and the people’s 
interest. . . . having, when time was, a competent acceptation 
in the hearts of men and some evidences thereof.” His own 
hope, he declared, had been that after the war had ended the 
nation would have been allowed to settle down in peace, and 
that he himself might have retired into private life. Then, after 
descanting on the misdeeds of the Long Parliament, and more 
especially on the arbitrariness by which it made * men’s estates 
liable to confiscation and their persons to imprisonment, some¬ 
times by laws made after the fact committed, often by the 
Parliament’s assuming to itself to give judgment both in capital 
and criminal things, which in former times was not known to 
exercise such a judicature,’ he turned for an instant to justify 
his own part in the unhappy failure of the Nominees. Then, 
coming to the question immediately at issue, he spoke of the 
The forma position in which he found himself on their abdica¬ 
tion of the' tion. “ We were,” he said, “exceedingly to seek how 
instrument. se^e things for the future. My power again by 

this resignation was as boundless and unlimited as before, all 
things being subject to arbitrariness.” On this certain gentle¬ 
men undertook to frame a constitution. “When they had 
finished their model in some measure, or made a very good 
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preparation of it, it became communicative.1 They told me 
that, except I would undertake the Government, they thought 
things would hardly come to a composure and settlement, but 
blood and confusion would break in upon us. I denied it 
again and again, as God and those persons know, not compli- 
mentingly, as they also know, and as God knows. I confess, 
after many arguments, and after the letting of me know that I 
did not receive anything that put me into a higher capacity 
than I was in before, but that it limited me and bound my 
hands to act nothing to the prejudice of the nations 2 without 
consent of a Council until the Parliament, and then limited by 
the Parliament as the Act of Government expresseth, I did 
accept it.” 

Oliver had still to show that the Instrument approved itself 
not merely to the handful of persons who had drawn it up, but 

National to natl0n at *arge- To begin with, he averred it 
approval * had the approbation of the officers of the army in 
c axme . three nations of England, Scotland, and Ireland/ 
No one knew better than the speaker that, in the eyes of most 
of those he was addressing, this was the very head and front of 
Can an his offending. “ If,” it had been said in the course 
arGoveral*d debate, “ titles be measured by the sword, the 
ment ? Grand Turk may make a better title than any Christian 
prince.”3 Nothing could be better than the spirit of Oliver’s 
reply : “ Truly, until my hands were bound, and I limited, . . 
when I had in my hands so great a power and arbitrariness, the 
soldiery were a very considerable part of the nations, especially 

1 Carlyle here, as in so many other places, amends the text without 
warning, and prints: “They became communicative.” He has misled 
Dr. Murray, who has quoted this phrase as the earliest instance of the 
word in its modern sense. It should have been placed under the 
obsolete sense of * that which has the quality or habit of diffusing itself; 
diffusive. * 

2 Carlyle boldly omits the words ‘nothing to the prejudice of the 
nations.’ The sentence is not grammatically clear, but the meaning is 
plain, that the necessity of obtaining the consent of the Council prevented 
him from doing anything to the prejudice of the three nations. 

3 Burton, I. xxx. 
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all government being dissolved:—I say^ when all government 
was thus dissolved, and nothing to keep things in order but the 
sword; and yet they—which many histories will not parallel— 
even they were desirous that things might come to a consis¬ 
tency, and arbitrariness might be taken away, and the Govern¬ 
ment put into 1 a person limited and bounded as in the Act of 
Settlement,2 whom they distrusted the least, and loved not the 
worst.” In these words Oliver had touched on what, far more 
than any real or imaginary constitutional defects in the Instru¬ 
ment, was the vital point at issue—Could he succeed in 
changing a military into a civil State ? It was much to show 
that the very soldiers were in favour of such a change. If he 
had succeeded in effecting it, the subsequent history of England 
would have been very different from what it became. 

Then followed references to the civilian support accorded to 
the Instrument. Had he not been honourably entertained by 

the City of London, and had not counties and cities 
—even the great county of York and the city of York 
—approved of it? Had not the judges and all the 

justices of the peace acted under it ? Had not the members of 
Parliament themselves been elected in accordance with its 
provisions ? Had not, he finally concluded, the electors signed 
the indenture depriving the members of the power of altering 
the Government, ‘ as it is now settled, in one single person and 
a Parliament ’ ? 3 

The argument, it must be acknowledged, was by no means 
Exceptions conclusive. did not follow that, because the 
to the argu- country had welcomed the Protectorate as a bulwark 

against fanaticism,4 it therefore admired those clauses 

Civilian 
support 
claimed. 

mem. 

1 f,c. into ‘ the hands’ of a person, as Carlyle suggests. 
8 The use of this term is curious, as showing how Oliver’s mind ran 

on ‘settling.’ 
s The writs (see p. 173) require that the returning officer and some 

of the electors shall make this declaration under their hands and seals. 
The indentures contained in the returns insert the proviso that the elected 
shall have no power to make this change. 

1 It was argued on the nth ‘that the addresses and approbation of 
the country were not in reference to the present Government as formally 
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of the Instrument which exempted the executive from Parlia¬ 
mentary control; still less was there reason for surprise if those 
who could find their way into Parliament only by acceptance of 
the terms to which they were bound by their constituents dis¬ 
covered, when they arrived at Westminster, that their duty to 
their country demanded that they should cast them aside.1 All 

. such questions fall within the domain of theoretical 
for a com- politics. It was of practical importance that Oliver, 
promise. whilst standing by the Instrument as in itself suffi¬ 
cient, announced his personal acceptance of the compromise pro¬ 
posed by his Councillors on the preceding day. “ Some things,” 
he said, “are fundamentals, about which I shall deal plainly 
with you. They may not be parted with, but will, I trust, be 
delivered over to posterity as being the fruits of our blood and 

travail.” First came the Government by a single 
person and a Parliament.2 Secondly, that Parlia¬ 
ments should not make themselves perpetual. Thirdly, 

that there should be liberty of conscience; fourthly, that neither 
Protector nor Parliament should have absolute power over the 
militia. It speaks volumes for Oliver’s power of seeing into 
the heart of a situation that whilst the Instrument of Govern¬ 
ment, with its many artificial devices for stemming the tide of 

The four 
funda¬ 
mentals. 

established in a single person and a Parliament, but to congratulate the 
present deliverance out of those extremities and confusions which the 
little convention or assembly were putting upon us, as being sensible that 
any Government for the present were better, until it shall please God, in 
His due time, to bring us through many shakings to a steady foundation.* 
Burton, I. xxx. 

1 “For the indenture, that was calculated at Court; and, if it had 
not been sent down, it had never been sent up. Besides the clause itself 
was void, no restrictions being to be laid upon the supreme Government, 
which was supposed to be in Parliament; and the people when they had 
conferred their trust, could not limit their trustees, because they repre¬ 
sented them; . . besides the legislative power was supposed to be a 
right so inherent in the people as they could not give it away, much less 
could their representatives. ** lb. 

2 This was added to the three put forth in his name the day before. 
The addition was merely nominal, as this one was implied in the position 
taken by those who put forward the other three. See pp. 1S6, 187, 
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Parliamentary supremacy, perished without leaving its mark on 
the Constitution, his four fundamentals have been accepted by 
the nation, and are at this day as firmly rooted in its conscience 
as Parliamentary supremacy itself. In protesting against the 
bonds of a written constitution on which the nation had never 
been consulted the Bradshaws and Hazleriggs were doing, as 
Eliot would have said, the business of posterity. Oliver was no 
less serving the coming generations in insisting on conditions 
without which Parliamentary government is a vain show. 

It was one thing for Oliver to point in the right direction : 
it was another thing to give effect to his desires. The real 
The diffi- obstacle in his way, though he took little count of it, 
conciiing"6" was the nation, or even the intellectually active 
them with part 0f jf had not been educated in political thought. 
Parliament. There were hundreds who could discourse on the 
true constitution of the Church, and who could expansively 
utter their opinions on the craggiest points of divinity, for one 
who could say anything worth listening to on the Constitution 
of the State. There had been a tide of reaction against the 
arbitrary government of Charles which had led men to place a 
Parliament on the throne of the ancient kings. More lately 
there had been another tide of reaction against the narrowness 
and self-seeking of the Long Parliament in its closing months, 
which had led other men to seek to bind such absoluteness in 
the toils of a written constitution. Yet to combine the two 
currents of opinion was, at all events for the present, an almost 
insuperable task. Oliver was at least justified in holding firmly 
Oliver holds by the Instrument until some more serviceable 
by°the0in^lly arrangement could be placed in his hands. “ Of 
stmment. what assurance,” he asked, after speaking of the 
danger of Parliaments perpetuating themselves, “is a law to 
prevent so great an evil if it be in one and the same legislator 
to unlaw it again ? . . . For the same men may unbuild what 
they have built.” For this reason he was prepared to stand 
Oliver’s by the Instrument, at least in its most important 
appeal. articles. “ I say,” he asseverated, as we may well be¬ 
lieve with heightened voice and flashing eyes, “that the wilful 
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to the four 
funda¬ 
mentals. 

throwing away of this Government, such as it is, so owned by 
God, so approved by men, so testified to—in the fundamentals 
of it—as is before mentioned, and that in relation to the good 
of these nations and posterity ; I can sooner be willing to be 
rolled into my grave and buried with infamy than I can give 
my consent unto.” 

Yet Oliver, resolved as he was that, so far as he was con¬ 
cerned, the country should never again be bound under the 

He does not one sovere*Sn an<* uncontrolled House, was 
ask for assent too much alive to the realities of the situation to 

expect members, of Parliament to bind themselves 
to accept without discussion either the Instrument 

as a whole or even the four fundamentals on which he had 
laid stress. What he required was merely their signatures to 
the following Recognition as the condition of re-entering the 
House:— 

“ I do hereby freely promise and engage to be true and 
faithful to the Lord Protector and the Commonwealth of 
The Re- England, Scotland, and Ireland, and shall not, 
cognition, according to the tenor of the indentures whereby I 
am returned to serve in this present Parliament, propose or 
give my consent to alter the Government,1 as it is settled in a 
single person and a Parliament.” 2 All that was asked >vas 
that the representatives should take upon themselves personally 
the engagement which had been taken for them by their con¬ 
stituencies at the time of their election. 

1 /.<?. The Instrument. 
2 C,J. vii. 368; Burton, I. xxxiii.-xxxv.; Carlyle, Speech III. ; His 

Highness the Lord Protector's Speech, E, 812, II. 
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DRIFTING ASUNDER 

1654- 
Sept. 12. 

A basis of 
discussion. 

The Re- 
cognition 
receives 
signatures. 

Sept. 13. 
A fast day. 

So reasonable a requirement—amounting to no more than that 
the Instrument should be accepted as a basis of discussion, 

inviolable only on the point that government was to 
be divided between Parliament and a single person— 
was likely to conciliate all except the extreme Re¬ 
publicans. Before the evening about a hundred 
members had signed the Recognition, and had been 
allowed by the guards stationed at the door to pass 
to their seats. On the following day, which had been 

set apart for a fast by the House itself,1 Bradshaw and 
Hazlerigg attended the sermon in St. Margaret’s in the places 
assigned to them as members; but they made no further 
attempt to press their claims, and after a brief delay retired 
from Westminster with the bulk of their followers. So secure 
did the Protector feel himself, that after his return from the 

Painted Chamber on the 12th he gave Harrison a 
good dinner at Whitehall, after which he assured 
him that his object in inviting him had been to dis¬ 

charge the office of a friend by admonishing him c not to persist 
in those deceitful and slippery ways whose end is destruction.’ 
Oliver then set his old comrade at liberty, dismissing him 
*with much good counsel and more civility,’ which profited 
neither the giver nor the receiver.2 The fact that there was 
no longer any party sitting in the House likely to give a com- 

1 See p. 181 
2 Greene to —? Sept. 25, Clarendon MSS. xlix. fol. 59. 

Sept. 12. 
Harrison 
liberated. 
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mission to Harrison to take up arms on its behalf doubtless 
formed the main consideration which influenced the Protector 
in dealing so leniently with one whom he had hut recently 
regarded as dangerous to the State. 

The number of members willing to sign the Recognition 
steadily increased. On the 14th they were reckoned as 140, 

Sept. 14-21. an<^ no fewer than 190 were counted on the 21st.1 
{h£reaseof Though the Government party must have occupied 
numbers a strong position after the exclusion of their more 
admitted , . ... 
to the pronounced adversaries, it took care to show that its 

UUi,e’ object was to disarm, not to provoke, opposition. 
The Recognition itself, like the indenture prescribed by the 
Instrument upon which it had been modelled, was somewhat 
ambiguous, as it was not absolutely clear whether acknow¬ 
ledgment of ‘ the Government as settled in a single person and 
a Parliament ’ implied an acceptance of all the forty-one articles 
of the Instrument, or merely as was the better opinion, of the 
division of powers between Protector and Parliament. It was 
now voted by common consent that the Recognition did cnot 

comprehend nor shall be construed to comprehend 
.... the whole of the ’ Instrument of 6 Govern¬ 
ment, . . . but that the same doth only include 
what concerns the government of the Common¬ 
wealth by a single person and successive Parlia¬ 
ments.12 On the 15th the Instrument itself was 
brought into the House, and the iSth was fixed for 
its discussion. When the 18th arrived Parliament 
asserted its independence by ordering the Recog¬ 
nition to be accepted by the members on the mere 
initiative of the House, thus entirely ignoring the 
Protector’s action. On the following day it re¬ 

solved itself into a Committee to debate the Instrument itself. 
It is difficult to come to any other conclusion than that 

this line was taken with the tacit consent, if not with the ab- 

1 Bordeaux to Brienne, Sept, jj, Fremh Tran scripts, J?. 0. ; Burtonv 
I. xxxix. 

2 CJ. vii. 368. 

Sept. 14. 
An expla¬ 
nation of 
the Re¬ 
cognition. 

Sept. 15. 
The In¬ 
strument 
brought in. 

Sept. x8. 
The Re¬ 
cognition 
acknow¬ 
ledged. 

Sept. 10. 
The In¬ 
strument 
in Com¬ 
mittee. 
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solute approval, of the Protector. The essence of the under- 
. . standing; he favoured was that the four fundamentals 
standing were in some way or other to be preserved, but that 
with the .. .. i 
Protector a Parliamentary constitution was to be substituted 
probate. for fae one drawn up by the Army. It was a settle¬ 

ment from which Oliver had everything to gain. Yet its adoption, 
even for a moment, implied the acceptance by both parties of 
some definite negotiator ; and though not a spark of evidence 
Cooper’s exists on the subject, every probability points to Cooper 
parnnle as the intermediary. All that is known of his future 
thfunde"-5 career shows him as a man who would be equally 
standing. impatient of a military despotism and of the religious 
tyranny which a Government at the mercy of the popular will 
was likely to exercise. He had’also—what Oliver had not—a 
constitutional mind, and he must fully have understood the 
advantage of securing a Parliamentary basis for the new settle¬ 
ment. 

The discussion in Committee had not proceeded far when 
it became evident that a basis of agreement had been found. 

The fundamental provisions of the Constitution 
were not, as had been required in the Instrument, 
to be absolutely unalterable, but were only to be 
alterable with difficulty; and it was proposed that, 
to secure so desirable an object, they should not be 
changed by Parliament without the consent of the 

Protector for the time being. It probably cost Oliver some¬ 
what even to contemplate the weakening of the rocky barrier 
he had opposed to the evils against which he was contending ; 
but, after all, there are no insuperable obstacles in political 
life, and it may well have been that the new arrangement, just 
because it was more flexible, would have been more service¬ 
able than the scheme which had been imposed on him by 
Lambert and his confederates. 
Discussion It remained to be seen whether Protector and 
Constitu- Parliament could agree on the details of the pro- 
tion. posed system. The first article of the Parliamentary 
constitution, giving supreme power to Protector and Parlia- 

Sept. 21. 
A basis of 
agreement 
found. 

A veto 
substituted 
for a pro¬ 
hibition. 
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ment in the terms of the Instrument, was speedily adopted, and 
two provision was made against the danger of Parliament 
fundamen- perpetuating itself by a declaration in favour of 
accepted. triennial elections; though, perhaps with the inten¬ 
tion of showing its independence, the Committee resolved 
that future sessions should extend to six instead of to five 
months, and that beyond that period they should only be 
lengthened by an Act of Parliament, on which, however, the 
Protector was allowed to interpose his veto. Two out of the 
four fundamentals having been thus disposed of, the Com- 

Scpt a* m^ttee approached the third on the 22 nd, voting that 
The ques-" ‘ the Present Lord Protector during his life, the 
imed e Parliament sitting—with the consent of Parliament, 
forces. an(i not otherwise—shall dispose and employ the 
forces both by sea and land, for the peace and good of the 
three nations/ In this the House followed the lines of the 
Instrument, except that nothing was settled as to the course 
to be adopted after the Protector’s death. Yet, in spite of 
this omission, so pleased was Oliver with the progress made, 
that he wrote to offer to the House an account of his naval 
preparations. With equal courtesy the House replied that it 
was willing to leave to His Highness the management of that 
design.1 

The question of the armed forces, however, bristled with 
difficulties. The Instrument had left their control in the in¬ 
tervals of Parliament to the Protector and Council, and when 

■ a this proposal was brought up for discussion, the 
Attendant Committee, not unnaturally came to the conclusion 

1 ' that before such extensive powers were granted to 
the Council it would be well to determine what was to be the 
composition and status of that body. By the Instrument its 
members were appointed for life,2 and, when removed by death 
were replaced by a complicated process, in which the part of 
Parliament was reduced to the presentation of six names for 

1 C.J\ vii. 369; Burton, I. xl., xli. 
2 Except when members were convicted of corruption or other abuse 

of trust 
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Sept. 26. 
The Coun¬ 
cil to be 
subject to 
the ap¬ 
proval of 
Parlia¬ 
ment 

each vacancy, out of which two were to be selected by the 
Council, to be presented to the Protector in order that he might 

make a final choice. By the 26th this scheme was de¬ 
finitely rejected, and it was proposed in its place that 
Councillors should be nominated by the Protector, 
subject to the approval of Parliament, but that not 
one of them should retain office more than forty days 
after the meeting of a new Parliament unless he 

secured the renewal of the vote of confidence which he had 
received on his appointment. 

The position of the Council once settled, the question of 
the powers to be conceded to the Protector was next in order. 

Sept. 27. The Committee, however, had not trenched far on 
this ground before it was reminded of the futility of 
building the foundations of government on the 
character or abilities of a single human being. On 
the 29th Oliver, accompanied by Thurloe, was in 
Hyde Park, taking the air in a coach drawn by six 
spirited horses recently presented to him by the 

Duke of Oldenburg, when he bethought himself of changing 
places with his coachman. Though he was no mean judge of 
horseflesh, he used the whip too freely, and in the rush which 
followed was jerked forward, first on the pole, and then on 
the ground. His foot catching in the reins, his life was for a 
moment in danger, especially as a pistol exploded in his pocket 
as he was being dragged along the ground. Contriving, how¬ 
ever, to extricate himself from his dangerous position, he 
suffered no damage beyond a few scratches, though he was. 
left in a state of nervous exhaustion. Thurloe, who had 
jumped out, was carried home with a dislocated ankle. Friends, 
and foes agreed in celebrating the occurrence in prose and 
verse, though it is hard to say whether less of the poetic 
quality was shown by those who rejoiced in the Protector’s 
marvellous escape, or by those who expressed a fervent hope 
that his next ride would be in a cart to Tyburn.1 

1 The story has been more fully told by Mr. Firth, in an article on 
Cromwell’s views on sport, in Macmillan'$ Magazine for October 1894. To 

Question 
of the Pro¬ 
tectorate. 

Sept. 29. 
Oliver’s 
narrow 
escape 
from a 
fatal 
accident. 
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During the following week the Committee busied itself with 
the powers to be accorded to the executive Government. The 
Sept 30- Instrument had granted the Protector and Council 
Thrower making war and peace, merely insisting 
of war and that, when once war had broken out, Parliament 
peace. should be summoned to give 4 advice concerning the 
same,’ or, in other words, to provide money for carrying it on. 
The Committee on the other hand, in spite of the criticism of 
the Court party, voted without a division that, though the 
Protector might make peace with the consent of the Council 
alone when Parliament was not sitting, he must obtain the 
consent of Parliament to a declaration of war, even if it was 
necessary to hold a session specially convened for the purpose.1 
Other subjects then occupied the attention of the members for 
Oct. 16.18. some days, and it was only on October 16 that the 
Se?uc°ces-f question of the succession was approached. In the 
sion. debate, which spread over three days, Lambert who, 
when the Instrument was being drawn up, had supported the 
proposal to give to Oliver the title of King, now urged that the 
Protectorate should be made hereditary. The sense of the 
Committee was, however, against him, and it was resolved by 
the large majority of 200 to 65 that it should be elective. It 
is almost certain that the majority comprised members of the Pro¬ 
tector’s own family,2 who must have acted under the influence 
of Oliver himself, partly, perhaps, because he believed that 
government should be allotted to merit alone, and partly 
because he feared to irritate the generals who served under him, 
and who regarded the supreme magistracy as a prize to which 

the evidence there collected may be added Bordeaux’s account in his 
despatch of Oct. 

1 Burton, I. xliv.-xlvi. 
2 u D’abord son party parust le plus fort; mesme le general Lambert 

fist harangue pour persuader le Farlement qu’il estoit necessaire de rendre 
la charge de Protecteur hereditaire : mais lorsque l’on est venu a prendre 
les voix tous ses parens et amis ont et£ d’advis de la rendre eslective. ” 
Bordeaux to Brienne, Oct. ~j, French Transcripts, R.0. Compare 
Beverning and Nieupoort to the States General, Oct. §-. AddMSS. 

17,677 U, fol. 433. See also Burton’s Diary, I. li. 
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all might aspire. Nor is it altogether impossible that the known 
incompetence of Richard had some effect in increasing the 
majority.1 

The mode of election did not occupy the Committee long. 
On the 21 st it was resolved that though the choice might be left 

to the Council during the intervals of Parliament, 
it should be made, if the House were in session 
at the time of a Protector’s death, by Parliament itself. 
On the 24th it was resolved that the article in the 
Instrument which directed that officers of State 

PaJiiamcnt’/ appointed by the Protector should receive the appro¬ 
bation of Parliament was to remain unaltered.2 

By this time it was easy to see that though the 
Committee was inclined to push the pretensions of 
Parliament somewhat further than the Instrument 
allowed, it had as yet no wish, except on one point— 

that of the appointment of the Council—to make any violent 
changes, certainly not to revert to the system of Parliamentary 
omnipotence which Oliver had so lately deprecated. Yet the 
difference between the two modes of choosing Councillors was 
a radical one. Whenever a vacancy occurred in the Council the 
powers of Parliament, according to the Instrument, were limited 
to the sending in of a list of names, out of which a choice must 

Oct. 21. 
Mode of 
electing a 
Protector. 

Oct. 24. 
Officer* of 
State to be 

Constitu¬ 
tional im¬ 
portance of 
the inode in 
which the 
Council was 
to be chosen 

* The most convincing testimony to Richard’s reputation at this time 
is given by a mistake of Pauluzzi, who forwarded to Venice a sketch of 
the characters of the brothers Richard and Henry, but took it for granted 
that Henry was the elder of the two. The same mistake was afterwards 
made by Bonde in the following summer. Probably Pauluzzi, to some 
extent, represents Oliver’s own attitude. “ S’accommoda il Protettore 
alia rissolutione, non havendo voluto insister nella successione de’ figlioli, 
per non accrescersi maggiormente contrarii et odiosi i concetti che miri 
solo ad eternar in lux e nella discenclenza il comando supremo di tutta 

lTnghilterra.” Pauluzzi to Morosini, Venetian Transcripts, R.O• 

A less generous view was taken by Bordeaux, who writes that the 
hereditary succession ‘ne pouvoit qu’estro dcsagreable aux officiers de 
1’annee, dont le moindre pretend a son tour commander en Angleterre.* 
Bordeaux to Brienne, Oct. £!}, French Transcripts, 0. 

- Burton, I. lx. 
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be made by others. Though it is true that by this means it 
could secure the exclusion of all candidates absolutely dis¬ 
pleasing to itself, it could never hope to retain a hold upon the 
political action of a Councillor to whom had been accorded a 
seat for life, and who would come under the influence of 
colleagues inured to the exercise of government and little 
inclined to look with respect upon Parliamentary authority. 
The new proposal, on the other hand, would make the Council¬ 
lors anxious to secure the goodwill of future Parliaments, because 
it was to Parliament alone they looked for the prolongation of 
their office. The question, in short, was whether the main 
executive authority was to be founded in confidence on Parlia¬ 
ments or not. Oliver would doubtless have preferred to retain 
The pro- the Instrument as it originally stood, but there is no 
seriously1 indication that he was so dissatisfied as to desire to 
dissatisfied. set parliament at defiance; though it is possible that 
he was restrained from expressing what dissatisfaction he may 
have entertained by the knowledge that the alterations effected 
in Committee were to a large extent the work of his own sup¬ 
porters, some of them being even members of his Council.1 

It was, in fact, impossible at this time to forecast the ultimate 
attitude of the Protector to the new constitution, because 

much would depend on the attitude of Parliament to 
the two fundamentals remaining to be discussed— 
that of the management of the army, and that of 
religious liberty. As yet the Committee had agreed 
to nothing relating to the control of the army after 

the death of the present Protector, having turned its attention 
to a more immediately practical question—that of imposing some 

Oct. 5. 
The two 
outstanding 
funda¬ 
mentals. 

The army. 

1 Foreign ambassadors during this period speak without hesitation of 
Parliament as being subservient to the Protector, which is inconsistent 
with the view that it was in revolt against him. An echo of this belief is 
found in a letter written in Paris on Oct. in which the writer remarks 
that the Protector * had better have sat in his chair in the Painted 
Chamber to govern the Parliament, which is more pliable to his pleasure, 
than in the coach-box to govern his coach-horses, which have more 
courage to put him out of the box than the three hundred members of 
Parliament have to put him out of his chair.’ Thurloe, ii. 674. 
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limitations on the existing superfluity of the land and sea forces. 
•On October 5 the Protector, after conference with a Committee 
appointed to come to an understanding with him on the subject, 
had consented to reduce the fleet by twenty-eight ships.1 The 
question of diminishing the army stood over for further con¬ 
sideration. As to religion, the House having dropped the pro¬ 
posal for gathering an Assembly of Divines, had appointed a 

Committee to consider the ecclesiastical arrange¬ 
ments of the country with the assistance of fifteen or 

twenty ministers,2 and it was probable that these debates would 
Nov. 4. occupy some considerable time. It is not unlikely 

that an experience of the difficulty of satisfying the 
combined theologians led on November 4 to the 
appointment of a sub-committee to confer with the 
Protector on the same subject. On November 7, 
in order to utilise the time needed for the consider¬ 
ation of these questions, the House3 took up the 

A leligious 
settlement. 

A conference 
with the 
Pjotectoi 
asked for. 

Nov. 7. 
The reso¬ 
lutions of 
Committee 
before the 
House. 

1 C.y. vii. 373. 3 Bin ton, I. xlvi. 
3 There is a dilVoieneo of evidence as to the actual numbers who had 

by this time taken the Recognition. Under the date of Oct. 6 White- 

locke gives 300; but on Oct. £$ Bordeaux (Frank Transcripts, R.0.) 

admits only 260, though this number may apply only to those present at 

an important vote. On Dec, 12 the House ordered 300 copies of a 
certain paper to be distributed amongst its members, and this number 

seems to have been generally accepted, though on Nieupoort [Add. 

MSS. 17,677, U. fol. 437) gives as many as 350, and Thurloe, writing to 

Pell on Oct. 24, informs him that there were 4 not above 30 persons in 

the whole 460 that have refused to sign the Recognition.’ (Vaughan’s 

Protectorate, i. 71.) This must surely have been an exaggeration, 

unless Thurloe laid stress on the word * refused,’ excluding those who 

remained in the country without expressing an opinion. It may on the 
whole be assumed that by the end of October at least 300 had qualified 

for taking their seats. The highest number of voters, excluding tellers, 

in the two divisions taken before the enforcement of the Recognition was 
317. In two divisions in October, both of them of a non-political 

character, the highest was 195. Of course, the numbers present on any 

given occasion were considerably less than 300, In fourteen divisions in 

November the number on one occasion reached 199. In fifteen in 

December the highest was 1S4. In twenty-eight in January the highest 

was 224, the highest mark of November being only exceeded in three 
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report of the Committee on so much of the new Constitution 
as had by this time been adopted. 

It soon appeared that the members saw no reason to disagree 
with the conclusions which they had previously come to in 

Nov io Committee, though there were signs that the apparent 
a dispute harmony might change into discord when more ex- 
negative citing questions were reached. Speaking on behalf 
V0ice of the Court party on the disposal of the negative 
voice, Desborough expressed himself as if it had been a mere 
act of kindness in the Protector to divest himself in part of that 
absolute power which he had already in his hand. Parliament? 
he added, had not the opportunity to do anything it pleased ; 
its business was merely to amend the Instrument where the 
Protector gave it leave to do so. On the other side it was 
asserted that though Parliament had no intention of refusing the 
negative voice on the four fundamentals, it was for the House 
and not for the Protector, to impose such limitations on its in¬ 
herent legislative power. Upon a division being taken it was 
decided by 109 to 85 that the right of passing Bills into law 
without the consent of the Protector should only extend to such 
as contained nothing contrary to matters wherein the Parliament 

TT should think fit to give a negative to the Lord Pro- 
claims to tector. Against this assumption that the House was 
sStuent' a constituent body the whole Court party rose in 
body‘ revolt. “ I could wish,” cried Broghill, now one of 
the warmest of Oliver’s adherents, “ I could have redeemed that 
wound with a pound of the best blood in my body.” 1 In the 

divisions, the first of which was taken on January 15. It may therefore 

be taken that theie was no appreciable addition to the number of members 

actually sitting between October 25 and January 15. It follows from 

this calculation that any change in the attitude of Parliament towards the 

Protector between these two dates cannot have been caused by the influx 

of members hitherto keeping aloof from the House through hostility to 

the Protector. 
1 Burton^ I. lxiii.-lxviii. The speaker is termed a person of honour 

and nobility. The name is suggested by the editor, and, indeed, Broghill 

was the only person amongst the Protector’s partisans to whom this 
designation is applicable. 
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Nov. 15 
A com¬ 
promise. 

end, however, a compromise was accepted, the claus^4)^jig % 
toned down to a claim that the excepted Bills shA^^d",, 
‘ contain nothing in them contrary to such matters 
wherein the said single person and the Parliament 

shall think fit to declare a negative to be in the said single 
person.’1 

If, indeed, a breach was to come, it was far more likely to 
arise out of a difference of opinion on some concrete question, 

Question such as disposal army and navy, than out 
of the of a dispute on constitutional theory, the more so as, 
thearnfyf though the Instrument itself had laid down that a 
and n.^5. convenient number of ships for guarding the seas, 
together with 20,000 foot and 10,000 horse and dragoons, should 
be kept up by taxation agreed to by Protector and Council 
without recourse to Parliament, it had also declared that extra¬ 
ordinary forces rendered necessary by 4 the present wars’ should 
be supported by money raised 4 by consent of Parliament and 
not otherwise.’3 As matters now stood the whole of the two 
fleets under Blake and Penn, together with no less than 27,000 
of an army which had been increased to 57,000 men,3 were by 
the very terms of the Instrument dependent for support upon a 
Parliamentary grant. It was unavoidable that the additional 
burden should appear to Oliver to be, at least for the time, 
absolutely necessary, but should seem to members of Parliament 
to be capable, of some alleviation. Yet there was no wish to 

act in this matter apart from the Protector. A Com¬ 
mittee which had been formerly directed to wait on 
him having reported that, at a conference with eight 
officers selected by the Protector, it had been in¬ 
formed that only six garrisons could prudently be 

Nov. 15. 
The Pro¬ 
tector to 
be asked 
toreduce 
military 
expense. 

1 Burton t I. lxx. 
* Articles xxvii. and xxx. 
* Burton, I. cviii., where it is stated that the number was over 

57,000. An account printed in the Antiquarian Repertory (ed. 1808), 
ii. 12 gives the number as 52,965, c according to the old former estab¬ 

lishment.* Probably the army had been increased since that establish¬ 

ment was drawn up. 
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discharged, was now directed to return with a request for 
further reductions.1 

It is likely enough that it was to a great extent mainly this 
persistency in diminishing what Oliver regarded as the necessary 

Xov x6 stren&^ °f the army which prompted the sharp reply 
a sharp given by him on the following day to a Committee 
from the which had come for his advice on some question 
Protector. reiating to restrictions on toleration. He 4 was,* he 
told them, £ wholly dissatisfied with the thing, and had no pro¬ 
pensity nor inclination to it; and that the Parliament had 
already taken the government abroad,2 and had altered and 
changed it in the other articles as they pleased without his 
advice; and therefore it would not become him to give any 
advice at all, singly and apart, as to this article.*3 Yet, though 
Oliver’s remarks applied in part to the constitutional amend¬ 
ments, they also struck at the attitude of the Committee in 
regard to toleration. For some time it had been listening to 

some fourteen divines, amongst whom Owen con¬ 
tinued to press the adoption of the scheme requiring the 
acceptance of certain fundamentals of religious faith 

which had been originally promulgated in 1652 as a condition 
of toleration4—an attitude in which he was supported by all his 
Owen and colleagues, with the exception of Baxter and Vines. 
Baxter. Yet, though Baxter proposed to content himself with 
setting up the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, and the Decalogue as 
the sole conditions of toleration, even this largeness of mind 
was insufficient for the Protector, who summoned Baxter before 
him, and, as the divine complained, smothered him in a torrent 
of words, to which he was not permitted to reply.5 

Perhaps it was not only the contrariety of public affairs 
which had drawn from Oliver that sharp reply which he had 

Thu Corn 
mittee on 
religion. 

1 C.J. vii. 385 ; Burton, I. lxxvii., lxxviii., note. 

2 I.e. 1 in pieces.9 
3 C.Jvii. 385. This answer was reported to the House on the 17th, 

and therefore was almost certainly given on the 16th. 

4 See vol. ii. p. 101. 
5 Reliqum Baxteriaiuz, i. 197. 
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addressed to the Committee. On that day his aged mother, 

Death of now ker n^net^et^ Year>1 laY dying in that Whitehall 
Oliver's to the splendours of which, it is said, she had never 
mother. quite reconciled herself. That evening, when her 
harassed son visited her for the last time, she addressed him 
with words of heartfelt sympathy. “ The Lord cause His face 
to shine upon you and comfort you in all your adversities, and 
enable you to do things for the glory of your Most High God 
and to be a relief unto His people. My dear son, I leave my 
heart with thee. A good night! ” 2 * * 

Oliver had need of all his mother’s confidence that his 
work was divinely righteous to hold up against the sea of 

troubles to which he was exposed. A rift once 
established has a tendency to widen, and November 
17, the day on which the Protector’s scornful answer 
was reported, was marked in the House by the ac¬ 
ceptance of the Committee’s proposal limiting the 
control of the army to the lifetime of the present 
Protector/5 * * 8 The idea that the actual distribution of 

power was not to be permanent, but was merely a temporary 
concession to the necessity of a time when the country was 
sloughing off the revolutionary skin was one with which Parlia¬ 
ment, in its present temper, was certain to familiarise itself, but 
was hardly likely to commend itself to the mind of Oliver. 
What followed must have strengthened his displeasure. On 

Nov. 20. the 20th it was decided that, in the event of the 
Se?orces°f death of the present Protector, the forces should be 
protector's &sPosed of by the Council till Parliament could be 
death. assembled, and then by ‘the Parliament, as they 

Fresh 
troubles 
impending. 

Nov. 17. 
The control 
of the army 
limited to 
the present 
Protector. 

1 Thurloe (Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 81) makes her 94 ; but Chester’s 
argument for the age given above {Registers of Westminster Abbey, 521, 
note 3) is confirmed by An Epitaph on the late . . . Elisabeth Cromwell, 
who lived to the age of 89. B. M. press-mark, 669, fol. 19, No. 41. 
Mr. Rye, in The Genealogist for 1884, has dispelled the unfounded belief 
that she was connected with the royal house of Scotland. 

a Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 81. 
8 C.f vii. 3S6. 
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shall think fit/ No division was taken, and the Court party, 
therefore, must have felt itself to he in a hopeless minority. 

So far as it is possible to gather the intention of the 
majority from the speeches uttered, it would seem that the 
. idea at the root of their conclusions was the necessity 

Arguments ... _ r , „ , .. 
onhoth of providing for the rule of law, and the conviction 
slides • 

that Parliaments were the best guardians of the law. 
To the argument * that to strip the next Protector of the com¬ 
mand of the standing forces were but to make him an insignifi¬ 
cant nothing, a mere man of straw,’ they replied ‘that the 
standing forces were never meant to be in a single person, 
otherwise than by consent of Parliament. It was the manner 
and custom of this nation, and of our ancestors, not to put our 
king in the head of an army, especially of a standing army, but 
m the head of their laws.5 “ And certainly,” the speaker—who¬ 
ever he may have been—continued, “ to place the command 
of the standing forces alone in a single person, or co-ordinately 
in him and the Parliament, would be to make the Parliament 
a mere Jack-a-Lent, and as insignificant a nothing as the single 
person, in case it should be placed wholly in the Parliament 
For, give any single person in the world but power, and you 
give him a temptation to continue and engross that power 
wholly to himself and an opportunity to effect it. For, as, 
wheresoever there is a co-ordination of power, there is a right, 
mutually, on both sides to defend their interests, the one against 
the other ; so, whensoever any advantage offers itself, the one 
will usurp on the other, and, in fine, strive totally to subvert 
it.” Parliament, in short, might impose limitations on its own 
authority : it could not admit that the power of the sword should 
be permanently in hands which might use it against the nation. 
Put in this form the argument carries conviction, at least to 
later generations. Oliver’s main objection was doubtless con¬ 
veyed by another speaker. It had been said, he declared, ‘ that 
to exclude the Protector from the command of the standing 
force would be to give up the cause, that eminent and glorious 

1 C.f. vii. 387. 
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cause, which had been so much and so long contended ; for 
such Parliaments might hereafter be chosen as would betray 
the glorious cause of the people of God.’1 In these last words 
The diffi- we have the whole difficulty of establishing the Pro- 
the Pro- tectorate laid before us. Oliver, at least, had no love 
tectorate. for government by the sword. Willingly, as he showed 
three years later, would he have exchanged a Constitution 
drawn up by officers and guaranteed by the army for a Con¬ 
stitution drawn up by Parliament and guaranteed by civil 
institutions. Yet in 1657, as well as in 1654, he was deter¬ 
mined not to sacrifice ‘the glorious cause of the people of 
God1 to any institutions whatsoever. Convince him that this 
was safe and institutions might, with his goodwill, be shifted 
from one system to another. On the other hand, it must never 
be forgotten that he aimed at assuring the safety of the people 
of God, not by establishing them exclusively in the seats of 
power, but by securing them from persecution by the diffusion 
of liberty to all who were not blasphemers, if only they 
abstained from machinations against the existing Government 

Natural as was the desire of the House to assure its own 
supremacy in the future, its last step can hardly be qualified as 
The last step conciliatory. Yet it is scarcely likely that any cir- 
tend? t?aUse cumspection would have induced the majority to act 
rupture. otherwise. Even if we credit them—as we almost 
certainly may—with a firm desire at the outset to establish a 
fair compromise which either side might accept without dis¬ 
honour, the mere effluence of time must have made this 
achievement more difficult of attainment every day. Parlia¬ 
ments are as apt as Governments to stand upon their rights, 
The struggle and, however much both parties may have desired 
troUver^he to divide the control of the army between them, the 
army, question which of the two was to predominate could 
not fail to thrust itself into the foreground; and, when once 
discussion had begun upon those mysteries of sovereignty, no 
possible goodwill amongst the disputants could be trusted to 

VOL. III. 

1 Burton, I. lxxxiii. 
P 
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bring about an amicable solution. Verbally, no doubt, the 
Protector insisted, and would continue to insist, that he claimed 
no exclusive power over the army. It was far easier to enun¬ 
ciate such a proposition in general terms than to translate the 
principle of divided authority into a detailed scheme. As a 
matter of fact, the control must fall, in the last resort, either to 
the Parliament or to the Protector, and it is not strange that 
the members judged it best lodged in their own hands. More¬ 
over, neither Parliament nor Protector was able to consider the 
question of the army purely on its constitutional merits. That 
army had too long been in the habit of intervening in politics 
to make it easy for Parliament to regard it as a merely military 
institution. To the Protector, on the other hand, Parliamentary 
control over the army meant almost certain danger to the 
religious liberty which lay nearest to his heart. Once more 
the two ideals of the Revolution showed themselves to be 
incompatible with one another. 

Nor was it only by constitutional arrangements that Parlia¬ 
ment sought to maintain its hold over the soldiery. Some of 

Nov. i7. its members, and not improbably the majority of the 
SShgad House, contemplated a reversion—so far as might be 
army. —to the military system which had prevailed before 
the outbreak of the war.1 The militia, it had been said on the 
17 th, was * the intrinsic force of the nation.1 The standing 
forces were but such 4 as, upon extraordinary emergencies, and 
to supply the other, were raised, or to be raised, upon the 
authority of Parliament, and to be maintained at the public 
charge.’2 Though, with the dangers which now threatened 
the Commonwealth staring the members in the face, it was 
obvious that the standing army could not immediately give 
place to a militia, at no time during the session was any hint 
given that the majority contemplated keeping on foot more than 
the 30,000 regulars authorised by the Instrument, and there is 
good reason to suppose that the thought which already pre¬ 
dominated was that the place of the 27,000 who would be 

1 Just as their successors did after the Peace of Ryswick. 
2 Burton, I. lxxix. 
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disbanded1 must be filled by militia, the control of which would 
lie with the local authorities, and not with the central Govern¬ 
ment.2 

Alured, 
Saunders, 
and Okey. 

The prospect of a disbandment could hardly fail to bring 
the officers into line against the Parliament. A few weeks 
Feeling in before they had been less unanimous. Having been 
the army, employed, as they had been, in combating the 
monarchy in the name of Parliament, it was inevitable that 
some of them would find the new Protectorate as obnoxious as 
the old kingship. Of these, one of the foremost was Colonel 

Alured, who, having been sent into Ireland in the 
spring to bring over reinforcements to Monk, used 
language about the evil designs of the Protector so 

offensive as to necessitate his recall.3 On his return to West¬ 
minster, Alured found kindred spirits in two other colonels, 
Saunders and Okey, and not long after the meeting of Parlia¬ 
ment these three entered into communication with Wildman, 
the Leveller.4 The result was the preparation by Wildman 
The petition a Potion to the Protector, which was at once 
of the three adopted by the three colonels, and intended to be cir- 
colonels. , , . . , _ _ _ 

culated for signature amongst other colonels whose 
approval might be expected. The petition was seized before 

any further adhesions had been given in, and the 
three colonels placed under arrest. On October 18,5 
however, it was published in the form of a broad- 

pubhshed. sheetj probably by Wildman, who is likely to have 

retained a copy. 

It is seized, 

Oct. x8. 
hut 

1 See p. 205. 2 See infra, p. 223. 
3 The Protector to Fleetwood, May 16; the Protector to Alured, 

May 16: Carlyle, Letters cxciii., cxciv. The Case of Col. Altered^ E, 

983.25- 
4 Thurloe’s Notes, Thurloe, iii, 147. Hacker is noted to have been 

present at the meeting where the petition was discussed. He was a strong 
Presbyterian, but remained constant to the Protector. Can he have 
informed the Government of what was going on ? 

5 B* M. press-mark, 669, f. 19, No. 21, where the date of publication 
is given by Thomason. Mrs. Everett-Green wrongly gives it in her 
Calendar as Dec. 20, 1653. 
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Starting with a reference to the often-quoted Declarations 
of the Army, the petitioners assert that Charles I. had been 
it recites brought to justice for opposing the supreme power of 
the evils of Parliament, c the King’s unaccountableness being the 
monarc y. gran(jr00t0f tyranny.’ “Wehaving,therefore,” con¬ 

tinue the three colonels, “ seriously and sadly considered the 
present great transactions and the government in the settlement 
whereof our assistance is required, . . . declare to your High¬ 
ness . . . that we sadly resent the dangerous consequences of 
establishing that supreme trust of the militia, at least for the 
space of two years and a half of every three years, in a single 
person and a council of his own, whom he may control by a 
negative voice at his pleasure.” The army, too, might in the 
hands of some successor of the present Protector become 
‘ wholly mercenary and be made use of to destroy at his pleasure 
the very being of Parliaments.’ Moreover, though the Instru¬ 
ment enabled Parliament to pass ordinary Bills without the 
Allegation Protector’s consent, it would always be open to a 
tive voiclts Protector to allege that any Bill to which he objected 
given ^ the was contrary to some article of the Instrument, and 
protector, s0 beyond the power of Parliament to insist on,1 
especially as it would be difficult to question the allegations of 
the master of 30,000 men. Nor, even if the Protector refrained 
from throwing his sword into the scale, was it easy to reconcile 

with the ancient freedom of the country a Constitu- 
as well as , 
the right of tion which provided the Government with 200,000/. 

plies mde-P" for ihe expenses of administration, as well as with 
ofPariia? sufficient means of keeping up an army of 30,000 men 
ment- and a fleet sufficient to defend the coasts without any 
recourse to a Parliamentary grant. 

On these premises the petitioners based no uncertain con¬ 
clusion. “ Now,” they declared, “ . . . finding in our appre¬ 
hensions the public interest of right and freedom so far from 

1 This is, no doubt, an exaggerated statement, but it points to a real 
gap in the Instrument—its omission to provide a means of obtaining an 
authoritative decision as to what Bills were in accordance with the 
Instrument. 
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security that the first foundations thereof are unsettled, and the 
what is the gates are open that may lead us into endless troubles 
Prate?-the and hazards, the government not being clearly settled 
torate ? either upon the bottom of the people’s consent, trust 
or contract, nor [upon] a right of conquest, . . . nor upon 
an immediate divine designation; and our ears being filled 
daily with the taunts, reproaches and scandals upon the pro¬ 
fession of honesty, under colour that we have pretended the 
freedoms of our country, and made large professions against 
seeking our private interests, while we intended only to set up 
ourselves; these things thus meeting together do fill our hearts 
with trouble and sadness, and make us cautious of taking upon 
ourselves new engagements, although none shall more faithfully 
serve your Highness in all just designs; . . . and we are 
A . hereby enforced to . . . pray . . . that a full and 
An appeal J 1 j 
to a free free Parliament may, without any imposition upon 
Parliament. J, . . , , , . - , . , - 

their judgments and consciences, freely consider of 
those fundamental rights and freedoms of the Commonwealth 
that are the first subject of this great contest, which God hath 
decided on our side, according as the same have been proposed 
to the Parliament by the Grand Council of the Army in the 
Agreement of the People,, which remains there upon record, 
that, by the assistance and direction of God, they may settle 
the Government of the Commonwealth and the ways of ad¬ 
ministration of justice, and secure our dearly-bought freedom 
of our consciences, persons and estates against all future 
attempts of tyranny; and such a settlement will stand upon a 
basis undoubtedly just by the laws of God and man—and there¬ 
fore more likely to continue to us and our posterities—and in your 
Highness’s prosecution of these great ends of the expense of all 
the blood and treasure in these three nations, your petitioners 
shall freely hazard their lives and estates in your just defence.” 

The appeal of the three colonels to a full and free Parliament 
Aeon- intended to act as a constituent assembly, in the 
Sembiy hope that it would guarantee complete liberty of 
demanded, conscience, was astonishingly naive, Epr that very 
reason it was likely to find an echo amongst those simple souls 
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Oct. 8. 
Suiting of 
Blake’s 
fleet. 

Discontent 
amongst 
Penn’s 
crews. 

who had taken arms to regenerate their country, and who failed 
to see why salvation was so long on the way. Even in the 
navy—little given to idealisms as it was—the demands of the 
three colonels found transient favour. Blake’s fleet had, 

indeed, sailed from Plymouth for the Mediterranean 
on October 8, but Penn’s was still delayed at 
Portsmouth, and, almost at the same time that the 
petition of the colonels was discovered, a petition of 
his seamen was laid before the officers, with a 
request that it might be forwarded to the Protector. 

The prayer of the petitioners was that Parliament might be 
pleased to maintain and enlarge the liberties of the free people 
of England, whilst they reminded that body of the frequent 
declarations of the army in favour of political progress. Yet it 

soon appeared that the demands of the sailors did 
not exclusively relate to the constitutional require¬ 
ments of the nation, as they proceeded to ask that 

impressment might be abandoned;1 that sailors might not be 
sent on foreign service without their own consent; that, when 
that consent had been given, they might issue letters of 

The 
seamen's 
petition. 

attorney, enabling those dependent on them to draw their pay 
at least once in six months; that in the event of their being 
themselves killed in the service these dependents might be 
entitled to such compensation as might be agreeable to justice; 
and, finally, c that all other liberties and privileges due to ’ the 
petitioners might‘ be granted and secured.’2 

On October 17 a council of war held on board 
Approved Penn’s ship, the £ Swiftsure,’ was presided over, m 
Council of his absence, by Vice-Admiral Lawson. It decided 
War‘ unanimously that it was ‘lawful for seamen to tender 

1 They complained ‘ that your petitioners . . . continue under very 
great burdens, being imprested and haled on board the Commonwealth 
ships, turned over and confined there under a degiee of thraldom and 
bondage, to the utter ruin of some of your petitioners’ poor families.* 
This seems to dispose of the view that ‘impresting’ or ‘ impressing* was, 
at least in practice, a voluntary Arrangement. 

* jPetition to the Protector, B. M. press-mark, 669, f. 19, No. 33. 
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their grievances by way of petition.’ Descending to particu¬ 
lars, it decided, with only four dissentients, that the com¬ 
plaints were directed to real grievances, with the exception of 
the one relating to foreign service; whilst the four who 
dissented objected only to the one relating to impressment,1 
With these remarks the petition was forwarded through the 
generals at sea to the Protector.2 Oliver was too well advised 

Nov. 
Des¬ 
borough 
sent to 
inquire. 

Money 
sent to the 
crews. 

Nov. 
Quiet 
restored. 

to allow the fire to smoulder. Sending Desborough 
to Portsmouth to inquire into the seamen’s griev¬ 
ances,3 he rightly judged that if the arrears of their 
pay were made up they would not persist in their 
other complaints. There is every reason to believe 
that considerable sums were set aside for this pur¬ 
pose, and on November 6 Penn was able to write 
that by the blessing of God the fleet was in a quiet 

posture and without the least appearance of discontent.4 
For common seamen to send up, even through the hands 

The 
petition 
not likely 
to have 
originated 
with the 
seamen. 

of their officers, a semi-political petition was so com¬ 
pletely at variance with established custom that it 
is in the highest degree improbable that the form 
taken by their complaints originated with themselves. 

1 Proceedings at a Council of War, Oct. 17 ; B. M. press-mark, 669, 
f. 19, No 32. 

2 The Council of War also voted, with two dissentients, that ‘ seamen 
petitioning their private commanders and delivering their fore-mentioned 
petition, with desires that they would please to move the generals and 
chief officers,* be owned, on the understanding that ‘ the Lord Protector 
is not immediately petitioned by the same.’ The court was composed of 
two admirals, eighteen captains, three lieutenants, and one master; all of 
whom, except Lawson and two captains, went out under Penn. 

3 Pauluzzi, writing on Nov. states that one of the generals at sea 
had been sent. Only Penn and Desborough were at that time available, 
and, if Pauluzzi had had Penn in his mind, he would almost certainly 
have referred to him as the Admiral of the fleet in question. 

4 Penn to the Admiralty Committee, Nov. 6, Add. MSS. 9304, fol. 
97. There is no direct evidence of the men being paid, but on Oct. 27 a 
patent directed the issue of 100,000/. to the Treasurer of the Navy [R. 0. 

Enrolment Book, Pells, No. 12), and of this sum 55,000/. was paid to 
him on Nov. 1 {R.O. Issue Book, Mich. 1654-5). 
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Lawson its 
probable 
author. 

If we cast about for its authorship, we can light on no 
more probable draftsman than Lawson. A Baptist 
by creed, he sympathised warmly with the Levellers, 
and his name is to be found in a list, jotted down by 

Thurloe for his own use, of those who had been present early 
in September at a meeting between Wildman and the three 
colonels.1 Five months later his objections to the Protectoral 
system were so well known that Charles attempted to enter into 
communication with him.3 Since the Protector, knowing as 

1 Thurloe, iii. 147. 
- Charles to Lawson, Feb. 1655, Clarendon MSS. xlix. fol. 347. 

The belief that Penn and Venables had offered their services to the King 
is mainly founded on a passage in Clarendon, xv. 6: “Both these 
superior officers were well affected to the King’s service, and were not 
fond of the enterprise they were to conduct, the nature of which they yet 
knew nothing of. They did, by several ways, without any communication 
with each other—which they had not confidence to engage in—send to 
the King that, if he were ready with any force from abroad, or secure of 
possessing any port within, they would engage, with the power that was 
under their charge, to declare for His Majesty ; . . . but neither of them 
daring to trust the other, the King could not presume upon any port, 
without which neither had promised to engage.” Clarendon, in this later 
part of his history, is not to be trusted implicitly, and his statement that 
neither Penn nor Venables knew anything of the nature of the expedition 
shows how little he was acquainted with the situation. Moreover, so far 
as Venables was concerned, his regiments, brought from various quarters, 
were never so much in hand as that he could presume on his authority 
with them for such a purpose, though this is assumed in an improbable 
story told in Barwick’s Vita J. Barwick, p. 124. This book was pub¬ 
lished in 1721, though it was written some years before the publication of 
Clarendon’s History, and may therefore at least be taken as evidence of 
an independent tradition among the Royalists. Granville Penn, indeed, 
in his Mem. of Penny ii. 14, attempts to bolster up Clarendon’s statement 
by a reference to a letter from Charles which he had seen in print in some 
collection, the very title of which he had forgotten. As no such letter is 
known to exist, this reference is of little weight. The only apparent 
support Clarendon’s statement finds is from a memorandum written by 
Ormond for the Count Palatine of Neuburg, in which he says that: 
“Besides the power the King hath in the navy and amongst the seamen, 
and in this particular fleet under Penn, where—besides the common 
soldiers and mariners—there are many principal officers who have served 
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much as he did, retained Lawson in command of the Channel 
Squadron, he must have had some strong reason for doing what 
was, on the face of it, an impolitic act—a reason which there 
would be no difficulty in specifying if Lawson had ingratiated 
himself with the seamen by giving voice to their inarticulate 
discontent. 

The revelation of political discontent in the army was far 
more serious, and the three colonels had to suffer for their 

Nov.-Dee. audacity. Saunders, indeed, had already made his 
Fate °f the submission and had been restored to his command ; 
colonels. though afterwards he retracted his apology, and con¬ 
sequently lost his commission. Okey having been acquitted by 
a court-martial on a charge of treason, was allowed by the 
Protector to obtain his liberty on surrendering his commission. 
Alured’s case was complicated by the charge against him of 
having attempted to stir up mutiny in the Irish army, and he 
was not only sentenced to be cashiered, but was detained in 
prison for more than a twelvemonth.1 

It is not likely that the punishment inflicted on the 
colonels would, in itself, have affected the temper of a House 
The army which was hardly in sympathy with their demand for 

a free Parliament and unbounded liberty of con- 
liament. science. Offence was, however, taken when it came 
to be understood that the chief officers of the army were 

His Majesty, and whose affections will dispose them to receive any orders 
from the King; all which will appear as soon as His Majesty hath the 
liberty of ports to encourage the resort of his ships and seamen to his 
service ; which, whensoever he shall have, Cromwell will hardly adven¬ 
ture the setting forth of any great fleets, well knowing how ill-affected the 
seamen are to him.” Memorandum, June 1655, Cartel Orig. Letters, 
ii. 54. It will be seen, however, that nothing is here said about Penn’s 
personal fidelity to Charles, and that the ports to be opened are evidently 
not those on the English side of the Channel, but such as Dunkirk and 
Ostcnd, expected to be available on a breach between Spain and the 
Protector. If there was any expectation from the ‘principal officers,’ 
Lawson is likely to have been one of those referred to. 

1 Thurloe to Pell, Nov. 24, Dec. 1; Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 83, 
87 ; Newsletter, Dec. 2, intercepted letter, Dec. 21, Clarke Papers, iii. 
n, 15 ; The Case of Colonel Alured, E, 983, 25. 
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opposed not merely to these exaggerated demands, but to the 
attempt of the Parliament to supersede the Instrument, which 
they regarded as their own work, in favour of Parliamentary 
government. “ I think I may tell you,” wrote an onlooker as 

Nov 16 ear^ as November 16, “this Parliament will end 
Opinion of without doing anything considerable—at least any- 
an onlooker. thing that should look like opposition to the Lord 

Protector; and the officers of the army are, by his wisdom, 
taken off their discontents, which only would have given life to 
what cross votes could have passed; and now the breath some 
of the House spend in opposing his greatness is little regarded ; 
the people’s expectation of receiving relief from taxes, and for 
bringing the army from 56,0001 to 30,000, which is but 
according to the Instrument, is insensibly worn away, and very 
few care when or how they end.” 2 

The officers were not slow in giving voice to their senti¬ 
ments. On November 25, thirty or forty of them met at 

Nw St. James’s ; but though they adjourned in the hope 
a meeting of of a fuller gathering, they had already allowed it to 
officers. ^ understood that they were prepared to * live and 

die to maintain the government as it is now settled.’ To 
Thurloe this devotion to the unamended Instrument seemed 
hardly in place. “ Possibly,” he remarked, “ they may be too 
severe upon that point, not being willing to part with a tittle of 

it.” When the officers met again on the 29th they 
a second9" persisted in their resolution to live and die, not only 
meeting. his Highness, but with ‘the present Govern¬ 
ment,’ or, in other words, to defend the Instrument against all 
opposers.3 

In Parliament .the intervention of the officers caused the 

1 The number appears to have been above 57,000. See supra, p. 205, 
note 3. 

- Intercepted letter, Nov. 16, Thurloe MSS. xv. 173. 
* Newsletters, Nov. 25, Nov. 30, Clarke Papers, iii. 10; Thurloe to 

Pell, Nov. 24, Dec. I, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 83, 87. As Thurloe’s 
remark was made on the day before the first meeting, the officers must 
have taken care to allow their opinion to be known individually. 
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Nov. 21. 
The assess¬ 
ment to be 
reduced. 

Nov. 22. 
A Com¬ 
mittee on 
finance. 

Nov. 23. 
A conference 
with the 
Protector. 

profoundest dissatisfaction. “The army,” it was said, “has 

Effect of the s^own *ts to ta-ke Part ‘m government, as if 
officers* > it had been a second House.”1 The temper aroused 
m erven ion. ^ wftat was naturally considered as unwarrantable 

meddling could not fail to influence the deliberations of the 
House. Yet for the time there was no definite rupture. On 

November 21, indeed, before the first meeting of the 
officers, Parliament had resolved to reduce the 
monthly assessment from 90,000/. to 30,000/., but 
on the following day it referred the whole financial 
question to a Committee, with a view to a more 
complete settlement.2 After this a Committee which 
had been appointed at an earlier stage to persuade 
the Protector to reduce the army3 reported that, 
though he had expressed an opinion adverse to the 

course on which Parliament was bent, he had concluded by 
saying that he would not positively declare against the object 
it had in view; upon which both sides had mutually agreed 
that fresh conferences should be held to discuss the matter 

Dec. 6. further.4 Accordingly, on December 6, after the 
on theearmy officers’ declaration was known, a debate on the 
adjourned, reduction of the army was adjourned on the express 
ground that an understanding between Protector and Parlia¬ 
ment was still to be expected.5 

The removal of this question from immediate discussion 
made room for another of an equally burning nature. On 

Dec. 7. December 7, the day after the army debate was 
Established11 adjourned, a vote that * the true reformed Protestant 
Church. religion, as it is contained in the Holy Scrip¬ 
tures, . . . and no other, shall be asserted and maintained as 
the public profession of these nations,’6 was without difficulty 
passed, the wording being somewhat more combative than that of 
the Instrument. On the 8th, when the question of tolerating 

1 Salvetti’s Newsletter, Dec. Add. MSS. 27, 962 O, fol. 349. 
* CJ. vii. 387. 3 See supra, p. 205. 
4 CJ. vii. 388 ; Burton, I. xcii. xciii. 

Burton, I. cviii. 8 C.J. vii. 397. 
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sectarian worship came up, difficulties began to arise. It is 
Dec. s. true that the House voted that the Protector should 

SET have a negative voice to any Bill compelling attend- 

sectSiannof ance on the services of the Established Church, 
worship. but it refused to allow him to exercise it in the case 
of Bills enjoining attendance on religious ‘ duties in some 
public church or chapel, or at some other congregational and 
Christian meeting.’ There was a warm discussion as to the 
assertion that such meetings must be ‘approved by the 
magistrate according to law ’; but though the Court party—in 
this case the party of toleration—was beaten in a division by 
79 to 62, it was strong enough to reopen the question, and the 
words empowering the magistrate to decide what congregations 
were to be suffered to meet were ultimately expunged.1 Though 

Dec -ii ^ was a^reec^ consent of the Protector would 
Restricted be required to any Bill restraining persons of tender 
tender con- consciences, unless they abused their liberty ‘ to the 
sciences. civil liberty of others or the disturbance of the public 
peace,’ yet this offer was clogged by a proviso that Parliament 
alone should pass Bills for the restraint of atheism, blasphemy, 
damnable heresies, popery, prelacy, licentiousness and profane¬ 
ness. An attempt to except ‘ damnable heresies ’ from the list 
was defeated by 91 to 69. On the nth, however, the Court 
party gained a victory, though by the barest possible majority, 
carrying by 85 to 84 a vote that the ‘ damnable heresies ’ 
excluding from toleration should be particularly enumerated in 
the constitutional Act, instead of being left to the judgment of 
future Parliaments, and still less to the judgment of individual 

Dec magistrates.2 In this frame of mind the House 
Twenty politely waved aside a list of twenty fundamentals,3 
mentals of though these had been accepted by the Committee 
religion. appointed to confer with the divines, who had con¬ 
tented themselves with reproducing the restrictive fundamentals 
which Owen, that light of the Independents—now fallen under 
the baleful influence of Cheynell—had attempted to press upon 

1 C.J. vii. 398. 2 lb. vii. 399. Ib. 
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the Long Parliament in 1652. The Committee was, indeed, 
thanked for its services, but recommended to apply itself to 
the question of the fundamentals to be required not from 
tolerated congregations, but from the ministers who received 
public support within the limits of the Established Church.1 
It was about this time that some of the members, discontented 
with the concessions made by the House, applied themselves 
to the common councillors of the City, supporting them in the 
preparation of a petition intended ‘ to encourage Parliament in 
a city the settling of Church government,’ evidently in the 
petition. old intolerant fashion. “When,” sighed Oliver, 
lt shall we have men of a universal spirit ? Everyone desires 
to have liberty, but none will give it.” 2 

Not unnaturally, what appeared in Parliament to be pro¬ 
gress in the direction of toleration was, in the eyes of the 
military leaders, a mere reversion to the persecuting tyrannies 
of the past. About this time some of the officers presented a 
An army petition to the Protector asking, amongst other things, 
petition. t that liberty of conscience be allowed, but not to 
papistry in public worship, that tithes be taken away,’ and 4 that 
a law be made for the righting persons wronged for liberty of 
its effect conscience.’3 The House had so much to gain by 
House. coming to terms with the Protector, in order to avert 
this renewed interference of the army, that it becomes easy 

1 See vol. ii. 101, and supra> p. 206. For the relation between Owen’s 
fundamentals of 1652 and so much as is known of those of 1654, see Shaw’s 
Hist, of the . . . Church during the Civil Wars, ii. 87. 

2 B. T. to-? Clarke Papers, ii. Pref. xxxiv.-xxxvii.; Carlyle, 
Speech IV. 

3 This petition is given in an undated letter, which, as it mentions the 
sailing of Penn’s second squadron, must have been written about Dec. 25, 
but is inserted in the Clarke Papers (iii. 12-14) between other papers of 
the 16th and 19th. A despatch from Pauluzzi on the 12th (Venetian 

7'ranscripts, P. 0.) speaks of a petition as having been already presented. 
Though the heads are not quite the same as those given in the Clarke 
letter, there is sufficient likeness to make it probable that the same petition 
is referred to The undated paper may easily have been displaced by a 
few days. 
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to account for the recent votes without having recourse to 
the supposition that the virtue of toleration was more appre¬ 
ciated than before. 

Repressed feeling is sure to seek an outlet, and on the 13th 
the intolerant majority gave vent to its indignation in what 

Dec ^ might seem to be a safe direction by committing 
Biddle im- Biddle, the Socinian, to prison. For some time the 
prisoned. jjouse had been busy with his case, and his refusal 

to reply to such questions as “ Whether Jesus Christ be God 
from everlasting to everlasting,” and “ Whether God have a 
bodily shape,” brought matters to a crisis.1 The next step 
taken by Parliament was likely to be attended by more serious 

Dec consequences. On the 15th the House reaffirmed 
Pariia- the votes it had passed between the 9th and the nth 
enumerate to the effect that the consent of the Protector should 
heresies. not be required to Bills in restraint of atheism, 

blasphemy, and damnable heresies, of which latter a list was to 
be drawn up by Parliament, if necessary without the Protector’s 
consent.2 Such a resolution was a distinct defiance of the army, 
and of Oliver himself. 

All policies centre in finance, and though the question of 
the reduction of the army had made no further progress, it 
Approach- could not possibly escape attention as soon as the 
tioifoFufe expiration of the last assessment made it necessary 
assessment, to come to a decision on the public revenue and 
expenditure. For some time past a Committee had been 
occupied with the subject, and on November 29 a Bill granting 
the assessment at the rate of 6o,oooZ. a month, in the place of the 
9o,oooZ. at which it now stood, had been read a second time.3 
For the Protector the reduction of the army involved in this 
change was a serious matter, and he took care to remind a 
deputation of members that the present assessment would 
expire on December 25, and that if no fresh taxation were 

1 C.y. vii. 400 ; see vol. ii. 98. 
8 CJ. vii. 401; see supra, p. 220. 
8 lb. vii. 392. For a proposal to reduce it to 30,000/., see supra, 

p. 219. 
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provided the soldiers would be forced to live at free quarter.1 
It is probable that the irritation of the House in consequence 
of the inroad of the army into politics was the cause of a vote 

Dec. 16. taken on the 16th, when it turned back from its 
^ avenue former intention of giving the control of the army to 
forty days the present Protector for life, and by the very large 
the next majority of 90 to 56 granted a revenue for the support 
oTParifa- of the army and navy merely till forty days had passed 
ment' after the next meeting of Parliament.2 

Having thus gained the upper hand—so far as its own 
resolutions could effect anything—the House sought to tighten its 
hold on the army still further by limiting the supplies without 
which the army could not be maintained. On December 18 

_ _ the sub-Committee of Revenue, which had for some 
a financial time been active under the chairmanship of Colonel 

Birch, was directed to make its report to the Com¬ 
mittee of the whole House. In the debate which preceded 
this order a member—perhaps Birch himself—argued that 
‘if we keep up our forces or our charge as high as now, 
when we have voted but 6o,oooZ., we must needs expect a vast 
Proposal debt, and an impossibility to discharge it; but for the 
to replace proportion of 30,000 men it may well be that the 
soldiers by 6o,oooL per mensem may suffice \ and if that number 
a militia. not enough we can enlarge it when we fall on the 
consideration of the militia.’3 

There was little doubt that the solution of the military pro¬ 
blem conveyed in these words would prove acceptable to the 
Parliamentary majority. To reduce the standing forces to 
30,000 and to disband the remaining 27,000, replacing them 
by a local militia, which would fall under the power of the 

1 “II , . . leur dSclara, que si Ton n’augmentoit les impositions, 
qu’il donneroit des quartiers aux troupes.” Bordeaux to Brienne, 
Dec. French Transcripts, F. 0, So far as it goes, this seems to show 
that the Protector was still unwilling to put forth his claims under the 
Instrument, which undoubtedly gave the Protector and Council power 
to levy money, at least for 30,000 men, without applying to Parliament. 

- C.J. vii. 401. * Burton, I. cxx. 
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Puritan country gentlemen who were preponderating^ repre¬ 
sented in the House, was exactly the remedy which would 
Hesitation a^aPt itself to their interests and ideas. It was, 
House perhaps, a suspicion of the danger into which the 

ouse* House was running that held it back from im¬ 
mediately acting on the suggestions now made. As if to show 
its conciliatory intentions, it voted at once that 2oo,oooZ. should 
be annually set aside for the expenses of the civil government 
not only during the lifetime of the present Protector, but in 

perpetuity.1 The Assessment Bill passed its third 
reading on the 20th.3 On the following day it was 
proposed to insert in this Bill a clause which had 
been added to the Constitutional Bill on Novem¬ 
ber 23 3 restricting in the terms of the Instrument the 
right of levying taxation to Parliament, but omitting 
the proviso of the Instrument which excepted the 

supplies needed for the administration of government and for 
the armed forces, an omission which in the case of the Consti¬ 
tutional Bill the House intended to supply by articles subse¬ 
quently to be introduced. The Court party, apparently indig¬ 
nant at this attempt to settle a grave constitutional question in 
connection with a money grant, carried Parliament with it in. 
refusing present consideration for the proviso by the consider¬ 
able majority of 95 to 75, and the whole question of the assess¬ 
ment was then adjourned for eight days. Time would thus be 
allowed for the House to consider the question more fully. On 
December 23 the Court party gained another victory, carrying 
by hi to 73 a resolution that the various clauses of the Con- 

_ stitutional Bill should be referred once more to a 
Dec. 23. , 

The Con^ Committee of the whole House,4 with the evident 
Bill again in hope that they might persuade it to adopt at least 
Committee. modification 0f the portions obnoxious to the 
Government. There is strong reason to believe that at this 
time neither Protector nor Parliament despaired of an under- 

1 C.J. vii. 403. 
2 Ibm vii. 405. After the third reading additional clauses and pro¬ 

visoes might still be added. 3 C.J. vii, 388. 4 Id. 408. 

Dec. 20. 
Third 
reading 
of the 
Assess- _ 
ment Bill, 
Dec. 21. 
The Court 
paity in 
the ascen¬ 
dant. 
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standing.1 Some members, at least, hoped to find a different 
basis of settlement. As soon as the House went into Com- 
Gariand's mittee Augustine Garland, himself a regicide, pro- 
offer?ngfthe Posed that the royal title should be offered to the 
the^ro-t0 Protector- He was supported by Cooper and 
tector. Henry Cromwell, but it is probable that most, if not 
all, of the soldiers in the House took part with the Parliamen¬ 
tarians against the proposal. At all events the motion was 
withdrawn without a division.2 The motives of those who 
supported it must be left to conjecture, but it is probable that 
they hoped that with the prestige of the old title Oliver would 
be able to shake himself loose from military influence, and 
would no longer be the object of those suspicions which had 
induced Parliament to impose on his Government restrictions 
to which he was hardly likely to submit. In supporting such a 
scheme Cooper made his last effort to base the Constitution 
on an understanding with the Protector rather than on an 
absolute defiance of his wishes. 

1 “ Hors la reduction des troupes a trente mille hommes, conforme a 
f instrument de Tarmee, el celles des levees a proportion, il ne paroist rien 
qui puissc exciter sujet de querelle, si ce n’cst la religion, qui a este reglee 
sans laisser pouvoir au Protecteur de rien changer a vingt articles que l’on 
a dresSez.” Bordeaux to Brienne, Dec. French Transcripts, R.O. 

Bordeaux has not quite understood the involved vote of the 15th, but his 
general impression that the points of difference were not many deserves 
attention. Nieupoort states a few days later that * den Heere Protecteur 
twee puncten in het Gouvernement gaerne verandert sagh, en dievolgens 
de eerste instellinge, by het Parlement soude vast gesteld wesen: Het 
eerste is dat hy den Raedt soeckt vast to stellen sonder die limitatie, dat 
haere Commissie soude duuren tot den veertigsten dagh in het aenstaende 
Parlement: ende den tweeden dat de Electie van een Parlement ten 
tyde van syn overleden als dan wude ordonneren; maer altyts absolutelyck 
aen den Raedt werden gedefereert; aen welcke twee puncten veele 
geloven, dat hy hem soo veel sal laeten gelegen wesen, dat hy niet sal 
toegeven; eghter hoopen veele dat het nogh sal gevonden werden.’ 
Nieupoort to De Witt, De Witt’s Brieven, iii. 8. The two 
ambassadors do not agree as to the points in dispute, but both regard a 
compromise as possible. 

2 Walker’s Newsletter, Dec. 28, Clarke Papers, iii. 15. The exact 
date is given by Bordeaux. 

VOL. III. Q 
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CHAPTER XXXVII 

A SUMMARY DISSOLUTION 

Whilst the tension between Parliament and army was be¬ 
coming every day more strained, information was brought to 

11654. Thurloe which laid bare the existence of a military 
Daiilngton's P^ot ^ar more dangerous than the constitutional offu- 
infoxmation. sions of the three colonels. A certain Dallington 
had been landed from the fleet with instructions to discover 
what support would be given in the country to the seamen’s 
petition.1 One William Prior, who had been in the forefront 
of the Levelling movement in 1649, met him some three or 
four weeks later,2 and—apparently judging from his employ¬ 
ment that he was discontented with the Government—pro- 
a military duced from his pocket a declaration on behalf of 
plot. several in the army that had resolved to stand to 
their first principles. Prior informed Dallington that this 
Declaration—which was, if not a copy of the petition of the 
three colonels, at least drawn up on the same lines 3—was to 
be set up in every market-place. In January there would be 
meetings of the disaffected at various places, such as Marston 
Moor and Salisbury Plain. Though the conspirators could 
not count with certainty on Hazlerigg, they expected to be 

1 Prior to the Protector, Tktirloe, iii. 146. I suppose that there can 
be no doubt that 1 * Oakley’s Papers9 means the Seamen’s petition. 

* For the time see Eyre’s examination, lb. iii. 126. 
3 The account given of it by Prior shows the similarity. It was to be 

printed and set up in every market-place. The petition of the three 
colonels was already printed. 
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supported by Lord Grey of Groby, one of those who had 
refused to sign the Recognition, as well as by Saunders and 
Okey. Agents, moreover, had been sent to Ireland and Scot¬ 
land, and they hoped that many of the soldiers in those 
countries would join the movement. For further information 
Eyre’s part Prior referred Dallington to Colonel Eyre, an officer 
m the plot. wi10 had been cashiered in 1647 for his attempt to 
stir up mutiny at Corkbush Field.1 Eyre, however, received 
Dallington with suspicion, and, though he went so far as to 
say that ‘ he had fought for liberty, but had none, and that it 
was as good living in Turkey as here,* he showed no inclination 
„ to disclose his secrets to his interrogator.2 Eyre 
Eyre cap- ... _ . . . 
turedin himself made his way to Dublin, \yhere he was 
Dublin. arrested and sent back a prisoner to England.3 

So far as the attempt to spread the movement in the army 
in Scotland was concerned, Dallington’s statement was con- 

Sept. firmed by information received from another quarter, 
theamyin That army, indeed, had as a whole shown itself in- 
Scotiand. clined to support the Government, and in September 
Monk was able to report that he could not hear of any voice 
being raised in it against the exclusion of the members who 
had refused to take the Recognition.4 There was, however, 
one officer holding a high command whose conduct was 

naturally regarded as open to suspicion. Having 
done good service in the reduction of Scotland, 
Major-General Overton had returned in 1653 to his 

post as Governor of Hull. He approved of the dissolution of 
the Long Parliament,5 but felt scruples as to the subsequent 
establishment of the Protectorate. He had, however, no 

Major- 
General 
Overton. 

1 Great Civil lFar, iv. 22. 
2 Dallington’s examination, Tkurloe, iii. 35. Prior afterwards said 

(id. iii. 146) that he did not have the Declaration from Eyre, but from an 
unnamed ‘black, fat man in Eyre’s chamber.’ 

Herbert to Thurloe, Jan. 27. Eyre’s examination, Jan. 27. Ib. iii. 

124, 126. 
4 Monk to the Protector, Sept. 28, Firth’s Scotland and the Pro¬ 

tectorate, 192. 
5 More Hearts and Hands, E, 699, 7. 

Q2 
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intention of taking part in a conspiracy, and he travelled to 
London in search of more active employment. Being admitted 
by the Protector to an audience, he engaged to inform him if 
at any time his conscience forbade him to render further 
service to him, adding that whenever he perceived that his 
Lordship ‘ did only design the setting up of himself, and not 
the good of those nations,’ he c would not set one foot before 
the other to serve him.’ “ Thou wert a knave if thou wouldst,” 
was Oliver’s frank rejoinder. On these terms Overton was 
sent back to Hull, and in the latter part of the summer was 

allowed to take over Morgan’s command in the 
receives ■ ■ 

a command North of Scotland,1 where he applied himself loyally 
m Scotland. an(^ energetically to the task of winning over the 

discontented gentry.2 
For all this Overton was in a thoroughly false position, a 

position which was inevitably rendered more difficult after the 
intervention of the Protector in Parliament on Sep- 

a false™ tember 12. The times were not such that military 
position. coui(i be divorced from civil obligation. Overton 

probably thought little of the fact that before leaving England 
j he had held a conference with Wildman, at which 
fiedwith the they had confirmed one another in their dislike of the 
Government. p0ndcal situation.3 With the exclusion of the mem* 

1 Overton to a friend, Jan. 27, Thurloe, iii. no. On his arrival in 
Scotland he used much the same language to Monk. Monk to the Pro¬ 
tector, Sept. 28, Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate, 192. 

2 Perf. Account, E, 818, 21. 
2 Such jottings by a Minister as Thurloe’s Notes on Wildman’s plot 

(Thurloe, iii. 147) are of value only inferior to documentary evidence 
itself. Being put down on paper merely for his own use, and without a 
view to publication, they show at least what he believes to be true, not 
what he wishes to be thought to believe true. Unfortunately, these notes 
are in many places illegible, and in others were misread by the tran¬ 
scribers who prepared them for publication. Mr. Firth has sent me 
several corrections, and the more important part of the paper may be 
taken to run as follows, conjectural words or parts of words being added 
in brackets:— 

“That the first meeting was at Mr. Allen’s house, a merchant in 
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bers from the House his dissatisfaction seems to have increased. 

Birchen Lane, in the beginning of September, 1654. Okey, Alured, 
Saunders, Flacker, Wildman, Lawson. 

“ Petition drawn by Wildman and . . . after Bishop had it, and 
showed it to Bradshaw. 

“ Meetings also were, at Blue Boar’s Head, in King Street, In 
Wild man’s house, Dolphin Tavern in Tower Street, Derby House. 

“Henry Marten, Lord Grey, Captain Bishop, Alexander Popham 
once, Anthony Pearson sometimes. 

“ The men they built upon was Sir G. Booth, Bradshaw, Hazlerigg, 
G. Fenwick, Birch, Her[bert] Morley, Wilmers, Pyne, Scot, Allen. 
Pearson went like Hazle[rigg] &c. ■ Bishop like Bradshaw, and their 
advices given by them. 

“ At the same time a petition from the City, where Bradshaw advised 
in, and several met at his house, especially one Eyre, Sir Ar[thur] 
H[azlerigg], Scot, Col. Sankey, Weaver, directed both the bringing on 
and the manner of promoting] it. 

“ Sankey at Bradshaw’s often, where Bishop met him. 
“Overton and Wildman spoke together before Overton going of 

their dislike of things, but no design laid thereon, the [General] of the 
army of Scotland not let know. 

“ But after he [went] he writ letters to let them know that there was 
a party that would stand right for a Commonwealth. Then Br[ayman] 
sent to them. 

“ And a meeting of officers at Overton’s quarters ; Oates much trusted 
and drew most of their papers. 

“ The regiments that they relied on: Rich’s, Tomlinson’s, Okey*s, 
Pride’s, Stirling Castle, Alured’s, Overton’s, some of the General’s regi¬ 
ment. 

“ Begin with a mutiny, and then his person seized and put in Edin¬ 
burgh Castle, which they were sure of, forced Overton to command. He 
writ up hither and then declaration ready, which was drawn by the 
meeting here, and sent by Br[ayman] . . . and printed here. Spoke as 
if they should have Berwick. 

“ Sure of Hull by Overton’s means and the townsmen, and Overton’s 
correspondence. Leicestershire, Grey and Capt. Baliard. Bedford¬ 
shire] Okey and Whitehead, and great dependence on Hacker, who at 
last declared, if any fighting for a Parliament, not meddle against 

them.” 
The remainder is concerned with movements in England. It is much 

in favour of Thurloe’s intention to be fair that he twice in the course of 
these notes exonerates Overton from the worst charges. 
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He not only wrote to the London conspirators, from whom the 
petition of the three colonels had proceeded, that there was in 
Dabbles in Scotland 4 a party that would stand right for a Com- 
conspiracy. monwealth,’ but he allowed disaffected officers to 
meet in his quarters without breathing to Monk a syllable of 
what was going on under his patronage. After his letter had 
been received a Lieutenant Brayman 1 was despatched to Scot- 

Dec land to keep the agitation on foot. On December iS 
at Aberdeen discontented officers met at Aberdeen and drew 

up a circular convening a meeting at Edinburgh on 
circular0118 New Year’s Day, with the intention, as they said, of 
prepared. considering whether they 4 ought to sit down satisfied 
in the present state of affairs, and with a good conscience look 
the King of Terrors in the face,’ the Most High God having 
called them forth 4 to assert the freedoms of the people in the 
privileges of Parliament’2 Samuel Oates,3 4 5 the chaplain of 
Pride’s regiment, who was one of the signatories of the circular, 
asserted that nothing had been done without Overton’s privity 
and consent • whilst he also explained that no more was in¬ 
tended to be done than to offer a humble petition to the Pro¬ 
tector and Parliament, and that only if Monk’s leave had been 
previously obtained.4 Overton, at all events, contented him¬ 
self with sending to those engaged in it a warning 4 to do 
everything in God’s way,’ and to 4 acquaint the General here¬ 
with, and to do nothing without his consent ’; * though he 

1 He and Prior were amongst the first agitators in 1647, Clarke 

Papers, i. 79, note. 
2 Circular by Hedworth and others, Dec. 18, Thitrloe, iii. 29. 
3 Father of the notorious Titus. 
4 tfi I have done nothing of action without his privity and concession, 

nor of evil by that ... We intended nothing but what was consonant 
to the ground and end of our wars and the honest declarations wc have 
made and concluded. In fine to offer our service in this matter in a 
humble petition to the Protector and Parliament by the leave of General 
Monk, or to lay down and come peaceably home in case he would not 
have given us leave.” Oates to — ? Tlntrloe, iii. 241. 

5 Overton to a friend, Jan. 17, ib, iii. no. 
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Monk 
learns what 
is going on. 

Bee. tg. 
Monk 
sends for 
Oveiton. 

himself did not think fit to put pen to paper on the subject in 
any communication with Monk.1 

Monk, who only learnt the truth from one of his own 
officers2 to whom the circular had been sent, was hardly 

likely to take a lenient view of the case, and at once 
directed his secretary, Clarke, to invite Overton’s 
presence at his own headquarters at Dalkeith. 
Clarke, who apparently intended to apply to the 
General for a signed order, neglected either to ob¬ 

tain it or to enclose it, and Overton took advantage of this 
1655. forgetfulness to refuse to leave his post on a mere 

Overton sent informal hint from Clarke. On this Monk at once 
to London, ordered the arrest of the Major-General and shipped 

him off for England.3 
It is probable that before Monk sent Overton on board he 

had received from London a copy of Dallington’s information, 
and it did not require a tithe of his sagacity to connect the 
proposed meeting at Edinburgh on January 1 with Dallington’s 
statement that troops were to enter England from Scotland to 
the support of the conspirators in the course of the same month. 
By that time, too,4 Monk had received from one of his officers 
information that he had received proposals to take part in a 

design for seizing on the person of the Commander- 
in-Chief; after which Overton was to have been 
placed in command of 3,000 foot, with an appropriate 
number of horse, that he might march into England, 
where he would be joined by considerable forces 
brought to him by Bradshaw and Hazlerigg. 
Lawson, whose name is constantly appearing in con¬ 

nection with plots of this nature, was said to be engaged in the 

Discovery 
of a design 
to seize 
Monk and 
to send 
Overton to 
ioin the 
English 
con* 
spirators. 

1 Monk to the Protector, Jan. 16; Bramston’s examination, Jan. 22* 
Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate, 238, 241. 

2 Major Holms. 
2 Overton to Monk, Dec, 25 ; Monk to the Protector, Dec. 30, Jan 4; 

Overton to a friend, Jan. 27, Thurloe, iii. 46, 55» 7^» 110* 
1 The information is referred to in a letter from Edinburgh of Jan. 4, 

Merc. Pol., E, $25, 4. 
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design.1 As the list of the officers expected to take part in it 
included the names of Pride and Wilks, devoted adherents of 
the Protector, it may be taken that the other pieces of informa¬ 
tion obtained from the same source represent rather the sanguine 
expectations of a conspirator than the evidence of a trustworthy 
\vitness. Thurloe, at least, whilst believing the project to have 
been really entertained, thought that Overton would have 
needed to be forced to take the part assigned to him.2 It was 
this possibility which made Overton really dangerous. An 
efficient soldier, so infirm of purpose as to be the plaything of 
conspirators with whose general objects he sympathised, was 
scarcely the man to be left at large by a Government which 
counted those objects disastrous to the national welfare. On 

Tan. 16. the day of his arrival3 Overton was committed 
nSt&*tom" to the Tower, and he remained a prisoner there and 
the Tower, elsewhere for more than five years. Possibly the 
Protector was not so ready as Thurloe to give him the benefit 
of the doubt; and it must be acknowledged that, if Over- 

Feb. ton was no more than foolish, his folly was of 
that kind which borders closely on crime. His 

cashiered, followers or supporters—whichever they are to be 
called—were brought before a court-martial in Scotland and 
cashiered.4 

With the stamping out of the military conspiracy in Scot¬ 
land the danger from the Levellers and Parliamentarians in the 

1654. army was by no means at an end, especially if 
RoyaSt they should succeed in making common cause with 
-movements, the English Royalists. Much as the two parties 
differed from one another, they both agreed in crying 
out for a free Parliament, and, at all events, the information 
which reached the Government as to movements among the 
Levellers was accompanied by information as to movements 

1 A letter of information, Thurloe, iii. 185. 
3 See supra, p. 229, note. 
3 The Weekly Intelligencer, E, 826, 2. 
4 Merc. PoL, E, 829, 16; Monk to the Protector, Feb. 17, 20, 27, 

Firth’s Scotland and the Protectorate, 251-253. 
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among the Royalists as well. On December 20, partly, per- 
Dee "o-*5 ^aps, as a to Parliament, but partly, no doubt, to 
The Tower avert an actual danger, the Tower garrison was raised 
gainson _ ... Jr. . . . . 
strength- to 900, and on the 25th it was still further raised to 
<incc * 1,200.* Before long cannon were planted in front of 
Whitehall,1 2 whilst every care was taken to secure the devotion 
of the soldiery which patrolled the streets by prompt payment 
Transport of their wages.3 Towards the end of the month 
of powder suspicions had been aroused by the transport of 
Royalists, powder from London into the country.4 Inquiry 
into gun-sliops showed that orders for muskets and pistols had 

been freely executed of late. On the last day of the year 
directions were given for the arrest of Sir Henry Little¬ 
ton, High Sheriff of Worcestershire, and of Sir John 
Packington, both of them being charged with receiving 
cases of arms.5 A few days later Major Norwood, 
Rowland Thomas, and a merchant named Custice 
were imprisoned as having been cognisant of this 

secret traffic, and Walter Vernon, to whose house at Stokeley 
Park a consignment had been traced, was brought up to London 
together with his kinsman, Edward Vernon. Their arrest was 
followed by that of Nicholas Bagenal, an Anglesea landowner, 
who acknowledged having received from a Carnarvonshire 
gentleman named Bayly a commission to raise a regiment of 
horse ; whilst Bayly confessed to having another commission 
to raise a regiment of foot; both commissions being traced to 
Colonel Stephens, one of Charles's most trusted agents.6 

If any expectation was entertained by the Government that 

1 Warrants to Barkstead, Dec. 20, 25, Thurloe, iii. 56, 57. 
2 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Jan. Venetian Transcripts, R. 0, ; Clarke 

Tapers, iii. 16. 

* Bordeaux to Mazarin, ^ French Transcripts, R, 0. 

4 Bordeaux to Brienne, y—^8, ib. 

4 Hope to Thurloe, Jan. 5, Thurloe, iii. 76. Numerous other papers 
relating to the charge of moving arms and powder are to he found in the 
same volume. 

“ Mere. PolE, 823, 5 ; Thurloe, iii. 125, 127. 
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the discovery of these dangers would moderate the resolution 
1654. of the House, that expectation was disappointed. It 

Temperof *s possible that the increase of the Tower garrison on 
the House. December 20 and 25 was taken by the House as a 
challenge. Parliament on December 28 made an understand¬ 
ing almost impossible by resolving that Bills should pass with¬ 
out the consent of the Protector; ‘except in such matters 
wherein the single person is hereby declared to have a negative.7 
By this vote the House threw over the compromise accepted 
on November is,1 by which the concurrent action of Protector 
and Parliament was required in the selection of subjects on 
which no laws could pass without the assent of the former. 
The House, which had already grasped at the control of the 
Executive by subjecting the members of the Council to rejec¬ 
tion by itself at the commencement of each Parliament, now 
resolved to determine at its own pleasure what were points on 
which it would allow the Protector to throw constitutional im¬ 
pediments in the way of hasty legislation. 

On another point not, indeed, directly aimed against the 
system of the Protectorate, but yet one in which the views 

of the principal officers were opposed to those of 
the House, Parliament was no less resolute. On 
November 27 it had restored the county franchise 
to the forty-shilling freeholders, whilst leaving it to 
the new voters who, not being freeholders, were 

possessed of real or personal property to the value of 2oo/.a 
O11 January 1 it abolished the new qualification, leaving the 
old forty-shilling freeholders in unrivalled possession.s An 
attempt to give the vote to 10/. copyholders was lost by 65 to 
51; another attempt to give it to 20/. copyholders was lost 
only by the casting vote of the Speaker. That Lenthall’s voice 
should be given against the innovation may perhaps be ac¬ 
counted for by legal conservatism, but the rejection of the 200/. 

1 See supra, p. 205. 
2 As the current rate of interest was S per cent, personal property of 

200/. represented—at least if held in cash—an income of 16/. 
3 C./. vii. 391, 392, 410, 411. 
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Du»qualiii 
cations 
extended. 

voters must surely have been based on wider grounds. Its 
origin may, at least conjecturally, be traced to the jealousy of 
town-made fortunes in an assembly mainly consisting of landed 
proprietors,1 At all events, the vote was a defiance to the 
army, which was particularly attached to the new mode of voting. 

In thus lowering the franchise the House took care to 
ience it round with qualifications which would keep the voting 

power not only, as the Instrument had done, out 
of the hands of Royalists and 4 papists/ but should 
also shut out those immoral and irreligious persons 

who were detested by the staid Parliamentary puritans. Not 
only were all in holy orders to be excluded, but all who 
contravened the Act against atheistical, blasphemous, and 
execrable opinions derogatory to the honour of God and 
destructive of human society ; all common scoffers or revilers 
of religion or of its professors, as well as every one who had 
married a wife of the Popish religion, had trained up his 
children in it, or had allowed any of his children to marry one 
of that religion; who denied £ the Scriptures to be the word of 
God, or the sacraments, prayer, magistracy, and ministry to be 
the ordinances of God.’ Nor was any 4 common profaner of 
the Lord’s Day,’ nor ‘profane swearer nor curser, nor any 
drunkard or common haunter of taverns or ale-houses,’ to find 
a seat in the House.2 Such sweeping exclusions, of which the 
House was to be the sole judge, might easily become the 
weapons of personal or party jealousy. 

Not but that there were in circulation opinions wild enough 
to irritate the soberest advocate of toleration. On December 30 

Thomas Taney, a fanatic or madman, who called him- 

'rbeauro°" se^ Theauro-John and inhabited a tent he had set up 
John com- in Lambeth, lighted a bonfire, into which he threw a 
muted. Bible, a saddle, a sword, and a pistol, telling those 
who crowded round the exhibition that these were the Gods of 

1 This view is supported by a vote taken on Nov. 27 that no 200/. 
voter should give his voice in a county election unless he had also a forty¬ 
shilling freehold in the county. Ib. vii. 392. 

2 C. J. vii. 410 ; Const. Doc. 436. 
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1655. 

Jan* 3. 
The vote on 
damnable 
heresies 
confirmed. 

England. After this he proceeded to the door of Parliament, 
where he laid about him with a drawn sword. Happily he 
was arrested before he had done any damage, and was com¬ 
mitted to prison by the House.1 

On January 3, when the House took up once more the 
question of toleration, it was in no temper to relax its require¬ 

ment that Bills against damnable heresies should 
become law even if the Protector refused his con¬ 
sent ; and, indeed, it was only by a majority of 81 
to 75 that the Government party secured the reten¬ 
tion of the resolution that these heresies should pre¬ 

viously be enumerated at all.3 Yet the persistence of the 
House in claiming the exclusive right of enumerating heresies 
-could hardly be taken as absolutely hostile to the Government 
till the actual enumeration had taken place; whereas on the 
financial question, which was brought up again on the 5 th by 

jan. 5. an estimate presented by Colonel Birch’s Com- 
finandai mittee,3 the political discussion was put in such a 
question. form that the rudest soldier in the ranks would feel 
himself capable of forming a judgment upon it. 

According to this report, the army being estimated at 
30,000 and the fleet reduced to the Channel Squadron, the 
Birch's total expenditure, including the 200,000/. set apart 
estimate. for domestic government, would reach 1,340,000/. 

Birch proposed to reduce the pay of the private soldier in a 
cavalry regiment to 2s., and that of a foot soldier to 8d.4 thus 
bringing the expenditure down to 1,202,000/., a reduction 

1 C. f. vii. 410 ; The Weekly Intelligencer, E, 823, 2. 
2 C. J. vii. 412 ; see supra, p. 222. 
3 Carte MSS. lxxiv. fol. 108. Probably the report had been made oil 

some former day to the Committee of the whole House, and Birch now 
brought it forward in the House itself. 

4 In lieu of 2s. 6d. and 10d. Even at the higher rate of 10d. the pay 
of a foot soldier compares disadvantageously with that of a c hedger and 
ditcher, whose average pay in these years was is. a day.’ Rogers, History 

of Agriculture and Prices, v. 669. The usual statement that men were 
attracted into the army by the high rate of pay will not bear examination. 
The pay was raised by an * Act for the more certain and constant supply 
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which might be justified on the ground that the pay had been 
raised in 1649 in consequence of the high rate of provisions in 
that year, whereas prices had now fallen considerably. Omit¬ 
ting the assessment tax, which he apparently did not intend to 
renew, he then estimated the revenue at 1,000,000/., and pro¬ 
posed to fill up the deficit, not by re-imposing the assessment 
in any form, but by re-admitting French wines, which he 
expected to yield in Customs and Excise 1 150,000/., and by 
imposing a new duty on French canvas and linen goods, which 
he estimated at 60,000/. By these means the revenue would 
be brought up to 1,210,000/., affording a surplus of 8,000/. 
'That no element of finality might be wanting he proposed to- 
raise, for eighteen months only, a land tax of 50,000/. a month, 
in order to provide a fund for the discharge of debt, which he 
calculated to amount to 700,000/., and also to provide 200,000/. 
for the pay of the supernumerary forces before disbandment2* 
The adoption of Birch’s scheme would therefore imply the 
diminution of the standing army by 27,000 men and the 
disappearance of all resources wherewith to pay the two fleets 
which had already sailed under Blake and Penn. For the 
soldier it meant that his pay would be lowered, and that not far 
short of half the army would be sent adrift to seek employment 
as best it might. 

With Birch’s presentation of the subject the House was 

of the soldiersS May 12, 1649. B.M. press-mark 506, d. 9, No. 28. See 
Firth, CromweWs Army, p. 185. 

1 He must have meant this, though he only says ‘ by free trade in. 
wines.* 

a The estimate abbreviated from that of Col. Birch is as follows: 

Expenditure. £ Income. £ 

Navy. . 270,000 Excise and Customs . . 840,000- 

Army ..... . 870,000 Irish and Scotch revenue . . 39,000 

Civil government • 200,000 Papists and delinquents . 60,000 
Other revenues . . 61,000- 

1,340,000 
Reduction of soldiers' pay . 138,000 1,000,000 

Wines ..... . 150,000 
Impositions on canvas, &c. . 60,000 

1,202,000 ! 1,2X0,000 
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much impressed. On the other hand, the Government had 
every cause for alarm. The estimate of revenue made by 
its orders on October 3 had reached not 1,210,000/., but 
2,250,000/., while their estimated expenditure stood at no less 
than 2,611,000/.1 In vain Montague, with all the weight of 
his experience as a Treasury Commissioner, urged that Birch 
had underestimated the outgoings, even on his own grounds, 
by more than 153,000/. A vote was then taken for granting 
to the Protector, not by a clause in the Constitutional Bill, but 
by a temporary Act, no more than 1,000,000/. to meet the 
whole expenditure, a grant which upon Birch’s own showing 
would undoubtedly be inadequate to the needs of the Govern¬ 
ment, unless Parliament was prepared to supplement it by 
some additional supply.2 The length of time during which 

1 The abstract in Burton (I. cxx., note) is mutilated, and is, perhaps, 
wrongly placed under the date of Dec. 18. 

In an abbreviated form the revenue on Oct. 3 (Carte MSS. lxxiv. fol. 
64) was:— 

Excise and Customs .... 
Assessments in the three nations • 
Post Office. 
Probate of wills. 
Exchequer and revenue 
Papists and delinquents . . . 
Fines on alienations . 
Revenue from Jersey and Guernsey . 

j£ 
. 800,000 
. 1,320,000 
. 10,000 

. 6,000 

. 20,000 

. 70,000 

. 20,000 

• 2,000 

2,250,000 

The last entry refers not to taxation, but to the income from confiscated 
estates. 

The expenditure may be estimated at:— 

Land forces. 
Sea forces. 
Civil expenditure. 

j£ 
. 1,508,000 
. 903.532 

. 200,000 

2.6*i.532 

Of the three items, the civil expenditure was a fixed one ; that for the 
land forces is arrived at by multiplying by 13 the monthly pay given in 
Burton, I. exxi., note, which is the only entry I have found in which the 
whole expenditure is given. That for the sea forces is derived from Carte 
MSS. lxxiv. fol. 32. 

3 Carte MSS. lxxiv. fol. 113. 
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this insufficient grant was to continue was reserved for future 
discussion.1 

It is not without significance that Birch, the prime mover in 
the financial scheme of the Parliament, whose prominence in 
Birch’s what was showing itself to be the crucial question of 
position. the hour almost placed him in that informal position 
of leadership which was all that was attainable in those days, 
was one of those who had been taken into counsel when the 
petition of the three colonels was in preparation. Soldier as 
he had been, he was now the incarnation of the anti-military 
spirit. Through finance the Protector’s schemes of foreign2 
and domestic policy were to be held in check, whilst at the 
same time his authority would be weakened at home by restrict¬ 
ing the numbers of the army and by opposing to it a militia 
having no dependence on the Government. 

The vote of January 5, straitening the financial resources 
of the Government, followed closely on the other decision 
The parting taken on December 28, to leave the points on which 
of the ways, the Protector might exercise a negative voice to the 
absolute discretion of Parliament, and on that other vote of 
January 3 which required that the limits of toleration should 
be settled by Parliament alone. These three resolutions, 
taken together, marked the parting of the ways. Oliver was 
tired of an intolerant Parliament which threatened to make 
itself supreme, if not directly by constitutional enactments 
indirectly by financial proposals. Parliament, on its part, was 
tired of a Government which, whether it desired it or not, was 
driven to throw the weight of the sword into the scales of Par¬ 
liamentary debate. The struggle for the control of the army 
leapt to the eye as clearly as the struggle for the control of the 
militia in 1642. Behind the contention lay two constitutional 
ideas as opposed to one another as those which had divided 

1 C.J. vii. 413. 
2 The estimate for expenditure of the two fleets of Blake and Penn, 

only reckoning them to be provisioned to Oct. i, was 1,022,737/., no 
doubt including payments already made for stores and equipment. Thurloe, 

iii, 64. Not a penny of this was provided for in Birch’s calculations. 
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Royalists and Parliamentarians at the opening of the Civil War. 
TT. , It was significant of the belief prevailing amongst 
early disso- persons in Oliver s confidence, that compromise was 
a Ion* no longer possible, that, on the day on which the 

financial vote was taken, newspapers under the influence of the 
Government for the first time threw out hints that the five 
months during which the sitting of Parliament was guaranteed 
by the Instrument might be calculated not by the calendar, but 
by the lunar months of the soldiers1 pay, and that the session 
might therefore be brought to an end by January 22, instead of 
being prolonged to February 3.1 Scarcely less significant was 
it that Cooper absented himself from the Council on January 5 
—the day on which the financial vote was taken 2—never again 
to return so long as the Protectorate lasted. Obviously his 
abstention must be accounted for by something which had 
taken place since the day on which, less than a fortnight before, 
he had urged that the crown should be placed on the Protector’s 
head, and it is difficult to account for his conduct on any 
other ground than his conviction that the Government' could 
no longer hope to rest on any foundation save that of the 
army. 

On the other hand, it does not follow that Cooper accepted 
with pleasure all the decisions of the House, and it is at leasl not 
unlikely that the hand of the statesman who was afterwards 
likened to that Achitophel whose counsel was as the counsel of 
God, may be traced in a concession made by the House on 
the 12th, when it retraced its steps on the religious question 

1 Under the date of Jan. 5, A Perfect Account (E, 823, 4) informs its 
readers that if the Bill on Government be not approved Parliament 1 will 
rise at the time appointed, either at the beginning of February or at the 
latter end of January.9 Under the date of Jan. 6, Mercurius PoJiticus 

(E, 823, 5) is more explicit. If the Bill be not acceptable 4 the time 
limited in the Almanack account is the 3rd of February next, or, by the 
month, the ,20th of January instant.9 The day is given in error for the 
22nd, but the intention of the writer is obvious. 

9 Cooper’s last appearance was on Dec. 28, but the Council did not 
sit after that date till Jan. 5, so that the latter day is the one of Cooper’s 
disappearance. 
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by a vote that the ‘ damnable heresies * to be exempted from 
4 Jan. ia. toleration should be enumerated not, as it had hither- 
heresiejf* to to stubbornly maintained, by Parliament alone, but 
rated'by6* by Parliament in conjunction with the Protector.1 
MdPariia- The House, however, still claimed the sole right of 
ment. legislating against atheism, blasphemy, popery, pre¬ 
lacy, licentiousness and profaneness, and against those who 
openly attacked by speech or print the doctrines set forth as the 

public profession.2 On the 15th it gave an example 
of its views on blasphemy by appointing a committee 
to prepare a charge against Biddle for having pro¬ 
mulgated not merely ordinary Socinianism, but such 
opinions as ‘that God hath a bodily shape,’ with a 

left hand and a right, and is not devoid of passions, being neither 

Jan. 15. 
A Com- 
mii tee to 
prepare a 
charge 
against 
Biddle. 

1 C.J. vii. 414. 
8 Jb, vii. 416. The 37th Clause of the Instrument was :—“That such 

as profess faith in God by Jesus Christ—though differing in judgment from 
the doctrine, worship, or discipline publicly held forth—shall not be 
restrained from, but shall be protected in, the profession of the faith and 
exercise of their religion; so as they abuse not this liberty to the civil 
liberty of others and to the actual disturbance of the public peace on their 
parts; provided this liberty be not extended to Popery or prelacy, nor to 
such as, under the profession of Christ, hold forth and practice licentious¬ 
ness.” The 23rd chapter of the Parliamentary constitution was :—“ That 
without the consent of the Lord Protector and Parliament no law or statute 
be made for the restraining of such tender consciences as shall differ in 
doctrine, worship, or discipline from the public profession aforesaid, and 
shall not abuse their liberty to the civil injury of others, or the disturbance 
of the public peace ; provided that such Bills as shall be agreed upon by 
the Parliament for restraining of damnable heresies, particularly to be 
enumerated by the Lord Protector and Parliament, and also such Bills as 
shall be agreed upon by the Parliament for the restraining of atheism, 
blasphemy, popery, prelacy, licentiousness, and profaneness; or such as 
shall preach, print, or publicly maintain anything contrary to the funda¬ 
mental principles of doctrines held within the public profession which 
shall be agreed upon by the Lord Protector and Parliament, or shall do 
any overt or public act to the disturbance thereof, shall pass into and 
become laws within twenty days after their presentation to the Lord 
Protector, although he shall not give his consent thereunto.” Const, Doc, 

of the Puritan Revolution, 324, 367. 

VOL. III. R 
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omniscient nor immutable. If only the House abstained from 
inflicting savage and inhuman penalties, there was nothing in 
this of which Oliver could seriously complain.1 It is, indeed, 
Olivers undeniable that his point of view was very different 
thetoiera" ^rorn ^he Parliamentary majority, and that 
tionques- whilst his mind was fixed on including as many 
l0n* as possible within the limits of toleration, they 
were thinking of making the exemptions as numerous as pos¬ 
sible. Yet, after all, considering how rapid progress in this 
direction had been, and how little public opinion was prepared 
to support a policy of extensive toleration, it may fairly be 
argued that the Protector would have shown his prudence 
in accepting the compromise. Nor is it by any means im¬ 
possible that he would have done so if other questions had 
been settled to his mind. 

Whether Oliver’s third fundamental was sufficiently secured 
The funda- or not was a matter on which it was possible honestly 
SSung to differ in opinion. The problem of the militia 
the Mffitia. remained still unsolved, and the problem of the 
militia lay at the foundation of all others. 

The immediate danger was not to be found in the pre¬ 
dominance of Protector over Parliament, or of Parliament over 

The pariia- ^rotector» but in the claim of the army to intervene 
mentary in political affairs. This claim was no matter of 
view* past history. The very army which had dissolved 
the Long Parliament, and had more recently dictated the 
Constitution under which Englishmen were then living, was 
at that very moment swaying at its pleasure the fortunes of the 
nation. It was no Parliamentary vote, it was a vote in the 
Council of Officers, which had strengthened the arm of the 
Protector in dealing with the three colonels and in weeding 
out the Levellers from military command. It was the army 

1 “As for profane persons,” Oliver said in the speech in which he 
dissolved Parliament, “ blasphemers, such as preach sedition, the con¬ 
tentious railers, evil-speakers who seek by evil words to corrupt good 
manners, persons of loose conversation—punishment from the civil 
magistrate ought to meet with them.” Carlyle, Speech IV. 
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which had given Oliver confidence to insist on an extension 
of toleration which was unpalatable to the men sitting upon the 
benches at Westminster. On paper that army was the servant 
of Protector and Parliament In reality it was the master of 
both. 

To the Parliamentary majority this state of things was un¬ 
endurable. Is it strange that the only remedy that commended 

Pariia itself to their minds was an extension of their own 
mentary authority? Having already secured a Council re¬ 
strategy. sponsible to themselves, they proceeded, so far as 

mere voting could avail them, to secure an army which they 
could control. Yet, with a skill which points to much ability 
of leadership, they not only refrained from any rash demand, but 
went to their uttermost tether in conceding everything not in- 

jan is consistent with their main design. On the 15th a 
a coaiition combination between the Court party and the more 
increased moderate members of the Opposition1 raised the 

SenPro°- grant to the Protector by 100,000/., giving him, in 
tector. addition to the 200,000/. assigned for domestic 

government, 400,000/. for the navy and for the fortifications 
needed for the safety of the country, both of which sums were 
to be annually paid until Protector and Parliament agreed 

jan. x6. to dispense with them. On the following day 

for°the°ns 700,000/. was voted to be expended on the army, 
army. and though the Opposition urged that this grant 

should terminate on December 25, 1656, at the expiration of 
somewhat less than two years, the same coalition rejected the 
proposal, and extended the term to December 25, 1659, thus 
giving the Protector nearly five years of uninterrupted disposal 

of the forces.2 
Emboldened by success, the Court party audaciously pro¬ 

posed that if the Protector refused his consent to the new 

1 Birch and Worsley acted as tellers. The motion was carried by 121 
to 84. This number, 205 in all, was higher than any that had appeared 
since the enforcement of the Recognition on Sept. 12, lowing that fresh 
members came in when there was a chance of an agreement. 

* C./. vii. 417, 418. 

carries an 
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the Pro¬ 
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Jan. 17. 
An agree¬ 
ment with 
the Pro¬ 
tector 
necessary 
to the pass¬ 
ing of the 
Bm. 

Constitution the Instrument should remain in force. The coali- 

The c ai* ^on f°rme<^ on ^e Previ°us day was at once dissolved 
Uon breaks and the Opposition easily recovered its majority. 
up' The House also rejected a proposal that the Con¬ 
stitutional Bill required the Protector’s consent to give it 
validity, and another proposal that the Protector was to hold 
the command of the militia on the same terms as he held the 

command of the army. On the 17th, however, it 
recoiled from the former of these two decisions, 
voting that without an agreement with the Protector 
the Bill should be void and of none effect; though, 
with a curious verbal prudery, it refused to admit 
that under these circumstances it ought not to be, 

in part or in whole, made use of as a law.1 In the course of 
the debate Oliver’s supporters had pleaded hard that the Bill, 
instead of being engrossed for presentation to the Protector, 
and therefore offered to him for acceptance or rejection as 
a whole, might first be subjected to a friendly discussion 
between him and some Committee representing the House, 
when the objections on either side might be taken into* 
consideration.- 

After the rejection of this proposal no hope of an under¬ 
standing remained. Step by step Parliament had come round 
No more to the position held, if not by Bradshaw and Hazle- 
unde°fan ngg, at least by Hale3 before the exclusion of the 
standing. members. Parliament was not merely to hold the 
members of the Council responsible to itself, but was to keep 
the militia in its own hands, and to grant supplies for the 
standing army for no more than a specified time. Moreover, 
whatever limitations were placed on its power, its own supreme 
authority in imposing them must be so unquestioned that a 
mere attempt to arrive at a friendly understanding with the 
Protector must be avoided. About the disbandment of nearly 

1 C.J. vii. 418, 419. 
2 Bordeaux to Mazarin, Jan. J|, French Transcripts, R. 0. 

to Morosini, Jan. Venetian Transcripts, R. 0. 
* See p. 186. 

Pauluzzi 
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half the existing army there was to be no further question. 
jan. 18. On the 18th a Committee was appointed to consider 

mittelTof ‘what moneys will be necessary for paying off the 
mentnd' supernumerary forces, over and above the 30,000, 

jan o Unt^ be disbanded, and for their disbanding ; 

Tfie militia and how moneys may be provided for the satisfac- 
EroHed by tion and payment thereof,11 and on the 20th Parlia- 
Parhament. ment added to their Bill a final proviso declaring 
that ‘ whereas the militia of this Commonwealth ought not to 
be raised, formed and made use of but by common consent of 
the people assembled in Parliament, be it therefore enacted 
that the said militia, consisting of trained forces, shall be 
settled as the Lord Protector and Parliament shall hereafter 
agree, in order to the peace and safety of the Commonwealth, 
and not otherwise.’2 

'The proviso thus added to the Bill, though to all seeming 
indifferently framed, was in reality altogether favourable to the 
Effect pretensions of the House. If no single militiaman 
of this could be raised without its consent, the Protector 
pioMs.0. wouid hardly be able to override its views when the 
question of the control of the force thus raised came up for 
settlement. Before the afternoon had passed the failure of 
the Court party to carry another proviso, 4 that no future Lord 
Protector should consent to take away the negatives hereby 
declared to be in the Lord Protector,’ only served to mark the 
tendencies now inherent in the Bill The negatives, it ap¬ 
peared, were no bonds to bind permanently the Parliamentary 
Samson. They were but temporary concessions, which would 
be at the mercy of Parliament as soon as the five years for 
which supplies had been granted for the maintenance of the 
standing army had elapsed. 

After this the Protector was not likely to agree to the pro¬ 
longation of the sittings of the House an hour longer than was 
Cause of warranted by the strictest interpretation of the 
Sector’s" Instrument. However much he may have objected 
hostility. some of the provisions of the new Constitution, 

1 CJ. vii. 419. 5 Tb. vii. 420, 421. 

Effect 
of this 
proviso, 
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such as the responsibilty of the Councillors to Parliament, and 
the possible election of his successors by Parliament, it is 
almost incredible that he should have broken with the House 
on such grounds alone.1 It was only when Parliament insisted 
on using its financial control to place the armed force of the 
nation at its own disposal that he refused submission to what 
appeared to him an intolerable yoke. 

To those who now resisted the Protector must be ascribed 
the merit of having fixed their eyes upon the one thing 
The aims absolutely essential—the transference of the military 
Pariia int0 the civil State. Yet it may fairly be doubted 
mentary whether they were themselves entitled to stand forth 
opposition. as chanipjons 0f tb£S principle. The civil State, if it 

is to be an object of desire, must not be another name for the 
uncontrolled absolutism of any single man or body of men 
standing apart from the nation itself. “What signified,” 
Oliver had said,2 “ a provision against perpetuating Parliaments 
if this power of the militia be solely in them? Whether, with¬ 
out a check, Parliament have not liberty to alter the frame of 
government to democracy, to aristocracy, to anarchy, to any¬ 
thing, if this be fully in them—yea, into all confusion, and this 
without remedy ? And if this one thing be placed in one, that 

1 Bordeaux’s testimony may be quoted against the view that the quarrel 
arose on merely constitutional points. Writing after the dissolution, he 
says that ‘ il ne paroist point d’autre motif de ceste action que la reduction 
de Fannie, quoyque conforme a l’instrument de l’armee, et le refus qu’avoit 
fait le Parlement d’entrer en conference devant que de grossoyer et rediger 
en forme de loy son Acte concernant la forme du gouvernement de 

FAngleterre.’ Bordeaux to Mazarin, *§5-^9 French Transcripts, F.O. It 

may be well also to clear up an error made at the time, as well as by 
modern writers, that unless the House had been dissolved the Bill would 
have become law within twenty days, even if the Protector had withheld 
his consent. Not only was it excepted from this rule by the Instrument 
itself, as containing matter contrary to that Constitution, but even in the 
Parliamentary Bill there was a clause declaring it to be null and void unless 
it received the Protector’s assent. 

2 Carlyle, Speech III. I quote from the contemporary report, E, 812, 
II, p. 32, without Carlyle’s embellishments. 
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one, be it Parliament, be it supreme governor, they or he hath 
power to make what they please of all the rest” It was pre¬ 
cisely the remedy for this evil that Parliament failed to provide. 
Posterity was to find one in the power of dissolution, by which 
the Government could appeal to the nation, or to what, for the 
time being, passed as the nation. In 1655 neither Protector 
nor Parliament was willing to accept the supreme verdict of 
that umpire. T he Protector erected barriers against the 
popular will by the imposition of a fixed Constitution. Parlia¬ 
ment erected them by the imposition of stringent disqualifica¬ 
tions. By both an appeal to the free decision of the nation 
was regarded as beyond the pale of sane politics. Therefore 
it was^ that to neither party in the strife was it given to establish 
that civil State to which each was, with very real earnestness, 
devoted. 

Great as was the difficulty in coming to an understanding, 
in consequence of the hopelessness of discovering a court of 
Difficulty appeal to which the two parties would be willing 
the control to submit their claims, there were even greater 
of the army, difficulties inherent in the subject-matter of the 
dispute. No one could be more explicit than Oliver in 
repudiating all desire of placing the control of the army in the 
hands of the Protector. He had repeatedly declared his view 
to be that it should in some way be shared between Protector 
and Parliament. Yet, excellent as his intentions were, he had 
never been able, and, we may safely say, never would have been 
able, to design any form of words which would carry them out 
in practice. By the very nature of things no laws can provide 
that an armed force shall be under the control of two constitu¬ 
tional bodies, so long as they are striving for the mastery. The 
device of accepting the orders of the king, signified by both 
Houses of Parliament, had not prevented the forces under 
Essex from being a purely Parliamentary army. Nor was it, in 
later and happier times, the mere wording of the Mutiny Act 
which prevented the army of the eighteenth century from 
deciding civil conflicts with the sword. Two reasons have 
combined to render our modern army innocuous to liberty. 
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In the first place, since the Revolution of 16SS our civil 
quarrels have never been sufficiently embittered to make our 
political parties desire an appeal to the arbitrament of the 
sword. In the second place, the army itself has been too 
homogeneous with the nation to have formed the wish to 
impose upon it a system of government other than that before 
which the nation itself willingly bowed. It was because both 
these conditions were wanting to the Protectorate that the task 
of healing and settling, to which Oliver from time to time so 
wistfully referred, was hopeless from the beginning. 

There is no reason to suppose that Oliver grasped the 
whole of the insuperable problem. What was immediately 
Oliver's before him he saw, and, seeing it, he prepared 
letter to with a sad heart to face the inevitable conflict. 
A^lliCS 

“Truly,” he wrote in answer to some friendly 
lines addressed to him by Colonel Wilks, “it was to me 
very seasonable, because, if I mistake not, my exercise of 
that little faith and patience I have was never greater; 
and, were it not that I know Whom I have believed, the 
comforts of all my friends would not support me, no, not 
one day. I can say this further to you, that if I looked for 
anything of help from men, or yet of kindness, it would be from 
such as fear the Lord, for whom I have been ready to lay down 
my life, and I hope still am, but I have not a few wounds from 
them ; nor are they, indeed, in this sad dispensation they are 
under—being divided in opinion and too much in affection 
ready to fall foul upon one another, whilst the enemy, to be 
sure, unite to good purpose to their common destruction—in a 
capacity to receive much good or to minister good one to 
another, through want of communion in love; so that who¬ 
soever labours to walk with an even foot between the several 
interests of the people of God for healing and accommodating 
their differences is sure to have reproaches and anger from 
some of all sorts. And truly this is much of my portion at the 
present, so unwilling are men to be healed and atoned; and 
although it be thus with me, yet the Lord will not let it be 
always so. If I have innocence and integrity, the Lord hath 
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mercy and truth, and will own it. If in these things I have 
made myself my aim, and desired to bring affairs to this issue 
for myself,1 the Lord is engaged to disown me, but if the work 
be the Lord’s, and that they are His purposes which He hath 
purposed in His own wisdom, He will make His own counsels 
stand; and therefore let men take heed lest they be found 
fighters against Him, especially His own people.” “The 
Cavalier party,” he continued, “is so encouraged that they do 
account this spirit, principle and motions of these men as the 
likeliest way to bring them into their former interest that ever 
yet they had; and of this we have a very full discovery.”2 

Obviously Oliver had failed to discern that this extraordinary 
phenomenon was to be explained not by the sinfulness of man- 
insuffi- _ kind, but by a common detestation of a Government 
reasoning!^ based on the power of the sword. In any case his 

jan. 22. patience was rapidly becoming exhausted. When 
motthsat January 22 brought to an end the five lunar months 
an end. hy which he had decided to measure the span of the 
duration of Parliament, he once more summoned the members 
before him in the Painted Chamber. His failure to grasp the 
The Pro situation as a whole renders the speech which he 
lector's then delivered far less interesting than the one which 
speech. foad addressed to the same House on September 12. 
Announcing his belief that the Protectorate was the outcome of 
the dispensations of God, he declared it to have been his hope 
that, after the signature of the Recognition, they would have 
left the Instrument as they found it, and have betaken them¬ 
selves to useful legislation. Then he proceeded to complain 
as to the ignorance in which he had been left as to the 

1 Perhaps he was thinking of Overton’s language to him at their 
parting. 

2 The Protector to Wilks, Clarke Papers^ ii. 239. The letter is 
undated, but Mr. Firth informs me that c from its position amongst the 
other letters it should be dated between 14 and 18 January.’ Internal 
evidence points in the same direction. A breach is looked forward to as 
certain, but, if it had actually taken place there could hardly fail to have 
been some indication of the fact in the letter. 
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proceedings of the House. “ I do not know,” he said, “ whether 
you have been alive or dead. I have not once heard from 
you all this time—I have not, and that you all know.” 1 

From the refusal of Parliament to discuss the terms of the 
Bill with himself Oliver passed to the conspiracies which had 
sprung up during the session, the blame of which he threw 
entirely on the members. “ Dissettlement and division,” he 
told his hearers, “ discontent and dissatisfaction—together with 
real dangers to the whole—have been more multiplied within 
these five months of your sitting than in some years before ! 
Foundations have also been laid for the future renewing of the 
troubles of these nations by all the enemies of them abroad and 
at home. ... I say the enemies of the peace of these nations 
abroad and at home—the discontented humours of these 
nations, which I think no man will grudge to call by that name 
of briars and thorns—they have nourished themselves under 
your shadow.” “I say unto you,” he continued later on, 
“ whilst you have been in the midst of these transactions that 
party, that Cavalier party. . . . have been designing and pre¬ 
paring to put this nation in blood again. . . . They have been 
making great preparations of arms and, I do believe, it will be 
made evident to you that they have raked out many thousands 
of arms, even all that this city could afford, for divers months 
now past. . . . Banks of money have been framing for these 
and other such-like uses; letters have been issued with Privy 
Seal to as great persons as most are in the nation for the 
advance of moneys, which have been discovered to us by the 
persons themselves; commissions for regiments of horse and 
foot, and command of castles, have been likewise given from 
Charles Stuart since your sitting, and what the general 
insolencies of that party have been the honest people have been 
sensible of, and can very well testify.” 

Such evil consequences, continued Oliver, had their root in 

1 This complaint was not strictly true, as he had received information 
from a Committee about the reduction of the army and other matters ; but 
the Protector seems to have been exclusively thinking about the refusal to 
enter into a discussion with him on the Constitutional Bill. 
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Parliament itself. “ What,” he argued, “if I am able to make it 
appear in fact that some amongst you have run into the City of 
London to persuade to petitions and-addresses to you for 
reversing your own votes that you have passed.1. . . And 
whether debauching the army of England. . . . and starving 
it, and putting it upon free quarter, and occasioning and 
necessitating the greatest part thereof in Scotland to march into 
England, leaving the remainder thereof to have their throats 
cut there, and kindling by the rest a fire in our own bosoms, 
were for the advantage of our affairs here, let the world judge.”2 
Then, adverting to the little care of the House to give c just 
liberty to goodly men of different judgments/ Oliver protested 
that he had no desire to protect4 profane persons, blasphemers, 
such as preach sedition, the contentious railers, evil speakers, 
.... persons of loose conversation.’ 

Next, in the midst of an elaborate defence of the Instrument, 
he put his finger on the real ground of offence. “Although,” 
he declared, “ for the present the keeping up and having in his 
power the militia 3 seems the most hard, yet, if it should be 
yielded up at such a time as this, when there is as much need 

1 As might be expected, we have to depend on the Protector’s own 
word for many of the charges he makes. It is, therefore, worth noting 
that the statement above would have been inexplicable but for the notice 
of a city petition for settling the Church, contained in one of the unpublished 
papers amongst the Thttrloe MSS. printed by Mr. Firth. See supra, 
p. 221, note 2. 

* This seems to point to a connection in Oliver’s mind between the 
want of pay in the army in Scotland and the scheme of sending 3,000 men 
under Overton into England. With respect to the delay of voting supplies, 
the fact cannot be denied. The further question, whether Parliament held 
back supplies to assure the confirmation of its constitutional Bill, must be 
answered by those who have read the narrative above. For my own part, 
I believe that they intended to vote no supplies till their Bill had been 
accepted, and also that every member of the House was perfectly aware 
that the consequence would be—not surrender, but dissolution. 

a In this case 1 militia ’ means the whole of the armed forces. Some 
confusion is caused by the word being sometimes employed in this sense, 
and sometimes being applied only to the local forces, as distinct from the 
standing army. 
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to keep this cause by it—which is evidently at this time 
impugned by all the enemies of it—as there was to get it, what 
would become of all ? Or if it should not be equally placed in 
him and the Parliament, but yielded up at any time,1 it deter¬ 
mines the power either for doing the good he ought, or hindering 
Parliaments from perpetuating themselves, or from imposing 
what religion they please on the consciences of men or what 
government they please upon the nation, thereby subjecting us 
to dissettlement in every Parliament, and to the desperate 
consequences thereof; and if the nation shall happen to fall 
into a blessed peace, how easily and certainly will their charge be 
taken off, and their forces disbanded; and then where will the 
danger be to have the militia thus stated?” It needs no 
further reading of the speech to understand ’why Oliver con¬ 
cluded with the words:—“ I think myself bound, as in my duty 
to God, and to the people of these nations, for their safety and 
good in every respect,—I think it my duty to tell you that it is 
not for the profit of these nations, nor for common and public 
TheDis- good, for you to continue here any longer, and there- 
soiution. fore I do declare unto you that I do dissolve this 
Parliament.” 2 

Was there, then, no place for repentance, or was it possible 
that a few words of mutual explanation might have cleared the 
The root of air ? Such questionings, in truth, spring but from an 
undSstand- idle fancy. It was no variance on details that 
ing. separated Protector and Parliament. The disruption 
did not even spring from the claim of either party to the dis¬ 
pute to wield the sword for its own benefit. It arose rather 
from the resolution of both sides that the sword should not fall 
into the adverse possession of the other. On each side—on 
the Protector’s as well as on the Parliament’s—there was a 
statesmanlike perception of a danger to the Constitution from 

1 Referring to the determination of the grant of 700,000/. at the end 
of five years. 

2 His Highness*s Speech, E, 826, 22; also in Carlyle, Speech IV., 
with alterations. The Parliamentary Constitution is printed as a whole in 
Constitutional Documents. 
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the. victory of the other. Nor was the dispute one between 
military government and constitutional government. Army and 
l arliiiment were at one in desiring that the government should 
lie constitutional, and not military. Dependent as he was on 
the army for support, Oliver carried the army with him in his 
constitutional views, and did not fall a victim to its insistence. 
Lambert was, no doubt, more ready than the Protector to draw 
a hard-and-fast line against the encroachments of Parliament, 
but in the main position assumed by the two men there was no 
difference between them. 

Nor can it be said that the quarrel was one to be appeased 
by the exercise of greater wisdom and moderation on either 
The quarrel side. Just as the strife between the King and Par¬ 
tible of ap- liament in 1642 was not susceptible of arbitration 
peasemem, till time and circumstances had spread abroad the 
perception of the virtue of toleration, so, too, the strife between 
the Protector and Parliament in 1655 was not susceptible of 
arbitration till time and circumstances had spread abroad the 
perception that adoption or acceptance by the nation itself is 
the only lasting test of the value of constitutional checks. The 
claim of the House to sovereignty expressed in terms of finance 
rested on the totally false assumption that it could justly qualify 
itself as *thc people assembled in Parliament.’1 What Oliver, 
on the other hand, demanded was to hold posterity in mort¬ 
main. Special powers for a special crisis Parliament was will¬ 
ing to grant, and the extent of these might have been settled 
without difficulty at a friendly conference. Oliver, with a strong 
man’s pertinacity, was resolved to raise barriers against the 
encroachments of Parliament not only for his own lifetime, but 
during that of his successors. Never till death put an end to 
his strivings did he relinquish that ground. 

To speak of Oliver as an opportunist changing his political 
attitude from year to year, if not from day to day, is to misjudge 
Oliver no his character. In truth he was the heir and suc- 
opportunist. cessor 0f Strafford—like Strafford throwing himself 

open to the charge of apostasy, and like Strafford shifting his 
1 See p. 245. 
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instruments and his political combinations for the sake of the 
people, whom he aimed at governing for their best advantage. 
To him kingship, or Parliamentary authority, or the very Pro¬ 
tectorate itself, were all one, if they conduced to that blessed 
end. That democracy would conduce to it was beyond the 
pale not only of Oliver’s conceptions, but outside the region of 
thought of every politician of the day, with the exception of the 
Levellers. Always it had been authority which he sought to 
found—it had been, during his past career, but a secondary 
question in whose hands authority should be placed. That 
was to be determined by the disqualifications of existing claim¬ 
ants rather than by the ideal excellence of the one to whom he 
had for the moment attached himself. The faults of the King 
threw him on the side of Parliament; the faults of Parliament 
drove him to seek a solution of political difficulties in a violent 
dissolution. In erecting the Nominated Parliament he had 
been actuated mainly by his distrust of an assembly which 
threatened to perpetuate itself; his experience of the conduct 
of the Nominees opened his eyes more widely than before to 
the fact that an uncontrolled House might be dangerous even 
if its duration were limited in point of time. Henceforth, in¬ 
different as he was, and continued to be, to constitutional 
details, he had made up his mind that good government—the 
first object of which was to protect religious minorities willing 
to submit to the existing authority in the State—was inconsis¬ 
tent with Parliamentary omnipotence. 

Unfortunately, to check the Parliamentary assumption of 
omnipotence, save by the intervention of the sword, was beyond 
diver and Oliver’s power. Strong as was his desire to defend 
William in. ftiQ Protectorate by laws rather than by arms, military 
despotism was thrust upon him. It could not well be other¬ 
wise, unless he were prepared to acknowledge the sovereignty 
of the nation over Protector and Parliament alike, and to allow 
the nation, if it so pleased, to plant its heel on the newly won 
liberties of 4 the people of God.’ To choose this path would be 
to anticipate the policy of William III., and it would be un¬ 
reasonable to expect the child of a military revolution to be 
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able to adopt a course which proved comparatively easy to a 
crowned king, placed on the throne by the call of a wronged 
and indignant nation. 

Some inkling of this had been at the bottom of Garland’s 
proposal to confer the title of king upon Oliver under the new 
The Royal Constitution. That a mere change of name would 
tule* have effected the purpose desired is most improbable. 
There is nothing to work miracles in the adoption of a style 
which has been appropriately used by others. What the nation 
sought restlessly for was such a recurrence to old use and wont 
as might enable it to consider reforms on their own merits, 
without the risk of being dashed violently out of its course by 
unsuspected currents. Oliver had destroyed, so far as acts can 
destroy, the superstition of a monarchy unaccountable for its 
deeds. He was not, nor could he be, in a position to build up 
the frame of the monarchy of the future—the monarchy strong 
in influence, because reflective of the mind and will of the nation 
as a whole. 



CHAPTER XXXVIII 

A MOTLEY OPPOSITION 

Oliver lost no time in announcing to the world by actions 
l6ss rather than by words that, if his Government was not 

An attempt to be Parliamentary, it was to be—at least within 
at constitu- , .. r . 
tionai tne limits of practical politics—constitutional. The 
government. very postponement of the dissolution till the lapse 
of five months—lunar months though they were—showed this 
to be his aim ; and his position was made still more clear 

Feb. a when, on February 8, he announced that the assess- 
aSessment ment would thenceforward be levied at the reduced 
lowered. rate which had been accepted by Parliament, that 
is to say, at 60,000/. a month from England, in lieu of the 
90,000/. which had hitherto been received, and at 10,000/. 
a-piece from Scotland and Ireland.1 To the same resolution 
must be attributed—what was at least a verbal homage to the 
Oliver ab- Instrument—his abstention from issuing notifica- 
Si?ngfrom tl0ns of his will under the title of ordinances, thus 
ordinances, avoiding the appearance of an assumption of legis¬ 
lative power to which he had no further claim after the day on. 
which his first Parliament met.2 

The reduction of the assessment was the more remarkable 
as, whilst showing a deference, not indeed to the Instrument,. 

1 Order for the Assessment, Feb. 8, E, 1064, 47. 
* “ His Highness, by not making it an ordinance, hath modestly - 

denied to assume the legislature of the nation j though satisfied by many* 
able judges and lawyers he may legally do it.” — ? to Clarke, Feb. 13,, 
Clarke Pagers, iii. 22. 
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The 
financial 
situation. 

but to a mere resolution of the dissolved Parliament, the Govern¬ 
ment thereby became involved in a hopeless deficit, 
unless both army and navy were reduced far below 
the requirements of the time. It was not in the 

power of any man forthwith to recall Blake from the Mediter¬ 
ranean or Penn from the Indies, whither he had already sailed 
in December. Yet it was impossible to maintain their two 
fleets without an annual expenditure of at least 461,000/.,1 not 
a penny of which could be derived from any existing source of 
revenue. Nor was it possible, so long as the country was 
seething with sedition, suddenly to bring down the numbers of 
the army from 57,000 to 30,000. Yet, if none of these things 
were done, a deficit of 721,000/. was the lowest that would 
have to be faced.2 All that for the present could be accom¬ 
plished was, whilst meeting declared opposition with firmness 
and decision, to disarm, by wise and just administration, the 
unpopularity which lay beneath the surface. In such a process 
it was hardly likely that the Protector could always keep within 

the limits of the law. He himself could hardly ex¬ 
pect more than to avoid breaking out from those 
limits in cases where the observance of the law did 

not clash with his self-imposed duty of maintaining that In¬ 
strument of Government which he had bound himself to 
defend. Yet even those who accept this explanation of the 
Protector’s conduct as satisfactory can hardly deny that his 
action was fraught with peril. It was of the necessity of the 
case that the determination of the points on which the Con¬ 
stitution could only be defended by breaking the law should 
rest with the executive body—the Protector and Council—and 

Law 
and con* 
stitution 

1 According to an estimate made on Oct. 3, 1654, the expense of 
Blake’s fleet would be 19,170/., and that of Penn’s 19,260/., for a lunar 
month, Carte MSS. lxxiv. foL 32. The annual expense of the two fleets 
would, therefore, be 461,160/. This estimate must be exclusive of the 
money already paid for stores and equipment. See supra, p. 239, note 2. 

2 Deducting 360,000/. for the remission on the assessment from the 
estimate given at p. 23S, note 1, we have a revenue of 1,890,000/. to meet 
an estimated expenditure of 2,611,532/., entailing a deficit of 721,532^ 

VOL. III. S 
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not with the judges, if only because judges could not be trusted 
to advise the breach of the law in any case whatever. The 
position, therefore, was one temporarily defensible, at least 
from a political point of view, but it was one that would tend 
to prolong itself beyond the time during which it could be 
defended. It is certain that Oliver, above all men, would 
have welcomed the day when he could return to the fields of 
strict legality; but, unhappily for the cause which he had so 
much at heart, he was likely to discover in practice the ex¬ 
treme difficulty of stiffening once more the legal rule which he 
had made flexible, even for the highest purposes. 

Next to carrying conviction to the people at large that he 
had no purpose of increasing taxation, or even of maintaining 

Question of 'lt at *ts exlsting level, the Protector had most to 
toleration" °f ^ convincing them, so far as it was possible 

without violating his own principle of religious 
liberty, that he had no intention of casting his shield over 
those exorbitances of fanatical religion which had driven even 
men like Owen to urge that the time had come to narrow the 
limits of toleration. Following out the announcement -made 
in his last speech, that he had no desire to protect extremists,1 

he now, though making no attempt to enumerate c damnable 
Cases of heresies,’ left Theauro-John and Biddle to the Court 
Joim and Upper Bench, with the result that they were both 
anddofthe admitted to bail and ultimately restored to liberty.2 

‘Quakers.’ Nor did the Government interfere to decide the 
knotty point whether the so-styled ‘ Quakers ’—and it must be 
remembered that the appellation was in those days conferred 
on many who were only loosely connected, or not connected 
at all with the Society of Friends3—were guilty of blasphemy 
or not. That the popular view was against these enthusiasts 
is, to some extent, shown by the fact that justices of the peace 
almost invariably held them to be blasphemers, whilst the 

1 See supra, p. 251. 

2 Mere. Pol, E, 826, 23 ; Several Proceedings, E, 479, 24. 
8 The list of doctrines ascribed to the e Quakers5 by Bunyan, in his 

Grace Abounding, would show this, even if there were not other evidence. 
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judges of the higher courts sometimes lent a favourable ear to 
their protestations.1 Nor could there be much interference with 
the due process of law in favour of men who spoke rudely to 
magistrates and kept on their hats in the presence of those 
before whom it was customary to remove them; still less 
when a more than usually unrestrained fanatic stripped himself 
to the skin, and walked about Smithfield in defiance of common 
decency.2 

On one point especially Oliver’s intervention was urgently 
demanded. Not only did the 4 Quakers’ scandalise the clergy 
They by refusing, as Baxter put it, to 4 have the Scriptures 
con^ega- called the word of God,’ but they railed at ministers 
ti°ns. < as hirelings, deceivers, and false prophets,’ bursting 
into congregations, and directing against the occupant of the 
pulpit such exclamations as “ Come down, thou deceiver, thou 
hireling, thou dog ! ” 3 After this it was a little thing that they 
proceeded to argue with the preacher or criticised his right to 
occupy the position he filled. By the magistrates such acts 
were qualified as brawling, whilst they were defended by the 
intruders themselves as asserting the right of all religious per¬ 
sons to contribute to the edification of the assemblage. The 
The Protector was within his rights in announcing his 
Protector intention of enforcing the law as it was interpreted 
enforce by legal authority, but it was not in his nature to 
the law. touch even the apparent fringe of religious liberty 
without placing on record his conviction that religious liberty 

1 Chief Baron Wilde, for instance, refused to accept a verdict of guilty 
against a ‘Quaker’ under the Blasphemy Act. Truth's Testimony, 
E, 829, 8. 

* The Faithful Scout, E, 481, 17. The story is told also by Nieu- 
poort {Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 40), as one of which he was credibly 
informed. A leading member of the Society, Richard Farnworth, in a 
pamphlet written in February on a very different subject, added before its 
issue on March x a postscript in defence of any person caused by the Lord 
to go naked as a sign, which he would hardly have done unless such a 
case had actually occurred. The Pure Language, E, 829, 5. 

3 Reliquia Baxteriance, 77, 116. 
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itself, so far as he understood it, was in no danger in his 
hands. 

Accordingly, on February 15 a proclamation appeared 
which may justly be regarded as the charter of religious 

Feb i freedom under the Protectorate. “ It having pleased 
a prociama- the Lord,” it characteristically, began, “ by the mani- 
rdigious fest mercies and deliverances which He hath wrought 
liberty, jn and for these nations of late years, and the bless¬ 
ings wherewith He hath blessed the endeavours of the good 
people thereof, in making them successful against His and 
their enemies, to crown us with this, as not the least token of 
His favour and goodwill to us, that there is a free and un¬ 
interrupted passage of the Gospel running through the midst 
of us, and liberty for all to hold forth and profess with sobriety 
their light and knowledge therein, according as the Lord in 
His rich grace and wisdom hath dispensed to every man, and 
with the same freedom to practise and exercise the faith of the 
Gospel, and to lead quiet and peaceable lives in all godliness 
and honesty, without any interruption from the powers God 
hath set over this Commonwealth ■ nay, with all just and due 
encouragement thereto, and protection in so doing by the 
same: a mercy that is the price of much blood, and till of 
late years denied to this nation, as at this day it continues to 
be to most of the nations round about us, and which all that 

’ fear God amongst us ought duly to consider and be thankful 
for in this day wherein God hath so graciously visited and 
redeemed His people :—his Highness, as he reckons it a duty 
incumbent on him, and shall take all possible care to preserve 
and continue this freedom and liberty to all persons in this 
Commonwealth fearing God, though of differing judgments, by 
protecting them in the sober and quiet exercise and profession 
of religion and the sincere worship of God, against all such 
who shall, by imposing upon the consciences of their brethren, 
or offering violence to their persons, or any other way seek 
to hinder them therein ; so likewise doth he hold himself 
equally obliged to take care that on no pretence whatsoever 
such freedom given should be extended by any beyond those 
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bounds which the royal law of love and Christian moderation 
have set us in our walking one towards another ; or that 
and against thereby occasion should be taken by any to abuse 
cingreg"? this liberty to the disturbance or disquiet of any of 
tions. their brethren in the same free exercise of their faith 
and worship which himself enjoys of his own. And his High¬ 
ness cannot but sadly lament the woful distemper that is fallen 
upon the spirits of many professing religion and the fear of 
God in these days, who ... do openly and avowedly, by rude 
and unchristian practices, disturb both the private and public 
meetings for preaching the word, and other religious exercises, 
and vilify, oppose, and interrupt the public preachers in their 
ministry, whereby the liberty of the Gospel, the profession of 
religion, and the name of God is much dishonoured and 
abused, and the spirits of all good men much grieved. His 
Highness, therefore, having information from divers parts of 
this Commonwealth of such practices by divers men lately 
risen up under the names of Quakers, Ranters, and others, 
who do daily both reproach and disturb the assemblies and 
congregations of Christians in their public and private meet¬ 
ings, and interrupt the preachers in dispensing the word, and 
others in their worship, contrary to just liberty, and to the 
disturbance of the public peace, doth hold himself obliged by 
his trust to declare his dislike of all such practices, as being 
contrary to the just freedom and liberties of the people, . . . 
and doth hereby strictly require that they forbear henceforth 
all such irregular and disorderly practices ; and if in contempt 
hereof any persons shall presume to offend as aforesaid, we 
shall esteem them disturbers of the civil peace, and shall expect 
and do require all officers and ministers of justice to proceed 
against them accordingly.” 1 

It was hard for the Protector to keep his subordinates up to 
his high ideal. Colonel Hacker, whose own sympathies were 

Hacker in ^ Presbyterian clergy, had been so far able 
Leicester- to assure the Protector of his devotion as to be 
slure' entrusted with the duty of stamping out sedition 

1 Proda?nationy Feb. 15, B. M. press-mark, 669, f. 19, No. 71. 
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in Leicestershire.1 * In this capacity he chose to treat‘Quaker’ 
Meetings meetings as dangerous to the State, arresting many 
Leicester?in persons who took part in them, and sending some 
shire. 0f them to Whitehall for judgment.3 Amongst those 
carried to London was Fox himself, who, being asked to sign 
a paper engaging not to take arms against the Government, 
replied that he was against taking arms in any case whatever. 
Oliver, who seems to have known little of the 4 Friends’ except 

Feb.ag. by hostile report, admitted their leader into his 
tht'Pxo-^ Presence* Fox at once, after invocating peace upon 
tector. the House, opened an exhortation to the Protector 
to ‘keep in the fear of God, that he might receive wisdom 
from Him, that by it he might be directed and order all things 
under his hand to God’s glory.’ As soon as Oliver could get 
in a word he asked the pertinent question why they quarrelled 
with the ministers. Fox enlarged upon the duty of testifying 
against those who preached for the sake of filthy lucre. With 
Fox’s spiritual instinct Oliver had a deep sympathy, even if he 
was unable to concur in its practical application. “ Come 
again to my house,” he said, as he dismissed his guest, “for 
if thou and I were but an hour a day together we should be 
nearer one to the other. I wish you no more ill than I do to 
my own soul.” Suiting the action to the word, he ordered 
Fox to be set at liberty, and invited him to dine at the table 
set for his own attendants. With sturdy independence Fox re¬ 
fused to eat of his bread or drink of his cup.3 Not only did 

1 Hacker, who had attended, at least at the outset, the meetings which 
produced the petition of the three Colonels, perhaps approved of urging the 
Protector, at the beginning of September, to accept the Parliamentary 
system, but disapproved of the more violent opposition in which the 
movement culminated. This is, however, no more than a conjecture. 

8 Nieupoort, in his despatch of Feb. ^ {Add. MSS. 17*677 W, fol. 
40), and therefore before the issue of the proclamation, writes of 4 Quaker9 
meetings broken up by order of the Government, and it is quite possible 
that a dislike of such things led Oliver to consider the question. 

3 Fox, in his account of the matter, says that when this was reported 
to the Protector, he said : “ Now I see there is a people risen and come 
up that I cannot win either with gifts, honours, offices or places $ but 
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Fox go out a. free man, but he was permitted to address meet- 
ings when he would, in London or elsewhere, though they 
had been closed by order of the Government not many days 
before. 

all other sets and people I can.” This is merely hearsay, and the latter 
part of the sentence is not only unlike any expression of Oliver’s, but 
would be particularly absurd at the moment when he had failed, as will 
be seen, to win over several persons of other sects and parties. 

1 For the closing, see Nieupoort to the States General, Feb. 
{Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 40). The date of Fox’s interview with 
Cromwell, for which we depend on Fox’s Journal, is assigned by 
I)r. Hodgkin {George Fox> 108) to the summer of 1654, apparently 
thinking that the plot referred to as being talked of at the time when Fox 
was taken was Gerard and Vowel’s. Under the date of Feb. 26, how¬ 
ever, Mere. PoL (E, 829, 6) tells us that “Divers Quakers have been 
apprehended as they were roving about the country in Leicestershire, 
and among them one Fox, a principal leader of that frantic party; they 
are brought up hither and detained in custody.” Moreover, it will be 
noticed that Oliver’s first recorded words referred to the quarrelling with 
the ministers, which had been so much on his mind in issuing the 
proclamation of Feb. 15. Besides, Fox writes of Hacker as commanding 
in Leicestershire, and we have in Tkurloe (iii. 148) a letter which shows 
he was in that position on Feb. 12. Moreover, we find Fox complaining 
of a minister who was an official news-writer—doubtless Henry Walker— 
that he put in his newspaper a statement that Fox wore ribbons. In 
Perfect Proceedings (E, 481, 9), under the date of Feb. 26, we find: 
“ This afternoon Fox, the great Quaker, who is said to be one of the 
chief old ringleaders of them, was at Whitehall. Fie came out of 
Leicestershire—some say he was sent up from thence—and divers Quakers 
were at Whitehall following him. It is said that he, two years since, 
seduced Colonel Fell’s wife, who, following him up and down the 
country, and still is {sic) of that gang, and divers others. And I heard 
a gentlewoman say this day at Whitehall, when he was there, that she 
heard him boast of his favours, showing bunches of ribbon in the country 
—about Lancashire—that he had from Colonel Fell’s wife and others.” 
As the statements in Fox’s Journal are for the most part uncorroborated, 
it is worth while noting points in which they are borne out by contem¬ 
porary evidence. Fox’s complaint of being charged merely with wearing 
ribbons is now seen not to be the outburst of an ultra-puritanical mind, 
but the result of indignation against that charge brought against Mrs. 
Fell; though the word ‘ seduced ’ does not necessarily bear the meaning 
which it would have at the present day. 
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In dealing with c Quakers9 the Proctector had to do with 
men who were held to be blasphemers, and who were certainly 

The Fifth not se^om disturbers of the general peace. The 
Monarchy Fifth Monarchy men, whilst equally basing their 
men‘ conduct on religious grounds, directly attacked the 
existing Government, on the plea that earthly rule ought 
exclusively to be in the hands of the saints. Though this 
opinion was not likely to be very widely spread, it was not 
a time when Oliver could safely allow his authority to be 
openly challenged; though he can have found but little satis¬ 
faction in coercing men whose hearts were, as he believed, on 

i6s4 the right side. In December, Simpson, who, 
Simpson’s together with Feake, had been confined at Windsor 
sermon. since the early days of the Protectorate,1 broke 
prison, and reappeared on the 17 th and 18th in his old pulpit 
at Allhallows, wiiere he declaimed against the Triers, alleging 
their position to be ‘absolute anti-Christian,* and declaring 
* that he could with as good conscience go to the Pope and his 
cardinals for their approbation as to them.’1 2 Being summoned 
Simpson’s before the Protector, he discussed the situation with 
wSTthe11 him for the better part of a whole day, telling him, 
Protector, -amongst other things, that he had broken his promise 
to abolish tithes. To this charge Oliver pleaded that he could 
not remember having given any engagement of the sort, but 
that, if he had, it was a sufficient excuse that his Council would 
not allow him to carry it out.3 Turning to the constitutional 
■question, Simpson reminded the Protector that he had formerly 
declared for a Commonwealth -without king or House of Lords, 
and argued that by taking on himself his present title he 
had not only broken his vows, but had incurred the penal- 

1 See vol. iii. 7. 
2 -to Clarke, Dec. 19, Clarke Papers, iii. 14. 
8 See vol. ii. 102, note 2, and vol. iii. 20, note 2. Probably Oliver 

had promised to commute tithes by an ordinance before Parliament met, 
but the Council refused its consent. It can hardly be too often repeated 
that he was not an absolute ruler. 
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ties of high treason.1 “ Well said, Simpson !55 was the half-. 
amused reply. u Thou art plain indeed; not only to tell me 
I have broken my vows, but that I am, in plain terms, a traitor.” 
After this Oliver announced his intention not to abandon the 
position he occupied. “ The Government,” he said, c< I have 
taken, and will stand to maintain it.” The long conversation 
ended by the Protector’s advice to Simpson to be more sober 
in his speech and conduct. The advice was thrown away. 
“ We came away,” wrote one of Simpson’s followers who was 
present during this strange discussion, “very much dissatisfied 
Simpson with his spirit and his words.”2 In this case, at least, 
remairfat° Oliver was determined to show that no harshness on 
liberty. his part should contribute to increase the irritation of 
these irritable Christians, and Simpson was allowed to remain 

Dec. S3. at liberty. A discussion with Feake on the 23rd 
£St toSent en<ied, on the other hand, by his being remanded to 
prison. confinement at Windsor Castle. It is not unlikely 
that by this time some rumour that the Fifth Monarchists 

Dec. 23. were engaged in one of the many plots of the day 
feicSeo11/ had reached the Protector’s ears, as Harrison was re- 
Harrison. arrested two days later ; though he was immediately 
released on giving an assurance to the Protector that, however 
much he disapproved of the existing form of government, he 
had no intention of conspiring for its overthrow.3 

Another Fifth Monarchy preacher, John Rogers, had been 
John Rogers hi custody at Lambeth for six months for asserting 
in prison. that God would pour forth His vials on 4 the worldly 

Dec. 25. 
Arrest and 
release of 
Harrison. 

. 1 The Act of March 17, 1649 {Scobelh ii. 7)> declared that the office 
of king might not be exercised by any single person, and that it was 
treason to * promote any person to the name, style, dignity, power, pre¬ 
rogative or authority of king.* Simpson would affirm, and Oliver deny, 
that the authority granted to a Protector by the Instrument was equivalent 
to that of a king. 

2 B. J. to -? Clarke Papers, ii. pref. xxxiv.-xxxvii. 
s -? to Clarke, Dec. 23; Clarke Papers, iii. IS; The Weekly 

Intelligencer, E, 821, 13; Nieupoort to the States General, Jan. 
Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 24. 
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powers, the powers of antichrist/ as' well as for declaiming 
against the Protector. “ Because,” he had said, “he hath 
oppressed and forsaken the poor, because he hath violently 
taken away a house which he builded not, surely he shall not 
feel quietness in his belly : he shall not save of that which he 
desired. O thou black Whitehall: Fah ! Fah ! it stinks of 
the brimstone of Sodom, and the smoke of the bottomless pit. 
The flying roll of God’s curses shall overtake the family of that 
great thief there; he that robbed us of the benefit of our 
prayers, of our tears, of our blood—the blood of my poor 
husband, will the widow say—the blood of my poor father, 
will the orphan say—the blood of my poor friend, will many say. 
These shed their blood for the cause cf Jesus Christ, and for 
the interest of His kingdom; but that which they purchased 
at so dear a rate is taken from us by violence. We are robbed 
of it, and the cause of Christ is made the cause of a man.”1 

Early in February twelve members of Rogers’s congregation 
appeared before Oliver to ask for the liberation of their own 

pastor and of Feake, as sufferers for conscience’ sake. 
Feb. To this Oliver .replied that they suffered for their 

for thean evil deeds; but he consented to discuss the question 
FeakeVnd with Rogers, in the hope of convincing his advocates 
Rogers. that their view of the case was false. The con- 

Feb. 6. ference was fixed for the 6th, when the Protector 
conference^ maintained his position that attacks on the Govern¬ 

ment could not be allowed; whilst Rogers stuck to 
the argument that if he had done wrong he ought to be 
brought to a lawful trial, and not forced to submit to an 
absolute or arbitrary power. The charge was too well founded 
to be otherwise than irritating to the Protector. “ Where,” he 
promptly asked, “is an arbitrary or absolute power?” “Is 
not the long sword such ? ” was the equally prompt reply. 
“ By what law or power are we put into prison ? . . . And is 
not your power, with the army’s, absolute to break up Parlia¬ 
ment and do what you will ? ” The Protector, on the other 

1 The information is dated May S, obviously in 1654, but misplaced 
amongst the papers of 1655. TAur/oe, iii. 483. 
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hand, had the advantage in setting forth the necessity of 
restraining Piesbyterians, Independents, and Baptists from 
coming to blows. “ His work,” he said, “was to keep all the 
godly of several judgments in peace”—‘He was as a constable,* 
he added, ‘ to part them and keep them in peace.’1 * 

Oliver was no sooner- quit of Rogers than he was assailed 
by Harrison, who sought an interview with him at the head of 
Harrison a. party comprising Colonel Rich, Quartermaster- 
supporters General Courtney, together with Carew, Squib and 
Rogers. Clement Ireton 3 —the first two having been members 
of the Nominated Parliament. As soon as they were admitted 
to Oliver’s presence they urged him to release ‘ the prisoners of 
the Lord.' To this the Protector replied ‘ that if they were the 
prisoners of the Lord they should soon be set at liberty, but 
that he was sure there was nobody in England in prison for 
the Lord’s sake or the Gospel’s.’ He subsequently sent for 

the four principal persons among them—Harrison, 
Harrison,' Carew, Courtney and Rich. As, however, they 
Carew, refused to obey either this message or a warrant 
Courtney which followed, and as information had been re- 
o»unciihe ceiyed that they had been stirring up resistance 

to the Government, they were fetched before the 
Protector and Council on the 16th.1 

With one voice the four declared the Government to be anti- 
Christian and Babylonish, Carew adding that when the Protector 
dissolved the Nominated Parliamentc he took the crown off from 
the head of Christ and put it upon his own.’ Against such a 
usurped authority these four concurred in holding it to be lawful 
to take up arms. Not that they had any sympathy either 
with the Levellers or with the majority in the late House. 

1 Rogers, Life and Opinions of a Fifth Monarchy A/an, 173-224. 
- e The very same night/ id. 220, marginal note. 
* ‘ Mr. Ireton,’ as given in a marginal note. Clement, a younger 

brother of ihe general, must, almost certainly, be intended. 
4 Mere. Pol., E, S2S, 7, where the date is given as Feb. 15. 

Thurloe’s 4 Friday in the afternoon '—i.e. the 16th—is more likely to be 
accurate. 
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Their greatest objection to the Protectorate was 4 that it had a 
Parliament in it, whereby power is derived from the people, 
whereas all power belongs to Christ.3 After this they were 
asked whether they would 4 engage to live peaceably and not 
disturb the peace of the nation.3 On their refusal1 they were told 
4 that if they would retire into their own counties and promise 
not to come forth without leave9 no harm should befall them. 
When even this kindly overture had been rejected the Protector 
lost all patience. Harrison, he said,4 had not only countenanced 
those who declaimed publicly against the Government, but had 
persuaded some of the lawfulness of taking arms against it3; 
Carew had not only joined Harrison in this, but had 
4 endeavoured to seduce some great officers from their trust3; 
"Rich had opposed the levy of the assessment-tax; whilst 
Courtney had been in Norfolk persuading the churches to take 
up arms, and had said in the West that when he was in London 
he would 44 find both hands and hearts enough to overthrow 
this Government.33 To this charge they made no answer, and 
Their were thereupon committed to the custody of the 
committal. Serjeant-at-Arms. A few days later three of them 
were despatched to separate prisons, Harrison to Portland, 
Carew to Pendennis, Courtney to Carisbrooke. Rich was 
allowed to remain at liberty for some time longer to attend on 
Oliver’s his dying wife. It was no pleasure to Oliver to deal 
toimpSson harshly with men who did but exaggerate his own 
them. Puritanism. 44 I know,33 wrote Thurloe, 44 it is a 
trouble to my Lord Protector to have any one who is a saint in 
truth to be grieved or unsatisfied with him.33 Imprisonment 
had been inflicted on these men, according to the secretary, 
44 in pity to them and some other people who are led by them, 
as well as for the sake of the nation, that they may not put things 
into blood and confusion, and be made use of by the Cavaliers 
and vile Levelling party to destroy and utterly root out all that 
are good and godly in the land.33 2 

1 Harrison in company with his three comrades was less compliant 
than he had been when he was alone. See supra., p. 265. 

2 Thurloe to Monk, Feb. ? Clarke Papers, ii. 242; —? to Clarke, 
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The contemptuous adjective applied by Thurloe to the 
Levelling party may doubtless be taken as the measure of his 
Case of the apprehension. Not only had the advocates of the 
Levellers, sovereignty of a democratic Parliament bonds of union 
with a not insignificant party in the army itself, but they were 
able, at least so long as they confined themselves to criticism of 
the foundations of the existing Government, to attract to them¬ 
selves Parliamentarians like Bradshaw, who had no aims in the 
direction of manhood suffrage, and even to find points of har¬ 
mony with Royalists, who were as anxious to restore a free 
Parliament at Westminster as to replace the King at Whitehall. 
Consequently the Government resolved to do its best to arrest 
the leaders of that party for which Wildman and Sexby were the 
leading political agents, whilst Lord Grey of Groby was”expected 
to stand forth as its military head.1 Of the three Wildman was 

seized at a village near Marlborough, by a party of 
Arrest of* horse under Major Butler on February 10, just as he 
wudman, was dictating a declaration inviting the people to take 
up arms against 4 Oliver Cromwell, esquire/3 and was carried off 

for security to Chepstow Castle. Grey was appre¬ 
hended by Hacker, and though 4 much distempered 
with the gout/ was carried to London and ultimately 

lodged as a prisoner in Windsor Castle,3 where he remained 
till July, when he was liberated after making due submission.4 

Sexby—-of whom it is not uncharitable to suppose 
that his political antagonism to the Protectorate was- 
quickened into life by his disappointment of the com- 

Feb. 12. 
and of 
Grey. 

Sexby 
conceals 
himself. 

Feb. 24, lb. iii. 23; Nieupoort to the States General, March fg, Add. 

MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 50. 
' For a full account of the movements of these men see Dyer’s infor¬ 

mation, Thurloe, vi. 829. As this information was not given till Feb. 27, 
1655, there was doubtless much in it not known to the Government three 

years earlier. 
2 Butler to the Protector, Feb. 10, Thurloe, iii. 147 ; Merc. Pol., E* 

S26, 28. 
3 Hacker to the Protector, Feb. 12, Thurloe, iii. 148. 
1 Council Order Book, Tnterr. I, 76, p. 178; Merc. Pol., E. • 
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mand which had been promised him in Guienne1—was more 
dangerous in consequence of his hold on the still numerous 
Levellers in the army. For some time he contrived to elude 
pursuit, but was at last tracked to Portland. His partisans in 
the island, however, were neither few nor without influence, 

Feb. 20. and on February 20 a party of soldiers which arrived 
tcTseize him to arrest him was itself placed under arrest by the 
baffled. Mayor and the Governor of the Castle, on the ground 
that they were attempting to deprive an Englishman of his 
liberty without being able to show a written warrant; though 
He escapes both t^ie Mayor and the Governor were complaisant 

enough to express their belief that the new-comers 
had been deceived by representations made to 
them by others. In this way Sexby had time given! 
him to effect his escape to the continent.2 It was 
probably the knowledge thus gained of the disaffection 

prevailing at Portland which led to the removal of Harrison to 
securer quarters at Carisbrooke.3 

Whatever may have been the exact plans of the Levellers, 
the importance of their movement was the greater in conse¬ 
quence of its concurrence, possibly only in point of time, 

though possibly also in something more, with those 
plans of the - Royalists, a partial knowledge of which 
had led in January to the arrest of persons con¬ 
cerned in the transportation of arms. On that occa¬ 
sion the distribution of commissions from Charles 
had been traced to Colonel Stephens, who, after the 
failure of Gerard’s plot in the preceding July, had, in 
conjunction with another Royalist agent whose name 

to the 
Continent. 

April 3. 
Harrison 
moved to 
Caris¬ 
brooke. 

The 
Royalist 
plot. 

1654- 

a JU-7* r Activity of 
Colonel 
Stephens. 

July 6. 
Plans of the 
Royalists. 

1 See vol. iii. 112, 122. 
2 Council of State Order Book, Interr. I, 76a, p. 46. 
8 Narrative by Capt. Unton Croke, Thurloe, iii. 194. Captain Hurst, 

the Governor, related to Croke a conversation with Harrison, then a 
prisoner in the Castle, in which Harrison expressed an opinion that 
Sexby was a decoy for his Highness, though merely on the grounds that 
he had escaped arrest whilst his comrades had been caught. There was 
no connection between the politics of the two men : besides, Harrison 
thought Sexby * a treacherous fellow,3 which no doubt he was. 
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is unknown, laid before his master a statement of the hopes 
and fears of his party.1 If only, they declared, Charles would 
no longer cast delays in the way of action, Tynemouth Castle 
could be secured in the North, and Sir Philip Musgrave would 
take the field at the head of 3°° horse; the gentry of Surrey 
and Sussex could command 500, and Kent alone could pro¬ 
vide a similar number. The Castles of Ludlow, Warwick and 
Denbigh might be secured. Sir Philip Musgrave, Sir John 
Grenville, Sir Humphrey Bennett, Lord Byron, Sir Thomas 
Peyton, Colonel Grey, Colonel Screven, respectively offered to 
get possession of Carlisle, Plymouth, Portsmouth, Nottingham, 
Sandwich, Tynemouth, and Shrewsbury. In Ireland, Carrick- 
fergus, Galway, Londonderry, and probably Dublin and 
Athlone, might be gained without difficulty. All that Charles's 
English partisans demanded of him was that, after giving 
authority to their movements in writing, he would send Lang 
dale to the North, offering pardon to certain persons they 
named; and would place either Ormond or the Duke of York 
by the water’s side, with instructions to cross the Straits and 
head the insurgents in Kent and Surrey, where the store of arms 
provided at Sandwich for the use of the fleet could be easily 
Charles's secured. Charles at once wrote the required letters, 
letters. copies of five of -which are still extant in Hyde's 
handwriting.2 In another, which some months later fell into 
the hands of the Protector, he endeavoured to explain his own 
previous hesitation and give encouragement to his partisans to 

His ex ec aCt 011 ^half aS S00n aS Possible. “YOU will 
tatfonspofCa easily believe,” he wrote, “ that I am very well pleased 
Hsmg. to kear kow carefui and solicitous you are for my 

concernments, and of the course you resolve to take. The 
truth is I have been so tender of my friends that I have deferred 

1 The statement (Clarendon MSS. xlviii. fol. 326) is said to have 
been drawn up by * Col. Ste. and Fa.’ Mr. Macray (Clarendon, xiv. 99, 
note) suggests that the latter may have been Fanshaw, but the account 
of his movements in Lady Fanshaw’s Memoirs makes this improbable. 

2 Clarendon MSS. xlviii. fol. 328. See also Mr. Firth’s references in 
the Hist. Review (April 1888), iii. 325. 
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lo call upon them to appear till I could find myself able to give 
them good encouragement from abroad ; but since I find that 
comes on so slowly, I will no longer restrain those affections 
which T most desire to be beholden to ; and I have reason to 
believe that, if they who wish one and the same thing knew 
each other’s mind, the work would be done without any diffi¬ 
culty, and if there was any handsome appearance in any one 
place, the rest would not sit still; and I am persuaded I should 
then find supplies from those who are yet afraid to offer them: 
However, I am sure I would myself be with those who first 
wished for me, and to that purpose I will keep myself within 
a reasonable distance, consult with those you dare trust, and, 
if you are ready, agree upon a time; and you cannot promise 
yourselves anything that you will be disappointed in and that 
is in the power of your affectionate friend—Charles R.” 1 

Charles, in fact, had given up all hope of receiving any con¬ 
siderable sum from the German princes, and was convinced of 
the necessity of relying entirely on his own subjects. This time, 
at least, it was an insurrection, not an assassination, that was 
in prospect. 

The letters despatched to England were written at Mons, 
where Charles was on his way to visit his sister, the Princess 

June 30. of Orange, at Spa. His movements, however, were 
not guided by family affection alone. His position 

Paris, jn France had been a strained one since Mazarin 
had avowed his eagerness to cultivate the -friendship of the 
Protector. When he left Paris on June 30, it had been with a 

Charles 
leaves 

1 Charles to — ? July A Declaration of his Highness, p. 26, 
E, 857, 3. This pamphlet was published by authority on Oct. 31, 1655. 
Mr. Firth, who reprinted the letter in the Historical Review (April 188S), 
iii. 324, urges in favour of its genuineness that 6 it has never been denied 
to be really the King’s. * To this argument it may be added, in the first 
place, that the date of July ^ is a most likely one, as it is the day on 
which the statement by Stephens and his colleague was laid before 
Charles; and, in the second place, that it corresponds in tone, and even 
in expression, with parts of the third and fifth of the five letters mentioned 
in the text, concerning which no doubt is possible. 
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determination to fix the seat of his exile outside the territory 
and keeps France.1 At Spa he kept a gay and merry Court, 
Court at spending the afternoon in dancing, and returning to 

the same amusement in the meadows after supper.2 
So far as he entertained any design of personally intervening in 
the impending struggle, it took the form of an intention to land 
in Scotland, where, the rout of Middleton at Dalnaspidal3 being 
as yet unknown, the chances of the Royalists appeared far from 
desperate.4 Scared by an outbreak of small-pox in his sister’s 

Aug. i2. household, Charles transferred his Court to Aachen, 
Aachen.at where he reinstated his father’s secretary, Nicholas, 
Nicholas m s in which he had served so faithfully, a 
restored to promotion regarded by the English Cavaliers as 
taryship. assuring the triumph of their principles.6 It was, 
however, never safe to calculate upon Charles’s devotion to a 
single party. Nicholas and his allies can hardly have been well . 
_ , , pleased to hear that the King and his sister had en- 
Charles and : . . _ 
his sister at joyed the music at vespers in a Roman Catholic 
vespers. chUrch. On the other hand, they can hardly have 
objected to his being taken to view the relics of Charles the 
Great. The Princess kissed the skull and the hand of the 

Aug. 12. 
Charles at 
Aachen. 

Nicholas 
restored to 
the secre¬ 
taryship. 

restorer of the Empire, whilst her brother, in lighter mood, con¬ 
tented himself with kissing his sword and measuring its length 
against his own.7 

The great Charles, it is true, was an emperor, not a saint. 
When, towards the end of September, his lesser namesake 

1 Nicholas to Middleton, July £[, Nicholas Papers, ii. 78. 

8 Adams to Thurloe, Tkurloe MSS. xvi. 483. 
3 See supray p. 109. 

4 A letter of Intelligence, Thurloe, ii. 502; Nicholas to 

Norwich, Nicholas Papers, ii. 79. 

a A letter of Intelligence, As Charles arrived at Aachen on 

Aug. (see a letter from the Nuncio at Cologne, Aug. Roman 

Transcripts, R.O,)f Nicholas must have been placed in office between 

that date and . 

* Hatton to Nicholas, Sept, if, Nicholas Papers, ii. 88. 

7 Letters of Intelligence, , Thurloe, ii. 567, 568. 

VOL. III. T 
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moved on to Cologne, he at once sent a Jesuit and a friar of 
Sept. ag. his suite to the Papal Nuncio to beg for an interview. 

Cologne^1 The Nuncio, indeed, refused to receive in his own 
Oct s. house a king who declined to recognise the Pope, but 

meeting a meeting was arranged in the garden of a nionas- 
Nuncio. tery, where Charles professed his desire to allow the 
English Catholics even to erect churches after he had succeeded, 
with their assistance, in coming by his own. Not long after¬ 
wards an event occurred which forced Charles at least to 
display his sentiments on the other side. His youngest 
Henrietta brother, the Duke of Gloucester, had been left with 
Maria tries his mother in France, under the charge of a tutor 
the Duke of named Lovell. Henrietta Maria had, indeed, pro- 
Gioucester. m*se(j that she would not tamper with her son’s re¬ 

ligion, but she thought it no shame to send him on a visit to 
the Abbot of Pontoise—the Walter Montague of the Court of 
Charles I.—in the hope that the boy would be induced by him to 
change his creed, especially as Lovell was either too complaisant 
or possessed too little authority to offer a stern resistance. At 
once’the colony of English Cavaliers in Paris appealed to Charles, 
and Charles, who could do no otherwise than comply with 

Nov. their wishes, despatched Ormond, not to argue with 
Sn?to1etch the boy on points of faith, but to order him to leave 
him away. France, telling him at the same time that he owed a 
higher duty to his King than to his mother. Ormond found 
his task the easier as Gloucester, young as he was, clung to the 
religion in which he had been educated, and, in spite of his 
mother’s angry protestations, expressed himself quite ready to 
obey the orders conveyed to him, though he did not actually 

Dec. s. leave Paris for Holland till December 8. On his 
ka?e?ul'e arrival he was taken in charge by the Princess of 
France. Orange, who had by that time returned to her 

adopted home.1 
The recovery of the Duke from the influence of his mother 

was a magnificent advertisement of Charles’s claim to the 

1 There are numerous letters on this matter in the Nicholas Papers 

and in the Clarendon MSS. 
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gratitude of the English Cavaliers. Some weeks before he had 
Oct 12 wrltten t0 ^e Scottish ministers, appealing to the 

Charles memory of his conversation and behaviour am one: 
writes to the , J . . . . _ , _ 0 
Scottish them, and assuring them that he would never forget to 
ministers. wayc aiwayS as jn the sight of the Most High; though 

he could not but remind them how necessary it was to make 
Dec friends of all sorts of men.1 2 It was perhaps under the 

a messaged yoke of this necessity that, as soon as he heard of his 
brother’s departure from France, he sent Lord Taaffe 

to the Nuncio with an assurance that he could not have acted 
otherwise without throwing out of gear his plans for the recovery 
of his kingdom ; as, if he had been believed to be a consenting 
party to his brother’s conversion, he would have been abandoned 
by the greater number of the English Royalists. If, on the 
other hand, the King could expect any advantage to his cause, 
he would be quite ready to change his own religion.3 This 
cynical avowal only called from the Nuncio a protest against 
the supposition that the salvation of souls could be bargained 
for on temporal considerations. In reporting what had passed 
to Rome, he added that, from all he heard, Charles had not 
shown much personal anxiety to preserve the Duke from his 
mother’s devices.3 The calls of religion appealed in vain to 
his sensual nature. Like his grandfather, Henry IV., he cared 
for none of these things. If three kingdoms could be gained 
either by attendance on a Mass or by sitting under the most 

1 Charles to the Ministers of Scotland, Oct. Jf, Clarendon MSS. 

xlix. fol. 75* 
2 ** Soggiungeva che quando potesse sperare qualche vantaggio nella 

sua causa dalla religione Cattolica l’haverebbe abbracciata S.M. istessa.” 
Letter from the Nuncio, Dec. £§, Roman Transcripts^ R. 0. 

s f£ Confermano alcuni quel che mi fu supposto dal principio della poca 
premura del R£ in divertire il fratello; ma che il Marchese d’Ormond, il 
qual tien quasi sogetto lo spirito di S. M., habbia fatto lo sforzo per proprio 
istinto e per accreditarsi appresso gl’Eretici.” Letter from the Nuncio, 
Dec. Roman Transcripts, R. O. Taaffe is not likely to have exceeded 
his instructions, as he must have known that Charles had had a friendly 
conference with the Nuncio, and might have another at any moment, when 
the truth could hardly fail to leak out. 
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long-drawn sermon, Charles would not hesitate to pay the price 
required. 

It is hardly likely that this particular act of baseness was 
known to Oliver, but—well served as he was by spies in 
Oliver and Charles’s Court—he cannot but have been aware that 
Charles. the character of his opponent was wanting in all 
those qualities which commended themselves to the Puritan 
mind. Nor was he ignorant that Charles was putting forth all 
the skill he possessed to replace himself on the throne, there¬ 
from to spread abroad those habits of self-indulgence which 
were most abhorrent to the strenuous Protector. 

All through the second half of 1654 Charles was in constant 
communication with his English supporters, urging them, under 
Charles the thin disguise of legal or mercantile jargon, to rise 
Roylii?ts insurrection with all possible speed.1 Scattered 
to haste. as were the English Royalists, it was not easy to 
bring them to a common action, and month after month passed 
away without any disturbance of the tranquillity which out¬ 
wardly prevailed. Nor was it only the difficulties of communi¬ 
cation which hampered the movement. The members of the 

l6ss. Sealed Knot,2 Charles’s accredited representatives in 
The Sealed England, declared in the early part of the new year 
Knot recom- that the moment was not opportune for a rising.a 
patience. The adhesion of the leaders of the army to the Pro¬ 
tectorate in its conflict with Parliament must have carried con¬ 
viction to the minds of those responsible for the success of the 
design that there was little hope of support amongst the soldiers; 

whilst the failure of the Levellers in Scotland, the arrest of 
Overton, and the restoration of discipline in Penn’s fleet, must 
have strengthened their determination to avoid compromising 
themselves by isolated action. 

1 Many of these letters are amongst the Clarendon MSS., as having 
been drafted or copied by Hyde, but it is most unlikely that the whole of 
them are to be found there. 

8 See supra, p. 138. 

8 Charles to Roles, ; Ormond to Hyde, Feb. Clarendon 

MSS. xlix. foil. 265, 321, 328. 
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It is, however, far from easy to arrest a movement once 
started on its course, and Cavaliers who had for months been 

Difficulty of warne(* to be ready whenever occasion called on 
arresting the them were indignant at the constant postponements 
movement. ~ i -i ^ ... . , . . c , . 

of action,1 and were not likely to be deterred by the 
arrest of some of their number or the seizure of a few cartloads 
of arms.2 In the course of January the partisans of action 
despatched to Charles a messenger named Ross, with instructions 
to protest against further delays, and to ask that February 13 
might be fixed as the date of the rising. Charles, with the 
CharWs sanguine impatience of an exile, welcomed the pro- 
mdecision. posal; but he was confronted by another messenger, 
sent off by James Halsall, who had been authorised by the 
Sealed Knot to warn him that the times were unpropitious. In 
spite of Ormond’s advice to command his followers either to 
rise or to abstain from rising, he adopted a middle course, first 
expressing his approval of the resolution of the party of action, 

Feb. s. and subsequently sending Daniel O’Neill to England 
O’jSeiii sent to mediate between the two factions, without issuing 
to mediate. ally direct orders, either commanding those who had 
entrusted their views to Ross to postpone the rising, or the 
Sealed Knot to abandon their opposition.3 

One result of the delay in Charles’s answer was that 
the date of the rising was postponed. Another was that it 

gave the Protector time to strengthen his position. 
Knowing as well as any Royalist that the insurrec¬ 
tion was intended to break out on the 13th, he em¬ 
ployed his time in reducing its danger as far as 

possible by ordering the seizure of those whom he judged 

The rising 
postponed. 

Activity 
of the 
Protector. 

1 The story of insurrection has been told fully by Mr. Firth in the Hist. 
Review, iii. 323; iv. 313, 525. Unless for some special reason I shall 
refer my readers to the references there given. 

8 See supra, p. 233. 
3 Opton [or Roles] to Charles, Jan. ; Ormond to Hyde, Feb. ^; 

Halsall to Charles, Feb. I* ? Charles to Roles, Feb. Clarendon MSS* 

xlix. foil. 315, 327, 340, 343. The important passages in these letters 
have been printed by Mr. Firth in the Hist. Review (Apr. 1888), iii. 

PP- 333-3k 
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Charles’s 
letter 
found. 

Feb. is. 
Horses 
seized. 

Feb. 13. 
The letter 
shown to 
the 
citizens. 

likely to take part in it.1 The most important of these arrests 
was that of Read, who had formerly been a lieutenant in the 

Dutch service, and who had in his possession the 
letter in Charles’s own handwriting which placed 
his encouragement of the insurrection beyond rea¬ 

sonable doubt. Fortified with this documentary evidence, 
Oliver ordered that all horses in London and West¬ 
minster should be seized on the 12th, and on the 
13th, the day on which the rising was expected to 
take place, he invited the Lord Mayor, the Aider- 
men, the Recorder, and sixty members of the 
Common Council of the City to inspect the in¬ 

criminating paper.2 After they had satisfied themselves that 
it was genuine, the Protector harangued them at some length, 
urging on them the duty of looking to their own security and 
of providing, at the same time, for the peace of the nation. 
In the end he showed them the draft of a Commission which 
he was about to issue for raising and bringing under discipline 
the militia of the City of London. 

The Commission was issued two days after it had thus been 
announced. Once more the Protector showed his resolution 

to carry out in his own way the wishes of the dis¬ 
solved Parliament. So far as the language used by 
its members is to be trusted, that Parliament in¬ 
tended to call out a militia to bear the burden of 

local defence. Oliver now appealed to the City to provide 
him with a militia, to which he might reasonably look for sup¬ 
port when the time arrived for that partial disbandment that 
was inevitably impending. Yet it was not to be expected that 
he should leave the armed force of the nation in the hands of 
his opponents. The Commissioners named included, besides 
the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, a considerable number of 
officers, of whom Skippon was the most prominent. The 
choice of the officers was left to the Protector, after consulta- 

Feb. iS. 
A Militia 
Commis¬ 
sion for 
London. 

1 Merc. Pol., E, 826, 23; Salvetti’s Newsletter, Feb. Add. MSS. 
27,962 0, fol. 385. 

2 Merc. Pol., E, 826, 28. For the letter see supra, p. 271. 
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tion with the Commissioners. The object of the new militia 
was declared to be the suppression of local disorders. It was 
specially announced that no citizen would be called on to serve 
outside the City or its liberties without his own consent.1 

Oliver was aware that the danger had not passed away 
because the day of rising had been postponed. On February 24 
Feb. 24. 
A procla¬ 
mation 
against 
horse 
taces. 

he issued a proclamation forbidding race-meet¬ 
ings for six months, on the ground that the con¬ 
course of people might be used to ‘raise new 
troubles.*2 As a matter of course orders had been 

The ports 
secured. 

given to secure the ports. At Dover, however, 
some of the officials were in collusion with the 

Royalist party. With their help Halsall and Ross had crossed 
to lay their messages before* Charles, and the correspondence 
between the exiled Court at Cologne and its English sup¬ 
porters was kept briskly up. It was doubtless by the agency 
of these officials that Daniel O’Neill, who, travelling under the 
name of Bryan, had been arrested at Dover and confined in 

^ the Castle, succeeded in making his escape and in 
Feb 22. . -r -i * 1 1, 

O'Neill’s pursuing his journey to London. Another notable 
escape. Royalist agent, Nicholas Armorer, appearing under 
dKfto the name of Wright, was allowed to pass on the 
pass. . certificate of Day, the Clerk of the Passage. The 
result of this connivance with suspected persons was an order 

to Captain Wilson, the Deputy Governor of Dover 
Stricter*6’ Castle, to hold himself personally responsible for the 
measures. detention of all persons supposed to be travelling 

in Charles’s interest.3 * * 

1 Commission, Feb. 15, Council of State Order Book, Interr. I, 76a, 

p. 22. 
2 Proclamation, Feb. 24, B. M. press-mark, 669, f. 19, No. 69. 

3 The Princess of Orange to Hyde, ; Charles to Hyde, March-ft, 

Clarendon MSS. xlix. foil. 367, 387. Wilson to Thurloe, Feb. 27, 
Thurloe, iii. 179. The intimation that Wright was probably Armorer was 
given by Sir R. Stone, Thurloe MSS. xxii. 107. Mr. Firth only allows 
the connivance of Day—the Clerk of the Passage—to be probable, the 
evidence against him not being conclusive {Hist. Rev. (April) iii. 18SS, 
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■ O’Neill was not Charles’s sole representative in England. 
On February 19 Rochester crossed from Dunkirk to Margate, 
in company with Sir Joseph Wagstaff, who had held a com¬ 
mand under the late King in the Civil War.1 Both Rochester 
Landing of and Wagstaff succeeded in reaching London un- 
Rochester observed. Rochester came, not like O’Neill, to 
Wagstaff. mediate between the parties, but to put himself at 
the head of the one which had declared for immediate action. 
The longing for an opportunity of bringing his weary exile 
to an end had got the better of prudence in Charles’s 

, mind.2 Nor was he, to do him justice, desirous 
Middei- of sheltering his own person. Slipping away from 
burg' Cologne, he made his way through Diisseldorf to 
Middelburg, with the intention of crossing to England as 

pp. 343, 344). He seems to have overlooked a passage in a letter from 
Manning, the spy, of May Jy : “At Dover all pass by the assistance of 
one And. Day, Fox, &c., searchers, and as long as they are there all will 
pass you . . . and Foster hath made O’Neill, Manning’s, Armorer, Ross, 
Trelawny, Palmer, Iialsall’s, and the other Dover escapes, and many 
before,” Thurloe, iii. 428. “ And.” may either stand for Andrew, a 
mistake for Robert, or be the first letters of some other name, such as 
Anderson. 

Mr. Firth says that * Cromwell does not appear to have dismissed Day 
from his post, probably because he did not regard the charges as proved ; 
but perhaps because he had already rendered Day harmless. At the end 
of February 1655, in consequence of the escape of several Royalist prisoners, 
the authority of the old Commissioners of the Passage was superseded, and 
the control of the police of the passage entrusted to the Deputy-Governor 
of Dover, Captain Wilson.* This argument requires, I think, to be supple¬ 
mented by the consideration that to dismiss Day would give warning to 
Royalists that they must avoid Dover for the future, and so keep out of 
Wilson’s hands. If this view be adopted, it will be unnecessary to consider 
the assumption that the Protector may not have regarded the charges as 
proved. 

1 Examination of F. Jones, April 4, Thurloe, iii. 344. 
3 Hyde’s memoranda of the instructions to be given to Trelawny, 

Clarendon MSS. iii. 65. Clarendon’s attempt to minimise Charles’s 
decision long afterwards (Clarendons xiv. 127) is of no importance beside 
the contemporary document. 
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soon as a reasonable prospect of success lay open before 
him.1 2 

The information laid before Rochester on his arrival in 
London was such as might have discouraged a wiser man. 
The The Protector had been well enough served by his 

Englandin sP*es to W hands on Sir Humphrey Bennett, who 
’ had engaged to secure Portsmouth ; Colonel Grey, a 

brother of Lord Grey of Wark, who had offeied to make suie 
of Tynemouth Castle; and Sir John Grenville, the former 
defender of the Scilly Isles, who had undertaken the surprise 
of Plymouth.- Small bodies which had gathered with the 
intention of seizing the cavalry posts at Taunton and Marl¬ 
borough had been broken up, and some of their members 
arrested.3 Yet neither O’Neill nor Rochester could perceive 
the symptoms of failure conveyed in these news. O’Neill’s 
O’Neill communications with Charles were full of the most 
sangume. sanguine assurances. Sir George Booth, he wrote, 
would answer for Cheshire, and he even believed that Fairfax 
himself would carry Yorkshire with him to the Royal standard.1 

1 Charles’s presence at Dusseldorf is attested by a letter from the 

Princess of Orange to Hyde, Clarendon MSS. xlix. 373. A letter 

from Calais, of March ~, affirms that he was at that time still at Middelburg, 
Thmio^ iii. 275. 

2 Robinson to Floyd, Feb. Clarendon MSS. xlix. fol. 373. Perf. 
Diurnal, E, 481, 13. 

3 Butler’s letters of Feb. 26 and March 3, with the information of Gill 
and Stradling, Thtirloe> iii. 176, 1S1, 191. 

4 The belief that Fairfax would be 011 their side was widely spread 
amongst the Royalists. On June xz Percy Church informed Nicholas that 
he had heard that Buckingham had said * that the Lord Fairfax promised 
to engage for his Majesty’s interest, provided that the transactions between 
his Majesty and him might pass through the Duke’s hands; which request 
being refused, his Lordship quitted, and so his Majesty’s design was 
frustrated.’ 4* Opposite this passage,” writes Mr. Warner in a note, 
“ Nicholas has written in shorthand: * I assure you I know not, nor by 
enquiry can find, that there was ever an offer or promise from the Lord 
Fairfax that he would engage for his Majesty’s interest, so as the transac¬ 
tions between his Majesty and him might pass through the D. of B.’s hands; 
but it’s possible some third person might [have] proposed that the Duke 
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The West, it was confidently expected, would not be found 
wanting, and Shrewsbury, with the counties on the Welsh 
border, would follow the example. The night of March 8 was 
now fixed for a simultaneous rising of the Royalists. Wil- 
Presby- loughby of Parham engaged that the Presbyterians 
support would stand by the Cavaliers, and promised the 
offered. assistance of Waller and Major-General Browne.1 
Rochester himself set off for Yorkshire to conduct the nego¬ 
tiations with Fairfax, on which he had set his heart.2 

It was one thing for a few returned exiles to conclude that 
the proposed insurrection was on a fair way to success; it was 

, _ another thing for them to induce hundreds of 
Chances of Royalist gentry to risk their lives and estates by 

e rising. flyjng jn the face of an established Government, and, 

without adequate organisation and with spirits dulled by fre¬ 
quent postponement of action, to confront the strongest mili¬ 
tary force hitherto known in England. What really took place 
on the night of the 8th was the gathering of a few isolated 
bodies of enthusiasts at their allotted stations, whilst the 
great bulk of the Royalists, refusing to sacrifice life and 

might be a fit man to treat between the King and that Lord, whereby to 

procure him to engage for the King. And this, I assure you, is the most 

that I know or can learn concerning that particular, and it’s said by some 
that know Lord Fairfax very well that he had never any intention at all to 

-engage for the King’s interest’ ” [Nicholas Papers> ii. 335). This seems 

to set the question at rest so far as Fairfax is concerned. Buckingham 

must, however, have conveyed the impression that Fairfax might be counted 

on, or O’Neill would have been less confident. As Fairfax had possession 

of Buckingham’s estates, it would be to the interest of the latter that Fairfax 

should come to terms with himself before giving his support to a 

restoration. 

1 There is a curious story in Coyet’s despatch of April 6 about a secret 

agent of the Government trying to trepan Browne into the Royalist plot to 
have an excuse for arresting him. If this is more than mere gossip, the 
Government can have merely wanted to get evidence, in an improper way, 

against a man of whom it entertained well-founded suspicions. 

2 O’Neill to Charles, March 8, Nicholas Paperst ii. 217. The uninter¬ 

preted name ‘Mr. Humely,’ ‘whose consent was most necessary,’ I take 
to be the town of Hull. 
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property in so harebrained an adventure, remained quietly at 
home. 

Thus, at Duddoe, to the south of Morpeth, some eighty 
persons assembled in the hope of gaining admission into New- 
Gathering at castle, were scared by the fortuitous approach of a 
Duddoe, body of infantry on the march southwards from Ber¬ 
wick, and dispersed with all possible rapidity. The same igno¬ 
minious fate befell a larger body, variously estimated at 100 
and 300, which, being encouraged by the presence of Rochester 
on Mardton bimself, collected on Marston Moor in the expectation 
Moor that friendly hands would open to them the gates of 
York. Startled, according to one account, by the shouts of 
some travellers who had lost their way, they hurriedly escaped, 
leaving their arms behind them.1 Nor was another party of 
and at about 200 which gathered at Rufford, in Nottingham- 
Rufford. shire, with the intention of marching northwards to 
join their comrades in York, any more persistent. So hurried 
had been their resolve that both Lord Byron, who had been 
marked out as their leader,2 and the young owner of Rufford, 
Sir George Savile, who, as Earl and Marquis of Halifax, became 
pre-eminent as a statesman under the Government of the Re¬ 
storation, were absent from home. Scarcely had the others 
met when the word that their secret had been betrayed spread 
consternation amongst them, and, throwing their arms into a 
pond, they fled without making an effort to carry out their pur¬ 
pose.3 

1 Thurloe to Pell, March 16, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 146 ; Mews to 

Nicholas, Nicholas Papers, ii. 327; Merc. Pol., E, 826, n, 23 ; 

informations of W. Trumbel, E. Turner, M. Pratt, and W. Bell, Thurloe, 
iii. 216, 222, 228, 230. 

8 Manning to Thurloe, S. P. Dom. xciii. 45. 

3 Examination of Clayton and others, March 13; examination of 
Pcnniston Whalley and Baggelow, March 14; [Berry] to the Protector, 
undated; Berry to the Protector, March 17 ; information by Lockell, 
July 12, 1658, and by Cockhill, July 30, 1658, Thurloe, iii. 228,241, 264, 
iv. 599, vii. 263, 301. The last two informers were Savile’s servants. 
Penniston Whalley left his house at Screveton on the 8th, and took care 
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In Lancashire and Cheshire the failure of the Royalists 
was, if possible, still more complete. In the former county 
inaction in there was no movement whatever.1 In the latter, Sir 
Lancashire Qeorge Booth and Colonel Werden did no more 
Cheshire. than send two or three men to see whether sentinels 
were posted on the walls of Chester Castle, and finding them 
on the alert, at once abandoned all hope of capturing so strong 
Shrewsbury a fortress.2 Shrewsbury, from its proximity to the 
in danger. Welsh border, was of the greatest importance to the 
Government, and early in March the Protector, hearing of 
danger in that quarter, despatched a troop of horse to relieve 
the garrison, which at that time consisted of no more than 
seventy men under the Governor, Colonel Humphrey Mack- 
worth.3 On the 5th he empowered Colonel Crowne, Mack- 
worth’s uncle, to raise an infantry regiment in Shropshire.4 On 
the 8th, however, before these orders had time to take effect, 
tidings which reached Mackworth induced him to send prompt 
notice of danger to Sir Thomas Middleton, who was also 
threatened in Chirk Castle. Then, seizing twenty horses in 
the town, he despatched as many men on them to Boreatton 
The plot Park, the seat of Sir Thomas Harris, in which the 
suppressed, rendezvous was to be held that night. The party, 
on its arrival, found twenty horses ready saddled in the stables, 

to be able to plead an alibi till the 9th. He was suspected of having 
betrayed the scheme, but may merely have wished to withdraw himself 
from a desperate cause. 

1 Mr. Firth (Hist. Rev. (Apr. 1888), iii. p. 342, and Apr. 1889, 
p. 324) ascribes this quiescence to the landing at Liverpool of some 3,000 
men from the army in Ireland, quoting a letter of James Halsall to the effect 
that they would prevent the design of his brother to surprise that place. 
The landing, however, took place on Jan. 15, and the letter written abroad 
on Feb. ^ (Clarendon MSS. xlix. fol. 343) might very well refer to such 
a difficulty at that time ; but there is no reason to suppose that these troops 
remained in Lancashire, and, indeed, nothing is heard of their being there 
in March. 

2 Examination of Pickering, July 20, Thurloe, iii. 677. 
* The second son of the Colonel Mackworth, who died, in 1654, as a 

member of the Council. Blore’s Hist, of Rutland, p. 129. 
4 The Protector to Crowne, March 5, S. P. Horn. xcix. 91, i. 
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many of them with charged pistols in the holsters, a barrel of 
powder and a suit of armour in the barn, and bullets newly 
cast in the study. The arrest of Sir Thomas followed as a 
matter of course. Subsequent examinations showed that the 
rendezvous was to have been held that night and an attempt 
made on Shrewsbury.1 Had this failed the conspirators were 
to ride off to join any Royalist band which elsewhere had been 
more successful than they had been themselves. 

1 Mackworth to the Protector, March 8; Crowne to the Protector, 
March 10; examinations of Evanson and Bu'ltry, March 21, Thurlos, iii. 
208, 215, 2S8, 289. Mackworth makes Boreatton only five miles from 
Shrewsbury, whereas it is at least eight. I have said nothing of the 
confessions of Ralph ICynaston (Thtirloe, iii. 209-211), who gave informa¬ 
tion that six soldiers, of whom two were to be disguised as women, were 
to procure an entrance into Shrewsbury Castle, at 4 p.m. on the 8th, on 
pretence of sight-seeing, and were to block the gate on leaving, giving 
opportunity to men concealed in alehouses near to rush the Castle, as it is 
not easy to understand why this attack should be made at 4 P.M., whilst 
the supporting force was not to rendezvous in Boreatton Park till 11 p.m. 

The following explanation may, however, be suggested. Prior to March 7 
Mackworth had but twenty men at the most to garrison the Castle. This 
is shown by his own estimate of seventy foot and a troop of horse on the 
loth {Thurloe, iii. 218). Fifty men had been put in by Crowne on the 7th 
(Crownc’s Petition, S. P. Dom. xeix. 91), and the troop sent by the 
Protector had subsequently arrived. May we not, therefore, conjecture 
that the plan revealed by Kynaston was one made before the garrison was 
strengthened by Crowne, as the proposed scheme for overpowering the 
garrison would then appear feasible, and it would be unnecessary to bring 
up the horse from Boreatton to help in what could be done without them ? 
As Kynaston’s business was to raise a troop in Montgomery, it is not 
difficult to imagine that he had not heard that the reinforcement of the 
garrison had led to a change of plan. 
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CHAPTER XXXIX 

penruddock’s rising 

In Wiltshire alone were the insurgents rewarded even by 
momentary success, and that merely because they contented 

l6ss. themselves with attacking an unwalled and un- 
£^rent defended town. In spite of their failure in Feb- 
shire. ruary the Royalists of that county continued hopeful, 
being encouraged by the presence of Sir Joseph Wagstaff, who 
had been sent from London to take command of the forces to 
be raised in the western counties. Of the local gentry, the 
most prominent were Colonel John Penruddock of Compton 
Chamberlayne, and Hugh Grove of Chisenbury. Penrud¬ 
dock’s ancestors had emigrated from Cumberland; and he 
himself, having served with his father in the King’s army 
during the Civil War, had been driven to pay composition for 
his estates.1 Of Grove’s earlier life nothing appears to be 

, known. It had been at first proposed to signalise 
Proposed . . , , - _ _ . , A ° . 
attack on the appointed 8th of March by an attack on the 
Winchester. ju(^geg Qf assjze at Winchester, a plan which was 

soon abandoned, in consequence of news that a troop of horse 
had appeared in that city.2 The conspirators appear to have 
had a special grudge against the judges as the representatives 
of the Protector, and, as their commission was to be opened 
at Salisbury on the 12th, the night of the nth was fixed 

1 Mr. Ravenhill, in the Wiltshire Archceol. and Nat. Hist. Magazine, 
ariii. 125, gives an entry written by Penruddock in his account-book of 
1,300/. paid for composition. This includes his father’s fine of 490/. 

2 Thurloe to Pell, March 16, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 145. 
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for a rendezvous in Clarendon Park, about two miles from 
the city. 

Accordingly, some sixty horsemen gathered on that histori¬ 
cal site, where they were joined by forty more who came out 

Mar. 11. city under John Mompesson, and later on by 
in clarendon about eighty from Blandford.1 Being thus some 180 

Park. strong, they entered Salisbury before dawn, placed 
Mar. 12. guards at the inn-doors, seized the horses in the 

Royalists in stables, flung open the doors of the gaol, and 
Salisbury, arrested in their beds the two judges, Chief Justice 
Rolle and Baron Nicholas, together with Dove, the High 
Sheriff of the county. When the three were brought out, the 
judges were forced to hand over their commission, and Wag- 
staff, rude soldier as he was, called out for the hanging of them 
all. This cruel counsel having been rejected at Penruddock’s 
instance, Dove, who was especially obnoxious as a purchaser' 
of Royalists’ estates,2 was asked to proclaim Charles II. On 
his refusal he was subjected to ill-treatment, receiving on his 
side a blow from a carbine. Ultimately the proclamation was 
made by one of the company, whilst the Sheriff himself was 
carried off as a hostage.3 The insurgents, finding that the 
townsmen refused to join them, marched off to Blandford, 
where, finding the town-crier as obstinate as Dove, Penrud- 
dock was reduced to proclaim, with his own lips, Charles II., 

1 The examination of Arthur Collins, WagstafFs servant (The Per/. 
Diur?zal, E, 831, I) begins by stating 4 that on Sunday, being the nth 
instant, the said Sir Joseph Wagstaff met at Clarendon Park, . . . where 
were mustered 60 horse, Mr. John Mompesson bringing from Salisbury to 
their aid 40 more, from whence they immediately marched towards 
Blandford, where about 80 more joined with them ; thence they marched 
to Salisbury/ From Clarendon Park to Blandford and back to Salisbury 
was about 46 miles, and it is incredible that the party, with all their work 
before them, should have added this to their toils. I suspect that they 
merely wheeled round Salisbury to the Blandford Road, and were there 
joined by the reinforcement. 

2 In the Dictionary of NaU Biog. he is improperly styled a regicide. 
He sat only once on the court, and did not sign the death-warrant. 

* Clarendon, xiv. 132 ; Merc. Pol.f E, 830, 11, 23. 
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The 
insurgents 
at Yeovil. 

the true Protestant religion, the liberty of the subject, and 
privilege of Parliament.1 Then, sending out parties to right 
and left to sweep the country in search of recruits,2 the main 
body pushed on hurriedly through Sherborne to Yeovil, where 
March i3. they halted till daylight on the morning of the 13th, 

having covered 47 miles since leaving Salisbury. By 
this time their hopes of gathering a large force had 

died away, and Dove was set free, perhaps as a mere incum¬ 
brance to a march which could hardly be distinguished from a 
flight.3 

It could not be long before the forces of the Government 
would be on the track of the fugitives. By the evening of the 

day on which they entered Salisbury, the Protector, 
alarmed at the news, appointed Desborough Major- 
General of the West, and despatched him to the 
scene of action.4 On the evening of the 14th Des¬ 
borough was at Newbury, intending to effect a 

at Newbury. junction at Amesbury with Major Butler, who, hav¬ 
ing half a cavalry regiment under his orders, had promptly 
marched to Salisbury, as well as with some troops which had 
been pushed forward from Chichester.5 Long before this the 
supporters of the Government in the neighbouring counties 
were astir. At Bristol guards were enlisted and a troop of 

horse raised.6 At Gloucester 400 of the citizens 
agreed to undertake the defence of the place, leav¬ 
ing the garrison free for service in the field.7 In 

Somerset, which was more directly threatened, no less than 
3,000 men rallied to the Government, and but for a dispute 

March 12. 
Desborough 
Major- 
General of 
the West. 

March 14. 
His arrival 

Local 
offers of 
assistance. 

1 Perf. Proceedings, E, 831, 6; State Trials, v. 775. 
2 Bishop to Thurloe, March 14, Thurloe, iii. 242. 
3 Dove appeared at Salisbury on the morning of the 14th, which fixes, 

the 13th as the day of his liberation at Yeovil. 
* The Protector’s instructions, March 12, Thurloe, iii. 221. 
5 Desborough to the Protector, March 15, ib. iii. 247. 
6 Aldworth and Powell to Thurloe, March 12, 15, ib. iii. 233, 248. 
7 Wade to Desborough, March 14, ib. iii. 239. Details are to be found’ 

in the Gloucester Corporation Books. 
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about the command would have taken the field at once.1 
Colonel Copplestone, with a newly levied regiment quartered 
in Devonshire,2 was ready to bar the way of the retreating 
Royalists. 

It was, however, to none of these bodies that the overthrow 
of the Royalists was due. On the morning of the day on which 
the Royalists were hurrying out of Yeovil Captain Unton Croke, 
the officer who had vainly attempted to arrest Sexby earlier in 
the year,3 started from Exeter with a party of soldiers in the 
hope of being able to intercept the march of the insurgents. 
Unton Croke When he reached Honiton he found that they had 
insurgents at already slipped past, and were pressing on in the 
Honuon. hope of reaching Cornwall, where there were Royal- 

ontothe*1 ists enou£h t0 welcome and assist them, and whence, 
West. if their enterprise proved hopeless, escape to the 
Continent was easy. Croke, indeed, had but sixty men under 
his orders, whilst the enemy, in spite of having lost a con¬ 
siderable number by desertion, were reported to be two hun¬ 
dred. They were, however, depressed in mind, and both they 
and their horses were weary from want of adequate rest. 
Avoiding Exeter, lest they should fall into the hands of 
Copplestone, they struggled on through Cullompton and 
Tiverton, only drawing rein in the late evening at South 
Molton. While the night was still young, Croke, who had not 

slackened in pursuit, came up and surrounded them 
atSwth* in their quarters. The Royalists, surprised as they 
Moiton. werGj defended themselves gallantly, firing out of the 
windows at the troopers. Yet, perhaps because they had been 
long unaccustomed to the use of arms, they did little execution, 
not a man of Croke’s little force being slain. Knowing that 
their case was hopeless, some made their escape, WagstafF 
himself being one of the number. Others, like Penruddock 
and Grove, together with Jones, who had been joined to the 

1 Thurloe to Pell, March 16, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 151; Gough 
jLo Malyn, March 14, Thurloe, iii. 237. 

* Copplestone to the Protector, March 10, id, iii. 219. 
See supra, p. 270, 

VOL. III. 
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other two in command, surrendered. Fifty or sixty prisoners 
were taken and lodged in Exeter Gaol.1 Unfortunately, 
there is good reason to believe that a set of articles drawn 
Probable UP by Penruddock, in which pardon for life and 
offer of estate was offered to those who surrendered, had 

r °n’ been agreed to by commissioners appointed by 
Croke.2 Such terms Croke, as a mere military commander, 
had no power to grant, and it is hardly likely that he ever 
intended to grant them. At all events, they were tacitly 
repudiated by the Government as well as by himself.3 

1 Croke to the Protector, March 15, 16, Merc. Pol., E, 830, 23. 
2 Penruddock and Jones drew up a petition to the Protector and 

Council in which, after recounting the circumstances of the fight, they 
say: “ The Captain thought fit on this exigent to sound a parley and 
tender us conditions, whereupon hostages were delivered on both sides, 
and one Mr. Rogers, a corporal, and Mr. Lane, a gentleman of the troop, 
were sent in the behalf of Capt. Croke. Mr. Penruddock, having drawn 
the articles and read them distinctly to the said Rogers and Lane, th[ey 
in] the Capt.’s name signed the said articles, which were as followeth, or 
to this effect;—that the several persons therein comprised upon delivering 
up their several quarters should have their lives, liberties, and estates, and 
never be farther questioned by any power whatsoever, and were to have 
free quarter and a convoy to their several homes. The original thus 
signed we are able to produce and sufficiently prove ” (Wiltshire Arckaol. 
and Nat. Hist. Magazine, xiv. 39). Penruddock on his trial challenged 
Croke on the subject, who remained silent, and both he and Grove 
repeated this assertion in their dying speeches on the scaffold. On the 
other hand, the writer of one of the letters amongst the Clarke Papers 

(iii. 36) says that Croke said that ‘ they were no articles, but verbal 
conditions to this effect that they should have fair quarter, which they 
have had, and that he would earnestly intercede with my Lord Protector 
for their lives, liberties, and estates, which likewise he hath done.’ 
Perhaps this was what Croke intended, though he may not have 
scrutinised closely the paper his commissioners signed. 

s Croke, in his despatch written the next morning [Merc, Pol., E, 
830, 23), merely says * some of them yielded to mercy. I promised them 
I would use my endeavours to intercede for their lives *; and this he 
afterwards did for five of them. The most probable explanation of the 
whole matter is that Croke urged the men firing from the house to sur¬ 
render, and, on their consent to negotiate, sent, as Penruddock states, a 
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With the capture and dispersal of the insurgents at South 
Molton the rash game played by Charles, at the hazard of his 

. most devoted adherents, came to an end. No 
The mstir- 
rectionat Government could pass over such a defiance, and 

cn' after due deliberation a special Commission was 
issued for the western counties and another for the northern. 
The Government boasted that it was the first time since 1646 
that treason had been submitted to juries. For all that, it was 
only by packing the juries with ‘honest and well-affected’ 
persons that a favourable verdict could be looked for.1 Six of 
the prisoners put on their trial at Salisbury were found guilty of 

treason, one pleaded guilty, and three were acquitted \ 
Truiis at 2‘ six others being found guilty of horse-stealing, 
Salisbury, probably^ though not certainly, in connection with 

the insurrection.2 Of those convicted of treason, only three 
were executed, one, a gentleman named Lucas, being be¬ 
headed, and the other two hanged; though in their case, as 
in other cases in the course of these assizes, the barbarous 

Apr. 18. concomitants of hanging were remitted.3 At Exeter, 
at Exeter, where the court opened on the 18th, twenty-six 
prisoners, including Penruddock and Grove, either pleaded 
guilty or were convicted, whilst three were acquitted and one 
had a No Bill found by the grand jury.4 Of the whole 
number, seven only5 were hanged, and two—Penruddock and 

corporal and a trooper to treat. Penruddock, having drawn up these 
impossible articles, submits them to the two commissioners, who blindly 
accept them. Penruddock in his petition says nothing of Croke having 
given his personal word, but of course holds Croke responsible for his 
agents. That these articles, even if assented to by Croke, would be held 
to be quite worthless was shown by the similar case of Hamilton in 1649. 
See vol. i. 10. 

1 Thurloe to Pell, April 6, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 162; Dove to 
Thurloe, March 29, Thurloe, iii. 3 *8. 

3 The Perf Diurnal, E, 833, 9. 
* The Faithful Scout, E, S38, 5. 4 Thurloe, iii. 394. 
5 P&rf Proceedings, E, 838, 3, gives only seven, but in the Protector’s 

warrant, of which there is a facsimile in the Wiltshire Arch. and Nat, Hist. 
Magazine, xiv. 66, there are eight names. In a petition of the prisoners 
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Apr. 25, 
and at 
Chard. 

Attitude of 
the army 
and the 
people. 

Thurloe’s 
view. 

Grove—^beheaded. At Chard, on April 25, the condemnations 
were six. As no executions are reported, it may be 
presumed that none took place. 

In the suppression of this rebellion the discipline 
and fidelity of the soldiery had been placed beyond dispute. The 

attachment of the civilian population was more open 
to question. Before the defeat of the insurgents was 
known in London, Thurloe assured a correspondent 
i that all the counties in England would, instead of 
rising for them, have risen against them ; and the 

Protector could, if there had been need, have drawn into the 
field, within fourteen days, 20,000 men, besides the standing 
army. So far are they mistaken who dream that the affections 
of this people are towards the House of Stuart.*1 The Royalist 
Clarendon’s historian, writing long after the cause he favoured had 
view- triumphed over its opponents, took a different view. 
“ There cannot,” he declared, “ be a greater manifestation of the 
universal prejudice and aversion in the whole kingdom towards 
Cromwell and his Government than that there could be so 
many designs and conspiracies against him, which were com¬ 
municated to so many men, and that such signal and notorious 
persons could resort to London and remain there without any 
such information or discovery as might enable him to cause 
them to be apprehended.”2 

Clarendon, indeed, might have made out a yet stronger 
case if he had noted the facility with which Royalist prisoners 
Escape of succeeded in making their escape. It is certain 
prisoners that in one case, at least, it was not owing to the 
facilitated, lenity of the Government that the death sentences 
at Chard were not followed by the usual result. The most 

(Wiltshire Arch and Nat. Hist. Magazine, xiv. 65) only seven names are 
marked with an asterisk as those of men afterwards hanged. Amongst 
those not so marked is John Harris, whereas in the Protector’s death-warrant 
is John Haynes. If the clerk who drew up the warrant put in Haynes by 
mistake for Harris, it would account for the escape of the eighth man. 

* Thurloe to Pell, March 16, Vaughan’s Protectorate, i. 151. 
2 Clarendon^ xiv. 130. 
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impoitant of the condemned, was Major Thomas Hunt; who was 
removed to Ilchester gaol, outside the walls of which a scaffold 

May is. was erected oil May 15, to serve for his execution on 
Major the morrow. In the evening, however, he * received 
Hunt* a visit from his two sisters, one of whom took his 
place in bed, whilst, disguised in her clothes, he walked out in 
company with the other, hiding his face as if to stifle his sobs, 
and was no more heard of in England.1 As the gaoler had 
been ordered to place his prisoner in irons, and had neglected 
Probable to do so, there is some reason to suppose that, like 
conmvanec the 0fficjais at Dover, he acted in opposition to the 
gaoler Government in whose service he was. The two ladies 
paid for their devotion by imprisonment for two years and 
a half. It is difficult to resist the conclusion that similar assist- 

March. ance was. given to two of the Yorkshire plotters, Sir 
Mauieverer Richard Mauleverer and John Walter, who had been 
and Waiter, captured near Chester. A guard was indeed placed 
outside the door of the room in which they were confined, but 
no notice was taken of a window in the room itself, through 
which they dropped easily into the street and got safely away.2 

Eyton, again, one of the Shrewsbury insurgents, was 
allowed to let himself down from his window by tying 
his sheets together. As strict orders given to the 

marshal to put him in irons had been only so far complied with 
that a single leg had been fettered, the evidence that the marshal 
was in collusion with his prisoner appears to be complete.3 

Outside the prison walls the absence of any desire to assist 
the Government in arresting fugitives is even more significant. 
Wagstaff’s Wagstaff and several of his comrades were able to 
escape, conceal themselves in the houses of western Royalists 
till they found an opportunity to take shipping to the Conti- 

Apr. 2 
Eyton’s 
escape, 

1 Cary and Barker to Desborough, May 18, Thurloe, iii. 453; Merc. 
Pol., E, 840, 7; Hunt’s Petition, Aug. i, 1660, hist. MSS. Com., Rep. 
vii. 123. 

“ Griffith to Thurloe, March 19, 27, Thurloe, iii. 273, 304. 
a Reynolds to Thurloe) April 2; Mackworth to the Protector, Aug. 11, 

Thurloe, iii. 336, 706. . ■ 
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tient.1 Daniel O’Neill effected his escape in much the same 
and manner. Of all the conspirators, Rochester and Ar- 
o*Neiii's. morer were exposed to the greatest danger* The pair, 
making their way from Yorkshire, reached Aylesbury in the 
company of the Earl’s French servant, and of a countryman 
whose services they had engaged on the way.2 At Aylesbury 
they were arrested by a justice of the peace named Henn,3 

March ao w^ose suspicions had been roused by the failure of 
Arrest of * Rochester and his companion to give a satisfactory 
Rochester account 0f their movements. In the course of the 
Armorer. night, however, they bribed the innkeeper in whose 
charge they had been left with a sum of money and a gold 
„ , chain valued at 100/. Abandoning their servants 
M&rcli si. t w 

Their ’ and horses, they succeeded in slipping away to 
escape. London. Rochester, after remaining there for some 
time in the disguise of a Frenchman in a yellow periwig,4 
reached Cologne about the end of May.5 Armorer was equally 
successful in making his escape. 

* Yet, though all this makes for the acceptance of Clarendon’s 
view of the situation, there is something to be said on the 
Support °tber side. If the Protector had been the object of 
given to the general aversion, he would hardly have raised the 

rotector. ^OQO men 0f the London militia so speedily as he 

did, nor would 400 volunteers have risen to support him in 
Gloucestershire, and still less 3,000 in Somerset even before 
they received his summons. Nor, it may be added, would the 
insurgents have found so cold a welcome in every town through 

1 Clarendon, xiv. 134. 
3 Mews to Nicholas, Nicholas Papers, h. 327. 
3 Well known to the readers of The Vemey Memoirs as a sequestrator 

during the Civil War. 
4 Manning to Thurloe, April Thurloe, iii. 339. 
5 Henn’s warrant, March 20 ; Henn to the Protector, April 2, 

Thurloe, iii. 281, 335. Henn was to have met Ingoldsby on the 21st, 
who no doubt reported the affair at once to Whitehall. On Rochester’s 
final escape, and also on Armorer’s, see Manning to Thurloe, May ?, 
S; P. Dom. xcvii. 109. 
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which they passed.1 On the whole, it is safest to conclude 
that both parties had a comparatively small number of devoted 
adherents, whilst the majority were more or less indifferent* 
Probabilities and under the sway of two streams of feeling draw- 
of the case. jng them jn opposite directions. On the one hand 

was the dread of rekindling the embers of civil war by any 
challenge to existing authority. On the other hand was a 
natural desire to save the life of a hunted fugitive, strengthened 
by a want of sympathy with the authorities who were seeking 
his death. 

Of the composition of the Royalist group we have some 
means of judging from a list of prisoners confined in the gaols 
Composi- of Exeter, Taunton, and Ilchester. Of 139 persons 
RoyaUs?6 named, 43 were esquires, gentlemen,2 or officers, 
group. There were 10 servants, 8 yeomen, 19 husbandmen, 
2 innkeepers, and the remaining 56, except a few to whom no 
occupation is assigned, small traders or handicraftsmen mostly 
from villages.3 Evidently the rising had been one mainly of 
gentlemen and their dependents. Of the partisans of the 
other side it is impossible to speak with equal certainty, and 
still less of the mass which took part with neither. It is safe, 
however, to say that all the purchasers of confiscated lands 
supported the Protectorate, as well as that not inconsiderable 
class which was Puritan without being politically opinionative. 

At all events, there was sufficient evidence of support to 
justify the Protector in extending the system which he had 

March 1 already adopted in London.4 On March 14, two 
Appoint- days after Desborough had been despatched to the 
militia com- west against the Salisbury insurgents, commissioners 
missioners. were app0jnted to organise the militias in the twenty- 

1 A few joined them in Salisbury, and a few in Blandford, but that 

is all. 
2 Including one described as ‘of Gray’s Inn.* 
2 Thurloe, iii. 306. The most numerous of the last class were tailors, 

of whom there were six. 4 See supra, p. 278. 
4 Under the monarchy the militia had been organised by the lords- 

lieutenant appointed by the Crown. The innovation consisted merely in 
substituting bodies of commissioners for those functionaries. 
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one towns or rural districts in which danger was most to be 
feared. On the 20th, a few days after Croke’s success at South 

. Molton was known, no less than 5,000 of the new 
a review in militia were mustered in London in the presence of 

on °n* Richard and Henry Cromwell. The Protector him¬ 
self kept away, probably to emphasise the local and popular 
nature of the display.1 For the present no more was needed. 
The insurrection had been crushed, and on March 24 the 

March 34 Protector announced to the militia commissioners, 
notetonbetia appointed ten days before, that the danger was at an 
called out. end. Thanking them for their zeal, he expressed 
his resolution to avoid unnecessary expense, in the hope that 
he would be thereby enabled to lighten the burdens on the 
people, and directed that the militiamen should not be called 
out unless some fresh danger made it needful to ask for their 
services.2 The relief to the treasury brought about by the 
dismissal of the militia must have been most welcome to the 
Government. A day or two later the financial strain upon 
its insufficient resources was brought home to the Protector in 
an unexpected way. The soldiers of his lifeguard, finding that 
their pay was left in arrear, broke into his kitchen at Whitehall, 
The Pro- and made their dinner off the dishes prepared for his 
dinner5 own table. Oliver had too much sense to take 
seized. offence, and, coming down to the rioters, he assured 
them that they should receive their pay before many days 
were over, and directed his servants to furnish them with what 
further provisions they needed.3 

It would need more thoroughgoing measures to provide for 
the whole army, and about the middle of April a committee of 

April. the leading officers was summoned to give advice on 
£f officSsrel the situation. After some three weeks of delibera- 
thereduc- tion they recommended a reduction in the pay of the 
tion of pay, soldiers, following in this the example which had 

1 Merc. Pol., E, 830, 23. 
2 Order Book of the Council of State, Interr. I, 76 a, pp. 26-34. 

On the previous organisation of the militia, §ee vol. i. p. 267. , 

3 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Venetian Transcripts, R.O. 
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been set by Parliament; and though they appear not to have 
as yet drawn up any direct scheme for diminishing the numbers 
of the army, they reported that it was desirable to proceed with 

„ . the organisation of a militia of horse to be kept in 
and the ° . . , 
formation of reserve, m which each man should receive 8/. a year 
a mi 1 Ia’ on condition that he attended musters once in three 
months, and was prepared to be called out when needed for 
the defence of the country. When this plan had been carried 
into effect, the further question of reducing the numbers of the 
standing army would necessarily come up for consideration, as 
if it was impossible to find pay for 57,000 regular soldiers, 
it was still more impossible to provide for a militia as well, 
even if the militiamen were only to receive a small retaining fee 
in ordinary times. 

Before the end of May the scheme for the militia was 
adopted by the Council, and officers were named to command 

M the troops about to be raised, whilst an announce- 
a miUtik to ment was made that whenever they were needed for 

raised • 
service they would receive the same pay as was given 

to the cavalry of the standing army.1 It was obviously necessary 
to connect these local forces with the general military organisa¬ 
tion of the country, and on May 28—either by way of experiment 
Desborough or because the Western counties had been the scene 
itin°theand *he recent insurrection—Desborough, being al- 
Wcst. ready in command of the regular forces in the six 
Western counties, received a commission to command their 
No per- militia as well.2 Up to this point there was evidently 
mSltla1 n0 intention of creating a permanently embodied 
intended. militia, and the Council therefore was able to discuss 
with the officers the question of reducing the army, hoping 
to bring the military expenditure within the limits laid down by 
Parliament as soon as this reduction had been carried out. In 

■combining militia with regular troops the Government did but 

1 Downing to Clarke, April 24; -to Clarke, May 13, Clarke 

MSS. xxvii. Nieupoort to the States General, Add. MSS. 17,677 W, 
fol. 82. 

3 Thurloe, iii. 4S6. 
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The judges 
and the In¬ 
strument. 

carry out the scheme of the dissolved Parliament. It was, 
however, one thing for the Protector and the officers to consent 
to reductions so planned as to leave the control over the militia 
in the hands of an elected House ; it was another thing to save 
themselves from financial ruin whilst keeping the whole of the 
forces under their own direction. 

Had the opposition to the Protectorate been based solely 
on economical grounds, this programme would surely have 
been sufficient to ensure the support of the sober, hard-working 
classes. Unfortunately for Oliver, there were legal as well as 
religious and political susceptibilities to be taken into account, 
and he had already discovered that some at least of the judges 

were unwilling to accept the Instrument as a final 
constitutional settlement which they had no more busi¬ 
ness to question than the Caroline judges had any 

business to question the basis of the monarchy. The first note 
of judicial resistance was sounded by two of the judges, Thorpe 
and Newdigate, who, with other commissioners, were sent to 
York to preside over the trials of the insurgents captured in the 

Apr 10 North. On April 10 the two judges, together with 

d’ffPuk'es a ^e^ow‘comm^ss^onerJ Serjeant Hutton, wrote to the 
Solicitor-General, bringing forward certain minor 

legal difficulties which stood in their way. Strickland, who, 
being himself a Yorkshire man, had influence in the North, was 
despatched to smooth these difficulties away, but he could only 
report that the root of the mischief lay deeper than had been 
imagined at Whitehall, and that the validity of the ordinance of 
treason was called in question.1 As that ordinance had been 

Apr. 17. issued, in full accordance with the provisions of the 
nmntquS-" Instrument, before the meeting of Parliament, to- 
tioned. throw doubts on its validity was tantamount to ques¬ 
tioning the Instrument itself. If Oliver had remained passive 
when the objection was raised he must have been content to 
see the whole edifice of his Government topple over. As it 

1 Thorpe, Newdigate, and Hutton to Ellis, April 10; Strickland to- 
Thurloe, April 17, Tkurloe, iii. 359, 385. 
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Thorpe and 
Newdigate 
dismissed. 

The 
prisoners 
released on 
bail. 

was, Thorpe and Newdigate were summoned before the Council 
May 3. and dismissed from their posts.1 Those who profited 

most by the intervention of the Protector were the 
Royalist prisoners in gaol. When, in course of time, 
other judges arrived at York on circuit, they con¬ 
tented themselves with imposing fines for riot or 
misdemeanour, and released those who were not 

convicted on bail.2 
The same question—that of the validity of the Instrument 

—was at issue in a still more important case before the Upper 
Bench at Westminster. In the preceding November 

Nov. 4. a city merchant named Cony had not only refused to 
to°payefuses pay duty on a quantity of silk he had imported, but 
Custom, ha<l violently expelled from his house the deputies 
of the Commissioners of Customs, in order to prevent them 
from making seizure of his goods. Being summoned before a 
committee of the Council for the preservation of the Customs, 
which had been appointed for the protection of the Commis¬ 
sioners, he found his legal objections disregarded, and was 

saddled with a fine of 500/. Refusing to pay, he 
was committed to custody. On this he applied for 
a writ of habeas corpzis to the Upper Bench, where 
his counsel prudently contented themselves with 
urging that there were technical informalities in the 
procedure against him. The mistake having been 
acknowledged, he was imprisoned a second time upon 
a fresh warrant, in which his offence was* plainly 

stated as arising out of a breach of an ordinance of December 
29, 1653, whilst the powers of the Committee which had fined 

him were based on another ordinance of September 2, 
is argued on 1654. A further effort of counsel to restrict the 
its merits, qUestion to technicalities having failed, the case came 

up on May 28 to be tried on its merits.3 

Nov. 16. 
and is 
Sued 

Dec. i2. 
and im¬ 
prisoned. 

Cony s case 
before the 
Upper 
Bench 

1 Merc. Pol., E, 838, 4. 
3 Nicholas to Jane, Sept. S.P. Dom, c. 99. 
* A full account of these proceedings is given up to this point in 

Selwood’s Narrative of the Proceedings . . . in the Case of Mr. Cony, 
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Thus driven into a corner, the three counsel, Twysden, 
Maynard, and Windham, boldly attacked the two ordinances 
Arguments as having no binding force whatever—Twysden 
of counsel, particularly asserting that the fine imposed by the 
Committee of Council was condemned as illegal by the Star- 
Chamber Act of 1651,1 which had deprived the Privy Council 
of all jurisdiction over the property of the subject.2 Maynard 
and Windham spoke to much the same effect.3 

To question the validity of the Protector’s power of taxation 
was, from a practical point of view, serious enough. It was 
_ T even more serious that the ordinances which the 
strument lawyers declared to be of no authority could not be 
fltt&Ckfid " • m mm " 

assailed without assailing the Instrument on which 
they were based.4 Accordingly, the three were summoned 

E, 844, 4. The writer was evidently afraid of reporting the proceedings 
on May 28. 

1 16 Car. I. cap. 10. 
2 “ He also insisted much upon the Act for taking away the Star 

Chamber, whereof part was read, and from thence it was argued that 
the subjects were not to be imprisoned or their goods attached, but in a 
legal way, and on trial by jury, &c., and paralleled, as I conceive, the 
orders of the late Council”—i.e. the King’s Privy Council- - “with that 
ordinance whereby the Committee for preservation of Customs sat.” 
Zanchy’s statement, S.P. Dom. xcvii. 48. 

3 Nieupoort to the States General, May J|, Add. MSS. 17,677 W, 
fol. 95. 

4 If Article XXX. had stood alone, it might be possible to argue that 
it did not cover the case. It gave power to the Protector and Council to 
levy money for extraordinary forces till the meeting of Parliament, and 
empowered them ‘ to make laws and ordinances for the peace and welfare 
of these nations, . . . which shall be binding and in force until order 
shall be taken in Parliament concerning the same.’ As no such order 
had been taken, the ordinances made prior to Sept. 3, 1654, were still 
binding; but it was perhaps possible to argue that this did not apply to 
ordinances enforcing taxation. Reference must be made to Art. XXVII., 
which settles a constant revenue to support 30,000 soldiers and 6 a con¬ 
venient number of ships for guarding the seas,’ and other purposes, 
1 which revenue shall be raised by the Customs, and such other ways and 
means as shall be agreed upon by the Lord Protector and Council, and 
shall not be taken away or diminished, nor the way agreed upon for 
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before the Council, and on their refusal to retract their argument 
imprison. wcre committed to prison, only obtaining freedom 

upon acknowledgment of their offence.1 To the 
Protector the most dangerous feature in the situation 
was that the Chief Justice shared in the scruples of 
the lawyers.2 Rolle was therefore summoned before 

;hkf'ju^icc ^ie Council on the very day on which he allowed the 
ioiieWore offensive speeches of Cony's counsel to pass without 

interruption, and it was probably in consequence 
of an arrangement then made that he adjourned the case till 

June 7. the following term. Before its commencement he 
resigned his office, and was succeeded by the time¬ 
serving Glyn. Before Glyn took his seat Cony, 
aware that his case was now hopeless, submitted to 

necessity, and obtained his liberation on payment of his fine.3 
Later in the year Sir Peter Wentworth had the col¬ 
lectors of the assessment in Warwickshire arrested 

ment uf the 
lawyci s. 

June x. 
Their 
release. 

Mav 18. 
t 
Rolle 
the Council. 

He resigns 
his otVice. 

Cony 
submits. 

July. 
Wentworth 

collectors of and prosecuted. His case differed from that of Cony 
theasses*. *n he declared the exaction to be contrary not 
arrested, only to the law, but to the Instrument as well, 
summoned before the Council, Oliver asked him whether he 

Being 

raising the same altered, but by the consent of the Lord Protector and the 
Parliament, * The Customs, therefore, were granted to the Protector by 
the Instrument itself. 

1 See suflra, p. 16. Nieupoort to the States General, May JJ, June 
Add. MSS. 17,677 W, foil. 95, uolf. Compare Perfect Proceedings, 

IS, 842, 6. 
8 At that time, at least, lawyers were occasionally governed by words. 

Rolle, who had scruples about the Instrument, had, together with the 
other judges of the Upper Bench, acknowledged the right of the Norni* 
nated Parliament to commit prisoners simply because that anomalous 
body chose to call itself a Parliament. See supra, p. 16. 

3 Ludlow (ed. Firth), i. 413. That Cony paid his fine is shown by 
Nieupoort’s despatch of June ^5 {Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fob nob). Hia 
submission, therefore, took place on or before the 8th. A report of part 
of the case in one of its earlier stages adds : “ Mes apres le matter fuit 
extrajudicialment determine perenter le Protector et luy, issint que le- 
legality de dit imprisonment et le validity del ordinance fait per le Pro¬ 
tector et son counsailc ne fuit adjudge.” Hargreave MSS. 48, fol. 45. 
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before the Council, and on their refusal to retract their argument 
imprison> were committed to prison, only obtaining freedom 

upon acknowledgment of their offence.1 To the 
Protector the most dangerous feature in the situation 
was that the Chief Justice shared in the scruples of 
the lawyers.2 Rolle was therefore summoned before 

ewef hisUce ^ie Council on the very day on which he allowed the 
offensive speeches of Cony's counsel to pass without 
interruption, and it was probably in consequence 

of an arrangement then made that he adjourned the case till 
June;, the following term. Before its commencement he 

Ss ST resigned his office, and was succeeded by the time- 
c serving Glyn. Before Glyn took his seat Cony, 
submits. aware that his case was now hopeless, submitted to 
necessity, and obtained his liberation on payment of his fine,2 

Later in the year Sir Peter Wentworth had the col¬ 
lectors of the assessment in Warwickshire arrested 

July. 
Wentworth 
llCLB the • ♦ 
collectors of and prosecuted. His case differed from that of Cony 
the assess 
mum 
arrested, 

in that he declared the exaction to be contrary not 
only to the law, but to the Instrument as well. Being 

summoned before the Council, Oliver asked him whether he 

raising the same altered, but by the consent of the Lord Protector and the 
Parliament,’ The Customs, therefore, were granted to the Protector by 
the Instrument itself. 

1 See supra, p. 16. Nieupoort to the States Ceneral, May Jg, June 
Add. MSS. 17,677 W, foil. 95, 11 oh. Compare Perfect Proceedings, 

E, 842, 6. 
* At that time, at least, lawyers were occasionally governed by words. 

Rolle, who had scruples about the Instrument, had, together with the 
other judges of the Upper Bench, acknowledged the right of the Nomi¬ 
nated Parliament to commit prisoners simply because that anomalous 
body chose to call itself a Parliament. See supra, p. 16. 

3 Ludlow (ed. Firth), i. 4x3. That Cony paid his fine is shown by 
Nieupoort’s despatch of June ^ {Add, MSS. 17,677 W, fob nob). His- 
submission, therefore, took place on or before the 8th. A report of part 
of the case in one of its earlier stages adds : “ Mes apres le matter fuit 
exlrajudicialment determine perenter le Protector et luy, issint que le 
legality de dit imprisonment et le validity del ordinance fait per le Pro¬ 
tector et son counsaile ne fuit adjudge.” I/argixaz'c MSS. 48, fol. 45. 
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would withdraw his action or no. “ If you command me,” re- 
Aug. 20. plied Wentworth, “ I must submit.” The command 

but submits. was given, and Wentworth was allowed to return 
home without further interference.1 

That Oliver should have been driven to deprive no less than 
three judges of their posts because they refused to recognise 
significance the very basis of his Government was significant of the 
vation of the legaI weakness of his position. It was hard to find 
judges. independent lawyers to accept the doctrine that a few 
military officers were justified in giving a Constitution to the 
country. That a large body of opinion was on the side of the 
lawyers was indicated by the fact that, when once the constitu¬ 
tional question had been reached not a single newspaper stated 
the reasons for the dismissal of the three judges, and that even 
the Government did not venture to justify its case in public. 

In the long run, however, a Government is never ruined by 
constitutional defects in the basis on which its authority is 
The need of founded, but by its failure to administer remedies to 
law reform, grievances generally felt. If one grievance more 
than another had been held up as crying for remedy, it had 
been that of law reform, especially in the Court of Chancery. 
Hitherto the Ordinance for the Reformation of Chancery had 
been in abeyance, in consequence of the resistance of the judges. 

Apr. 23. 
The 
Chancery 
judges 
asked to ac¬ 
cept the 
Reform 
Ordinance. 

On April 23 the three Commissioners of the Great 
Seal—Lisle, Whitelocke and Widdrington—as well as 
Lenthall, the Master of the Rolls, were summoned 
before the Council, and ordered in the Protector’s 
name to put the ordinance in execution. Lisle alone 

Their declared his readiness to comply with the order, 
objections. Lenthall characteristically led the chorus of objection 
by complaining that the new ordinance would reduce his income; 
but both he and the other recalcitrant commissioners had more 
than their own interests to plead. Both on this occasion and 
on several others the arguments showed that, if the reluctance 
of the Chancery lawyers was to some extent founded on mere 

1 Ludlow 1 i. 413, 414; S. P. Dom. c. 44; Council Order Book, 
Interr. I, 76, p. 252. 
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official conservatism, it was also based on fear of the evil con¬ 
sequences likely to result if hard rules were substituted for a 

more flexible system. It was not till June 6 that the 
crisis came to a head. On that day Whitelocke and 
Widdrington resigned office rather than give way. 
Lenthall, who had boasted that he would be hanged 
at the Rolls Gate before he would execute the 
ordinance, shrank from the sacrifice and promised 
compliance.1 On June 15 Fiennes was given as a 
colleague to Lisle, Whitelocke remarking that, of the 

two Commissioners now presiding over the Court of Chancery, 
one 4 never had experience in matters of this nature, and the 
other had as little knowledge of them till, by accompanying us, 
he gained some,’ Oliver, on the other hand, having no wish to 
lose the services of men who had acted against their own 
Whiteiotke interests from conscientious motives, named White- 
drington* locke and Widdrington Commissioners of the 
sionersofthe Treasury, with Colonels Montague and Sydenham as 
Treasury, their colleagues.2 From this secure retreat White¬ 
locke regarded the proceedings of his successors with a critical 
eye, and took pleasure in recording that they failed either 
wholly or partially in carrying out the ordinance which they 
had undertaken to enforce.3 

In the course of the discussion Whitelocke had thrown out 
a suggestion which, if it had been accepted, might have paved 
A . the way to better results. Might not the Commis- 
A suggestion . ° 
from white* sioners 4 have leave to offer regulations to my Lord 
0 e‘ which shall be as effectual as those proposed in the 
ordinance ? *4 The Protector’s reply is not recorded, but 

1 Arguments of the Commissioners, April 23, Carte MSS. lxxiv. 50; 
Whitelocke, 621-27. See the remarks of Mr. Inderwick in The Inter- 
regrtum, 224-29. 

2 Whitelocke, 627. 
8 Id. 625. Whitelocke’s expressions are somewhat obscure, but it 

seems hardly likely that the ordinance should have been left wholly 
unexecuted, though it may have proved impracticable in some of its 
details. 

4 Arguments of the Commissioners, April 23, Carte MSS. xxiv. 50. 

June 6. 
Resigna¬ 
tion of 
White¬ 
locke and 
Widdring¬ 
ton. 

June 15. 
Lisle and 
Fiennes to 
be Com¬ 
missioners. 
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experience must have made him distrustful of any mere 
regulations of the court issued by lawyers so conservative as 
Whitelocke and Widdrington. 

To those who had looked hopefully to the Protectorate as a 
centre of reforming energy, the discovery that its powers were 
spent must have been far from agreeable, and it can hardly be 
wondered at that a movement sprang up—not without consi- 
Proposed durable support outside Oliver’s immediate surround- 
kingshipfthe *n£s—^or ^ revival of the kingship in the person 

of the Protector, with the object of settling men’s 
minds and assuring the permanence of civilian government.1 
By returning to the old Constitution the difficulties raised in 
the last Parliament would be laid aside, and, though Oliver’s 
power would undoubtedly be diminished rather than increased, 
he might possibly think himself compensated by the growing 
number of adherents on whom he would be able to count. So 
widely spread was the expectation of an impending change that 

June i. on June r a large crowd assembled at Westminster, 
a crowd at expecting to hear that the Protector would announce 
minster. his purpose to assume the Crown, or at least .that he 
would claim the right to exercise legislative power.2 There 
can be little doubt that the first of these two proposals had 
been seriously discussed in the Council; and there is good 
reason for believing that the preparation of the first great seal 
of the Protectorate was delayed because it was still uncertain 
whether the new title to be inserted in it was to be that of 
king or emperor.3 It may fairly be assumed that the proposed 
Theassump assumption of the kingship was recommended by the 
tionofanew civilian members of the Council; whilst the officers 
favoured by advocated the title of emperor because, being un- 
civihans. fcnown to the English constitution, its holder might 

1 Pauluzzi to Morosini, May §g, Venetian Transcripts, R. O. 

2 Mabbott to Clarke, June 2, Clarke Papers, iii. 41; see Perf. Pro¬ 
ceedingsa E, 842, 6. 

3 Coyet to Charles X., June 1, 8, Stockholm Trajiscripts. The story 
about the great seal is to some extent borne out by the fact that the first 
seal of the Protectorate was not finished till some time after this date. 
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assume under it any power he chose, and especially that of issuing 
The officers ordinances, which, in accordance with the Instrument, 
viroirofrthe had lapsed at the meeting of the late Parliament.1 It 
issue110 was understood that Oliver had, tentatively at least, 
ordinances, given his adhesion to the last-named plan, either with 
a council of or without a change of title, and that a council of 
moned. sutn" officers had been summoned to take the proposal 
Difficulties ^nt0 consideration.2 The army had produced the 
in the way. Instrument. Why should it not amend a constitu¬ 
tion which it had itself brought into existence ? 

When, however, this council came together, further con¬ 
sideration only served to bring out the obstacles in the way- 
obstacles which could only be increased by the formulation of 
a definite plan for surrounding the Protector—by whatever title 
he was thenceforward to be known—with a body composed 
of the councillors, a certain number of officers, and twelve 

1 “ His Highness, by not making it”—i.e. the declaration for col¬ 
lecting the assessment—“ an ordinance, hath modestly denied to assume 
the legislature of the nation, though satisfied by many able judges and 
lawyers that he may legally do it.” —? to Clarke, Feb. 13, Clarke 

Papers, iii. 22. I cannot imagine what the arguments of the judges and 
lawyers can have been. 

* “ Di gia s’intende che d’ intelligenza con li capi et officiali principal! 
dell* armata habbi a seguire un gran consiglio di guerra in cui 1’ articolo- 
principale sark quello d’ invitare il medesimo Protettore a riasumere in se 
il potere jurislativo, con il quale potra riordinare questo punto importante 
della confusa giustitia, formare, e riformare quelle leggi che piu li aggra- 
dissero et in fine serrar la bocca k molti, e chiuder ad ogn’ uno le speranze 
de’ nuovi Parlamenti in Inghilterra. Questo ho inteso si progetti dalle 
genti d’armi di concerto di quest* Altezza.” Pauluzzi to Morosini** 
June Venetian Transcripts, JR. 0. The words * riasumere * and 
e riordinare * bear out the supposition that no more was intended than the 
revival of the lost power of issuing ordinances in the intervals of Parlia¬ 
ment. This is borne out by the language of a Royalist who writes on 
June “We expect daily a declaration from the army where the 
legislative power must reside in the vacancy of Parliament, which infalli¬ 
bly will be in the Protector and Council ” (Nicholas Papers, li. 353). 
The suggestion towards the end of Pauluzzi’s letter may doubtless be: 
taken merely as an expression of opinion from one or two violent spirits. 

VOL. III. X 
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lawyers, whose resolutions were to have the force of law.1 A 
scheme so offensive to English feeling could never have been 
made acceptable to the civilian members of the Council. At 
one time it had been hoped that the change might have been 
announced and the disputed points of law settled before the 
new term commenced on June 15,2 but that hope had now to be 
abandoned. 

From soldiers Oliver turned to the lawyers. If the army 
had declared against the assumption of the kingly title,3 the 
lawyers no less decisively declared against any assumption of 
legislative power without the authority of Parliament.4 To- 

a projected war<^s en(^ °f June the idea sprang up of bringing 
assembly of together in London a consultative body of civilian 
civnans. officials gathered from every part of the country.5 

1 Coyet to Charles X., July 20, Stockholm Transcripts. 
8 “ Con 1’ aviso de* principali capi et official! dell* armata va il Pro- 

tettore divisando e disponendo di rissolvere alcuna cosa per riddurre a 
qualche buon stato V ordine della giustitia nella confusione sua valevole a 
partorire maggiori sconcerti, et a far pervenire all* orecchio dell’ Altezza 
sua sempre piu vive le doglianze di popoli, et percio tutto tende ai 
concerti di riassumere in se tutto il potere jurislativo, che dall’ armi 
solamente li pub esser conferito, et in occorenza vigorosamente sostenuto, 
pqr l’abbolitione di quelle vecchie leggi, et institutione de nove che piii 
adequarsi potessero al particolare servizio dell’ Altezza sua, onde quest’ & 
la materia che al presente piii importa, parendo che senza vestirsi il 
Protettore d’ altro titolo, non possa aggiustatamente decretarsi et pur 
questo, scuoprendosi molti e molti dell’ Armata stessa con buone ragioni 
piii rennitenti che inclinati. Resta incombenza del Protettore, il pensare 
ai pih. proprii ispedienti per veder a qualche buon segno ridotto questo 
importance articolo prima del maturar del termine giuditiario che sara 
fra pochi giorni.” Pauluzzi to Morosini, June Venetian Transcripts, 
R.O. 

8 In a letter to Fleetwood on June 22 Oliver wrote that * the noise of 
my being crowned, &c., are . . . malicious figments,’ Carlyle, Letter 
exeix. Oliver, it will be observed, says nothing about the legislative 
power. 

* u La plurality di quali”—i.e. of the lawyers—“accordono che 
senza l’auttorit& d’ un Parlamento non possa cib far si. ” Pauluzzi to Moro¬ 
sini, June |f, Venetian Transcripts, R. 0. 

8 “ In questa settimana devono capitare qui in Londra tutti gli giudici. 
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No such assembly was, however, called into being, and the 
thought of making any further changes in the Constitution 
was dropped for some time to come. Dissatisfaction with 

July 30. resourcelessness of the Government, however, 
for1alteration aPPears st^ t0 have prevailed amongst some mem- 
in theinstru- bers of the Council, and it was probably their 

opinion which found expression in a petition drafted, 
but probably not originated, by a certain John Norbury,1 
and largely signed in the City. Those whose names were 
appended to it asked that the Protector should resume the 
legislative power in order to effect certain legal reforms, and 
especially to remove the injustice of the actual law of debtor 
and creditor. Taking a leaf from the authors of The Agreement 
of the People,, the promoters of this petition proposed to obtain 
subscriptions in every county in sufficient numbers to give to 
their plan constitutional authority at least as good as that of 
the Instrument. After this had been done it was hoped that 
Oliver, having carried into effect the objects for which this new 
dictatorship was conferred on him, would consent to summon 
another Parliament. By this time, however, the Council, as a 
whole, was in no mood to run the Protectorate into danger by 

Aug 10 shiftinS ^as^s the Government, and on August 1 o 
The petition strict orders were given for the suppression of Nor- 
suppressed. bury>s petition, on the distinct ground that it con¬ 

tained proposals incompatible with the Instrument2 This 

commessarii e luogotenenti che siano nelle Provincie admessi dal medesimo 

Protettore.” Pauluzzi to Morosini, Venetian Transcripts, R, 0. 

1 On August 14 Norbury stated that he had only drawn up the, 
petition as a lawyer for his clients. He was a small Chancery official 
who had complained of his loss of income by the Chancery reforms, 
and hardly the man to originate a scheme of this kind. See a petition 
signed by him on March 29, S. P. Dom. xcv. 80. The political petition 
is stated by Thomason as being c cast about the streets in the night 
July 30.’ Mrs. Everett Green incorrectly calendared it under August 10, 
the day on which Norbury appeared before the Council. 

2 Norbury’s Petition, Aug. 10, S. P. Dom. c. 21. For the proceedings 
against Norbury see Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, pp. 231, 233. 
■“A petition,” wrote Mabbott to Clarke on August 11, “is carrying on 
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step was taken at the instance of the officers, who though 
The officers they had originally suggested the project of reviving 
plan of re- the legislative power, now dropped it in favour of 
legislative °PP0Site plan of adhering literally to the pre¬ 
power. scriptions of the Instrument, as the sheet-anchor 
of the Protectorate.1 

Since the officers had been caught by the notion of re¬ 
modelling the Instrument the fact had been brought home to 
The officers them, as well as to the Protector, that troublous times 
alarmed. were still to be confronted, and that it would be in the 
highest degree dangerous for them to embark on fresh consti- 

May is. tutional experiments. It is true that on May 18, when 
SanspOTted8 Royalist movement appeared to have been entirely 
to iwbadus. suppressed, the Government had been so far satis¬ 
fied with the peacefulness of the outlook as to content itself 
with ordering the transportation to Barbados of no more than 
seven persons. Of these, one—Anthony Jackson—had 
proclaimed Charles as king of England before his defeat at 
Worcester. Three others—Somerset Fox, Francis Fox, and 
Thomas Saunders—had been implicated in the assassination 
plot of 1654, whilst Colonels Grey and Gardiner, together 
with Rowland Thomas, had taken a leading part in the recent 
conspiracy. An eighth, James Hodges, was charged, not with 
treason, but with e high misdemeanours.’ Two of the persons 
affected by this sentence—Grey and Jackson—were spared on 
account of the weakness of their health; and Hodges, too, 
appears to have been ultimately allowed to remain in England. 
If so, five only were forced to depart to what, at the best, was 
a cruel, though but a temporary, captivity.2 One of those 

in several places here for his Highness to assume the title of emperor or 
king : the subscriptions will be many; there is not any of them yet 
presented to his Highness/1 Clarke Papers, iii. 48. As no such title was 
suggested in Noibury’s petition, which was, moreover, suppressed the day 
before these words were written, it looks as if other petitions were in 
circulation. 

1 Pauluzzi to Morosini, Sept. ^, Vmetian Transcripts, M. 0. 
2 Warrant, May 18 ; Barkstead to Thurloe, March 25, 1660, Thurloe, 
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transported—Somerset Fox—had already been condemned to 
death, and it was probably thought sufficient excuse for the 
transportation of the others that the death sentence would 
almost certainly have been passed upon them if they had been 
sent before a jury.1 

xii. 453 ; vii. 639. In the last-named letter Hodges5 name is not men¬ 
tioned among those put on board ship. 

1 Prisoners and others sent to Barbados or elsewhere in America are 
frequently spoken of as having been sent into slavery. If the word is 
used rhetorically it may be true enough. The petition of Marcellus 
Rivers and Oxenbridge Foyle, after their return to England in 1659— 
they having been among the prisoners charged with participation in 
Penruddock’s rising, and transported later in the year to Barbados— 
shows their condition, even if allowance is made for exaggeration, to 
have been deplorable enough. “ Being sadly arrived at Barbados,53 they 
say, ‘1 the master of the ship sold your miserable petitioners and the 
others, the generality of them to most inhuman and barbarous persons, 
for 1,550 pounds weight of sugar apiece ... as the goods and chattels 
of Martin Noel and Major Thomas Alderne of London and Captain 
Henry Hatsell of Plymouth, neither sparing the aged of threescore years 
old, nor divines, nor officers, nor gentlemen, nor any age or condition of 
men.59 [England's Slavery, p. 4, E, 1,833, 3; see also p. 338, post.) 
It is, however, certainly not the case that these men were condemned to 
a lifelong servitude, though they were not allowed, after their time of 
service had expired, to leave the island. “The custom of all merchants 
trading thither,99 writes F. Barrington, who visited Barbados in 1655, 4‘is 
to bring as many men and women as they can. No sooner doth a ship 
come to an anchor but presently the islanders go aboard her inquiring 
what servants they can buy. If they are above seventeen years of age, 
they serve but four years, according to the law of the island ; but if under 
seventeen, then left to the discretion of the merchant as he can agree 
with the planter. These servants planteth, weedeth, and manureth their 
ground, all by hand. . . . The freemen ... are such who served in 
the country for their freedom, or paid their passage when transported from 
England ” (F. Barrington to Sir John Barrington, July 14, 1655, Hist. 

MSS. Com. Rep. vii. App. 571). Ligon, writing a little later, puts the 
service at five years. “ The island is divided into three sorts of men, viz. 
masters, servants, and slaves. The slaves and their posterity, being 
subject to their masters for ever, are kept and preserved with greater care 
than the servants who are there but for five years, according to the law of 
the island. . . . For the time the servants have the worse lives, for they 
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Eight 
prisoneis 
bent from 

In any case, we have to do with an evasion of the law. 
Three days later seven prisoners in the Tower—five* Scots who 

May 2i. had been confined there since the battle of Wor¬ 
cester, Crawford, Lauderdale, Kellie, Sinclair, and 

the Tower David Leslie—were, together with three Englishmen 
into confine- —Grandison, and the two Ashburnhams—removed to 
country.1 e various prisons in the country,1 On the same day 
Arrest of Lord Byron, who had been implicated in the late 
Byron. conspiracy, was arrested with a companion near 

are put to very Hard labour, ill lodging, and their diet very slight. . . . 
Truly I have seen such cruelty done to servants as I could not think one 
Christian could have done to another; but as discreeter and better- 
natured have come to rule there, the servants’ lives have been much 
bettered, for now most of the servants lie in hammocks and in warm 
rooms ; and, when they come in wet, have shift of shirts and drawers, 
which is all the clothes they wear, and are fed with bone meat twice or 
thrice a week” (Ligon’s Hist, of Barbados (ed. 1657), pp. 43, 44). The 
early laws on the subject are not printed by Rawlins in the Laws of Bar¬ 

bados, probably because they were superseded by the law of 1661, by 
which seven years’ service is appointed under the age of seventeen, and 
five years above that age [ib. p. 30). In answering Rivers’ petition in 
1659, Noel, the merchant who sent over Colonel Gardiner and the others, 
declared that 4 indeed the work is hard, but none are sent without their 
consent.' It is, indeed, not unlikely that the form of asking consent was 
gone through to save appearance. Noel goes on to say: “They serve most 
commonly five years, and then have the yearly salary of the island. They 
have four times of refreshing, and work but from six to six ; so it is not 
so hard as is represented to you; not so much as the common husbandman 
here ” (Burton’s Diary, iv. 258). This is, of course, an interested view 
of the situation. For an exhaustive study of the position of servants—as 
opposed to slaves—in Virginia, see Bruce’s Economic Hist. of Virginia, 

i. 572-634, ii. 1-57. 
1 Nieupoort to the States General, Add, MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 

100; A Perfect Account, E, 842, 4. There were rumours that they were 
to have been sent to the plantations. If this was contemplated, their 
imprisonment in England must be regarded as an act of clemency. 
Pauluzzi’s statement on June ^ (Venetian Transcripts, R. 0.), that 
Grandison committed suicide on the way, is devoid of truth, as on 
August 30 he was in the Isle of Wight, and was soon afterwards liberated 
with the Earl of Kellie. Petition and order, August 30, S.P. Dom. c. 66 ; 
Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, p. 259. 
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Co vent Garden.1 This arrest was probably made in con¬ 
sequence of a fresh search among the houses in London 
likely to harbour Royalists, a precaution adopted in con¬ 
sequence of information received from a young man named 
March-May ^cnry Manning, who had arrived at Charles’s Court 
Manning's * in the early part of the year. Finding himself, like 
reports. many of his companions in misfortune, reduced to 
the direst straits, Manning resolved to ward off starvation by 
supplying intelligence to Thurloe. Since March 26 2 he had 
been writing diligently to the Secretary. Though not admitted 
to the secret counsels of the Court, he was able to pick up a 
considerable amount of information, which he committed to 
paper for Thurloe’s benefit.3 He had much to say on the 
movements of Royalists engaged against the Government, and 
the fictitious names by which some of them passed in England. 
In a letter written on May n, which must have been in 
Thurloe’s hands before orders were given for the search 
which resulted in Byron’s capture, Manning, after imparting 
a considerable amount of information about the persons 
embarked in the late conspiracy, with details of persons 
and places which do not appear to have hitherto reached 
He suggests the Government’s ear, added that many Royalists 
ofamurder* proposed to assassinate the Protector, though 
plot he acknowledged that Charles was ‘not forward to 
have it done.’4 

Whether Manning had or had not yielded to the temptation 
to exaggerate his knowledge of projects on which he can have 

1 Nieupoort to the States General, Add, MSS, 17,677 W, fol. 
100 ; Perf, Proceedings, E, 840, 5. 

* His first letter was written on March —j, Thurloe, iii. 190 ; but for 
want of a cipher he sent no intelligence till the date named. Even then 
no cipher had been received, but he seems to have disregarded the 
difficulty in the hope of winning Thurloe’s confidence; see Nicholas 

Papers, iii. 149. 

* Manning to Thurloe, April Thurloe, iii. 338 ; May [?], 
S.P. Dom. xcvii. 109. 

4 Manning to Thurloe, May Thurloe, iii. 428. 
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had no more than second-hand information,1 his statements 
about persons were precise and definite. So far as appears 

r it was this part of the charge which took most hold 
tion on < of the Protectors mind. “ We are able, he said in 
voived in the the following year, “to make it appear that persons 
last plot. wft0 carried themselves the most demurely and fairly 

of any men in England were engaged in this business.”2 Unable 
to enter into the feelings which nestled in their aggrieved hearts, 
he ascribed their conduct to pure malignity, and came to the 
conclusion that, whether they were actively engaged in a new 
conspiracy or not, it was essential to deprive them of the means 

of doing harm. In the first week in June several 
prominent Royalists were arrested. On June 9 Lord 
Willoughby of Parham, Lord Newport3 and his 

brother, with Geoffrey Palmer and Henry Seymour, were sent 
to the Tower. The Earl of Lindsey, Lord Lovelace, Lord 
Falkland, and many others had already been seized in Oxford¬ 
shire,4 and the action of the agents of the Government in 
other counties was no less prompt. Before long Lambeth and 
St. James’s were crowded with imprisoned Royalists, and when 
room failed in London, country prisons had to serve the turn. 
It is true that the confinement was made as easy as was com¬ 
patible with privation of liberty. “ We are not kept close,” 
wrote one of those under arrest at St. James’s, “nor are our friends 
kept from us.” 5 All through June the arrests were numerous,6 

June. 
Royalists 
arrested. 

1 It will, however, be seen that later in the year there was indubitably 
a plot to assassinate Oliver. It is clear from references in Manning’s 
letters that others were written which have not reached us, so that we 
cannot tell how much more he disclosed. 

2 Carlyle, Speech V. Oliver directly attributed his information to 
Manning, who was then no longer alive. 

2 Lord Newport of High Ercall, not the Earl of Newport. 
4 Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, p. 130 ; Croke and Smith to the 

Protector, June 6, Thurloet iii. 521; Nieupoort to the States General, 
June jf, Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 113 ; The Perf Diurnal, E, 843, 4. 

4 Sir R. Verney to E. Verney, June 22, Vermy MSS. 

* Nieupoort to the States General, Add. MSS. 17,677 W, fol. 

121; The Faithful Scout, E, 845, 3 ; Perfect Proceedings > E, 845, 12. 
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Lords Coventry, Maynard, and Fetre being amongst the victims. 
Before the end of the month no less than thirty-five Royalists 
were confined at Lynn alone. 

Against these prisoners no definite charge was brought. 
They were, as the Protector afterwards allowed, arrested 
The merely on suspicion. If a new plot was in the air— 
aricstedliii an(J there can be little doubt that it was—it would 
suspicion, be well to anticipate its outbreak by rendering 
innocuous all who were likely to take part in it. Before long 
Oliver’s anxiety took a new turn. By the end of June Man- 
information. ning’s letters began to point more clearly to a reso- 
riSn^is'pro* ^u^on of some, at least, of the Royalists abroad to 
of murder resort to murder of the Protector as a preliminary 
plot. to another insurrection,1 and it must have been to 
guard against such a contingency that orders were given on 

July 6 for the banishment from London and West¬ 
minster of all who had adhered to the Royal cause. 
Their enforced sojourn in the country was to last till 
October 20, when the commencement of Michaelmas 

Term would require the presence of many of them in the 
courts of law. It is hardly necessary to prove by evidence 
that the English Royalists2 were quite ready to engage in a 

1 Manning to Thurloe, S.P. Dom. xcviii. 45, 52. 
- A letter from Major Armorer does not go so far as to be quoted in 

evidence, but it shows what the temper of the Royalists was and, it may 
fairly be added, must have been. “Saturday last,” he writes—Saturday 
was June 9, the day of the arrest of a large number of Royalists—“was a 
sore blow to your Majesty’s good friends, who were both willing and able 
to serve you. . . . That sad misfortune has hindered me to make some 
propositions to your Majesty from some that I heard upon the way, as I 
left London, were amongst the number of those taken. . . . God has 
yet preserved some, that truly 1 hope cannot come under suspicion, who 
are both willing, and I hope will be able, to serve you. I am by their 
order to inform them, as soon as your Majesty thinks fit, which way your 
Majesty will be served by them. If it be the way my Lord Rochester 
proposed, they have promised to prepare their friends for it. If your 
Majesty resolve any other, they have appointed me a way how to let them 
know it when it shall be seasonable. ” Armorer to Charles, June 24, i.e. 

Thurloe, i. 695. 

, Jal,y6* 
Royalists 
banished 
from 
London. 
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fresh insurrection if circumstances offered a chance of success, 
and it is now known1 beyond dispute, not only that the 
murder-plot was no figment of Manning's brain, but that it 
had received the countenance of no less a personage than the 
Duke of York. 

1 “There is a proposition has been made to me which is too long to 
put into a letter, so that I will, as short as I can, let you know the heads 
of them. There are four Roman Catholics that have bound themselves in 
a solemn oath to kill Cromwell, and then to raise all the Catholics in the 
City and the army, which they pretend to be a number so considerable as 
may give a rise for your recoveiy, they being all warned to be ready for 
something that is to be done, without knowing what it is. They demand 
10,000 livres in hand and, when the business is ended, some recompense 
for themselves, according to their several qualities, and the same liberty 
for Catholics in England as the Protestants have in France. I thought 
not fit to reject this proposition, but to acquaint you with it, because the 
first part of the design seems to me to be better laid and resolved on than 
any I have known of that kind ; and for the defects of the second, it may 
be supplied by some designs you may have to join to it. If you approve 
of it, one of the four, entrusted by the rest, will repair to you, his charges 
being borne, and give you a full account of the whole matter.” The 
Duke of York to Charles, May Thurloe, i. 666. Though both this and 
the letter quoted in the last note are printed in the Thurloe collection, 
neither of them was ever in the hands of the Protector or his ministers, 
having been communicated to the editor by the Archbishop of Canterbury 
from the manuscript originals. These are now in the Lambeth Library 
(Vol. 645, No. 33), forming part of the Tenison collection. 
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CHAPTER XL 

THE MAJOR-GENERALS 

The political situation had been much changed since the dissolu- 
tion in January, when the Protector had set out with 

The political the intention of governing in accordance with the 
Mtuation. instrument, so far as it was possible for him so to do. 
Insurrectionary movements had followed closely on one another, 
varied by an occasional plot for the assassination of the Chief 
of the State. Fruitless as had been the discussions on a change 
of the Constitution, it is not unlikely that they resulted in a 
tacit understanding that, though there were no means of 
changing the law, there should hereafter be less scruple in 
breaking it wherever the safety of the existing Government was 
concerned. In later times Parliament would have suspended 
the action of the Habeas Corpus Act, and have thereby 
empowered the Executive to take exceptional measures for the 
safety of the State. Such a course being out of the question, 

„ the Protector had no choice but to succumb to the 
tector and wave of conspiracy which beset him, or to resort to 

e aw* measures which could not be justified by law. We 
may blame him, if we will, for not having thrown down his 
arms before a Parliament aiming, consciously or unconsciously, 
at sovereignty, but our blame may well be moderated when we 
remember that he was striving not for the gratification of 
personal ambition, but for the maintenance of a Constitution 
which, at least in its main provisions, he firmly believed to have 
been framed in the best interests of the nation. It is usual to 
compare the position thus assumed by the Protector with that 
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which had been maintained by Charles I. Both were contend- 
Comparison against the same antagonist—a Parliament re- 
oiivereand solved to subject all other institutions in the State 
Charles i. to its sole will and pleasure. Both set aside without 
compunction the duty of subordinating their actions to the 
nation’s will, on the ground that the nation was ill-informed, 
petulant, and hostile to its own surest friends. The difference 
between the two men lay, in the first place, in the support 
given by Charles to a system of external obedience and 
conformity, whereas Oliver strove for a system of the utmost 
practicable liberty in thought and belief; and, in the second 
place, in Charles’s habit of clinging to formal legality, whilst 
Oliver, having an army at his back, preferred to break openly 
through the meshes of the law when they entangled his feet. 
Charles, when necessity arose or appeared to arise, fumbled 
over the knot of his destiny in his effort to unloose it; Oliver 
hacked at it with his sword. It may at least be set down to 
the Protector’s credit that, when he sinned, he Sinned boldly. 

Oliver’s defence of his conduct in arresting Royalists and 
keeping them in custody without legal warrant was plainspoken 
The Pro enough. “ If this be the case,” he said, after setting 
tectoronhis forth from his own point of view the history of the 

late disturbances, “ between us and the late King’s 
party—to wit that they have notoriously manifested it to the 
consciences of all men that they do not only retain their old 
principles, and still adhere to their former interest in direct 
opposition to the Government established, but have been all 
along hatching new disturbances and endeavouring, as well by 
secret and bloody assassinations as by open force, to introduce 
the one and overthrow and subvert the other, it will not be 
thought strange upon any account whatsoever that we did lately 
secure so many of the men of that interest, although they were 
not visibly in arms upon the late insurrection.” 1 

Yet, if the Protector and the army on which he based his 
power were to maintain this defiant attitude, the financial 

1 A Declaration of His Highness, p. 13 ; E, 857, 3. 
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necessities of the Government rendered it necessary not merely 
to reduce the soldiers5 pay, as had been proposed in April,1 
but also to diminish the numbers under arms. With this 
object in view a new establishment for the army in Great 
Britain, bringing down the number of men in each regiment of 
foot to 800, and in each regiment of horse to 300, was adopted 

July 26. by the Council on July 26, and confirmed by the 
eVtabrX Protector on the 31st.2 England was to be guarded 
•I!myf°rthe by sevcn regiments of horse and five of foot; 

jui» Scotland by seven of horse and thirteen of foot, 
emit ji med Including the soldiers in garrison, together with the 
Protector, officers and non-combatants, such as chaplains and 
The surgeons, the whole force in the two countries 
tS*Uarmy°f scarcely exceeded 21,000 men;3 though unluckily, 
i educed, it Was impossible to effect a reduction on the same 
scale in Ireland which would bring down the numbers of 
the whole army to the 30,000 contemplated by the Instrument. 
Secure of the support of the superior officers, the Council 

did not hesitate to cut down the pay of the cavalry 
und itb pay. frQm 2S ^ to 2s. 3^. a day, and of the infantry 

from tod. to 9d., soldiers in garrison being even reduced 
to 8</. The reduction was somewhat less than that contem¬ 
plated by Birch,4 and was justified for the same reasons as had 
weighed with the Committee of which he was the chairman. 
When this measure had been carried out it would be possible 
to satisfy the claims of the army in Great Britain out of the 
assessment, leaving 290,000/. a year to meet the wants of 
the army in Ireland.5 

1 See supra, p. 296. 
2 Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76a, p. 107. In one case an 

infantry regiment was allowed to contain 700 only. 
3 14,780 foot, 4,245 horse, 1,944 officers. There were also a certain 

number of soldiers of the train. 
4 According to Birch’s report, the cavalry-pay was to have been 2s. r 

the infantry pay %d. See supra, p. 236. 
5 The monthly pay of the army in England and Scotland was to be 

50,486/. 1 if. 4</., which, taking the year at thirteen lunar months, gives 
an annual payment of 656,325/. 7s. 4d. Putting this at 670,000/. to 
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A local 
militia to 
be raised. 

Such, at least, was the result on paper. Contingent expenses 
were, however, certain to arise unexpectedly, and amongst these 
_ . the most burdensome was caused by the absolute 
demands on necessity of providing some means of averting those 

e revenue, plots and insurrections which had recently 

kept the Government continually on the alert. Always ready 
to carry out the ideas of the dissolved Parliament, so far as they 
could be made consistent with the strengthening of his own 
position, Oliver had already proposed to supplement the regular 

army by a local militia. For the attainment of this 
object he had already before the end of June actually 
embodied the new militia, instead of retaining the 

services of the men by a small payment, and leaving them to 
carry on their ordinary avocations at their homes in accordance 
with the scheme adopted by the Council in the preceding 
month.1 This militia, consisting of volunteers who offered 
themselves from amongst the known supporters of the Govern¬ 
ment, was now raised in each county, numbering for the 
whole of England 6,220 horse and 200 foot. The annual 

expense of the new force was estimated at 80.067/.2 
Its numbers _ . _ _ . . . , _ . .... _. . ' , 
and _ Each of the troops into which this militia was divided 
organisation. was^ ag usua^ commanded by its captain, but these 

troops were not formed into regiments. The purpose of the 
Government was to extend to the whole kingdom the system 
which prevailed in the West, where Desborough, with the 
style of major-general, would have commanded the militia of six 
counties whenever they were called out. 
Themiiitia Accordingly, on August 9 ten officers were named 
placed under to take the command, with the rank of Major-General, 
mand°of ten of the militia in the ten districts into which it was at 
Generals, this time proposed to divide England.3 On August 22 

allow for contingent expenditure, there remains 290,000/. for Ireland out 
of the 960,000/. which was the assessment of the three nations. 

1 See supra, p. 297. 
2 Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, p. 861. The 200 foot were 

stationed at Norwich. 
2 Id. p. 226. As the districts were subsequently changed, and their 
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Instructions were drawn up, the preamble to which plainly 
states the intentions of the Protector, “Whereas,” it began, 

Auc.Q2. “we have—by the advice of our Council, for the 
tothcMajw- preservation of the peace of the Commonwealth, 
Gciktjr and the preventing, obviating, and breaking the 
designs of the enemies thereof, who are still restless and 
unwearied in their endeavours to beget new troubles, and to 
put the nation into blood and confusion—thought fit to com- 
missionate several persons of honour and approved integrity to 
raise, enlist, and command . . . troops of horse.” The officer 
named in the Instructions was to take the command over these 
troops in the group of counties assigned to him, with the title 
of Major-General. With the authority thus conferred on him 
he was, in the first place, to attend to the discipline of the force 
under his orders, ‘to suppress all tumults, insurrections, re¬ 
bellion, and other unlawful assemblies/ and for that purpose 
to march at their head, not merely within his own district, but 
wherever he saw fit in England or Wales. Secondly, he was to 
see that the arms of all Papists and Royalists were taken from 
them. Thirdly, highways were to be made safe, and robbers 
and highwaymen secured and prosecuted according to law. 
Fourthly, a strict eye was to be kept on the carriage of the dis¬ 
affected, and no * horse-races, cock-fightings, bear-baitings, or 
any unlawful assemblies7 permitted, on the ground that rebellion 
was usually hatched at such meetings. Fifthly, idlers and 
persons having no visible means of subsistence answerable to 
their expenditure were to be sent out of the Commonwealth, 
whilst the execution of the laws for the benefit of the poor was 
urged. Sixthly, the Major-Generals were, by their * constant 
carriage and conversation, to encourage and promote godliness 
and virtue, and discourage and discountenance all profaneness 
and ungodliness/ and to 4 endeavour—with the other justices 
of the peace and other ministers and officers who are entrusted 
with the care of those things—that the laws against drunkenness, 
profaneness, blaspheming, and taking of the name of God in 

number increased to eleven, it is unnecessary to enter into particulars at 
present. 
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vain by swearing, cursing, and suchlike wickedness and 
abominations, be put in more effectual execution than they 
have been hitherto; and such justices and others as you shall! 
find remiss, and so unfit for their trusts, you shall certify us and 
the Council thereof, that we may make provision therein accord¬ 
ing to our duty and the trust reposed in us.’ 

In the draft presented to the Council a seventh and last 
clause informed the Major-Generals that, with the assistance of 
several other persons, they were to levy a tax on malignants for 
the support of the militia; but this clause was withdraw^ in 
favour of a colourless one requiring the Major-Generals to give 
notice to all persons concerned to meet them in their several 
counties. It is not in the least likely that the change denoted 
any intention of abandoning the proposed tax; but it may well 
have been thought undesirable to mention it till the subject 
had been more thoroughly considered, after which specific direc¬ 
tions could be more fitly given.1 

From these Instructions it may be gathered that, at least at 
this time, there was no intention of superseding the ordinary 
_ „ magistrates by the Major-Generals. It was with the 
Character of ’ . . , 
these _ help of the justices of the peace that the law was to* 
instructions, pUt forC0} an(j except that the expulsion of idle- 

persons from the country was legally justifiable only on the 
double assumption that such persons might be dealt with as 
vagrants, and that the Government was permitted to change 
the penalties imposed by law on vagrancy into the punishment 
of banishment, there was nothing to give rise to the suggestion- 
that the Major-Generals were intended to override the law.2 3 
Practically, their appointment would work an immense change. 

1 S. P. Dom. c. 42. Mrs. Everett Green, in calendaring this docu¬ 
ment, states, very properly, that the seventh clause was omitted and- 
another added in its stead. She has not, however, noticed that the new 
clause is to be found in No. 43, where it is expressly dated August 22. 
Under the date of August 24 she gives it as a preamble, which it certainly 
was not. 

3 This is on the supposition that the Protector’s ordinances issued, 
under the Instrument of Government had the force of law. 
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Remiss or timid justices of the peace would be encouraged or 
terrified into the exercise of the functions imposed on them. 
A police force would be constantly at hand, not merely to crush 
Royalist insurrections and to curb highwaymen and robbers, 
but also to support them in putting in force those unpopular 
statutes and ordinances which were directed against the spread 
of irreligion and vice. Those amongst the justices who con¬ 
tinued to move in these matters with leaden steps would know 
that there was now a vigilant‘eye upon them, and that any 
neglect on their part would, without delay, be reported to head¬ 
quarters. 

Two days later a further Instruction was added directing 
Aug a i Maj°r-Generals to report on the execution of the 

The/ ' ordinance for the ejection of scandalous and in- 
ordinance efficient ministers, which had hitherto been slackly 
carried carried out, and had probably not been carried out 
out* at all in many districts.1 Evidently there was an 
increasing tendency to make use of the Major-Qenerals to 
quicken the zeal of the local authorities in miscellaneous 
directions.2 

It was not till September 21 that, after the Coun¬ 
cil, in the Protector’s presence, had agreed to a form 
of commission for the Major-Generals,3 a body of 
orders ‘for securing the peace of the Common¬ 
wealth ’ was adopted to fill up in detail the require¬ 
ments of the article which had been dropped on 
August 22. These orders were to be carried out, 
under the eye of the Major-Generals, by certain 

commissioners,4 ultimately known as commissioners for 

Sept. 21. 
A com¬ 
mission for 
the Major- 
Generals. 

Orders for 
securing 
the peace 
of tne 
Common¬ 
wealth. 

1 This appears from the language of the reports of the Major-Generals. 
The ordinance had not, however, remained entirely a dead letter. The 
witnesses in the case of Pocock, the Orientalist, for instance, were 
examined by the ejectors at Abingdon on Feb. 12, 1655. Twells, Life of 

PococM, prefixed to his Theological Works, i. 37. Other cases might be 
cited as well. 

58 S. P. Pom. c. 43. 3 lb, c. 133. 
4 On August 22 these had been styled vaguely as persons to assist the 

Major-Generals, but they were called Commissioners in an Order in Council 

VOL. III. Y 
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from the 
Royalists. 

securing the peace of the country, who were named by the 
Coumy Government in each county. They were directed 
Sonera’ partly at weakening the Royalist party, and partly 
appointed. a|_ securing from them a revenue which, following 
the precedent of the-Elizabethan recusancy laws, might wring 
out of those who needed watching the financial resources 
required for the payment of the watchers. Royalists of 
property were dealt with in a drastic fashion. They were 
divided into three classes. The first, consisting of those 
who having, since the establishment of the Protectorate, 
taken part in any rebellion or in any plot against the person 
„ of the Protector, were to be imprisoned or banished? 
Exactions , . . . f . . _ 

their estates being sequestered for the payment of 
the newly raised militia, a third part being reserved 

for the wives and families of the offenders. The second, in¬ 
cluding those who, not having taken part in any rebellion or 
assassination plot, nevertheless appeared ‘by their words or 
actions to adhere to the interests of the late King, or of Charles 
Stuart his son/ and to be dangerous enemies to the peace of 
the Commonwealth, were to be imprisoned or sent beyond 
the seas, though allowed to retain their estates. The third, 
comprising those who, not being active Royalists, had their 
estates sequestered for delinquency, or had in former times 
fought against Parliament, were to pay io per cent, on their 
rental from land if it amounted to ioo/. and upwards, and’io/. 
on every 1,500/. of personal property in cases where there was 

of the same date (Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, p. 246). They are 
to be distinguished from the Militia Commissioners appointed in the 
spring, who are styled 4 the former commissioners ’ in a letter from 
Lawrence to Desborough of Feb. 13, 1656 {S. P. Dom. cxxiv. 41). 
Though there is no evidence of the date on which these latter were sup¬ 
pressed, it is probable that their powers were recalled on Oct. 11, when 
the Major-Generals formally received their Commissions. It is impossible 
to write on the subject of the Major-Generals without expressing gratitude 
to Mr. D. W. Rannie, whose account of the matter in the Hist Review 

(July 1895), x. 471, did much to advance our knowledge. His occasional 
slips are for the most part owing to his confidence in defective calendars, 
which he did not test by the original documents. 
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no real estate worth 100/. a year, with the proviso that their 
annual payments under this head should never exceed 100/. 
As for persons who had no estate, they were only touched if 
they lived loosely and were unable to give an account of them¬ 
selves ; in which case they were to ‘ be apprehended and 
transported into foreign parts, where they may earn their 
living by their labour,’ a phrase which, differing as it does 
from the sentence of mere banishment pronounced on wealthier 
Royalists, is probably a euphemism for service in the colonies. 
No Royalist was, on pain of imprisonment, to keep arms in 
his house, and those who were banished—doubtless those 
under the second head alone are intended—were not to return 
without license, on pain of the sequestration of their estates.11 

Of a different order are the rules laid down with the object 
of striking at the spiritual and intellectual root of Royalism,' 
The and which appear as a somewhat pale shadow of 
d2gySt the statutes directed by Elizabethan Parliaments 
silenced. against Roman Catholic priests. After November 1 
no Royalist was to be suffered to keep in his house any of the 
ejected clergy as a chaplain or a tutor for his children, under 
pain of having his fine doubled ; and no such clergyman was 
to keep a school, preach, or administer the' sacraments, cele¬ 
brate marriage, or use the Book of Common Prayer, on pain 
of three months’ imprisonment for the first offence, of six 
months’ for the second, and of banishment for the third.2 

Every one of these orders frankly relinquished the domain 
of law. Political necessity alone could be pleaded in their. 
The orders favour. Their authors were, indeed, so anxious to' 

ind°topre’ cling t0 the skirts of leSality wtierever possible that, 
legality* on the same day ‘ plays and interludes; having been 
added to the list of malpractices against which the Major- 

1 

1 Mrs. Everett Green gives it * on pain of banishment,’ which is not 
only improbable, but is not in the original. If the threat of sequestration 
had been meant to refer to the first class, it could only mean that the 
wife and family of the returning exile would lose the third assigned to 

them. 
- S. P. Dom. c. 136. 

Y 2 
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Generals were to be on their guard, a reference to the Act 
which declared them unlawful was added in the margin,1 Of 

a proclamation issued on September 21 it may 
iton ma" fairly be said that, if it was illegal, it only escaped 
cfectbVof legality by a hair’s-breadth. In the counties the 
loyalists, executive authority was under the control of the 
central authority, which appointed not merely special com¬ 
missioners, but also the ordinary justices of the peace. In the 
towns it was otherwise. Corporations chosen by election or 
co-option formed the governing bodies, mayors and other 
officials being elected in the manner indicated by the charter 
of the place. The Long Parliament, anxious to prevent such 
powers from falling into the hands of their opponents, had 
passed an ordinance disabling delinquents from being placed 
in office for the next five years.2 This ordinance was renewed 
as an Act in 1652, the term of its expiry being fixed at Septem¬ 
ber 28, 165s*3 When, therefore, the Protector issued a pro¬ 
clamation on the 21st, directing that this Act should be 
punctually observed, his action was supported by the law 4 till 
the week came to an end, but after that week had expired 
obedience to his command rested on no foundation except his 
own declared will.5 

Much as had been done, the Government was not yet 
prepared to set its instruments at work, as there were further 
Further details to be considered before the Instructions to 
needed.tlonS the Major-Generals could be regarded as complete. 

0ct* The result was that on October 4 Lambert, who had 
Lambert’s taken a leading part in the committee of Council en- 
instructfons trusted with this business, brought up a paper of 

1 S. P. Dom. c. 134. Mrs. Everett Green explains that these Instruc¬ 
tions as accepted on Sept. 21 are the same as those calendared August 22 
and 24. They, however, have the new clause (see p. 320) printed amongst 
them, and several written amendments.. 

2 Scobell, i. 135. * 209. 
4 That is to say, on the assumption that the Acts and ordinances of 

the Long Parliament after the breach with the King were legal, an 
assumption which was notoriously denied after the Restoration. 

5 Printed in Hist. Rev. (Oct. 1900) xv. 655. 
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additional Instructions, which was adopted, with amendments, by 
Oct. 9. Protector and Council on the 9th.1 The Instructions 

with amend* thus added to the original seven were fourteen in 
ments. number, of which the first nine were mere amplifica- 

administra- ^ons °** fanner ones entering into questions of 
tive detail, administrative detail. Royalist masters of families, 
after giving security that they would neither plot against the 
Government themselves, nor fail to reveal any such plot 
which came to their knowledge as having been entered on by 
others,2 were to give bonds for the good behaviour of their 
servants, and a list of such bonds was to be kept by the 
Major-Generals, and by them forwarded to the office of a 
registrar to be established in London. No one was to land in 
England from beyond the sea, without informing the Major- 
General of his name, the place from which he came, and the 
place to which he was going, engaging himself at the same 
time that if he came to London he would give more specific 
information as to his movements and business. If he had 
taken the King’s side in former times, he was to give similar 
information whenever he changed his place of abode, whether 
in London or the country. Further Instructions provided for 
the discovery of highwaymen and robbers, and directed that a 
more than ordinary regard should be had to the securing of 
the roads, chiefly about London. 

The remaining five Instructions were of a different charac¬ 
ter, being almost entirely occupied with considerations which, 

^ i though not without reference to the baffling of con- 
aociai regu- spirators, deal freely with questions connected with 
lations. moral or social order. No house standing alone and 
out of a town was to * sell ale, beer or wine, or to give enter¬ 
tainment.1 No one was to be allowed to ride post without 

1 Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, pp. 324, 327. 
* This requirement is not to be found amongst the additional Instruc* 

tions, but the bond is set forth in Merc, Pol,? E, 491, 7. Most likely it 
was added as an additional order for securing the peace of the Common¬ 
wealth after Sept. 21, the date of the orders as they have reached us 
(5'. P, Dam. c. 136). 
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previous notice being given to the nearest justice of the peace ; 
and the master of any inn, alehouse or tavern, who allowed his 
Horses to be used for such a purpose was to forfeit his license. 
In London and Westminster all gaming-houses and houses of 
ill-fame were 4 to be industriously sought out’ and closed. All 
householders within the same limits who had no trade or 
calling, or did not labour in such trade or calling, or had 
no other visible estate, were to ‘be bound to their good 
behaviour and compelled to work, and for want of good security 
to be sent to Bridewell.’ Lastly, ‘alehouses, taverns and viofcual- 
ling-houses towards the skirts of the said cities were to be 
suppressed, except such as were necessary to lodge travellers ; 
the number of alehouses in all other parts of the town to be 
abated, and none continued but such as could lodge strangers 
and were of good repute.1 1 

So far as a consideration of the order in which the various 
Instructions are placed may be allowed to influence our con- 
The in- elusions, it must be admitted that there is some in- 
faSunder dication—it would be impossible to style it evidence 
two heads. —0f a twofold origin, The first six Instructions are, 
if not exclusively, yet to a great extent,2 of a practical and 
administrative character; and the same may be said of the first 
nine of the additional Instructions. To the first set was added, 
after an interval of two days, the Instruction to carry out the 
ordinance for the ejection of scandalous ministers ; to the 
second set are added the five Instructions which deal almost 
entirely with the repression of vice. From the position occu- 
Conjecture pied by Lambert in the committee which prepared 

and amended these Instructions he may fairly be 
Lambert, regarded as probably' the originator, certainly the 
organiser, of the new police system, of which the Major- 
Generals were to be the official heads. If he were the same 
man as the Lambert who had withstood the Protector at the 
Council-table when the West Indian expedition was under 

1 Old JParliammtary History, xx. 461-67. 
2 Some of these earliest Instructions may be the result of a com¬ 

promise. 
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discussion,1 and who before that had taken a leading part in 
framing the somewhat unimaginative Instrument of Govern¬ 
ment, we cannot but recognise his hand in the practical 
requirements of many of these Instructions. Is it wandering 
too far into the regions of conjecture to suggest that the 
readiness to add to the burdens originally laid on the shoulders 
of the Major-Generals the enormous task of encouraging virtue 
and discouraging vice must surely have proceeded from the 
and of the Protector himself—the man who had so glorified a 
Prot^tor. navai expedition sent forth to protect English com¬ 
merce in the Indies that he saw in it nothing less than the 
avenging sword with which to strike down the enemies of God? 
Should this view of the case be accepted,2 much that followed 
afterwards in the growing estrangement between Oliver and 
Lambert becomes easily intelligible without the necessity of 
having recourse to merely personal motives on one side or 
the other. For the time there was no breach. The Instruc- 

Oct. xi. tions were issued as a complete whole. On Octo- 
SonstTthe ber 11 the commissions were formally distributed 
generals among the Major-Generals,3 who were sent forth to 
issued. Work the will of the Protector and Council as best ■ 
they could. » 

This view, that the morals and social aims of the Instruc¬ 
tions were mainly inspired by the Protector himself, derives 
some corroboration from an attentive consideration of a 
Declaration issued by the Government on October 31. It is 

Oct. 3t. true that till the end is approached this manifesto 
hy the Pro- bears no trace of Oliver's own hand, and may very 
Council!^ well have been the work of Fiennes, who by some 

1 See supra, pp. 12S, 159. 
2 The length of time—from August 22 to Oct. 9—during which the 

Instructions were under discussion somewhat favours the view that there 
was some difference of opinion on the subject. 

* Only the commission to Butler has been preserved, i?. 0. Inierr„ 
Box 2, No. 10. It may, however, be taken that the others bore the 
same date. 
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was believed to have been the author of the whole.1 The 
narrative of the conspiracies of 1654 and 1655, with which 
the Declaration opens, and the assertion that a similar con¬ 
spiracy was still cherished by the Royalists, may properly have 
been left to a subordinate. Towards the close the reader 
seems to catch the tones of Oliver himself. “ It is plain,” we 
are told, “ to everyone that is not blinded with prejudice that 
these men are restless in their designs, and are the causes of 
all our trouble and unsettlement, and will leave no stone un¬ 
turned to render vain and fruitless all that blood which hath 
been spilt to restore our liberties, and the hopes we have con¬ 
ceived of seeing this poor nation settled and reformed from 
that spirit of profaneness which these men do keep up and 
countenance, in contempt of all law and authority:—and there¬ 
fore we thus argued, that unless we would give up the cause 
so long contended for, and the lives, liberties and comforts of 
all the well-affected of these three nations into their hands, or 
leave them exposed to their continual attempts, the peace and 
common concernments of this Commonwealth must be other¬ 
wise secured and provided for than at present they were ; that 
this was not to be done without raising additional forces ; that 
the charge of these forces ought not to be put upon the good 
people who have borne the burden of the day, but upon those 
who have been and are the occasion of all our danger.”2 

“ Upon these grounds,” he continued—if the voice was in¬ 
deed the voice of Oliver—“... we have thought fit to lay the 
burden of maintaining these forces, and some other public 
charges which are occasioned by them, upon those who have 
been engaged in the late wars against the State, having respect 
notwithstanding therein to such of them as are not able to 
undergo that charge.” To this followed an argument that 
Charles’s ‘coming into the Low Countries3 was sufficient 

1 A Letter from a True and Lawful Member of Parliament, p. 41, 
E, 884, 2. On the authorship of this pamphlet, see infra, p. 330, note 1. 

2 It will be seen that the Protector did not in any way dissent from 
Lambert’s practical methods. 

3 To Middelburg ; see p. 280. 
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evidence that he had expected a general rising of his supporters 
in England, and that the collection of great sums for him was 
another proof that the design was favoured by many more than 
had actually risen in the spring.’1 

Having enforced this view of the position by further reason¬ 
ing, the writer proceeds to claim for the Supreme Magistrate 
that in such case he must not be 4 tied up to the ordinary rules,’ 
and to urge that it is justifiable to compel 4 those of whom the 
people have reason to be afraid ’ to 4 pay for securing the State 
against that danger which they are the authors of.’ If, the 
author of this part of the Declaration argues, the Royalists are 
treated as a class apart, it is through their own determination to 
stand apart from the rest of the nation. 44 There is nothing,” 
he writes, 44 they have more industriously laboured in than this 
—to keep themselves separated and distinguished from the well 
affected of this nation:—to which end they have kept their 
conversation apart, as if they would avoid the very beginnings 
of union; have bred and educated their children by the 
sequestered and ejected clergy, and very much confined their 
marriages and alliances within their own party, as if they meant 
to entail their quarrel and prevent the means to reconcile pos¬ 
terity ; which, with the great pains they take upon all occasions 
to lessen and suppress the esteem and honour of the English 
nation in all their actions and undertakings abroad, striving 
withal to make other nations distinguish their interest from it, 
gives us ground to judge that they have separated themselves 
from the body of the nation; and therefore we leave it to all 
mankind to judge whether we ought not to be timely jealous 
of that separation, and to proceed so against them as they may 
be at the charge of those remedies which are required against 
the dangers they have bred.” 2 3 

1 It is not likely that much evidence as to the truth of this statement 
should be in existence. There are two accounts of Halsall’s, dated 
June 23 and Nov, 25 respectively, showing that 3,390/. were sent over 
by him in the course of 1655, Clarendon MSS. 1., fol. 72; Thurloe, 

iv. 245. 
3 A Declaration of Mis Highness (p. 38), E, 857, 3. 
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Some months later Hyde, assuming the character of a 
Presbyterian member of the Long Parliament, struck heavily 
Pyde’s at the weakest point in this argument. “ Let us re- 
reply- volve,” he replied, “ the vast treasure we have lost, 
and compare it with the nothing we possess. The law says, 
‘ No man shall be punished if his offence be not proved by 
witnesses.’ This Declaration says, ‘ Though we abstain from 
any unlawful action, we shall be punished for the malice and 
revenge in our hearts.’ The law says ‘that a conspiracy to 
levy war is no treason, except there be a levying war in faeto 
Your Declaration says, ‘ If you have reason to believe that we 
have evil intention against the Government, we are without any 
right or title to anything we enjoy, and are at your mercy to 
dispose of as you please ’—which is the lowest condition of 
traitors. If this be liberty, what nation in Europe lives in 
servitude ? ”1 

From the purely legal point of view Oliver had no defence 
to make. Like Strafford, when the Short Parliament threatened 

to overturn what, from his point of view, was the 
constitutional edifice under which the people were 
sheltered, the Protector held himself, so far as the 
enemies of the State were concerned, to be * loose 

and absolved from all rules of government.’ If the Constitu¬ 
tion as settled by the Instrument was to be upheld, its enemies 
must, with or without the approval of the law, be rendered 

His osition “inocuous- February he had explained that 
as a con- necessity had driven him to take upon himself the 
*a e’ work of a constable to keep the peace between con¬ 
tending religious sects.2 It now looked as if he would have 
to exercise the same office towards hostile political parties as 
well. 

In treating Royalists as a class apart from the body of the 
nation the Protector did but follow in the lines laid down by the 

Oliver does 
not defend 
himself on 
legal 
grounds. 

1 A Letter from a True and Lawful Member of Parliament, p. 45, 
E, 884, 2. Mr. Macray has identified the author with Hyde in the 
preface to the third volume of his Calendar of the Clarendon MSS. 

2 See supra, p. 267. 
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Long Parliament at the commencement of the Civil War. Yet 
The to do so was none the less a political error. The 
trcate/us a greater the determination of any single class to stand 
frSin rt aside from the main current of national life, the 
nation. greater is the interest, to say nothing of the duty, of 
every Government to close its eyes to the existence of the gulf 
which separates it from its compatriots, and to treat those who 
repudiate its authority, so long as they abstain from acts of re¬ 
sistance, as erring brethren, but as brethren still. The main 
question of interest, however, is whether Oliver's assumption 
that he had the national good will on his side was in accordance 
with facts or not. If it was, his system was likely to be per¬ 
manent ; if not, it was doomed to speedy destruction. 

If the experience of the late rising was to go for anything, 
it is impossible to regard the stricter Royalists otherwise than 
Royalism &s a cultivated but comparatively small minority, 
ponderant No doubt their tenants and labourers looked up to 
force. them with respect, and, if circumstances were favour¬ 
able, would have given them support. No doubt, too, there 
were in the towns a certain number of tradesmen and others 
who, though hostile to Royalty in 1642, would have been more 
or less willing to accept it in 1655. Of any burning zeal for 
the restoration of Stuart kingship, outside the Cavalier families, 
there is, however, no trace whatever. Thurloe’s spies bring to 
him in abundance tales of the machinations of Levellers and 
Parliamentarians. Denunciations of any popular outcry in 
favour of the exiled Charles are few and far between. Even 
in their cups the men of the people do not cry out for their 
King, 

It does not follow, however, that the masses were for Oliver 
because they were not for Charles. The more thinking 
Divisions members of the anti-Royalist party were hopelessly 
oppon8entshof divided, and the low social position of many of the 
Royalism, officers went as far as any apprehension of consti¬ 
tutional danger to nourish disaffection to a Government 
resting on military support. “ So strict a justice,” wrote a 
foreign ambassador when the appointment of the Major- 
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Generals was still under discussion, “ is held that the country 
hardly knows there is an army in it; but the meetings of its 
•councils have caused an exceeding ill-will amongst all the 
The army inhabitants, the common folk being irritated at 
not popular, being ruled and commanded by those of their own 
•class, and people of good birth despising the latter in their 
minds. One can therefore easily judge with what soreness of 
heart most persons see themselves placed at their mercy, and 
to have their own lot made lighter or heavier at their dis¬ 
cretion.” Such a state of feeling undoubtedly tended to a •re¬ 
vival of Royalism. “There is no longer,” writes the same 
ambassador, “ a question whether they shall have a king, but 
who the king shall be, and so the former difference between 
•the house of Stuart and all the inhabitants of the land is con¬ 
verted into a difference between the houses of Stuart and 
Cromwell.”1 These words were written at a time when the 
movement for offering the Crown to the Protector was in full 
■swing, arid the writer, in the reflections which follow, clearly 
anticipates that the successful candidate for the throne will be 
King Oliver rather than King Charles; but it is evident, even 
if we could close our eyes to the subsequent history of the 
nation, that there was growing up, even amongst those who 
were averse to Charles’s restoration, a feeling, in some cases, 
of active hostility towards the Protectorate, and, in still more, 
of simmering dissatisfaction with the prevailing conditions of 
government. 

• No doubt, so far as the decimation was concerned, Oliver 
had acted prudently in confining the infliction of special tax¬ 
ation to those who were possessed of what was in that age a 
substantial fortune. He was probably unaware of the extent 
to which he multiplied his enemies by his efforts to ensure the 
nor the moral improvement of the people. Baxter, who, 
enforce110 Puritan and controversialist as he was, at least kept 
morality. bis eyes open, characterised the Diocesan party ’ as 
consisting ‘ of some grave, learned, godly bishops, and some 

1 Bonde to Charles X., July 27, Stockholm Transcripts. 
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sober, godly people of their mind ; and withal of almost all 
the carnal politicians, temporisers, profane, and haters of godli¬ 
ness in the land, and all the rabble of the ignorant, ungodly 
vulgar.'1 To struggle against ignorance and vice was a high 
enterprise, worthy of the Protector’s zeal. It was also an 
enterprise calling for prudence and circumspection far above 
the average. Was it so certain that by a wholesale closure of 
alehouses and bear-gardens Oliver would really exalt the stan¬ 
dard of morality in England? No doubt he could plead that 
those things were done for a political object, as depriving 
Royalists of meeting-places where they might hatch their plots. 
Those who had taken pleasure in watching the agonies of the 
bear, and no less pleasure in fuddling themselves over their ale, 
were only too likely to set down the new orders as the last 
experiment of the virtuous to abolish cakes and ale in the land, 
and, if they thought of politics at all, they would recall to mind 
the times when the late King had left them to enjoy themselves 
in their own fashion, and would long for the restoration of his 
son, who, if all accounts were true, was not likely to enforce on 
his subjects too high a standard of morality. 

Such considerations were, however, far from the Protector’s 
mind. From the language in which he announced, on 

Nov. at. November 21, the appointment of a day of humilia- 
humliiation ^on ft is evident that he looked on the quarrels 
appointed, among Puritans with far greater apprehension than 
on any imminent danger from the side of the Royalists. 
Deploring * the tares of division that had been sown by the 
envious one, the abominable blasphemies vented, a spreading 
of late through the apostacy of, and the abuse of liberty by 

1 Reliquiae Baxteriana, i. 145. When he comes to give his con¬ 
jectural reasons for the adhesion of the last class, he suggests that one 
may be * because the worst and most do always fall in with the party that 
is uppermost,’ which cannot be applied to the times of the Protectorate. 
The words were-written long after those times, and no doubt Baxter 
inadvertently gave expression to his judgment on what was passing before 
his eyes, in forgetfulness that it did not apply to the subject of the pre¬ 
ceding sentences. 
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many professing religion/ he complained of ‘the continued 
series of difficulties we have been and are exercised under by 
the secret and open practices of those that, bearing evil will unto 
Zion, have, Balaam-like, attempted all ways to frustrate our hopes 
and endeavours of such a settlement and reformation as hath 
been so long contended for; as also the weight of the work 
of this generation.’ On these grounds he called on the people 
to unite in prayer that God would disappoint the designs of 
all who set themselves ‘ against the interest of Christ and His 
people.’ He would then teach them to serve the Lord (Tod 
with one heart and one mind, and support those ‘ that are 
more especially engaged in and entrusted with the great affairs 
of this nation, by a spirit of counsel and wisdom to enable 
them faithfully to discharge their weighty trust, and that they 
may bear some proportion of serviceableness to the great 
designs and promises of God concerning the kingdom of His 
Son, our Blessed Lord, in these latter times, and may be used 
as instruments in His hand for the continuance and increase of 
the' reformation and the security and settlement of these 
nations.’1 

This, then—the leading of the nation into paths of unity 
and religious peace, not the establishment of protectoral 

or parliamentary constitutions — was the object 
main18 nearest to Oliver’s heart. Three days later he 
object* announced by another Declaration that Royalists 
Declaration whose estates had been sequestered or who had 
keeping taken part in the war under the late King were to 
arms or , refrain from keeping arms in their houses after 
maintaining 1 Jr ... . . 
ejected December i, and from maintaining any of the 
clergy. ejected clergy as chaplains or schoolmasters after 
January i—the date of November i, previously fixed, having 
proved too early, the organisation under the Major-Generals not 
being capable of being put in operation so soon. The Declara¬ 
tion ended with a clause in which a ray of hope was permitted 
to those at least of the ejected clergy who had given ‘ a real 

1 A Declaration, Nov. 21, B.M. press-mark 669, f. 20, No. 19. 
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testimony of their godliness and good affection to the present 
Government,* offering that to such * so much tenderness shall 
be used as may consist with the safety and good of this nation.*1 
To a zealous Churchman like Evelyn, indeed, this last clause 
afforded no consolation. His occasional visits to London were 
made the opportunity of attending the ministrations of clergy 
Who were not in the least likely to court a testimonial of good 

Dec affection to the present Government. To him the 
last Sunday in the year,2 when he was present at the' 
service held by Dr. Wilde at St. Gregory’s—the only 

church in London in which the use of the Prayer Book had 
Evelyn’s been hitherto connived at3—was as the closing scene 
lament. 0f religion itself. “ So this,” he noted in his. Diary, 
“ was the moumfullest day that in my life I had seen in the 
Church of England herself since the Reformation, to the great 
rejoicing of both papist and presbyter. The Lord Jesus pity 
our distressed Church and bring back the captivity of Zion.**4 
Yet the heart of Oliver was larger than his theories, and it was 
not long before the clouds began to break. In January the 

*6*6 aSed Ussher, trembling on the brink of the grave,5 
Jan.' presented a petition on behalf of ‘the poor outed 

printed by clergy.’ Not only was this petition left without a 
ishher. satisfactory answer, but, if a Royalist rumour may be 

accepted, the Archbishop was reduced to admit to the Protector 
that ‘ the Common Prayer was by the people made an idol, and 
therefore justly abolished.*6 However this may have been, the 

A last 
service. 

1 Declaration Nov. 24, B.M. press-mark 669, f. 20, No. 20. 
i This service is usually assigned to Christmas Day, which is the date 

of the preceding entry; but it is in the highest degree improbable that 
Dr. Wilde, on whose ministrations Evelyn attended, should have refrained 
from using the opportunity of meeting his congregation on the following 
Sunday, Dec. 30. 

* Evelyn’s Diary, ed. Bray, iv. 308, * Id. i. 311. 
4 He died on March 21, and was buried in Westminster Abbey, the 

Protector contributing 200/. to the expense. 
• R. W[hitely] to Nicholas, Jan. Jg, S. P. Dom. cxxiii. 27.; 

Nicholas Papers, iii. 261. [The rumour was subsequently denied by 

Ussher. j 
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old man’s pleadings did not remain without effect. On some 
Feb. day in February a few of the leading Episcopalian 

answer to clergy were summoned to Whitehall, where Oliver 
the Epis- assured them that, though he was well aware what 
clergy. was the drift of their teaching, he was neither 
ignorant nor unfeeling with regard to the condition into which 
they had fallen. All that he asked was an engagement that 
if liberty were allowed them they would not make use of it to 
excite fresh disorders.1 On their assurance that the desired 
pledge would be forthcoming he promised to lay their'c».se 
before the Council. There can be little doubt that, though his 
reference to the Council was not made in a form that could be 

The Decia P^aced on record, he fulfilled his promise. The 
ration not Declaration was not actually withdrawn or modified, 
sxftcut^d m 9 • 

against the but it was seldom, if ever, put in practice against the 
clergy. clergy. Not a single one of the reports of the Major- 
Generals—so far as they have reached us—even alludes to the 
ejection of clergy from private houses. The Royalist corre¬ 
spondents of Hyde and Nicholas have as little to say on a 
subject on which, if any evidence of facts came before them, 
they would gladly have dilated. When, in the next generation, 
Walker collected all available information on the sufferings, of 
the clergy of his Church, he did not succeed in producing a 
single instance of a chaplain or schoolmaster reduced to poverty 
by this action of the Protector.2 

1 Nieupoort to the States General, Add. MSS. 17,677 W, 
fol. 232. 

1 It may be well to note here that this affair affords evidence of un¬ 
blushing forgery on the part of Gauden. Just before the Restoration, 
when bishoprics seemed likely to be offered, he published a Remonstrance 
(E, 765, 7) which, he said, he had presented to Oliver on behalf of the 
clergy suffering through the Declaration. Unluckily for the truth of this 
allegation, he set down his words as pleading for those who had been 
condemned * by your Highness’s late edict of Jan. i.* In 1660 he might 
have forgotten that Jan. 1 was the date fixed for the expulsion, and not 
that of the edict, which was in reality issued on Nov. 24. He could not 
have forgotten it in 1656. The man capable of forging this Remonstrance 
was capable of forging the Eikon. 
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Having taken measures for assuring his military control 
over the Royalist gentry, Oliver was prepared to show that he 
no longer considered them personally dangerous. On October 3 

1655. he resolved to throw open the prison-doors of the 
Reteascof Royalists shut up as a precautionary measure, on 
prisoners, condition of their giving security, not only to abstain 
from plotting against the Government, but also to give informa¬ 
tion against those who did.1 That the number of those set at 
liberty was large may be gathered from the fact that, out of four 
comities2 alone, no fewer than seventy-two obtained their 
release. A few had already been discharged on similar, or even 
on more onerous, conditions.3 It is, indeed, probable that this 
wholesale gaol-delivery was expedited by a suspicion that some 
of the prisoners might sue out a writ of habeas corpus when the 
new term enabled them to approach the courts—a move which 
would throw a fresh difficulty in the way of the adhesion of the 

0^. 2S. judges to the Protectorate.4 No one, least of all 
e\peUedS Oliver, would count on the gratitude of the liberated 
London Royalists, and on October 25 a proclamation was 

Qn’ issued to safeguard the Protector's life by renewing 

1 This security was subsequently demanded of all who had taken part 
in the Civil War. 

8 Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Cambridge. 
9 “ Divers gone off, but some on so hard, and others on so unhand¬ 

some conditions that I know not how to wish myself free on the same 
terms.” Sir R, Verney to Mrs. Sherard, August 27. Sir Ralph had 
returned to England, thinking himself safe under the Protectorate, as his 
only offence had been a refusal to take the Covenant. It is, however, 
easy to understand that, whilst a promise to betray any plots coming to 
his knowledge would be most repugnant to a man of his temperament, 
a refusal to give it might seem to the authorities an excellent test of 
Royalism. 

4 This is perhaps hinted at in the following extract from a set of 
Royalist verses printed in Notes and Queries, 7th series, x. 41, by 
Mr. Firth, who assigns them on good grounds to Denham :— 

“Though the governing part cannot find in their heart 
To free the imprisoned throng. 

Yet I dare affirm next Michaelmas Term 
We’ll set them out in a song.” 

VOL. III. Z 
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Nov. 30. 

Transport¬ 
ation of 
the Exeter 
prisoners. 

the order for the expulsion of all members of that party from 
London and Westminster.1 

Before the end of November Exeter gaol was cleared after 
another fashion. For some months it had been crowded with 

prisoners committed for their participation in Pen- 
ruddock’s rising. Two of these having petitioned 
the Council for liberty as banished men, if permission 
to continue in England after liberation were refused 

them, advantage was taken of their request to order the trans¬ 
portation of the whole number to the Indies,2 though on^ at 
least had had the bill against him thrown out by the grand 
jury,3 and others had been acquitted by the petty jury. It was 
afterwards stated by an interested party that none of them 
were transported without their consent being first given ; but, 
if this was the case, the question must have been a pure 
formality, as there is nothing in the Order of the Council to 
suggest that any alternative was really offered. 

The same partial witness, when called to account in 1659, 
not only stated, truly enough, that on their arrival in Barbados 
__ . , they were to be retained in forced servitude for five 
mentinthe years, after which they would receive payment for 
n ies* their work as free labourers, but did his best to re¬ 

present their condition as an easier one than that of the 
husbandman at home.4 Five of those who were the subjects 
of the experiment told a different story. On the outward 
voyage they were ‘locked up under decks--and guards— 
amongst horses, that their souls through heat and steam, under 
the tropic, fainted in them.’ On their arrival they were 

1 Proclamation, Oct. 25, B.M. press-mark 669, f. 20, No. 17. 
2 There was an order on Nov. 30 to transport some to the East 

Indies, and another on the same day to transport all to Barbados and 
other foreign plantations. Possibly the word ‘ East9 was miswritten for 
4 West,9 or the second order may have been intended to cancel the first. 
Council Order Book, Interr, I, 76, p. 404; S. P. Pom. ci. 165. 

3 This, however, appears to have happened, not because the grand 
jury were convinced of his innocence, but because his indictment had 
been laid in a wrong county. Burton’s Diary, iv. 258. 

4 Burton’s Diary, iv. 258, 259. 
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enthralled ‘in this most insupportable captivity, they now 
generally grinding at the mills, attending the furnaces, or 
digging in this scorching island ; having naught to feed on— 
notwithstanding their hard labour—but potato roots, nor to 
drink but water with such roots washed in it—besides the bread 
and tears of their own afflictions—being bought and sold still 
from one planter to another, or attached as horses and beasts 
for the debts of their masters, being whipped at their whipping¬ 
posts as rogues for their masters’ pleasure, and sleeping in 
styes worse than hogs in England, and many other ways made 
miserable beyond expression or Christian imagination.’1 

The practice of awarding transportation, even to uncon¬ 
victed prisoners, at the mere pleasure of the executive Govern- 
Growth of ment had been growing from year to year. Coming 
SST* into existence in the cases of the prisoners at Dunbar 
5*ecu?iwby an^ Worcester, it had been extended in constantly 
order. increasing proportions to the Irish who were found 
to be incapable or undesirous of finding work, and the evil 
practice was now extending itself in England. Lilburne, 
uncondemned, had been sent to a prison in Jersey. After 
Penruddock’s rising a few had been despatched to Barbados.2 
Now a larger number—about some seventy in all—were 
treated to the same measure. Very probably most of them, if 
they had been left to the severity of the law, would have met 
with a harder fate. For the community at large the danger lay 
in the growing habit of the executive, strong in the force of 
military support, to deal out penalties at its own will and 
pleasure, without definite rules laid down beforehand, and 
without adequate security for the release of the innocent.3 
Even Charles had better preserved the forms of legal justice. 

By this time the new system was getting into working order. 

1 Burton’s Diary, iv. 256. Compare England?s Slavery, E, 1833, 3. 
a See supra, p. 309. 
* Persons who had been engaged in rebellion were liable, by the first 

of the Orders for Securing the Peace of the Commonwealth (see p. 321), 
to be imprisoned or banished, but this does not imply transportation to 
the West Indies. 
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Royalists ex 
pelled from 
London. 

A list of 
the Major- 
Generals. 

The proclamation of October 25, commanding the expulsion 
Oct. 25. of Royalists from London and Westminster, was 

accompanied by a list of the Major-Generals—whose 
number was now raised to eleven—in order that 
those persons who had been sent back to their 
homes in the country might know to whom they 

must apply themselves with the bonds they were i*equired to 
offer for the good behaviour of themselves and their servants. 
Of the eleven Major-Generals, Kelsey was to take charge of 
Kent and Surrey; Goffe of Sussex, Hants, and Berkshire; 
Desborough, as formerly, of the six counties of the West— 
Gloucestershire, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Corn¬ 
wall ; Fleetwood, who had by this time returned from Ireland, 
of Oxfordshire, Bucks, Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, 
Norfolk and Suffolk ; Skippon of the City 'of London; Bark- 
stead of the rest of Middlesex; Whalley of the shires of 
Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Warwick, and Leicester; Butler 
of those of Northampton, Bedford, Rutland, and Huntingdon; 
Berry of Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, and North 
Wales; Worsley of Cheshire, Lancashire, and Staffordshire; 
Lambert of Yorkshire, Durham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, 
and Northumberland.1 Lambert and Fleetwood, whose 
services were required at Whitehall as members of the Council, 
were, however, allowed to appoint deputies, Cumberland, 
Westmoreland, and Northumberland being assigned to Charles 
Howard, and York and Durham to Robert Lilburne. In 
Fleetwood’s district, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridge¬ 
shire were given to Hezekiah Haynes. The remainder of the 
district was at first given to Tobias Bridge; but as, for some 
unknown reason, he retired from the post, Packer was em¬ 
ployed as deputy in Oxon and Herts, and also, in conjunction 
with George Fleetwood, in Bucks.2 Monmouthshire and 
South Wales remained for the present unallotted; but early in 
January they were assigned to Berry, who, no doubt in conse- 

1 The Public Intelligencer, E, 489, 9. 
* Council Order Book, Interr. I, 76, p. 343. This is not the brother 

of the Lord Deputy. 
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quence of the enormous extent of his district, was permitted to 
name two deputies, Colonel Rowland Dawkins and Lieutenant- 

Nov. a. Colonel Nicholas.1 So far as we know Whalley was 
Newulc at Major-General to take up active work, as he 

met the county commissioners of Nottinghamshire 
at Newark on November 2.2 

Between the Major-Generals and the Commissioners for 
securing the peace of the Commonwealth the utmost harmony 
The Major- prevailed; and it would have been strange if it had 

been otherwise. Originally selected as devoted to 
Monur*. the Protectorate, and reinforced by the Major- 
General with persons whom he selected after inquiry on the 
spot, they had the same friends and the same enemies as the 
Government itself. Being viewed with hostile eyes by the 
local magnates of their county, they were driven, in mere 
self-defence, to seek their own security in upholding the hand 
which brought them military support. If, on the other hand, 
as occasionally happened, one or other of the commissioners 
felt scruples at embarking on a service so unpopular amongst 
influential neighbours, it was easy to allow him to refrain from 
attending the meetings, and to drop out of sight without noise 
or scandal.3 The first business of the Major-General on his 
arrival in the county was to hold a meeting of the commis¬ 
sioners, in whose ranks he was himself enrolled, and over 
whom he presided in the chair. The relation between them 
was by no means dissimilar from that which existed between 
the Protector and the Council. It was natural that in both 
cases attention should be called to the more active and showy 
element, and there can be no doubt that without the Protector 
at Whitehall, or his Major-General in the county, but little, if 
anything, would have been accomplished; but it is not to be 

1 Council Order Book, Ini&rr. I, 76, p. 457. The usual statement 
that Dawkins was a Major-General in his own right is a mere blunder. 

« Whalley to Thurloe, Oct. 31, Nov. 2, Thurloe, iv. 125, 146. 
s Goffe to Thurloe, Nov. 7, Thurloe,, iv. 16. The relations between 

the Major-Generals and the Commissioners may be gathered from their 
correspondence at large. 
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imagined that Oliver had the intention to subject the country 
to a military despotism. What he aimed at was the establish¬ 
ment in the county and the nation of the rule—provisionally at 
least—of a Puritan oligarchy, with just so much of military 
strength behind it as was needed to make it effective for his 
purpose. 

The exaction of the tax of io per cent, was troublesome 
enough, but presented no insuperable difficulty. The local know- 
The Deci- ledge of the commissioners, assisted by the lists of com- 
rnauon. pounders kept in London at Goldsmiths7 Hall, matle 
it easy to ascertain, at least approximately, the income of each 
Royalist. As might have been expected, there were practical 
questions requiring to be referred from time to time to head¬ 
quarters, as not a few of the Royalists did their utmost to pro¬ 
duce reasons in favour of their personal exemption. There 
was, however, no attempt to resist openly, and the tax, once laid, 
was duly gathered in.1 Nor were many obstacles laid in the 
Royalists way t^ie search for arms. Before long Royalists 
disarmed. Were deprived of their weapons from one end of the 
country to the other, and insurrection, save under the cover of 
a successful invasion by a foreign army, was rendered impossible 
in England. Other precautionary measures were enforced with 
equal rigour. 

Bonds for the quiet behaviour of those who had in any 
capacity sided with the late King or his son were demanded, 

even from persons whose property fell beneath the 
ment^of limit of decimation; and there was an equally sweep- 
bonds, jng efjort t0 obtain certainty as to the places of abode 

of those who might in any way be distinguished as Royalists.2 3 

1 The details, taken from the Thurloe Papers, are given more fully 
by Mr. Rannie in the Hist, Rev. (July 1895), x. 484. 

3 In the British Museum there are three books {Add. MSS, 34,011-13) 
containing lists sent by the Major-Generals of every county except 
Middlesex. Taking so much of the list for Yorkshire as gives names 
beginning with the letter A, we find 113 entries. Two of these have no 
qualification appended. The remaining in show 13 esquires and 
gentlemen, the remaining 98 being tradesmen, artificers, fanners, yeomen. 
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I hero remained the cases of those Royalists who fell under the 
first order for the securing of the peace of the Commonwealth, 
PcrMWi having taken part in rebellions or plots, and those 
Lh'm?f wh° fell under the second, of being dangerous enemies 
in thv iat<* to the peace,1 Ot the number of those falling under 
conspiracy. t^e first jlea^ w[10 were to be imprisoned or banished 

with the sequestration of their estates, it is impossible to speak 
with precision, as the reports of many of the Major-Generals 
have not been preserved. But, so far as we know, the only 
dtses that occurred were those of the Northern conspirators who 
had been dealt with lightly at the last assizes.2 Before the end 

of March eight persons of quality, with Sir Henry 
Slingsby at their head, were imprisoned at Hull by 
Major-General Lilburne and the commissioners at 
York. In May fourteen others were sentenced to the 
like punishment, the estates of those amongst them 
who were possessed of properly being sequestered.3 
One or two cases were heard elsewhere, but our in¬ 

formation is insufficient to enable us to speak positively of the 
result.4 Under any other Government these men would have 
fared as badly, if not worse. What is peculiar about their 
treatment is that they were sentenced without the intervention 
of a jury, because it was impossible to obtain a verdict against 
them in these Northern parts. 

As to those who fell under the second head, who, without 
having taken part in any conspiracy, were dangerous on account 
of their avowed Royalism, and who were liable to imprisonment 
or to be sent beyond sea, the Major-Generals appear to have 
construed their orders somewhat liberally, holding themselves 
empowered to imprison on suspicion anyone known to entertain 

1656. 

March. 
Sentence 
011 Sling'shy 
and others. 

May. 
Further 
imprison* 
meats. 

husbandmen, labourers, &c. Such lists cannot have been drawn up with 
a view to decimation, but only to ascertain the abodes of persons who 
had given bonds. 

1 See p. 322, 2 See p. 299. 
8 Lilburne to Thurloe, Jan. 22 ; Lilburne to the Protector, Jan. 25, 

Feb. 9, March 14, Thurloe, iv. 442j 4^8, 522j 614- 
4 Lilburne to the Protector, May 16, id. v. 33. 
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X656. 
Cleveland 
imprisoned. 

Royalist opinions,1 or who frequented the company of persons 
of the same way of thinking. They were especially hard on 
persons who appeared to be living beyond their means, thus 
affording evidence that they eked out their scanty income from 

some disreputable source. One of the first to suffer 
was the satirical poet, Cleveland, who was confined 
in Yarmouth by Haynes, on the ground that he had 

but 50/. a year, and could give no account of himself, except that 
he lived with Mr. Edward Coke, whom he helped in his studies. 
It was further noted against him that he seldom left Coke’s 
house, that few resorted to him except Papists and Cavaliers, 
and that he was 6 a. person of great abilities, and so able to do 

Feb. greater disservice.’2 Some three months later he 
His petition petitioned Oliver for his release, professing that his 
release. fidelity to the King might be accepted as evidence 
that he would be faithful to the Protector, and complaining of 
being deprived of liberty merely for being poor;3 an appeal 
which was followed by his prompt release.4 5 

Cleveland had for a companion a Mr. Sherman, described 
by Haynes as ‘ a most malignant Episcopal minister who, 

1655. though of sober life, yet of most destructive prin¬ 
ciples to the Government and good people, and 
professedly owned and held forth by him most 

seditiously in a sermon preached before the authority of 
Norwich.’6 In other districts it was rather idleness and 
licentiousness that marked men out for imprisonment. The 
Bedfordshire commissioners, writes Butler, had assured him 
Proceedings ‘ they would make it their business to find out and 
Berry,S^ve me n°tice of all their profane and idle gentry, 
Worsiey. and others whose lives are a shame to ’ a ‘ Christian 

Imprison¬ 
ment of 
Sherman. 

1 See the cases of John Goring in Sussex, and of Middleton and others 
in Lancashire, Thurloe, iv. 213, 733, 746. 

2 Haynes to Thurloe, Nov. 10, ib. iv. 185. 
3 Cleveland’s petition was published on a broadsheet in Oct. 1657, 

B.M. press-mark 669, f. 20, No. 69. 
4 Wood’s Fast. i. 499. 
5 Haynes to Thurloe, Nov. 19, Thurloe, iv. 216. 
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Commonwealth, and of all inferior persons that are dangerous 
and live without callings.' “We have secured,” he adds, “in 
order to his Highness transporting him, one Pemberton, that 
was formerly in arms against the Parliament, a very desperate 
person, having no estate, and living after the rate of four or five 
hundred a year. ... I do not think his Highness can be in¬ 
formed of a person more fit for banishment.” 1 At Shrews¬ 
bury Berry imprisons “ divers lewd fellows, some for having a 
hand in the plot, others of dissolute life.1 “ If some of them 
w*re sent to the Indies,” he adds, “ it would do much good.”2 
Worsley was no less active. “We . . . are now,” he writes 
from Lancashire, <£ beginning to fill the prisons with suspicious 
fellows.” “ I have had many sad complaints,” he writes a few 
days later, “against the attorneys of this county, and had 
against this meeting sent summons out to all attorneys that 
were delinquents or papists; and they appearing yesterday, I 
have first taken the bonds ordered by the Council; another 
bond, that they should never act any more as an attorney or 
solicitor in this Commonwealth, without special license from his 
Highness and his Council, or either of them, and the most of 
them have done this ; only one that did not appear, which we 
have sent to apprehend.” In Cheshire he is no less thorough¬ 
going. “ The Commissioners,” he assures Thurloe, “ some of 
them this day expressed that they could find near sixty gentle¬ 
men in this country, many of them younger sons, that were fit 
to be sent out of this Commonwealth, which done would much 
tend to the security thereof and terrify others. I light on3 one 
Hugh Andorton, in Lancashire, one noted by all your friends to 
be one of the most wicked, dangerous men in this Common¬ 
wealth. I intend to send him to the castle of Chester to the 

rest.” * 
It is unnecessary to pursue the subject further in order to 

1 Butler to Thurloe, Nov. 19, Thurloe, iv. 21S. 
3 Berry to Thurloe, Jan. 5, ib. iv. 393. 
* 4 Of' as printed. 
4 Worsley to Thurloe, Dec. 21, Feb. i, Feb. 13, Thurloe, iv. 333, 

495, 533- 
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discover the reasons why the conduct of the Major-Generals 
was far more offensive to Royalists and semi-Royalists than was 
warranted by their conduct as collectors of illegal taxation. In 
arresting loose-livers, and other persons whose expenditure was 
beyond their means, they were acting, no doubt, under the 
Instructions, but none the less without legal authority of any 
kind. Nor was this all. The arrests made by them, in this 
fashion, threw into their hands a power which, dependent as 
they were on the local knowledge of the commissioners, might 
easily be employed to give effect to private spite. Worsley’s 
mode of dealing with the attorneys, again, may be taken as 
evidence of the way in which, when the mere enforcement of 
the law is entrusted to military men they are apt to step beyond 
the boundaries which would at once be recognised by a lawyer. 
So far as recusants were concerned 1—and it is probable that, in 
such a county as Lancashire, a large proportion of the malignant 
attorneys were recusants—Worsley did no more than put in 
force against them a Statute of James I. The exclusion from 
practice of mere malignants, not being recusants, was absolutely 
illegal.2 Such conduct, if followed—and it was likely enough 
that it would be followed by the other Major-Generals—could 
hardly fail to double the number of Royalists before the new 
system had Ipeen many months in operation. 

1 3 J^* 1' c. 5, § 6. 
2 It could not be said, however, that the personal quarrels of the 

commissioners with their neighbours would in this matter weigh with the 
Major-General in picking out malignant attorneys, as he would depend 
on J^^equestrators^-certificatesj-^nd not on4o€£t'go&sip. 
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